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Agency Scoping Meeting Summary 



 

M E E T I N G  S U M M A R Y   
 

The New Pueblo Freeway Draft EIS 
Agency Scoping Meeting

See full list on page 2ATTENDEES: 

FHWA 3rd Floor Conference Room, 555 Zang, Lakewood, ColoradoLOCATION: 

MEETING DATE: February 13, 2003 

SUBJECT: New Pueblo Freeway  

PROJECT: 158128; IM 0251-156; SA 12831 

AUTHOR: Dirk D. Draper/CH2M HILL 

 

INTRODUCTION 
These meeting notes reflect the decisions and action items agreed on at this meeting.  Please 
advise the Author as soon as possible if your meeting notes reflect any substantial 
differences from these notes. 

On February 13, 2003, FHWA and CDOT hosted the Agency Scoping Meeting for the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) of the New Pueblo Freeway.  The meeting was held 
in the 3rd floor conference room of the FHWA office in Lakewood.  The purpose of the 
meeting was to exchange information with resource management agencies about the project, 
and solicit feedback on the Environmental Methodology Report CH2M HILL has written for 
the project.  The meeting began at 10 a.m. and lasted until 12:15 p.m.  

INVITATION AND PARTICIPATION 
CH2M HILL worked with FHWA and CDOT Region 2 to identify federal, state and local 
agency representatives to invite to the scoping and coordination meetings.  The Table below 
lists individuals based in Denver and their participation at the Scoping Meeting.  Invitations 
to the meeting were emailed by Chris Horn/FHWA, on Friday, January 31, 2003, with the 
Environmental Methodology Report and Information Package attached as PDF files. Written 
invitations were mailed to the same individuals the following week, along with copies of the 
same two documents.  CH2M HILL called each individual by telephone on Monday and 
Tuesday, February 10-11, 2003, to remind them of the meeting and determine their intent to 
participate. Representatives from HUD were identified late in this process.  Following 
several telephone calls during the week, email invitations were sent by CH2M HILL to two 
HUD representatives on Wednesday, February 12, 2003.  

The project sponsors will hold an “Agency Coordination Meeting” in Pueblo on February 
27, 2003, for local agencies.  The email and letter invitations identified this meeting to all 
recipients for their convenience. Please refer to the separate Agency Coordination Meeting 
Summary from that event for more information.  
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PARTICIPANTS 
Agency/Individual, Specialty Invited Attended 

Federal and State Transportation Agencies 
FHWA/Charmaine Farrar, Manager 

 
No 

 
Yes 

FHWA/Dennis Durbin, Environmental Yes Yes 
FHWA/Chris Horn, Project Manager Yes Yes 
FHWA/Monica Pavlik, Environmental No Yes 
FHWA/Edrie Vinson, Environmental Yes No 
CDOT Region 2/Dick Annand, RPEM Yes Yes 
CDOT Region 2/Judy DeHaven, Environmental  Yes Yes 
CDOT Region 2/David Miller, Project Manager Yes Yes 
CDOT EP/Mike Banovich , Landscape Architect No Yes 
CDOT EP/Tom Boyce, Water Quality Yes No 
CDOT EP/Dan Jepson, Cultural Resource Mgr-Archaeologist Yes Yes 
CDOT EP/Gordon McEvoy, Water Quality No Yes 
CDOT EP/Jerry Piffer, Air Quality, Environmental Justice Yes Yes 
CDOT EP/Lisa Schoch, Historian  Yes Yes 
CDOT EP/Rebecca Vickers, Environmental Manager  Yes No 
CDOT EP/Steve Wallace, Paleontologist Yes Yes 
 
Denver Resource Agencies 
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation/Don Klima, Manager 

 
 

Yes 

 
 

No 
Army Corps of Engineers/Anita Culp, Floodplains Yes Yes 
CDPHE/Air Pollution Control Division/Jim DiLeo, Air Quality Yes Yes 
CDPHE/Solid Waste/Pat Martinek, Hazardous Materials Yes Yes 
CDPHE/Water Quality/Kathleen Reilly, Water Quality Yes No 
EPA/Sarah Fowler, 404 program No Yes 
EPA/Debra Lebow, NEPA Yes Yes 
FEMA/John Liou, Floodplains Yes Yes 
Fish and Wildlife Service/Allison Michael, Listed species Yes Yes 
HUD/Guadalupe Herrera, Environmental Justice Yes No 
HUD/Howard Kutzer, Environmental Justice Yes No 
SHPO/Dan Corson, Historical and Archaeological Yes No 
 
Consultant Team in Attendance 
CH2M HILL/Bill Knapp, EIS Project Manager  

  

CH2M HILL/Dirk Draper, Environmental Planner    
CH2M HILL/Andrea Garcia, EIS Task Manager   
CH2M HILL/Mary Jo Vobejda, EIS Public Involvement Manager 
 

  

A
The agend

GENDA 
a is attached and was followed in conducting the meeting.  

DISPLAYS AND HANDOUTS 
Bill Knapp/CH2M HILL Project Manager, conducted the majority of the first half of the 
meeting using a PowerPoint slide show that introduced participants to the project 
background and extensive development phase activities.  

Mary Jo Vobejda/CH2M HILL Public Involvement Specialist, briefed the group on the 
public involvement strategies and activities that were conducted during the Feasibility 
Study.  She highlighted the variety of methods used to engage the public in the decision
making process that occurred during planning. 
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Bill Knapp provided an overview of the environmental issues that were discovered during 
the Feasibility Study and explained the reasons an EIS is warranted.  Bill talked through the 
EIS schedule, which shows a completion date of December 2004 for a DEIS submittal. 

Andrea Garcia/CH2M HILL EIS Task Manager, described FHWA and CDOT early agency 
coordination efforts.  This included an October 7, 2002, field trip and informal resource 
agency briefings conducted in November and December 2002.  She described the purpose of 
the Environmental Methodology Report and how it will be used to guide the EIS study process.  
She said that comments are being accepted on the report through March 13, 2003. 

A number of maps and oversized figures were displayed at the meeting, including aerial 
photos overlain with map outlines of each alternative that were approximately 8 feet long, 
and one aerial photograph of the corridor that was approximately 12 feet long.  

Participants at the meeting were provided with a meeting agenda and an 11” x 17” map of 
each of the three alternatives. A number of copies of the Environmental Methodology Report 
and Info Package were distributed at the meeting.  

ACTION ITEMS 

These action items were identified in the Agency Scoping meeting: 

• CH2M HILL will send updated maps of the Existing I-25 Alignment Alternative to 
meeting participants. 

• CH2M HILL will send copies of the agenda and 11x17 maps to agency representatives 
who were invited but unable to attend the Agency Scoping or Coordination meetings. 

• CH2M HILL to change CDPHE contact to Kathleen Reilly and delete Bill McKee’s name 
from the Contact List, and to delete Van Truan/Corps from the Contact List. 

• EPA will provide CH2M HILL with examples of air toxins mitigation measures. 

• Judy DeHaven/CDOT R2 will provide a copy of new CDOT noise guidance to CH2M 
HILL. 

• Chris Horn/FHWA will provide FHWA guidance on Cumulative Impacts (February 
2003) to CDOT and CH2M HILL. 

• CH2M HILL to provide Steve Wallace, CDOT paleontologist with aerial photographs at 
1” = 2000’ scale for his fieldwork. 

• Agency representatives will submit comments on the Environmental Methodology Report 
to Andrea Garcia/CH2M HILL by March 13, 2003.  

• After March 13, 2003, CH2M HILL will revise the Environmental Methodology Report to 
reflect comments from FHWA, CDOT, and participants at the Scoping and Coordination 
meetings.  Copies of the revised Environmental Methodology Reports will be provided to 
agency representatives on the Scoping Contact List. 
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DISCUSSION 
During the hour-long question-and-answer session CH2M HILL recorded comments and 
questions on a display easel.  The transcript of comments is attached.  Much of the 
discussion focused on floodplains, air toxins, and secondary impacts.  

 Floodplains 
John Liou/FEMA advised that numerous studies of Fountain Creek are underway; 
consistency is needed in approach and assumptions on all studies of Fountain Creek, 
including the New Pueblo Freeway.  FEMA noted that revising the models of Fountain 
Creek’s complex floodplains is a process further complicated by the interim status of 
hydrology modeling. John suggested that hydraulics modeling will be needed for 10 miles 
of Fountain Creek. 
 
FEMA noted that its stringent floodway criteria and Executive Order 11988 on floodplains 
must be followed in planning the New Pueblo Freeway.  
COE/FEMA/PPACG need to define roles/responsibility among themselves, given the 
multiple concurrent studies and interim status of baseline data.    
 
Bill Knapp confirmed that potential impacts to the floodplains were presented to the public 
during the initial project planning.  He noted that additional analysis and results will be 
shared with public during the EIS. 
 
Also see comment on indirect impacts in the Wetlands discussion, below.  
 

Air Quality and Air Toxics 
Chris Horn asked whether the Environmental Methodology Report section is too detailed for 
an attainment area.  After discussion, participants agreed that further meetings are needed 
with FHWA, CDOT, EPA and APCD regarding the level of air quality analysis needed in 
Pueblo. CH2M HILL explained that existing I-25 through-lanes operate at Level of Service 
(LOS) C or better, while some existing interchanges along I-25 operate at LOS D or better.  
Future traffic operations (2025) are anticipated to operate at LOS F. 
 
NEPA requires some discussion of conformity with limited hot spot analysis, given the 
forecast of LOS F.  Jim DiLeo/APCD and Debra Lebow/EPA requested a qualitative 
statement on particulates in the DEIS, and suggested that standard language from those 
agencies be applied to the air quality analysis. EPA may not require heavy detailed 
analysis, but the agency does have mitigation measures to implement now, for example, 
requiring construction vehicles to use cleaner diesel fuel, and implement dust control 
measures.  
 
EPA explained its position that air toxins are a more important topic than pollutants in 
Pueblo.  Impacts from air-borne toxins could be an important element in a project’s 
environmental justice evaluation if potential impacts are concentrated in specific 
neighborhoods and mitigation is not implemented.  EPA cited the example that fugitive 
dust containing heavy metals is a concern, and may be an issue at the steel mill, especially 
when excavations occurs.  
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EPA is requiring that some mitigation measures for air toxins be addressed in the DEIS.  
The agency does have mitigation measures to implement now (for example I-70 East 
corridor an EPA/Denver City project) and will provide examples to CH2M HILL.  CDOT 
does not currently have a department policy on air toxins.  

 
Cultural and Paleontological Resources 

Dan Jepson/CDOT EP, asked about the level of public interest in historic preservation in 
Pueblo, and what had been the level of involvement in public meetings. CH2M HILL 
described a high level of local pride and interest in cultural resources, and cited multiple 
local historical groups operating in Pueblo.  CH2M HILL summarized attendance at the 
public participation events as consistently high, with high level of local interest and 
understanding.  
 
Dan Jepson noted that the Environmental Methodology Report section on cultural resources 
should be more detailed and reflect archaeological and paleontological investigations and 
Native American consultations, all of which will be conducted by CDOT.  He also requested 
that given the size and complexity of historic resources in this study area the consultant 
team have very close contact with CDOT-EP, especially Dan and Lisa Schoch/CDOT EP.  
Dan offered that when CH2M HILL meets with local groups on historic resource issues, 
CDOT would be willing to attend.  Bill Knapp noted that one of the public workshops is 
specifically focused on historical resources.  
 
Steve Wallace/CDOT EP paleontologist, requested aerial photographs at 1” = 2000’ scale for 
his fieldwork.  He also noted that CDOT would need Rights of Entry agreements to do 
paleontology fieldwork.  
 

Hazardous Materials 
Debra Lebow/EPA, requested that the DEIS address the potential presence of lead-based 
paint, especially in residences and bridges.  She also asked if we had methodology 
established on how to report  and address methamphetamine labs (a growing concern in 
many urban areas).  
 
One participant asked whether any of the alternatives would directly affect the mill, and 
whether a brownfields approach was appropriate.  After discussion FHWA and CDOT 
agreed to confer with EPA on potential funding sources under their brownfields programs.   
 

Alternatives Analysis 
One participant asked if the EIS will revisit all of the original alternatives evaluated in the 
preliminary planning.  CH2M HILL confirmed that these alternatives will be evaluated and 
documented.  
 

Noise 
CDOT recommended the Environmental Methodology Report to be revised to reflect the 
agency’s new regulations on noise. Judy DeHaven/CDOT R2 will provide a copy of the 
guidance to CH2M HILL. 
 

Erosion/Sedimentation especially in Fountain Creek  
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Anita Culp/Corps asked how sedimentation and erosion would be addressed in the EIS, 
and noted that stormwater and MS4 permits will be needed.  She also noted that mitigation 
will be required, not “may” as currently stated in the Environmental Methodology Report.   
 
John Liou/FEMA asked that the EIS address how to ensure protection of highway from 
flooding.  The Corps asked that during design Dillon Crossing be made perpendicular to 
Fountain Creek, if possible, to minimize impacts.  
 

Water Quality 
One participant asked for identification of the City’s water sources.  CH2M HILL explained 
that Pueblo obtains its water from the Arkansas River and Pueblo Reservoir.   
 
Gordon McEvoy/CDOT EP suggested that the DEIS clarify the water use type that is 
impacted by project activities, and to distinguish between potable or industrial uses because 
water quality needs may vary among uses.  
 

Wetlands and T & E 
Allison Michael/USFWS asked that the DEIS include analysis include “water bodies, 
wildlife” for their important connections with riparian communities. She also noted that the 
agenda identified these resources, but the Environmental Methodology Report did not. CH2M 
HILL explained that wetlands and riparian habitat would be evaluated in the DEIS, as 
identified in the Environmental Methodology Report, and acknowledged that the agenda, 
which is based on the FHWA Technical Advisory does vary on that topic.  
 
Anita Culp/Corps asked that care be taken in delineating wetlands in 2003, and to not base 
our analysis or conclusions on current hydrology.  She suggested that during drought 
conditions we not rely only on hydrology but map the wetland features based on 
vegetation.  
 
One commentor noted that Executive Order 11990 on Wetlands Protection should be 
identified as guidance in Environmental Methodology Report.  
 
One commentor noted that the DEIS analysis of wetlands include discussion of the impacts 
on off-site gravel pits for aggregate, and suggested that this is a potentially important issue.  
The suggestion was made that we treat this potential impact as disclosure issue—that is, 
identify it in Indirect Effects or Cumulative Impacts, and don’t ignore it as a potential 
impact.  
 
Another commentor noted that this same issue applied to floodplains—that is, gravel 
mining can indirectly affect floodplains.  
 

Green Building Practices 
Pat Martinik/CDPHE requested that green building practices be implemented wherever 
possible; for example, recycling old concrete and using recycled tires in noise walls.  The 
commentor suggested that CDOT build these practices into contractual incentives for 
contractor. Bill Knapp suggested this be reflected in any project advertisements so 
contractors could reflect this approach in their bids. Another commentor suggested that 
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balancing recycling and other green practices be among the topics in the context sensitive 
solutions workshops.  
 

Visual  
One participant advised that FHWA and CDOT should use the federal Highway 
Beautification Act as guidance on visual impacts.   
 

Cumulative Impacts  
Chris Horn recommended the Environmental Methodology Report be revised to reflect the 
February 3, 2003, FHWA-published interim guidance on cumulative impacts.  Chris Horn 
said he would provide this document to CDOT and CH2M HILL. 
 

ARCHIVED MATERIALS 
Contact list 
Information Package 
Environmental Methodology Report 
Transcript of comments recorded on easel at meeting 
11 x 17 maps 
Invitation email  
Invitation letter 
B.Knapp PowerPoint presentation slides 
Sign-In sheets  

 







 

M E E T I N G  S U M M A R Y   
 

The New Pueblo Freeway Draft EIS 
Agency Coordination Meeting

See full list on page 2ATTENDEES: 

Interim Library Conference Room, 701 Court Street, Pueblo, ColoradoLOCATION: 

MEETING DATE: February 27, 2003 

SUBJECT: New Pueblo Freeway  

PROJECT: 158128; IM 0251-156; SA 12831 

AUTHOR: Dirk D. Draper/CH2M HILL 

 

INTRODUCTION 
These meeting notes reflect the decisions and action items agreed on at this meeting.  Please 
advise the Author as soon as possible if your meeting notes reflect any substantial 
differences from these notes. 

On February 27, 2003, FHWA and CDOT hosted an Agency Coordination Meeting for the 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) of the New Pueblo Freeway.  The meeting 
was held in the Interim Library for the City-County Library in Pueblo.  The purpose of the 
meeting was to exchange information with resource management agencies about the project, 
and solicit feedback on the Environmental Methodology Report CH2M HILL has written for 
the project.  The meeting began at 10 a.m. and lasted until 11:50 a.m.  

INVITATION AND PARTICIPATION 
CH2M HILL worked with FHWA and CDOT Region 2 to identify federal, state and local 
agency representatives to invite to the scoping and coordination meetings.  The Table below 
lists individuals based in Pueblo and their participation at the Coordination Meeting.  
Invitations to the meeting were emailed by Chris Horn/FHWA, on Friday, January 31, 2003, 
with the Environmental Methodology Report and Information Package attached as PDF files. 
Written invitations were mailed to the same individuals the following week, along with 
copies of the same two documents. CH2M HILL called each individual by telephone on 
Tuesday and Wednesday, February 25-26, 2003, to remind them of the meeting and 
determine their intent to participate.  

The project sponsors held an “Agency Scoping Meeting” in Lakewood on February 13, 2003.  
The email and letter invitations identified the February 13th meeting to all recipients for their 
convenience. Please refer to the separate Agency Scoping Meeting Summary from that event 
for more information.  
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PARTICIPANTS 
Agency/Individual, Specialty Invited Attended 

Federal and State Transportation Agencies 
FHWA/ Dennis Durbin, Environmental 

 
Yes 

 
Yes 

CDOT Region 2/Dick Annand, RPEM Yes Yes 
CDOT Region 2/Judy DeHaven, Environmental  Yes Yes 
CDOT Region 2/David Miller, Project Manager Yes Yes 
 
Pueblo Resource Agencies 
Bessemer Historical Society/Maria Sanchez  

 
 

Yes 

 
 

No 
City of Pueblo/Dan Centa, Transportation Yes Yes 
City of Pueblo/David Cockrell, Neighborhoods No Yes 
City of Pueblo/Tom Cvar, Public Works Yes No 
City of Pueblo/Bob Gilliland, Parks No Yes 
City of Pueblo/Jim Munch Yes Yes 
City of Pueblo/Jack Quinn, Housing Authority Yes Yes 
City of Pueblo/Rich Zajac, Parks Yes Yes 
Colorado Division of Wildlife/Al Trujillo Yes No 
Colorado Division of Wildlife/Kevin Kaczmerek  Yes No 
PACOG/Bill Moore, Director Yes Yes 
Pueblo County/Kim Headley, Planning Yes No 
Pueblo County/Greg Severance, Public Works Yes No 
Pueblo County/Del Olivas, Social Services Yes No 
Pueblo County/ Jeffrey Woeber, Planning Yes Yes 
Pueblo County, City of Pueblo/Emmet Hance, Health Department Yes Yes 
Pueblo County, City of Pueblo/Chris Nevin-Wood, Health Department Yes No 
Pueblo County Historical Society/George Williams Yes Yes 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers/Van Truan, Manager Yes No 
 
Consultant Team in Attendance 
CH2M HILL/Bill Knapp, EIS Project Manager  

  

CH2M HILL/Andrea Garcia, EIS Task Manager   
CH2M HILL/Mary Jo Vobejda, EIS Public Involvement Manager   
CH2M HILL/Dirk Draper, Environmental Planner    
Ballantyne Marketing/Glenn Ballantyne, Public Involvement 
 

  

A

The agend

GENDA 

a is attached and was followed in conducting the meeting.  

DISPLAYS AND HANDOUTS 
Bill Knapp/CH2M HILL Project Manager, conducted the majority of the first half of the 

 meeting using a PowerPoint slide show and display maps that introduced participants to
the project background and extensive development phase activities.  

MaryJo Vobejda/CH2M HILL Public Involvement Task Manager, briefed the group on the 
public involvement strategies and activities that were conducted during the Feasibility 
Study.  She highlighted the variety of methods used to engage the public in the decision
making process that occurred during planning. 

Bill Knapp

 

 provided an overview of the environmental issues that were discovered during 
 the Feasibility Study and explained the reasons an EIS is warranted.  Bill talked through the

EIS schedule, which shows a DEIS submittal in December 2004. 

Andrea Garcia/CH2M HILL EIS Task Manager, described FHWA and CDOT early agency 
coordination efforts.  This included an October 7, 2002, field trip and informal resource 
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agency briefings conducted in November and December 2002.  She described the purpose of
the Environmental Methodology Report and how it will be used to guide the EIS study proc
She said that comments are being accepted on the report through March 13, 2003. 

A number of maps and oversized figures were displayed at the meeting, including aerial 
photos approximately 6 feet long overlain with map outlines of each build alternative. 

 
ess.  

 

s 
the 

identified in the Agency Scoping meeting: 

inutes from both agency 

and replacement of Benedict Park.  

e 

 

Participants at the meeting were provided with a meeting agenda and three 11” x 17” map
of each of the alternatives, one overlaid on an aerial photograph. A number of copies of 
Environmental Methodology Report were distributed at the meeting. Participants were asked 
to register on the Sign-In Sheet.  

ACTION ITEMS 

These action items were 

• CH2M HILL will send copies of the agenda, 11x17 maps, and m
meetings to participants and invitees.  

• Distribute Air Quality Technical Memo, when it is completed, to Pueblo County Health 
Department.  

• Reach out to residents in the Prairie neighborhood, east of St. Mary’s School, in 
discussions about potential impacts to 

• Involve St. Charles Water District in the project if their points of diversion on th
Arkansas River are to be affected. 

• Agency representatives will submit comments on the Environmental Methodology Report
to Andrea Garcia/CH2M HILL by March 13, 2003.  

he Scoping and Coordination 

-answer session CH2M HILL recorded comments and 
 display easel. Much of the discussion focused on neighborhood impacts and 

• After March 13, 2003, CH2M HILL will revise the Environmental Methodology Report to 
reflect comments from FHWA, CDOT, and participants at t
meetings.  Copies of the revised Environmental Methodology Reports will be provided to 
agency representatives on the Scoping Contact List. 

DISCUSSION 
During the hour-long question-and
questions on a
local economic development.  

 Agency Coordination 
Jim Munch/City asked how local agencies can best coordinate on the project with federal 
and state agencies. Bill Knapp reviewed opportunities for meetings that include context 
sensitive solution workshops, topic-specific open houses, monthly meetings with FHWA, 
and periodic meetings with the resource management agencies.  
 
Bill Moore/PACOG asked how conflicts between agencies would be resolved.  Denny 
Durbin/FHWA explained that FHWA will try to resolve issues whenever possible, but if 
that is not possible FHWA, as the lead agency, will make the final decision.  
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Emmet Hance/City-County Health Department said the County Health Department w
be interested in coordinating with the Air Pollution Control Division (in Colorado 
Department of Health and Environment) and seeing the air quality deliverab

ould 

les when they 
re available. Andrea Garciaa  noted that APCD and EPA had attended the Agency Scoping 

lysis is 
meeting and that air toxins was subject of considerable discussion. She said that a more 
detailed air quality methodology report would be written before the air quality ana
conducted.  The report will be reviewed by air quality staff from FHWA, CDOT, APCD, 
EPA, and PACOG. 
 
 
Jim Munch asked how the three community working groups would be involved in the EIS.  
Bill Knapp confirmed they would be involved, and that coordination efforts would begin 

llowing the scoping activities that are now underway.  fo
 
 Project Alternatives 
Dan Centa/City asked why the south end of the project footprint had changed from the 
Feasibility Study, and whether that would affect the study. Bill Knapp responded that the 

IS will evaluate all areas affected. He noted that the original study area ended at Pueblo 
t the Stem Beach interchange was added later to reflect a 

E
Boulevard, as does the EIS, and tha
very long-term planning horizon. Bill also explained that the EIS study area ending at 
Pueblo Boulevard does not affect opportunities to improve the Stem Beach interchange at 
any time in the future.  
 
Jim Munch asked whether the Dillon Street extension is included in the EIS boundaries
whether the potential impact on Erie Avenue would be included in the EIS.  

, and 
Bill Knapp 

confirmed that the EIS includes the extension of Dillon Street but not the future/potential 
pacts associated with a connection to Erie.  im

 
George Williams/Pueblo Historical Society asked if a bypass entirely around the city had
been suggested.  

 
David Miller/CDOT R2 and others explained that this had been explored

and determined not to be desirable for the City
 

 to remove all traffic from the interstate.  
 
 Local Traffic 
Dan Centa voiced concern about how the present configuration of access roads could shift 
traffic to Mesa from Northern, which is the opposite of what needs to happen. He suggested 

is intersection be examined to ensure it achieves the project’s objectives, and that traffic 
d to reduce unwanted cut-through traffic. David Cockrell

th
calming and signage be use /City 
also noted that traffic speeds and volumes west of Mesa are a concern for schools in this 
area.  
 
David Cockrell expressed support for a below-grade I-25 because it would reduce noise.  
 
Bill Moore asked what decision was reached in building a slip ramp at Mesa/Northern. Bill 
Knapp explained that there was not sufficient room to construct the ramp under Mesa and 
the concept has been determined not to be feasible.  
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Dan Centa suggested that to improve local connectivity the project must include robust 
pedestrian and bicycle facilities. Jim Munch recommended that to improve connectivity the 
study must begin by identifying where the highway is a barrier and where it is not.  
 
 Project Phasing 
Jim Munch asked if the project could be phased to implement some segments as partial 
funding becomes available. Bill Knapp and David Miller confirmed that no formal decision 

ad been made and that this would be evaluated and implemented if appropriate. Judy h
DeHaven/CDOT R2 also noted that CDOT will talk with EPA about how brownfields 

s approaches could be used in some areas of the corridor to limit remediation requirement
and expedite highway improvements.  
 
 Community Parks 
George Williams suggested that residents in the Prairie neighborhood, east of St. Mary’s 
School, be included in discussions about potential impacts to Benedict Park, noting that this 

 one of few parks on the east side, and is heavily used by those residents. He also noted 
sidered as well as the acreage of the park, and expressed 

is
that the layout of the park be con
concern that the long-thin footprint identified by Bill Knapp may not be usable as a park. 
 

 

George Williams asked if indirect impacts (such as noise) on Mineral Palace Park will be 
evaluated and addressed, and how potential impacts will be balanced.  He cited as an 
example how a noise wall could protect the quiet but block views into the park.  Bill Knapp 
onfirmed that indirect impacts will be addressed, and agreed that some balancing like this 

  
c
will be required, but it is too early to determine how an issue like this would be resolved.
 
 Neighborhoods  
David Cockrell requested that the new Bessemer Neighborhood Plan be considered in the EIS 
plan.  David noted he is the City’s representative working with the neighborhood.  He also 
ommented that in any redevelopment, parking at the site will be important, and that 

ssemer Ditch and future access points are all being 
c
boundaries just south of the Be
considered now.  
 
 Historic Properties  
Jim Munch said that a new local historic preservation commission regulates demol
historic properties

ition of 
. He noted potential impacts along Bradford and asked whether CDOT 

ould comply with local regulations on demolition. Judy DeHavenw  asked if relocation was 
avoid demolition and preserve these properties.  These an appropriate option that would 

issues will be addressed in the EIS.  
 
David Cockrell observed that a local group, supported by students from the University of 
Colorado, is working on nominating Mineral Palace Park as a national historic district. 
Another commentor noted that creation of a Northside Historic District is being explored 

ow.  n
 
Jim Munch asked if the EIS will consider induced economic impacts and development 
pressure near interchanges. He suggested that the secondary impacts analysis should 
evaluate the “big picture” such as the location of hazardous materials sites relative to the 
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terstate.  Bill Knappin  and others confirmed that we will evaluate secondary and indirect 
impacts in the EIS.   
 
 Environmental Justice  
Andrea Garcia noted that the project sponsors were aware of potential impacts related to 
environmental justice.  She asked Jack Quinn/City Housing Authority if he had suggestions 

f how to effectively engage low income and minority neighborhoods in the planning o
process. Jack Quinn responded that he understood that the seniors’ high rise north of 
Mineral Palace Park would not be impacted under the present footprint.   
 
Bill Knapp asked specifically for suggestions about how to engage the East Grove 
neighborhood in planning activities. Emmet Hance acknowledge this is difficult and 
recommended being tenacious in efforts to engage neighborhoods. Jack Quinn noted that 

e Grove neighborhood has many rentals and thus residents are unlikely to participate.  th
 
 Water Resources 
Jim Munch recommended that St. Charles Water District be involved in the project if their 
points of diversion are to be affected.  He also noted that the Bureau of Reclamation may 
undertake a NEPA study on reauthorizing the dam and minimum flow requirements 

t to Colorado Springs, and recommended the project team associated with a pipeline projec
coordinate with the Bureau’s effort.  
 
George Williams observed that public works has some emergency floodgates that may
affected, and asked if they were involved. 

 be 
Andrea Garcia noted that Public Works was 

invited to today’s meeting, that we would coordinate with them, and that they would be 
rovided with meeting minutes.  

gy Report 
s recorded on easel at meeting 

 

  

p
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STATE OF COLORADO 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

Region 2 – South Engineering Program 

902 Erie Ave 

Pueblo, Colorado 81001 

(719) 546-5794 

(719) 546-5777 FAX 

 

June 25, 2012 

Mr. Thomas M. Morrissey, PE 

State Trails Program Manager 

Colorado Parks and Wildlife Division 

1313 Sherman Street, Room 618 

Denver, CO 80201 

 

Subject: Request for Permission to Convert Three Properties Funded with Land and Water Conservation 

Funds to a Transportation Use in Pueblo, Colorado: Fountain Creek Park Land, Runyon/Fountain 

Lake State Wildlife Area, and Benedict Park 

Dear Mr. Morrissey: 

The Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) are planning 

improvements to a 7-mile segment of Interstate-25 (I-25) through Pueblo, Colorado and are preparing a Final 

Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS). This correspondence is intended to initiate the approval of the conversion 

of three Section 6(f) assisted properties for the project, in accordance with Section 6(f)(3) of the Land and Water 

Conservation Fund (LWCF) Act of 1965 and at the request of the U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI). The 

purpose of the transportation improvements are to: (1) improve safety by addressing deteriorating roadways and 

bridges and non-standard roadway characteristics on I-25 and (2) improve local and regional mobility within and 

through the City of Pueblo to meet existing and future travel demands. Because of the size and cost associated 

with the needed improvements, they will not be completed or funded as a single project, but as a series of projects 

that are each individually funded, will have independent utility, and will be funded individually. Mitigation will be 

completed during the same project in which the associated impacts occur. Only the initial projects are currently 

funded with State and Federal funds. More information can be found in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement 

(www.i25pueblo.com). The following information has been provided for review:  

1. Project descriptions 

2. Areas of conversion and impacts to actively managed recreational attributes 

3. Avoidance considerations for each project 

4. Proposed mitigation 

CDOT has consulted the owner of the recreational properties (City of Pueblo, under care of Pueblo Conservancy 

District) and has approval for the proposed mitigation identified for each project. The owners have signed a 

Memorandum of Understanding with CDOT (Attachment 1) as a means of demonstrating their support for the 

mitigation proposed in return for the conversions and their commitment to maintaining the proposed 

improvements. 
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PROJECTS WITH ASSOCIATED SECTION 6(F)(3) CONVERSIONS 

Due to the size and costs associated with the improvements to the I-25 corridor in Pueblo, the improvements will 

be conducted as a series of projects in separately funded phases. Mitigation for impacts associated with the 

projects in each phase must be completed at the same time and will be a part of the project requirements. Where 

funding is available, projects may be bundled for construction. 

RELOCATION OF US 50B TO THE NORTH AND WIDENING OF US 50B 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

This project will shift the current US 50B interchange with I-25 slightly north, relocating where US 50B crosses the 

Fountain Creek Park Land and the Fountain Creek Trail. The US 50B realignment will require construction and 

conversion of land in the 100-year floodplain for Fountain Creek, which is the identified boundary for the Section 

6(f) funds associated with the Fountain Creek Park Land and Fountain Creek Trail, but active recreation is not 

present in this entire boundary. This realignment is needed to improve the interchange operations where US 50B 

and I-25 connect. The new bridge will have a greater span than the current bridge, which will improve the 

recreational attributes of the Fountain Creek floodplain and the trail and improve wildlife connectivity in the area. 

CONVERSION 

The Fountain Creek Park Land, shown in Exhibit 1, consists of approximately 400 acres of undeveloped, semi-arid, 

high plains predominantly covered with sagebrush, cactus, willow, cottonwood, and native grasses. The park land, 

which is naturally vegetated and has wildlife, is located entirely within the Fountain Creek floodplain and is owned 

and managed by the City of Pueblo. It consists of open space, a trail that serves regional and local bike and 

pedestrian traffic, a location for environmental education at the elementary school level, and picnic tables. The 

corridor provides flood control for adjacent land uses. Stormwater runoff from I-25 currently runs unmanaged into 

Fountain Creek and the wetland areas in the park land, causing sedimentation issues and impacting wildlife 

habitat. 

The realignment and widening of US 50B will require the acquisition of 2.17 acres from the City of Pueblo within 

the Fountain Creek floodplain, which is associated with the Section 6(f) boundary for the Fountain Creek Park Land, 

as shown in Exhibit 2. An additional 1 acre of land will be temporarily occupied during construction, but will be 

regraded and reopened to recreation post construction. The Fountain Creek Trail will need to be closed during 

construction for the safety of the public. However, CDOT is committed to identifying and providing a safe detour 

for recreational users and providing appropriate signage and advanced notice to trail users to ensure that 

recreational opportunities in the area are not compromised. 

The Fountain Creek Trail parallels I-25 and travels north and south along the Fountain Creek floodplain throughout 

the Fountain Creek Park Land (see Exhibit 1). Paved bicycle and pedestrian trails are located along the east side of 

Fountain Creek, along with a few picnic tables. There are also a number of trailheads adjacent to the Fountain 

Creek Trail. Much of the property is currently inaccessible to areas west of Fountain Creek. The Fountain Creek 

Trail and some of the property within the floodplain were developed with multiple grants from the LWCF.  

AVOIDANCE CONSIDERATIONS 

US 50B is a major east-west transportation corridor in the area and already crosses the Fountain Creek floodplain. 

No avoidance would be possible through alignment shifts. A bridge of sufficient size to avoid any conversion issues 

is not financially feasible. 
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Exhibit 1. Fountain Creek Park Land – Existing Location and Section 6(f)(3) Boundary 

 

Note: Benedict Park is located south of the Arkansas River in the central portion of the project area and is not 

shown in Exhibit 1. 
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Exhibit 2. Fountain Creek Park Land – Area Proposed for Conversion 
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PROPOSED MITIGATION 

• Areas of temporary occupancy will be regraded and returned to recreational use after construction. 

• The existing US 50B alignment will be removed and the land within the floodplain will be turned over to 

the City of Pueblo to be part of the Fountain Creek Park Land. A total of 3.3 acres will be deeded to the 

City for recreational purposes, and this land is contiguous with the existing Fountain Creek Park Land. 

• Detours or other appropriate accommodations for users of the Fountain Creek Trail will be provided. 

Public notice of any closures and detour routes will be conducted prior to any closures, and signage and 

other instructions will be posted and maintained. 

• Stormwater detention ponds will be built within the existing floodplain to capture stormwater runoff from 

the roadways to reduce impacts on vegetation and wildlife in the Fountain Creek Park Land. 

• Recreational access to the western bank of Fountain Creek, which is currently not accessible to 

pedestrians, will be provided via construction of a soft-surface trail, and additional picnic tables will be 

installed. 

DILLON DRIVE EXTENSION 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

This project will extend Dillon Drive from its current southern terminus to intersect with US 50B. The Dillon Drive 

extension will require construction and conversion of land in the 100-year floodplain for Fountain Creek, which is 

the identified boundary for the Section 6(f) funds associated with the Fountain Creek Park Land and Fountain 

Creek Trail, but active recreation is not present in this entire boundary.  

CONVERSION 

The Fountain Creek Park Land consists of approximately 400 acres of undeveloped, semi-arid, high plains 

predominantly covered with sagebrush, cactus, willow, cottonwood, and native grasses. The park land, which is 

naturally vegetated and has wildlife, is located entirely within the Fountain Creek floodplain and is owned and 

managed by the City of Pueblo. It consists of open space, a trail that serves regional and local bike and pedestrian 

traffic, a location for environmental education at the elementary school level, and picnic tables. The corridor 

provides flood control for adjacent land uses.  

The extension of Dillon Drive to US 50B requires the conversion of 3.95 acres of undeveloped park land along the 

west side of the Fountain Creek Park Land, north of US 50B (see Exhibit 2). This area around the extended road is 

made up of riparian habitat. During construction, approximately 1 acre in the Fountain Creek Park Land will be 

temporarily occupied as a part of the project, but will be regraded and returned to recreational use post 

construction.  

The Fountain Creek Trail parallels I-25 and travels north and south along the Fountain Creek floodplain throughout 

the Fountain Creek Park Land (see Exhibit 1). Paved bicycle and pedestrian trails are located along the east side of 

Fountain Creek, along with a few picnic tables. There are also a number of trailheads adjacent to the Fountain 

Creek Trail. Much of the property is currently inaccessible to areas west of Fountain Creek. The Fountain Creek 

Trail and some of the property within the floodplain were developed with multiple grants from the LWCF. 

AVOIDANCE CONSIDERATIONS 

Because the Fountain Creek Park Land is immediately adjacent to I-25 and Dillon Drive, the project could not be 

designed to avoid this property altogether. Dillon Drive is part of the roadway network of north-south roads in the 

corridor. Moving Dillon Drive further west would require shifting I-25 to the west, which would result in additional 

impacts to the North Side Historic District (including various homes) and Mineral Palace Park. Moving Dillon Drive 
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further east would require a bridge over Fountain Creek, which would also impact Fountain Creek Park Land. The 

CDOT Project Team evaluated an extension of Erie Avenue as an avoidance option, but found that this option 

would also require a bridge over Fountain Creek, resulting in impacts to Fountain Creek Park Land. 

PROPOSED MITIGATION 

• Areas of temporary occupancy will be regraded and returned to recreational use after construction. 

• A new informational kiosk will be installed at Mineral Palace Park directing users to recreational 

opportunities along Fountain Creek (to be accessible from Mineral Palace Park via a new pedestrian 

bridge over I-25) and the role of Land and Water Conservation Funds in supporting preservation of 

outdoor recreation in the area. 

• The Dillon Drive extension will include sidewalks that will improve access to the western bank of the 

Fountain Creek Park Land, which currently has extremely limited accessibility. 

8
TH

 STREET IMPROVEMENTS 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The improvements to I-25 in the vicinity of 8
th

 Street in Pueblo will require widening 8
th

 Street to the east of the 

new I-25 alignment to the point where the current 8
th

 Street bridge crosses Fountain Creek Park Land. The 

development of a stormwater pond in the southeast corner of the 8
th

 Street and I-25 interchange will capture 

water from the new and existing roadway network that currently flows into the Fountain Creek Park Land. The 8
th

 

Street project will improve east-west mobility in the area, including improved sidewalks under I-25, which will 

better connect pedestrians in downtown Pueblo on the west side of I-25 with the recreational opportunities of 

Fountain Creek. 

CONVERSION 

The Fountain Creek Park Land consists of approximately 400 acres of undeveloped, semi-arid, high plains 

predominantly covered with sagebrush, cactus, willow, cottonwood, and native grasses. The park land, which is 

naturally vegetated and has wildlife, is located entirely within the Fountain Creek floodplain and is owned and 

managed by the City of Pueblo. It consists of open space, a trail that serves regional and local bike and pedestrian 

traffic, a location for environmental education at the elementary school level, and picnic tables. The corridor 

provides flood control for adjacent land uses.  

Conversion of 0.14 acres from Fountain Creek Park Land will be required for this project for the widening of 8
th

 

Street, which is owned and operated by the City of Pueblo. This portion of the Fountain Creek Park Land does not 

currently serve any active recreational purpose and is separated from the rest of the Fountain Creek Park Land by 

an active railroad line. 

The Fountain Creek Park Land and the Fountain Creek Trail parallel I-25 and travel north-south along the Fountain 

Creek floodplain, as shown in Exhibit 3. Paved bicycle and pedestrian trails are located along the east side of 

Fountain Creek, along with a few picnic tables. There are also a number of trailheads adjacent to the Fountain 

Creek Trail. Much of the property is currently inaccessible to areas west of Fountain Creek. The Fountain Creek 

Trail and some of the property within the floodplain were developed with multiple grants from the LWCF.  
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Exhibit 3. Fountain Creek Park Land – Area Proposed for Conversion 
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AVOIDANCE CONSIDERATIONS 

The CDOT Project Team attempted to minimize the impacts to the Fountain Creek Park Land at this location by 

confining improvements to 8
th

 Street to the area immediately adjacent to I-25. The remaining impact is a result of 

the tie-ins required to connect the existing roadway facility to the proposed 8
th

 Street improvements. 

Locating the stormwater detention pond on the northeast corner of the I-25/8
th

 Street interchange would remove 

it from existing Fountain Creek Park Land; however, because of the hydrology of the area, a detention pond at this 

location would not be able to capture and manage roadway runoff as effectively as a pond in the proposed 

location. The result would be more pollutants and sedimentation going into the Fountain Creek Park Land. 

PROPOSED MITIGATION 

• Pedestrian and motor vehicle access to recreational opportunities of the Fountain Creek Park Land will be 

improved by reconstructing 8
th

 Street at I-25 and improving sidewalks. 

• Pollutant impacts to the Fountain Creek Park Land will be reduced through construction and maintenance 

of a stormwater detention pond on land that is currently unsuitable for recreation. 

• New pedestrian signage will be added to improve awareness of, and guide residents to, the Fountain 

Creek Park Land. 

I-25 REALIGNMENT AND STANTON AVENUE CONNECTION OVER ARKANSAS RIVER 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

This project will realign I-25 to the east, requiring the construction of four new bridges over the Arkansas River:  

Stanton Avenue, I-25 Main, northeast-bound frontage road, and southwest-bound frontage road.  

CONVERSION 

The Runyon/Fountain Lakes State Wildlife Area is a 40-acre wildlife protection area owned by the Pueblo 

Conservancy District and maintained and operated by the Colorado Parks and Wildlife Division. The lake and park 

area are located along the Arkansas River east of Santa Fe Avenue and south of the Runyon Field Sports Complex. 

The wildlife area provides public recreation opportunities, including shore fishing, hiking, picnicking, and wildlife 

watching. The park facilities include restrooms, three Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)–compliant fishing piers, 

a biking and hiking trail, park benches, a memorial park bench, and a gravel-surface parking lot. Downstream of the 

Arkansas River levee, a pedestrian bridge over the river connects the Fountain Creek and Arkansas River trails. The 

pedestrian bridge is owned and maintained by the City of Pueblo and was developed with assistance from the 

LWCF. North of Runyon Lake, the Thomas Phelps Creek Trail connects the Runyon/Fountain Lakes State Wildlife 

Area to the Historic Arkansas Riverwalk of Pueblo 

Conversion of 2.81 acres from Runyon/Fountain Lakes State Wildlife Area will be required for this project, as 

shown in Exhibit 4. Based on the boundary maps, it is unclear that this land is actually within the Section 6(f) 

boundary associated with the Runyon/Fountain Lake State wildlife Area; if not, this acreage conversion would not 

be applicable. 

To accommodate the structures needed to realign I-25, the Arkansas River Pedestrian Bridge would be removed 

and relocated. The trail that leads to the footbridge and the park benches also would be relocated. A location east 

of the current bridge is currently under consideration, but the final location will be determined during later 

conversations with the Runyon/Fountain Lakes State Wildlife Area as this project is developed and funded.  
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Exhibit 4. Runyon/Fountain Lakes State Wildlife Area – Area Proposed for Conversion 
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Temporary detours and/or closures of the Fountain Creek, Arkansas River, and Thomas Phelps Creek trails would 

be required to protect the public when construction is occurring above the trail (typically, when bridge girders are 

set or bridge decks are poured). 

A LWCF grant in the amount of $40,139.46 was awarded to the City of Pueblo in 1983 for the development of the 

bridge and connecting trail and was amended to add picnic areas. LWCF funds were also used to develop the trails 

surrounding Runyon Lake.  

AVOIDANCE OPTIONS 

Because I-25 currently traverses the Runyon/Fountain Lakes State Wildlife Area, site-specific avoidance options are 

limited. Although the Existing I-25 Alternative (located to the west) avoids the conversion of the Arkansas River 

Pedestrian Bridge and connecting trail by remaining east of Santa Fe Avenue through the Runyon/Fountain Lakes 

State Wildlife Area, the Modified I-25 Alternative best meets the project purpose and need and, with proposed 

mitigation, appears to cause the least overall harm to the Runyon/Fountain Lakes State Wildlife Area. 

PROPOSED MITIGATION 

• Any fee-simple-owned acres currently in transportation use in the existing Santa Fe Avenue bridge 

(including piers) alignment will be deeded to the Runyon/Fountain Lakes State Wildlife Area. This total 

acreage is not considered to be significant. 

• Detours or other safe and appropriate accommodations for users of the trails will be provided where 

possible. Public notice of any closures and detour routes will be conducted prior to any closures, and 

signage and other instructions will be posted and maintained. 

• The Arkansas River Pedestrian Bridge and connecting trail would be reconstructed just east of the 

proposed Stanton Avenue Bridge (see Exhibit 4). It will be developed in consultation with both the City of 

Pueblo and the Colorado Parks and Wildlife Division. 

• Trees and plantings will be included in the project to offset any loss of vegetation from shading that would 

occur under the new bridges.  

• The additional bridge piers would not preclude the City of Pueblo’s plans for a boat crossing of the 

Arkansas River.  

• Any impacted trail segments that are currently surfaced with asphalt will be replaced and upgraded with 

concrete.  

• The Stanton Avenue extension will also provide additional parking for the Runyon/Fountain Lakes State 

Wildlife Area.  

• A sign acknowledging assistance from the LWCF will be posted in a prominent public area visible to all 

visitors. 

• At least 0.66 mile of new trails will be constructed in the Runyon/Fountain Lakes State Wildlife Area, 

including a trail that will connect the Runyon Field Sports Complex and the Arkansas River area with 

several neighborhood parks to the south that are currently disconnected from recreational resources 

north of the Arkansas River, as shown in Exhibit 5. 
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Exhibit 5. Preferred Alternative – Proposed North-South Trail 
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I-25 REALIGNMENT SOUTH OF THE ARKANSAS RIVER 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

I-25 south of the Arkansas River will be realigned to the east and expanded. This improvement is needed to 

address the geometric deficiencies in the roadway that predated the interstate system and have never been 

upgraded to meet interstate highway design standards. The current roadway curves pose a significant danger to 

highway users travelling at highway speeds. The existing alignment will be maintained as a local roadway, 

providing additional north-south connections for local traffic. East-west movement in the area will be enhanced 

with a new crossing of I-25 at Mesa Avenue for vehicles and pedestrians, as well as improvements to the existing 

crossing and interchange at North Avenue. 

CONVERSION 

The project will realign I-25 to avoid the Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) freight line, which is a historic property. This 

would require the conversion of the entire Benedict Park and all associated recreational elements and functions, as 

shown in Exhibit 6. 

Benedict Park is located on East Mesa Avenue east of I-25 and west of Taylor Avenue (see Exhibit 6). The 1.92-acre 

park is owned by the City of Pueblo and maintained as a neighborhood park, primarily serving residents in the 

adjacent Bessemer Neighborhood. Outdoor recreational facilities include an informal softball field with a backstop, 

turf grass, a basketball court, playground equipment, and picnic tables. The park is irrigated and has a working 

sprinkler system. A chain-link fence provides a barrier between the park and Mesa Avenue. The Benedict Park 

currently has no parking, pedestrian pathways, restrooms, or lighting.  

The CDOT Project Team engaged a Parks Advisory Committee (PAC) to examine park and recreational resources 

within the corridor and assist with the development of mitigation options for the project. The PAC was made up of 

staff from the City of Pueblo Parks and Recreation Department, City of Pueblo Planning Department, Pueblo 

County Parks Department, and citizens throughout the I 25 corridor. The PAC identified several issues at Benedict 

Park, including underutilization of the existing park. Located north of Mesa Avenue, the park is not well connected 

to the neighborhoods south of Mesa Avenue and east of I-25 that it was originally constructed to serve. The PAC 

also expressed concerns about safety within the park and the presence of transients in portions of the park.  

A LWCF grant in the amount of $16,072.80 was awarded to the City of Pueblo in 1980 and used for the 

development of irrigation within Benedict Park. 

AVOIDANCE OPTIONS 

The following options were evaluated for their potential to avoid the conversion of Benedict Park: (1) Construct 

I-25 west of Benedict Park; (2) Construct I-25 east of Benedict Park; and (3) Construct I-25 to the far east of 

Benedict Park (approximately 1,000 feet east of the current alignment). All of these options would avoid the park, 

but were dismissed because they would severely disrupt and sever the Bessemer Neighborhood, require the 

acquisition of between 45 and 70 properties, and result in the acquisition and demolition of multiple historic 

properties eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. The Existing I-25 Alternative analyzed in 

the 2011 Draft EIS would require the removal of the informal athletic field (0.42 acre), but leave the remaining land 

in place as a smaller neighborhood park (1.50 acre) with the playground and basketball court intact. This outcome 

is only possible for the Existing I-25 Alternative because it does not realign as far to the east to avoid the UPRR 

freight line. 
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Exhibit 6. Benedict Park – Existing Location, Section 6(f)(3) Boundary, Area Proposed for Conversion, and 

Proposed Replacement Site 
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PROPOSED MITIGATION 

• A new Benedict Park is proposed just south of the existing park on remnant parcels of land required to 

construct the Preferred Alternative (see Exhibit 6). The new park would be a minimum 3.93 acres to a 

maximum 4.30 acres in size (2.01 acres to 2.38 acres larger than the existing park), with more amenities 

and improved access, as shown in Exhibit 7. This range reflects ongoing efforts to refine the park design to 

minimize and/or avoid impacts to residential parcels south of Mesa Avenue. The existing land use at this 

site is primarily residential with a few commercial properties. 

• Benedict Park’s existing recreational elements and functions will be replaced in kind.  

• The new Benedict Park will include multi-purpose fields with a backstop for softball, turf grass, a 

basketball court, playground equipment, picnic tables, and an irrigation system.  

• The new park will add features and uses that are lacking from the existing park, including restrooms, 

parking, walking paths, landscaping (shade trees), lighting, a barrier between the park and the highway, 

and a picnic shelter that could be used for community events.  

• The new park may also include public art and plaques for historic interpretation related to the Steel Mill 

Historic District.  

• The elevation of Northern Avenue and Mesa Avenue would allow the new Benedict Park to be 

constructed on an elevated berm to allow for an overlook into the Evraz Rocky Mountain Steel Mill.  

• The mainline of the interstate will be constructed lower than the existing grade so it will be out of the line 

of sight for the new park.  

• Moving the park south of Mesa Avenue would improve access and reconnect neighborhoods that were 

severed from the park by the original construction of I-25.  

• Large, pedestrian-friendly sidewalks are proposed on Mesa Avenue to connect the neighborhoods east 

and west of I-25.  

• In accordance with LWCF program requirements, no overhead wires will be installed at the park. 

• A sign acknowledging the assistance from the LWCF will be posted in a prominent public area visible to all 

visitors. 

ADDITIONAL MITIGATION IN I-25 CORRIDOR RELATED TO THESE PROJECTS 

The projects that together make up the improvements to the I-25 corridor through Pueblo include impacts and 

mitigation to other recreational resources where Section 6(f) is not applicable but where mitigation is being 

provided. This information is included in the I-25 Pueblo EIS but is not included here because such mitigation 

cannot be committed to being completed as a part of the same projects where the conversion of Section 6(f) lands 

is anticipated. 

However, one aspect bears noting at it is directly related to the Fountain Creek Park Lands. CDOT will be 

constructing a new pedestrian overpass of I-25 at 19
th

 Avenue. This pedestrian overpass will connect Mineral 

Palace Park and its associated recreational features with the Fountain Creek Park Land, creating a contiguous 

system of trails and recreational lands that crosses I-25 and connects recreational opportunities and 

neighborhoods on both sides of I-25 and Fountain Creek. 
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Exhibit 7. Benedict Park – Conceptual Development Plan 
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The table below summarizes the conversions associated with the projects in this request for conversion under 

Section 6(f)(3) of the Land and Water Conservation Act and the total acres of land proposed as part of mitigation. 

Additional non-acreage mitigation actions are identified for each project. Mitigation associated with each project 

will be completed as a part of that project. Based on funding availability, projects may be grouped together for 

construction. 

Project LWCF Site Acres of Conversion Acres of Mitigation 

Relocation of US 50B to the north 

and widening of US 50B 

Fountain Creek Park Land 2.7 3.3 

Dillon Drive Extension Fountain Creek Park Land 3.95 0 

8
th

 Street Improvements Fountain Creek Park Land 0.14 0 

I-25 realignment and Stanton Avenue 

Connection over Arkansas River 

Runyon/Fountain Lakes 

State Wildlife Area 

0 – 2.81 0 

I-25 realignment south of the 

Arkansas River 

Benedict Park 1.92 3.93 – 4.3 

Total -- 8.71 – 11.52 7.23 – 7.6  

CDOT will assure that there is an equal value exchange for all section 6(f) properties acquired.  Such exchange will 

be valued according to the requirements of Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies 

Act of 1970 for both the property acquired and for any properties used as a part of the payment.  In all situations 

where the valuation of the property acquired exceeds the value of the property to be used as payment, the 

difference shall be paid as cash, and that cash shall be used a manner consistent with 6(f) principles.  Appraisals 

are conducted as part of CDOT’s right-of-way process, which occurs once design is more complete and project 

funds have been identified. 

SUMMARY  

CDOT is asking the Colorado Parks and Wildlife Division to approve the conversion of Section 6(f)(3) assisted 

property associated with the Fountain Creek Park Land, Arkansas River Pedestrian Bridge, and Benedict Park for 

I-25 transportation improvements through Pueblo. CDOT is also asking the Colorado Parks and Wildlife Division to 

accept the Section 6(f)(3) replacement sites and mitigation measures that have been proposed to address impacts 

to these properties. Alternatives to the conversion of these properties have been evaluated and dismissed from 

further consideration, and replacement properties have been identified. At the completion of construction, the 

Pueblo community would have a net gain in Section 6(f) protected recreational space and function.  
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CDOT understands that the Colorado Parks and Wildlife Division will need to submit a formal conversion request to 

the National Park Service for review and decision. If we can provide additional materials or assistance, please 

contact me at (719) 546-5439.  

Thank you for your time and consideration.  

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Joe DeHeart, PE 

Resident Engineer 

CDOT Region 2 

(719) 546-5439 

joe.deheart@dot.state.co.us 

CC:  

Chris Horn, FHWA 

Lisa Streisfeld, CDOT 

Mary Jo Vobejda, CH2M HILL 

Laura Dreher, CH2M HILL 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attachment 1 

Build Alternatives 



 

Existing I-25 Alternative 

 

 



 

Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative) 

 

 



 

Detailed Map of Both Build Alternatives – Milepost 101 to 15th Street 

 
 



 

Detailed Map of Both Build Alternatives – US 50B to Kelly Street 

 
 



 

Detailed Map of the Existing I-25 Alternative – Kelly Street to Jones Avenue 

 



 

Detailed Map of the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative) – Kelly Street to 
Jones Avenue 

 



 

Detailed Map of the Existing I-25 Alternative – Jones Avenue to Milepost 94 

 



 

Detailed Map of the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative) – Jones Avenue 
to Milepost 94 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attachment 2 

Memorandum of Understanding between the City of Pueblo and 
Colorado Department of Transportation 









































From: Morrissey, Thomas [mailto:Thomas.Morrissey@state.co.us]  
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 10:32 AM 
To: Oppermann, Francis (Yates) 
Cc: Gose, Melanie 
Subject: RE: the I-25 realignment in Pueblo 
  
Dear Mr. Oppermann: 
  
We have reviewed the June 25, 2012 letter from the Colorado Department of Transportation’s (CODOT) Region 
2 ‐ South Engineering Program regarding the planned improvements to Interstate‐25 through the City of Pueblo 
and the conversion of Section 6(f) properties in the project’s immediate vicinity.  As the state administrator for 
the Department of Interior’s (DOI) Land and Water Conservation Program, the planned mitigation for the 
conversion of those 6(f) properties is satisfactory to Colorado’s Parks and Wildlife Division (CPW) as outlined in 

the June 25th letter .    
  
CODOT’s  proposed mitigation plan will be forwarded to the DOI for their concurrence.  CPW will keep CODOT 
appraised of DOI’s review and disposition on this matter. 
  
Thank you again for your collective attention to this project and please feel free to contact CPW at any time 
should questions or concerns regarding this review process arise. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Thomas M. Morrissey, PE 
State Trails Program Manager 
Colorado Parks and Wildlife Division 
1313 Sherman Street, Room 618 
Denver, CO 80201 
  
(303) 866‐3203 Ext. 4335 
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FW FW I-25 Expressway Improvements in Pueblo Colorado
-----Original Message-----
From: Dennis_Burmeister@nps.gov [mailto:Dennis_Burmeister@nps.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2012 11:13 AM
To: Morrissey, Thomas
Cc: Gose, Melanie; Bob_L_Anderson@nps.gov
Subject: Re: FW: I-25 Expressway Improvements in Pueblo, Colorado
Importance: High

Tom,

Sorry for the lengthy response time getting back to your regarding subject 
matter.

Your requested our concurrence regarding CODOT's 6(f)(3) mitigation due to 
subject construction.  I concur, the mitigation as outlined by CODOT seems 
appropriate.  However, our concurrence is based solely on the documentation 
you provided us with in your email.

As you know, one of the important factors in the mitigation process is the 
replacement land appraised value.  Since the appraised value of the 
replacement land has not yet been determined, which must show the land to be 
of at least equal to or greater than fair market value based on the properties 
highest and best economic use, and the replacement property is of reasonably 
equivalent usefulness, we can not make a determination whether the replacement 
property satisfies the Land and Water Conservation Fund conversion 
requirement(s) under 36 CFR 59 until we receive an official conversion 
request.

Again, based on the information provided, I do not foresee any problems as 
long as all conversion requirements are satisfied.

As always, if you have any further questions regarding this matter, please 
don't hesitate to email or call me .

Dennis Burmeister
Outdoor Recreational Planner
National Park Service
Midwest Regional Office
PH:   402-661-1556
FAX: 402-661-1557
Email:  dennis_burmeister@nps.gov

                                                                           
"Morrissey, Thomas"                                                       
<Thomas.Morrissey                                          
To 
@state.co.us>             <Dennis_Burmeister@nps.gov>   cc 
08/13/2012 01:51          <Francis.Oppermann@dot.state.co.us> 
PM                        , "Gose, Melanie"                   
<Melanie.Gose@state.co.us>, "Brink, 
Ken" <Ken.Brink@state.co.us>        
Subject 
FW: I-25 Expressway Improvements in Pueblo, Colorado                    
                                                                           
                                                               

Dear Mr. Burmeister,

Enclosed please find a letter from the Colorado Department of Transportation 
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FW FW I-25 Expressway Improvements in Pueblo Colorado
(CODOT) outlining their plans to reconstruct a seven mile segment of 
Interstate 25 through the City of Pueblo (the City), Colorado.
CODOT and the City are specifically requesting approval from the State of 
Colorado to convert Section 6(f) properties within that seven mile segment.
This email focuses exclusively on those Section 6(f) properties and the 
proposed mitigation to address the conversion of the Section 6(f0 properties 
to non-recreational uses.

CODOT and the City have performed a thorough evaluation of construction 
alternatives and are now preparing a final Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) for their preferred alternative.  The EIS will show that the alignment 
selected will directly impact a number of Section 6(f) properties and will 
result in either complete or partial conversion of the Section
6(f) properties to non-recreational uses.   This letter precisely
identifies the Section 6(f) properties that will be impacted and converted by 
the project and proposes numerous measures to address those impacts and to 
compensate for the conversion of the Section 6(f) properties to non-
recreational uses.

The Colorado Parks and Wildlife Division has reviewed the compensation 
measures proposed by CODOT and the City and fully endorses their planning 
analyses utilized to select the preferred alignment and the compensation
proposed to address the conversion of Section 6(f) properties.   In
addition to the letter referenced above, a Memorandum of Understanding between 
to the City and CODOT which is referenced in the subject letter is attached 
for your reference as well as several supplemental maps to more fully describe 
and delineate the proposed project.

We respectfully request the National Parks Service’s concurrence with this 
request to convert Section 6(f) properties in the City of Pueblo.

Thank you for your attention to this important matter and please contact me 
should questions arise from this request to approve the measures proposed to 
convert Section 6(f) properties.

Thomas M. Morrissey, PE
State Trails Program Manager
Colorado Parks and Wildlife Division
1313 Sherman Street, Room 618
Denver, CO 80201

(303) 866-3203 Ext. 4335
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Section 106 Consultation 
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April 29, 2010 
 
 
Ms. Lisa Schoch 
CDOT 
Environmental Programs Branch 
4201 East Arkansas Ave. 
Denver, CO 80222 
 

    Re:  Re:  Re:  Re:  IIII----25 25 25 25 Pueblo Freeway Section 106 ConsultationPueblo Freeway Section 106 ConsultationPueblo Freeway Section 106 ConsultationPueblo Freeway Section 106 Consultation    
 
Dear Lisa: 
 
As a follow-up to email and in-person communication with you, we are writing to 
seek National Historic Preservation Act Section 106 consulting party status for the 
I-25 Pueblo Freeway project.  The National Trust would like to participate actively 
in the review process as a “consulting party” under Section 106 of the NHPA, 
pursuant to 36 C.F.R. § 800.2(c)(6). 
 
The National Trust for Historic Preservation is a private nonprofit organization 
chartered by Congress in 1949 to promote public participation in the preservation 
of our nation's heritage, and to further the historic preservation policy of the 
United States.  See 16 U.S.C. § 468.  The Mountains/Plains Office provides technical 
assistance to eight states, including Colorado.  With the strong support of our 
250,000 members around the country, including nearly 3,000 members in 
Colorado, the National Trust works to protect significant historic sites and to 
advocate historic preservation as a fundamental value in programs and policies at 
all levels of government.   
 
We are particularly interested in this project because of its potential to affect the 
historic buildings and structures associated with the Colorado Fuel and Iron (CF & 
I) complex which is bisected by the existing alignment of I-25.  We have provided 
a $5,000 grant to the Bessemer Historical Society for a master plan for the CF & I 
administrative complex buildings on the west side of the existing corridor.  We 
hope that investment will not be lost in the realignment.    
 
Because of the National Trust’s knowledge and concern about historic properties 
potentially affected by the project, we believe we can provide important 
information and a valuable perspective as a consulting party under Section 106.   
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Please include us in your distribution list for public notices of any meetings, and 
for the circulation of any documents for comment.   
 
We look forward to participating as the review and consultation process moves 
forward for the I-25 Pueblo Freeway.   
 
Sincerely, 

        
Amy Cole      
Sr. Program Officer &    
Regional Attorney 

 
 
cc: Amy Pallante, CO State Historic Preservation Office 
 Jim Hare, Colorado Preservation, Inc. 
 Wade Broadhead, Department of Planning and Community Development,  

City of Pueblo 
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July 23, 2010 
 
 
Ms. Lisa Schoch 
CDOT 
Environmental Programs Branch 
4201 East Arkansas Ave. 
Denver, CO 80222 
 

    Re:  IRe:  IRe:  IRe:  I----25 25 25 25 Pueblo Freeway Section 106 ConsultationPueblo Freeway Section 106 ConsultationPueblo Freeway Section 106 ConsultationPueblo Freeway Section 106 Consultation    
 
Dear Lisa: 
 
Thank you for holding a consulting parties meeting earlier this month.  We were 
pleased to have the opportunity to gain more information about the project, meet 
members of the project team and share concerns about the effect the project 
could have on historic properties. 
 
A general comment on the effects determination document:  It seems like it would 
be easier for the reader to understand the narrative if the indirect and direct 
effects were grouped together instead of being spread into two sections of the 
document.  In addition, in certain places the discussion about some historic 
properties, such as the Steelworks Suburbs District, addresses both direct and 
indirect effects but is found only in “Section 5: Directly Impacted Historic 
Properties.”  For clarity, Table B-8 could also be revised to show “direct” adverse 
effects, rather than using the terms “partial or full acquisition.”  
 
We ask you to reconsider the No Adverse Effect determination for 5PE41789, the 
Minnequa Steel Works Office complex.  While the complex is a contributing 
element of the Steelworks Suburbs Historic District (which we agree is adversely 
effected by both the modified and existing alternatives), it’s also an individually 
listed National Register property.  A number of characteristics (such as increased 
height of the new roadway, visual intrusions, demolition of structures within the 
mill complex, etc.) are cited as contributing to the adverse effect determination 
for the Steelworks District.  Determination of Effects at 5-103-104.  However, later 
in the document these same characteristics are cited as being “minor” and not 
sufficient to trigger an adverse effect determination for the individually listed 
Minnequa Steel Works Office Building.  Id. at 6-16.  We disagree and feel that the 
changes to the character-defining features of the Office Building under either 
alternative warrant an Adverse Effect determination.   
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Based on our in consulting parties discussion, we agree that because the details of 
the preferred alignment, more complete information about adverse effects 
(particularly within the CF & I complex), and the impact of implementation of 
other documents such as the Mineral Palace Park Plan and the design guidelines 
will not be known for some time into the future, a Programmatic Agreement, 
rather than an MOA is the preferred way to proceed under Section 106.  
 
Finally, from the dialogue at the recent meeting and from Section 8.2 of the 
Determination of Effects document, we realize that there are many different ideas 
being proposed for mitigation of adverse effects.  However, we remind you that 
NHPA requires you to “seek ways to avoid, minimize or mitigate any adverse 
effects on historic properties.”  36 C.F.R. 800.1(a).  We feel that it’s premature to 
have a discussion about mitigation at this early stage in the project and is yet 
another reason to support a PA.   This discussion is especially critical as it relates 
to the CF & I complex which is an iconic, defining part of Pueblo’s history.  If it is 
possible to avoid or minimize effects to elements of that site, we should work 
towards that goal first before designing mitigation. 
 
Thank you for considering our comments and please let me know if you have any 
questions. 
 
Sincerely, 

        
Amy Cole      
Sr. Program Officer &    
Regional Attorney 

 
 
cc: Amy Pallante, CO State Historic Preservation Office 
 Jim Hare & Patrick Eidman, Colorado Preservation, Inc. 
 Wade Broadhead, Department of Planning and Community Development,  

City of Pueblo 
  
 
 



















































































 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

January 18, 2012 

 

Mr. John M. Cater 

Division Administrator 

Federal Highway Administration 

Colorado Division 

12300 West Dakota Avenue, Suite 180 

Lakewood, CO  80228 

 

Ref:   Proposed I-25 New Pueblo Freeway Improvement Project  

         Pueblo County, Colorado 

         CDOT Project IM 0251-156 

           

Dear Mr. Cater: 

 

The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) received your notification and supporting 

documentation regarding the adverse effects of the referenced project on properties listed on and eligible 

for listing in the National Register of Historic Places. Based upon the information you provided, we have 

concluded that Appendix A, Criteria for Council Involvement in Reviewing Individual Section 106 Cases, 

of our regulations, “Protection of Historic Properties” (36 CFR Part 800), does not apply to this 

undertaking. Accordingly, we do not believe that our participation in the consultation to resolve adverse 

effects is needed. However, if we receive a request for participation from the State Historic Preservation 

Officer (SHPO), Tribal Historic Preservation Officer, affected Indian tribe, a consulting party, or other 

party, we may reconsider this decision. Additionally, should circumstances change, and you determine that 

our participation is needed to conclude the consultation process, please notify us.   

 

Pursuant to 36 CFR §800.6(b)(1)(iv), you will need to file the final Memorandum of Agreement (MOA), 

developed in consultation with the Colorado SHPO, and any other consulting parties, and related 

documentation with the ACHP at the conclusion of the consultation process. The filing of the MOA and 

supporting documentation with the ACHP is required in order to complete the requirements of Section 106 

of the National Historic Preservation Act.  

 

Thank you for providing us with the opportunity to review this undertaking.  If you have any questions, 

please contact Carol Legard at 202-606-8522, or via email at clegard@achp.gov. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Raymond V. Wallace 

Historic Preservation Technician 

Office of Federal Agency Programs 

















  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Tribal Consultation 





  

 

 

 
Section 4(f) Correspondence 



 
Creighton Wright  800 Goodnight Avenue 
Director of Parks & Recreation  Pueblo, CO  81005 
 
 
Mike Sexton  Phone:  (719) 553-2790 
Assistant Director  Fax:  (719) 553-2791 
Parks & Recreation  email:  parks@pueblo.us 
  www.puebloparks.us 

 
Parks & Recreation 

 
July 13, 2010 
 
Rich Zamora,  
Colorado Department of Transportation 
1019 Erie Ave 
Pueblo, CO 81002 
 
 
SUBJECT: Pueblo I-25 Freeway Letter for EIS 
 
 
Dear Mr. Zamora, 
 
The new Pueblo I-25 Freeway project will be a major asset for the City of Pueblo and the rest of southern 
Colorado.  It provides badly needed improvements to the vehicular transit system for the City of Pueblo 
and the region.  It also provides for awesome opportunities to develop regional multimodal trail system 
and recreation amenities via mitigation due to the freeway expansion. 
 
As you may know, I became Parks and Recreation Director for the City of Pueblo in September 2009.  
This is far after the major planning effort for the new Pueblo I-25 Freeway had ended.  I have studied the 
plans extensively, met with the landscape design team and spoke with some of the staff that were 
involved in the project.  This document identifies concerns/challenges, proposed solutions and my 
preferences for the ultimate design based on the most advantageous multimodal trail system and 
recreation amenity development.  Other than a preferred alignment, this does not relate to the vehicular 
transit system. 
 
While I would have pushed for many design changes due to my own past experience had I participated in 
the design, I will not ask for wholesale changes, but rather will identify less significant challenges that 
will need to be addressed as the formal design process begins.  With this in mind, it is critically important 
that someone from the Pueblo Parks and Recreation formally participate in the design and construction 
process to ensure an understanding of the design, allow time to prepare for changes and ensure city 
standards are followed and accommodated.  
 
ALIGNMENT 

1. MODIFIED ALIGNMENT PREFERRED – HIGH IMPORTANCE 
Due largely to the opportunity to create significant trail connectivity and linkages, I prefer the 
modified alignment.  The modified alignment provides significantly more trail opportunities and 
provides critical north/south connectivity that doesn’t currently exist.  

 
TRAIL CONCERNS WITH THE MODIFIED ALIGNMENT 

1. While the modified alignment is preferred, it doesn’t provide the necessary detail to understand 
the design intent.  The concerns with trails has mostly to do with the connections and the 
expected crossing method.  Oftentimes, trails die because the connectivity isn’t considered early 

mailto:parks@pueblo.us�


enough in the project.  There are several places where the proposed trail crosses the railroad, 
on/off ramps to the freeway, pedestrian bridge, and Northern Avenue.  Finally, it is critical to 
ensure connectivity to other regional amenities adjacent to the freeway project, i.e. Arkansas 
River, and Runyon Lake. 

 
FOUNTAIN CREEK GREENWAY PLAN/RUNYON LAKE MASTERPLAN 

1. The City will be adding to the scope of the Fountain Creek Greenway Plan and including areas 
around Runyon Lake, connections to HARP, Runyon Park, and the area between Runyon 
Park/Lake and I-25.  If CDOT plans to purchase existing houses in this area, the City would be 
interested in taking control of this space and planning for recreation amenity development, 
turning the area into a regional draw.  

 
MINERAL PALACE PARK 

1. MAINTENANCE YARD – HIGH IMPORTANCE 
The Maintenance Yard at Mineral Palace Park represents approximately half the City’s park 
maintenance needs and therefore must not be inoperable for any length of time.  It should be one 
of the first items replaced, and not taken out of commission until after a new yard has been 
constructed.  
 
The planned new location of the yard is problematic.  It is currently two blocks from the highly 
intense uses at the park.  The yard needs to be more centrally located to the park. 
 

2. POOL – MEDIUM IMPORTANCE 
There has been recent discussion about possibly putting an aquatics complex in downtown and 
closing the pool at Mineral Palace Park.  This project would the time to make that change.  
Perhaps the money for mitigation could be contributed to this ultimate location. 
 

3. PARKING – MEDIUM IMPORTANCE 
In its current design the park is severely underparked.  If the park were redesigned, additional 
parking needs should be accommodated.  

 
Again, the I-25, New Pueblo Freeway, is badly needed to improve the transit system for Pueblo and all of 
Southern Colorado.  This project will not only develop the transit system but will assist in the 
development of a multimodal regional trail system and recreation amenities for the City of Pueblo and 
surrounding area.  
 
Please feel free to contact me with any questions or comments about the abovementioned requests.  I am 
excited about the development of the transportation system and improvements to the trails and recreation 
system.  
 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
 
Creighton Wright 
Director  



  

 

 

 
LEDPA Concurrence Coordination 





 

 

I-25 New Pueblo Freeway: Preferred Alternative 
Decision Process 

Executive Summary 
The Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT), in coordination with the Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA), is preparing an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) 
for the New Pueblo Freeway, which is a 7-mile stretch of I-25 through the City of Pueblo. 
Interstate 25 (I-25) is a north-south highway that extends from the border of Mexico to 
Wyoming. The route serves as a strategic international corridor under the North American 
Free Trade Act and as an economic lifeline for the city of Pueblo (see Exhibit 1). 

Through Pueblo, I-25 is among the oldest segments of the interstate system in Colorado. 
Few improvements have been made to this segment of I-25 since it became operational in 
1959. There is evidence that this stretch of highway has now reached, and in some cases 
exceeded, its service life. 

While a number of alternatives were considered during the development of this project, the 
alternatives screening process (conducted in conjunction with resource agencies, local 
government representatives, and public input) eliminated all but two action alternatives: the 
Existing I-25 Alternative and the Modified I-25 Alternative. These two alternatives have 
been carried through the detailed impact assessment that will be documented in the Draft 
EIS (DEIS), which is scheduled for publication in late 2010 or early 2011.  

While both alternatives are carried through the DEIS and impacts of each are discussed 
within the document, CDOT and FHWA would like to identify a Preferred Alternative in 
the DEIS. Identifying a Preferred Alternative in the DEIS is dependent upon complying with 
sections of two federal laws in particular: Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA) and 
Section 4(f) of the United States (US) U.S. Department of Transportation (US DOT) Act of 
1966.  

Based on a careful analysis of the project’s impacts and considering the requirements of the 
regulations implementing Section 404 and Section 4(f), it is recommended the Modified I-25 
Alternative be identified as the preferred alternative, because it better serves the project’s 
purpose and need. Although this alternative has more impacts to wetlands, the impacts can 
be mitigated.   Additionally under this alternative, measures to minimize harm were 
carefully considered; subsequently, the uses to the Section 4(f) recreational properties can 
also be minimized, mitigated, and/or  replaced. This memo documents the rationale behind 
this recommendation. 

Regulatory Framework: Section 4(f) and Section 404 
The regulations implementing Section 4(f) of the US DOT Act of 1966 and the Section 404 of 
the CWA provide guidance for evaluating potential impacts to the resources they protect. 
On occasion, the requirements of  Section 404 and Section 4(f) may point toward different 
project alternatives as preferable for avoiding and minimizing impacts to resources. To 
highlight the goals and processes of these laws, a brief summary follows. 
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Section 404 of the Clean Water Act 
Waters of the US, including wetlands, are regulated by the US Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE) under Section 404 of the CWA. For CDOT projects, Section 404 requires that 1) 
impacts to wetlands be avoided or minimized to the extent practicable and 2) CDOT obtain 
a permit from the USACE before discharging fill into waters of the US. Section 404 also 
requires that unavoidable impacts to wetlands be minimized and mitigated through 
preservation, restoration, wetland banking, or creation of additional wetland acreage. 
Additionally, the CWA Section 404 (b)(1) guidelines require that the Preferred Alternative 
selected be the least environmentally damaging practicable alternative (LEDPA),the 
practicable alternative that results in a proposed discharge that would have the least 
adverse effect on the aquatic environment. 

In addition to the Section 404 regulations, Presidential Executive Order (EO) 11990 
"Protection of Wetlands," requires that federal agencies avoid, to the extent practicable, both 
long-term and short-term adverse impacts associated with the destruction or modification of 
wetlands. More specifically, the EO directs federal agencies to avoid construction in 
wetlands unless there is no reasonable alternative, and states that where wetlands cannot be 
avoided, the proposed action must include all practicable measures to minimize impacts to 
wetlands. 

Section 4(f) of the US DOT Act of 1966 
Section 4(f) stipulates that FHWA and other Department of Transportation agencies can not 
approve the use of land from publicly owned parks or recreational areas, wildlife or 
waterfowl refuges, or public or private historical sites unless the following conditions apply:  

 A determination is made that there is no feasible and prudent alternative to the use of 
land from the property, and the action includes all possible planning to minimize harm 
to the property resulting from such use, or  

 The use of property, including any measures to minimize harm, will have a de minimis 
impact on the property. 

Section 4(f) legislation requires the selection of an alternative that avoids the use of Section 
4(f) property, if that alternative is deemed feasible and prudent. The Section 4(f) regulation 
states that, if there is no feasible and prudent alternative that avoids use of Section 4(f) 
properties, FHWA “may approve only the alternative that causes the least overall harm in 
light of the statute's preservation purpose.” (23 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR] 774) 

Project Purpose and Need 
The purpose of the New Pueblo Freeway project is to 1) improve safety by addressing 
deteriorating roadways and bridges and unsafe road characteristics on I-25, and 2) improve 
local and regional mobility within and through the City of Pueblo to meet existing and 
future travel demands. 

Construction of I-25 through Pueblo began in 1949 and was completed in 1959. The roadway 
was constructed before the interstate system and its associated design guidelines had been 
created. As a result of its age and the design practices of the time at which it was built, this 
section of I-25 through Pueblo contains structural and operational deficiencies. These 
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deficiencies are becoming apparent through current transportation problems that can be 
grouped as follows: 

 Safety problems. This section of I-25 has high accident rates that exceed state averages; 
segments with narrow lanes; areas where shoulders are too narrow to safely 
accommodate a broken-down vehicle; on and off ramps with inadequate lengths to 
maneuver vehicles; and inadequate spacing of interchanges to safely merge with 
highway traffic. 

 Mobility problems. In this section of I-25, there are interchanges that do not connect to 
appropriate city streets (connect to local neighborhood streets rather than major arterial 
streets); areas of reduced speed; segments with congestion and a poor level of service; 
aging bridges with inadequate bridge sufficiency ratings; and conflicts with local and 
regional travel. 

Interstate 25 is an aging facility with short, steep on and off ramps, tight curves, and little or 
no shoulders for emergency stopping. The highway engineers in the 1950s designed the 
freeway to serve transportation needs through the year 1975.  

The demands of twenty-first century travel manifest in high accident rates along this stretch 
of I-25. The accident rates are a result of the combination of traffic volumes, increasing 
speeds, and inadequate geometric features (such as tight curves, inadequate stopping sight 
distance, narrow shoulders, and close ramp spacing). Furthermore, the on and off ramp 
deficiencies and high usage intensify the accident rates at and near interchanges.  

As exemplified by the need to improve mobility, also of concern to local residents is the 
fragmentation of neighborhoods and communities that occurred with the original 
construction of I-25. Reestablishing connectivity between fragmented areas goes hand-in-
hand with improving mobility on the local system. In turn, improved mobility on the local 
system will reduce the need for residents to use I-25 for the purposes of local trips. 

Alternatives Investigated  
The Existing I-25 Alternative, the Modified I-25 Alternative, and a No Action Alternative 
have been identified and are evaluated in the DEIS prepared for the project. These 
alternatives are described below. 

No Action Alternative 
The No Action Alternative includes minor maintenance, repair, and safety improvements 
throughout the Pueblo region that are currently included in the Pueblo Area Council of 
Government’s (PACOG) 2035 Regional Transportation Plan. The No Action Alternative fails to 
address documented safety problems on I-25 (including accident rates that exceed statewide 
averages). It does not provide the additional capacity on I-25 to accommodate existing and 
future travel demands and both regional and local trips. It maintains interchanges that do 
not connect to major arterial streets; maintains inappropriate connections to local 
neighborhood streets, areas of reduced speed, congested segments, a poor level of service, 
aging bridges with inadequate bridge sufficiency ratings; and conflicts with local and 
regional travel. It fails to address poor roadway geometry on I-25, including narrow lanes, 
narrow shoulders that do not accommodate broken-down vehicles, ramps with inadequate 
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lengths to maneuver vehicles, and inadequate spacing of interchanges. However, the No 
Action Alternative would not impact any Section 4(f) properties or jurisdictional wetlands.  

Build Alternatives 

Two build alternatives have been identified during the course of the I-25 study, the Existing 
I-25 Alternative and the Modified I-25 Alternative. Both alternatives would: 

 Widen the highway from four lanes to six lanes (three in each direction) between 
approximately 29th Street and Pueblo Boulevard and would reconstruct five 
interchanges; 

 Extend Dillon Drive on the west side of Fountain Creek from 26th Street to US Highway 
50B;  

 Reconfigure the downtown interchanges between 13th Street and 1st Street to be a split 
diamond configuration with one-way frontage roads between the ramps; and 

 Improve east-west mobility by providing a split diamond interchange between 
Abriendo and Northern Avenues and reconnect Abriendo Avenue to Santa Fe Drive/US 
50C. Doing this would reestablish the east-west link that was lost when I-25 was 
constructed in the 1950s.  

The differences between the alternatives are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

Existing I-25 Alternative 
The Existing I-25 Alternative includes the improvements described above while following 
the existing alignment. To accommodate the improvements to I-25, the Union Pacific 
Railroad would be moved to the east between the Arkansas River and Evraz Rocky 
Mountain Steel Mill (see Exhibit 2). 

Modified I-25 Alternative 
The Modified I-25 Alternative includes the improvements described in the bullets above as 
well as incorporates alignment changes in the central area of the project. Under the 
Modified I-25 Alternative, I-25 would leave its existing alignment and be relocated to the 
east, approximately between Ilex Street on the north and just south of the entrance to the 
Evraz Rocky Mountain Steel Mills. At this southern location, the highway would rejoin the 
existing alignment through the rest of the project. The roadway that would no longer be I-25 
would be reused to provide an extension of the existing Santa Fe Avenue. This means that 
residents living south and north of the Arkansas River would have direct access to southern 
or northern Pueblo without having to drive on I-25 (see Exhibit 3). 

A new Stanton Avenue would run east from Santa Fe Avenue, go under I-25, and turn south 
at Runyon Field. The road would continue south over the Arkansas River, intersect with 
Santa Fe Drive, and connect to the existing Santa Fe Avenue. This new configuration would 
allow Locust Street to be connected to B Street, west of Santa Fe Avenue. This request came 
from the East Bessemer neighborhood. Residents were extremely concerned about the 
neighborhood losing direct access from downtown (see Exhibit 4) as result of this project.  

Table 1 below illustrates a comparison of the two Build Alternatives.  
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TABLE 1 
Summary of Impacts to Transportation 

Existing I-25 Alternative Modified I-25 Alternative 

Corrects geometric and operational deficiencies. 

Replaces 15 bridges that have low sufficiency ratings. 

Extends Dillon Drive to increase off-highway mobility for local users. 

Reconstructs interchanges at US 50B and between 1st Street and 13th Street to improve ramp length, mobility, 
and safety by connecting I-25 to more appropriate city streets. 

Modifies transit routes by reconfiguring interchange systems. 

Improves east-west connectivity through reconstruction of the Abriendo Avenue and Northern Avenue 
interchange complex. 

Reconstruction of the Abriendo Avenue interchange 
and removal of the Ilex Street interchange improves 
safety by increasing spacing between interchanges. 

Restores off-highway connections that were removed 
during original I-25 construction. Extension of Santa 
Fe Avenue and Stanton Avenues to re-establish 
23 miles of local grid system and improves safety and 
mobility. 

Relocates existing railroad tracks to the east to 
accommodate for wider highway footprint. 

Provides alternative north-south routes for local users. 

Improves off-highway mobility for local users by 
construction frontage road system at Northern 
Avenue. 

Reduces demand on I-25 and increases local mobility 
and east-west access by reconstructing the Northern 
Avenue interchange and construction of a frontage 
road system. 

Source: New Pueblo Freeway Project Team, 2010. 

Resource Study Background 
A comprehensive investigation of social, natural, and cultural resources was completed as 
part of the project. These resources and potential impacts to them will be documented in the 
Draft and Final EISs being prepared for this project. As this memorandum is concerned with 
the regulatory requirements of Section 404 and Section 4(f), a summary of the wetlands and 
Section 4(f) resources in the study area is presented below. 

Wetlands and other Waters of the US 
A field survey of the project area was conducted in 2003 to verify the presence or absence of 
potential wetland areas. Wetlands in the project area were identified and boundaries were 
delineated using the procedures in the USACE Wetlands Delineation Manual (USACE, 1987). 
In addition, CDOT performed a functional assessment for all wetland areas in May 2010. A 
total of seven wetland areas (WL-1 through WL-4 and WL-5a, 5b, and 5c) and three waters 
of the US (the Arkansas River, Fountain Creek, and Runyon Lake) were identified during 
the field survey (see Table 2 below). The wetland areas are primarily concentrated along the 
Arkansas River and Fountain Creek corridors and total 13.85 acres within the project area. 
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TABLE 2 
Wetlands and Waters of the U.S. within the Project Area 

Location Cowardin Classification System1 
Acreage within Project 

Area 

WL-1 PEM/PFO 4.04 

WL-2 PEM/PFO 1.06 

WL-3 PSS/PFO 0.39 

WL-4 PEM 010 

WL-5a PSS/PFO 1.80 

WL-5b PEM/PFO 4.35 

WL-5c PEM 2.11 

Arkansas River Riverine 9.06 

Fountain Creek Riverine 25.76 

Runyon Lake Riverine 2.42 
1 The wetland areas were categorized by the Cowardin Classification System as follows:  
Palustrine Emergent (PEM) - Characterized by erect, rooted, herbaceous hydrophytes, excluding mosses and 
lichens. This vegetation is present for most of the growing season in most years. These wetlands are usually 
dominated by perennial plants. All water regimes are included except subtidal and irregularly exposed.  
Palustrine Scrub Shrub (PSS) - Includes wetland areas dominated by woody vegetation less than 6 meters (20 
feet) tall. The species include true shrubs, young trees, and trees or shrubs that are small or stunted because of 
environmental conditions. All water regimes except subtidal are included.  
Palustrine Forested (PFO) - Similar to the PSS Classification however; the PFO Classification is characterized 
by woody vegetation that is 6 meters tall or taller.  
Riverine - Includes all wetlands and deepwater habitats contained within a channel with the exception of 
wetlands dominated by trees, shrubs, persistent emergents, emergent mosses or lichens; and habitats with 
water containing ocean-derived salts in excess of 0.5 percent.  

The wetlands and the waters of the U.S. are shown in Exhibits 5 through 8.  

Wetland 2 (WL-2), the wetland impacted more by the Modified I-25 Alternative than by the 
Existing I-25 Alternative, was assessed using CDOTs Functional Assessment of Colorado 
Wetlands (FACWet) as part of this analysis.  While this wetland in terms of habitat 
connectivity and buffer capacity was determined to be functioning impaired it received a 
composite FCI (Functional Capacity Index) score of 0.82 out of 1.00.  This relatively high 
score was due to the fact that this wetland is still highly functioning in terms of water 
storage, nutrient/toxicant removal, flood attenuation, and supporting aquatic habitat.  
Weed species only constituted a minor portion of the wetland vegetation. 

Other wetlands within the study area were examined with scores slightly to moderately 
lower to that of WL-2.  WL-1 had a composite FCI score of 0.76, which was the lowest of the 
assessed wetlands.   

Section 4(f) Resources  
The study area for the New Pueblo Freeway project includes the following parks and 
recreational facilities, from north to south: 
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 Detention Ponds between 29th Street and 24th Street (Pits Park), adjacent to I-25 
 Mineral Palace Park between 15th and 19th Street, adjacent to I-25 
 Fountain Creek Park Land and Trail east of I-25, follows Fountain Creek 
 Runyon Field Sports Complex at Ilex east of I-25  
 Runyon/Fountain Lakes State Wildlife Area along Arkansas River east of I-25 
 The Arkansas River Corridor 
 Benedict Park at Mesa Avenue east of I-25 
 JJ Raigoza Park at Maryland Avenue west of I-25 

All of the parks are owned by the City of Pueblo with the exception of the 
Runyon/Fountain Lakes State Wildlife Area, which is owned by the Pueblo Conservancy 
District and operated and maintained by the Colorado Division of Wildlife. 

A total of 882 historic resources were surveyed for the project. Of the 882 historic resources 
surveyed (876 individual properties and six neighborhoods) for eligibility, 191 individual 
properties and five historic neighborhoods were recommended for eligibility. The State 
Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) concurred with these findings in April 2009. These 
resources include such things as private residences and commercial buildings generally 
constructed between 1900 and 1960, the Santa Fe Avenue Bridge over the Arkansas River, 
the 4.5-mile Colorado & Wyoming railroad switching line, the late 19th century retaining 
walls at the Colorado Smelting Company, and the Steelworks Suburbs Historic District. The 
Steelworks Suburbs Historic District contains several neighborhoods and the steel mill itself. 
Many of these properties are National Register of Historic Places-eligible based on their 
association with patterns of early urban development in Pueblo or because they are good 
examples of historic architectural styles. 

Impacts, Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation of Impacts to 
Wetlands and Section 4(f) Resources 
Wetlands and Waters of the US 
Because the Existing I-25 Alternative and Modified I-25 Alternatives follow the same 
alignment in the northern and southern areas of the project, the central area of the project is 
the differentiator among impacts. Both alternatives would impact 0.13 acre of WL-5c in the 
north area of the project and 0.02 acre of WL-1 in the south area. 

Existing I-25 Alternative 
The Existing I-25 Alternative would impact a total of 0.22 acre of wetlands in the project 
area. In the Central area of the project, the Existing I-25 Alternative would impact a total of 
0.07 acre of WL-2, which would be fragmented and divided in half. Impacts would occur 
due to the extension of Abriendo Avenue to connect to Santa Fe Drive east of I-25. The 
bridge piers currently in place at the Arkansas River crossing would be removed and 
replaced; however, they would be reconstructed in the same locations as the existing piers 
with a slightly smaller footprint. As a result, no direct permanent impacts to the Arkansas 
River would occur. 
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Modified I-25 Alternative 
The Modified I-25 Alternative would impact 1.10 acres of wetlands. The Modified I-25 
Alternative would have a total of 0.95 acre of unavoidable impacts to Central area wetlands, 
consisting of 0.93 acre of impacts to WL-2 and 0.02 acre of impacts to the Arkansas River. 
Specifically, the Modified I-25 Alternative would almost entirely remove WL-2 to 
accommodate the realignment of I-25. Impacts to the Arkansas River would occur due to the 
placement of bridge piers in the Arkansas River. Table 3 provides a summary of impacts to 
the wetlands. 

TABLE 3 
Summary of Impacts to Wetlands 

Existing I-25 Alternative Modified I-25 Alternative 

Construction of the Dillon Drive extension near US 50 would impact 0.13 acre of WL-5c. 

Construction of the Greenhorn Drive extension would impact 0.02 acre of WL-1. 

Extension of Abriendo Avenue would divide the 
wetlands near Santa Fe Drive east of I-25. Area of 
impact is 0.07 acres 

Shifting I-25 to the east would result in the removal of 
almost 90 percent of the WL-2 near Santa Fe Avenue. 
Area of impact is 0.93 acres. 

 Construction of new bridge piers over the Arkansas 
River would impact 0.02 acre of wetlands. 

Total impact of 0.22 acre  Total impact of 1.10 acres 

Source: New Pueblo Freeway Project Team, 2010.  

Substantial efforts have been made to avoid and minimize impacts to the wetland. As noted 
earlier, there is a total of 13.85 acres of wetlands in the study area. Although complete 
avoidance of wetlands was not possible, an effort was made to avoid as many wetlands and 
other waters of the US as possible and to minimize impacts to others. As the project is 
located in a highly urbanized corridor, there is little room available to accommodate shifts 
in the alignment due to the proximity of residential and commercial structures. In some 
cases, avoiding wetlands and other waters of the US would cause considerable residential 
and commercial displacements and was not considered practicable. In other areas, wetlands 
exist along both sides of the roadway, so shifting one direction to avoid an individual 
wetland resulted in impacts to another wetland. 

Project impacts have been minimized to the extent practicable, staying on the existing 
alignment where possible. New fill slopes have been steepened to 3:1 and the use of 
retaining walls will also be incorporated into the design in some locations to prevent new 
fill slopes from extending into wetland areas. This slope will allow vegetation to become 
established but will not pose a safety hazard to the motoring public. The alignment was 
shifted to the extent possible to reduce construction impacts into wetland areas sometimes 
at the cost of other resources.  An example is an earlier alternative that was developed to 
avoid impacts to Mineral Palace Park,a Section 4(f) resource, included widening I-25 to east 
that would push the existing Union Pacific Railroad into the Fountain Creek.  This 
alternative was dismissed because it would present unacceptable impacts to the floodplains, 
Fountain Creek and Wetland WL-5a and WL-5b. 
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Wetland impacts would be mitigated within the project area. The FACWet analysis 
performed in May 2010 by CDOT staff will be used to guide the types of functional values 
that the mitigation would seek to replace. While there are several potential mitigation 
locations within the study area, CDOT and FHWA intend to work with USACE staff to 
identify the best mitigation location and concept to replace the values of the impacted 
wetlands. 

Section 4(f) 
As with the wetland impacts, because of the similarity of the alternatives in the northern 
and southern areas of the project, the impacted 4(f) properties in those areas are the same. 
Because impacts to 4(f) properties are distinguishable only in the Central area, this 
discussion focuses on impacts in that area.  

As detailed under the following discussion for each alternative, differences in impacts to 
historic resources occur at two residential properties, the Colorado and Wyoming (C&W) 
railroad line, and within the Steelworks Suburbs Historic District. The alternatives have 
common impacts to three residential structures, two commercial structures, and the Santa Fe 
Avenue Bridge. Both alternatives impact the C&W railroad line, but the Modified I-25 
Alternative does not impact the unique High Rail segment of that line. Within the 
Steelworks Suburbs Historic District, the Modified I-25 Alternative impacts fewer structures 
and restores connectivity among the neighborhoods adjacent to the Santa Fe Avenue 
Extension. 

Differences in impacts occur at two recreational properties in the Central project area. 
Benedict Park, located east of I-25 on Mesa Avenue, is a 1.9-acre park that contains informal 
athletic fields, a playground, basketball court, and picnic tables. The Runyon/ Fountain 
Lakes State Wildlife Area, located east of I-25 and just north of the Arkansas River, is a 
400-acre undeveloped open space. With the exception of the Fountain Creek Trail, there are 
no other active recreational facilities within the parkland except picnic tables located along 
the trail. 

Both alternatives would impact Mineral Palace Park, which is located on the west side of I-
25, south of US 50B interchange in the northern area of the project. Fountain Creek parkland 
and its associated surface water and floodplain resources are located on the east side of I-25, 
along with a historic railroad line. The widening of I-25 would result in a loss of 
approximately 50 linear feet of the park along the eastern edge, approximately 1.4 acres of 
use. The avoidance and minimization efforts at Mineral Palace Park are notable and are 
indicative of the efforts made by the study team to balance impacts to resources. An 
alternative investigated to avoid impacts to Mineral Palace Park included widening I-25 to 
the east that would push the existing Union Pacific Railroad into the Fountain Creek. This 
alternative was dismissed because it would present unacceptable impacts to the floodplain, 
Fountain Creek, Wetland WL-5a and WL-5b.  
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Existing I-25 Alternative 

Benedict Park 
Under the Existing I-25 Alternative, I-25 would be widened to the east at this location, 
which would require that the Union Pacific Railroad rail line also move east into Benedict 
Park; 0.4 acre of the park’s western edge would be used, leaving 1.5 acres of the park in 
place as a smaller park that could still function as a neighborhood “pocket” park. The 
informal athletic field would be reduced in size; however, the playgrounds and basketball 
court could continue to be used. As a result of the Existing I-25 Alternative improvements, 
2.6 acres directly to the south of and across Mesa Avenue from Benedict Park would become 
an extension of the park, making the size of the revised Benedict Park a total of 4.1 acres. 
The new park plans proposed for the Existing I-25 Alternative address several issues at the 
existing Benedict Park, including parking, trees, and improved lighting. Improvements 
include a larger area, more amenities, and improved access.  

Runyon/Fountain Lakes State Wildlife Area 

No impacts will occur to the State Wildlife Area under the Existing I-25 Alternative. 

Historic Properties 
The remaining Section 4(f) properties impacted by the two Build Alternatives in the Central 
area are historic properties. The Existing I-25 Alternative would impact nine historic 
resources in the Central area. Three residential properties, two commercial properties, and 
the Santa Fe Avenue Bridge would be totally acquired and demolished. The historic 
segments of the Union Pacific Railroad and C&W railroad lines would be removed and 
relocated, including the C&W High Rail line, a unique feature. Additionally, a number of 
properties within the Steelworks Suburbs Historic District would be impacted, including the 
total or partial acquisition of 86 properties.  The constrained right-of-way made avoiding 
individual resources difficult as the avoidance of one historic resource would ultimately 
result in impacts to one or more other resources.  

Modified I-25 Alternative 

Benedict Park 
The Modified I-25 Alternative would realign the highway to avoid the Union Pacific 
Railroad freight rail line. This would require the use of the entire park (1.9 acres). The 
informal athletic fields, two playgrounds, picnic tables, picnic shelter, and a basketball court 
would all be eliminated.  

Under this alternative, 4.3 acres of land south of Mesa Avenue would become a replacement 
park for the existing Benedict Park. The new park plans proposed address several issues at 
the existing Benedict Park, including parking, trees, and improved lighting. Improvements 
include a larger area, more amenities, and improved access. The benefit under the Modified 
I-25 Alternative is greater as a result of the ability to provide a larger, contiguous park when 
compared to the Existing I-25 Alternative. 

Runyon/Fountain Lakes State Wildlife Area 
Under the Modified I-25 Alternative, I-25 would leave the existing alignment at Ilex Street 
and follow a new alignment that would require four bridges to be constructed over the 
Arkansas River and within the Runyon/Fountain Lakes State Wildlife Area. Most of the I-25 
mainline and adjacent ramps would fly over park property; however, bridge abutments on 
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the south side of the river would use some of the State Wildlife Area. For this alternative, 
Stanton Avenue (which currently ends at the State Wildlife Area) would be extended south 
on a bridge over the State Wildlife Area and the Arkansas River. Bridge piers would also be 
placed in the State Wildlife Area to support this bridge. The pedestrian bridge and trail 
would need to be removed and relocated.  

Although there would be new bridge piers, the piers would be placed so they would not 
interfere with recreation. Measures to minimize harm to the Runyon State Wildlife Area 
were developed by the project team with input from Pueblo Conservancy District (the 
agency with jurisdiction over the property), City of Pueblo planning staff, and the public. As 
part of the Modified I-25 Alternative, the pedestrian bridge over the Arkansas River would 
be relocated just east of the proposed Stanton Avenue bridge to allow room for the new 
bridges that would span the river east of the current I-25 alignment. The trail that leads to 
the current pedestrian bridge would be relocated over the new pedestrian bridge to allow 
for crossing the Arkansas River and reconnecting to the Arkansas River trail. After 
construction, the trails would be fully usable by passing under the I-25 bridges and the 
Stanton Bridge. The bricks of greenway donors would stay in place, but the park benches 
and the memorial park bench will be moved to the east, closer to the lake and to a quieter 
location. After project completion and mitigation, there would be no permanent impacts to 
the primary recreational components of the State Wildlife Area, including fishing. 

Historic Properties 
 The Modified I-25 Alternative would impact eleven historic properties in the Central area. 
Five residential properties, two commercial properties, and the Santa Fe Avenue Bridge 
would be totally acquired and demolished. All but two of the residential properties are the 
same as those impacted by the Existing I-25 Alternative. A portion of the C&W railroad line 
would be removed and relocated, but the High Rail line would not be impacted. The 
Colorado Smelting retaining walls would be directly impacted, and within the Steelworks 
Suburbs Historic District, 69 properties would be totally or partially acquired. The 
constrained right-of-way creates difficulty avoiding individual resources as the avoidance of 
one historic resource would ultimately result in impacts to one or more other resources.  

Recommendation 
Two build alternatives have been analyzed in detail for the I-25 New Pueblo Freeway 
project, the Existing I-25 Alternative and the Modified I-25 Alternative. Efforts have been 
made throughout the project study to avoid and minimize impacts to resources, including 
wetlands, waters of the US, parks and recreational facilities, and historic properties. For the 
Modified I-25 Alternative these efforts resulted in potential impacts to only 1.10 of 13.85 
acres of wetlands in the study area. Of the 199 historic properties in the study area, only 
nine would potentially be impacted by the project. 
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The Modified I-25 Alternative should be identified as the preferred alternative in the DEIS. 
The Modified I-25 Alternative is recommended for the following reasons: 

 Although both alternatives address the safety elements of the purpose and need, the 
Modified I-25 Alternative best meets the mobility elements because:  

  The Modified I-25 Alternative provides connectivity to the north and south with the 
extension of Stanton Avenue north and west to Santa Fe Avenue and south to Santa 
Fe Drive. Residents of the Bessemer Neighborhood east of I-25 would be more 
connected to the rest of the neighborhood, as well as the community resources in the 
Grove and Downtown Neighborhoods.  

 The Modified I-25 Alternative also improves north-south mobility by converting the 
existing I-25 south of the Arkansas River to be an extension of Santa-Fe Drive to 
facilitate local trips more efficiently and maintain regional trips on I-25 (see Exhibit 4 
for more detail). 

 The Modified I-25 Alternative also improves east-west mobility over the Existing 
I-25 Alternative by providing a more direct connection to the interstate at Abriendo 
Avenue.  

 The extension of Santa Fe Avenue as a result of the Modified I-25 Alternative also 
provides a benefit to residences on the south end between Minnequa Avenue and 
Logan Avenue by returning the functionality of their properties. When I-25 was 
originally constructed homes that had access to Schley Avenue had their access 
removed and their front doors were adjacent to I-25. The access to these homes was 
only provided through the back alley. With the extension of Santa Fe Avenue these 
homes would have the access to the front of the house returned with access to Santa 
Fe Avenue.  

 Both alternatives share the same impacts in the north and south sections of the project. 
The only difference in impacts occurs in the central section of the project between Ilex 
Street and the Evraz Rocky Mountain Steel Mills.T 

 Although the Modified Alternative impacts 2 additional historic properties compared to 
the Existing Alternative, the Modified Alternative has fewer impacts to properties 
within the Steelworks Suburbs Historic District, 69 would be fully or partially acquired, 
compared to 86 properties with the Existing Alternative. 

 Wetland impacts differ by less than 1 acre, with the Modified I-25 Alternative impacting 
0.88 acre more wetlands than the Existing I-25 Alternative.  

 Impacts to Waters of the U.S. are nearly equal between the alternatives, with the 
Modified I-25 Alternative impacting just 0.02 acre of the Arkansas River. The impact 
would be greater due to the increased number of bridge piers required to span the 
Arkansas River. 

 The estimated costs of each alternative were also considered; however, the costs between 
the two alternatives were too similar to be a differentiating factor. 
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 Both alternatives will impact Benedict Park, but while the initial impact is greater with 
the Modified I-25 Alternative, the Modified I-25 Alternative allows for the construction 
of a new 4.3 acre park to replace the existing Benedict Park. The Existing I-25 Alternative 
reduces the size of the existing park and creates a new 2.6 acre park across the roadway 
from the existing Benedict Park, which is less desirable.  

 Although the Modified I-25 Alternative impacts more of the State Wildlife Area than the 
Existing I-25 alternative, the impacts are minor and do not affect the recreational use. 

 There is very little difference between the Existing I-25 Alternative and Modified I-25 
Alternative in terms of impacts to other resources. Both alternatives would impact 
minimal amounts of wildlife habitat, including Arkansas darter and plains leopard frog 
habitat. The Modified I-25 Alternative would impact one additional hazardous material 
site than the Existing I-25 Alternative, but it would also require less impervious surface 
area (4 acres less than the Existing I-25 Alternative), which would result in lower 
pollutant levels than the Existing I-25 Alternative. 

 The City of Pueblo Parks and Recreation Department expressed its support for the 
Modified I-25 Alternative in a letter dated July 13, 2010. Their preference for the 
Modified I-25 Alternative is based on that alternative’s ability to improve trail 
connections and facilitate north-south movement in the corridor.  

The Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) and FHWA will work with USACE to 
identify suitable mitigation for impacts to wetlands and waters of the US. The study area 
includes several locations that may be suitable for replacing the functional values affected 
by impacts to wetlands, potentially including locations along the corridors of Fountain 
Creek and the Arkansas River, or within Lake Pueblo State Park. As discussed during a 2006 
field visit with USACE, the mitigation measures may involve placing tree cuttings at the 
trailhead near the mouth of Fountain Creek and along Fountain Creek at State Highway 47 
and planting trees near the Eagle Ridge interchange project.   

The alternatives developed for the New Pueblo Freeway project have avoided the majority 
of wetland, waters of the US, and Section 4(f) resources present within the study area. The 
wetland resources impacted by both alternatives are unavoidable. The Modified I-25 
Alternative represents the least environmentally damaging practicable alternative because, 
while it does have slightly greater impacts to wetlands, it better serves the purpose and 
need for the project by better restoring local access that was hindered by the original 
construction of I-25, allows for a replacement and expansion of Benedict Park, has fewer 
impacts to the Steelworks Suburbs Historic District,  appears to be the Section 4(f) least 
harm alternative, and is supported by local officials. Further, the wetland impacts of the 
Modified I-25 Alternative  may be mitigated within the study area, potentially providing 
equal or greater functional values than those impacted. 
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EXHIBIT 4 
Modified I-25 Alternative with the New Stanton Avenue 
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Wetlands in the Central Area – Modified I-25 Alternative 
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These Aesthetic Guidelines have been prepared as 

part of the highway improvement design process and 

involved  a multi-disciplinary approach.  It included 

participation from stakeholders, interested citizens, 

businesses, local merchant groups, transportation and 

highway design professionals, elected offi  cials and the 

City of Pueblo and Pueblo County staff .  These Guide-

lines have been prepared to refl ect community values 

that are sensitive to both environmental and commu-

nity resources, while achieving the purpose and need 

for the project.

These guidelines address the aesthetic treatment of 

the New Pueblo Freeway and various impacted areas 

of the City, including the I-25 corridor and portions of 

of interstate, various enhancements were studied. The 

outcome of the study has resulted in the future redevel-

opment of the highway from approximately 29th Street 

on the north, to Pueblo Boulevard on the south.   

Proposed highway improvements include the reloca-

tion of a portion of the roadway; additional lanes; safe-

ty improvements, such as wider shoulders; an increase 

to the on and off  ramp lengths; enhanced signage; the 

removal and addition of interchanges; amenities such 

as bike and pedestrian paths; landscaping; improved 

access between neighborhoods and a circulator bus 

system.  It is anticipated that these proposed improve-

ments will meet existing and future travel demands.

schools and churches. Since I-25’s completion in 1959, 

highway design standards have changed.  Unsafe road 

conditions and mobility problems with the current 

alignment are now understood.  In order to formulate 

new highway improvements for safety, as well as im-

prove local and regional mobility throughout the corri-

dor, a joint planning eff ort occurred between the Colo-

rado Department of Transportation (CDOT), the City of 

Pueblo, Pueblo County, interested citizens and highway 

design consultants. 

To  date, CDOT has completed its review and investiga-

tion of highway improvements for an eight-mile stretch 

of I-25, also referred to as the New Pueblo Freeway. In 

an attempt to upgrade one of the states oldest sections 

SECTION ONE: 
Introduction to the 
Project
The rise of the steel mill industry around the turn of 

the century, was cause for the City of Pueblo to experi-

ence both a population and land development boom.  

Businesses thrived and residential growth continued 

to fl ourish along the Colorado front range as I-25 de-

veloped.  Today, I-25 provides an economic lifeline to 

the City.  Following its construction, the community be-

gan to realize how I-25 had become a barrier, bisecting 

various neighborhoods, commercial areas, local streets, 

New Pueblo Freeway Study Area
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the Fountain Creek and the Arkansas River fl oodplains. 

They provide direction on the aesthetic treatment of 

highway improvements such as gateway features; ve-

hicular and pedestrian bridges; noise/retaining walls; 

interpretive elements; signage; sidewalks; trails; land-

scaping and irrigation.  

A.  Artist Input
It was decided that art and local artist input would be 

critical to the success of this eff ort as a foundation for 

the New Pueblo Freeway Aesthetic Guidelines. These 

studios, included the Williams, Latkas and Clifts. They 

participated in an eff ort to identify key features, forms, 

textures and colors that uniquely represent or defi ne 

Pueblo’s character.  The artists collaborated to develop 

a three dimensional collage that communicated the key 

contextual elements of Pueblo.

Water and the confl uence of the Arkansas River with 

Fountain Creek are seen as the fundamental corner 

stone of Pueblo. Due to the predominance of riparian 

vegetation along the river and creek, Pueblo is an oasis 

in the semi arid region of Southeastern Colorado.  From 

the very beginning, it was clear that the artists wanted 

to integrate the natural features of the Pueblo area into 

their defi nition of Pueblo’s character.  The bluff s above 

the Arkansas River and the surrounding mesas are also 

key features of Pueblo’s context. 

In addition to the natural context of Pueblo, the blend 

of Southwestern and Victorian architectural styles are a 

major element of Pueblo’s character.  This blend of form, 

texture and color is exemplifi ed in the steel mill area 

with the surrounding company  houses and the archi-

tectural styles of downtown Pueblo.

After identifying the elements of Pueblo’s character, the 

artists made suggestions on how to capture these ele-

ments for the proposed I-25 improvements.  All highway 

structures will be seen as forms or sculptural elements 

that contribute to Pueblo’s  sense of place.  This sense of 

place can be enhanced by: 

·  Playing up the importance of the bridge structures 

across the Arkansas River.

·  Highlighting the long-range views of the Arkansas 

River, Steel Mill and downtown. 

·   Bringing the riparian vegetation from Fountain 

Creek up to, and across, I-25 in the Mineral Palace 

Park area. 

·   Creating usable shade and the perception of shade. 

By providing places for people under structures and 

by adding relief to structures so that shadow pat-

terns are an ever apparent element of New Pueblo 

Freeway.

·  Synergizing fl owing water forms with Victorian and 

Southwestern architectural forms on  structures.  

·  Utilizing colors that refl ect the native and natural  

materials of the area.  

Utilizing steel, brick, rock and  concrete as materials • 

to refl ect Pueblo’s character.  

During the collaborative eff ort between the consultant 

team and the local artists, several stakeholder and com-

munity meetings were held to garner input on the Aes-

thetic Guidelines development process. 

This eff ort gave the consultant team and the Landscape 

Architects from THK Associates, Inc. the building blocks 

needed to develop these Aesthetic Guidelines for the 

New Pueblo Freeway.

Key contextual elements of Pueblo as seen by the local artists.
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Key contextual elements of Pueblo as seen by the local artists.
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Section Six, Steel Mill, is the third Aesthetic Design Seg-

ment.  It occurs between the Arkansas River on the 

north, and Pueblo Boulevard on the south.  The Rocky 

Mountain Steel Mill Facility, Benedict Park, J.J. Raigoza 

Park and the Bessemer neighborhood occur along the 

I-25 corridor.

Each segment’s discussion begins with a statement of 

the aesthetic and functional goals for the Design Seg-

ment.  Specifi c Design Segment objectives are also pro-

vided.  Future designers will understand the goals and 

objectives before starting to develop the fi nal aesthetic 

treatments.  As inspiration and guidance, each Design 

Segment section contains sample treatments, concepts 

and alternatives.

The intent of these Design Guidelines is not to be pre-

scriptive, but provide future designers with the informa-

tion needed to meet the communities intended goals 

and objectives within their design eff orts.  Designers 

are encouraged to continue the creative process and 

build on what is presented here.    

B. How to Use This Document
Seven sections compose these Aesthetic Guidelines.  

The fi rst section introduces the project and provides 

the reader with an overview of the Aesthetic Guideline 

development process. Section two provides a discus-

sion of the overall aesthetic treatment areas.  The third 

section is devoted to an executive summary.  Sections 

four, fi ve and six focus on the three specifi c Aesthetic 

Design Segments including Fountain Creek, Downtown 

and the Steel Mill.  Section seven, describes the exist-

ing conditions of the corridor.  The Appendix contains 

supplemental information including plant schedules 

for use in diff erent locations within the corridor.  

In order to better formulate detailed aesthetic design 

parameters that capture the character and inherent ele-

ments of the various neighborhoods, these Guidelines 

identify specifi c corridor Design Segments.  The corridor 

has been broken into three (3) distinct Aesthetic De-

sign Segments (Fountain Creek, Downtown and Steel 

Mill).  Each of the design segments have its own distinct 

characteristics such as land use, landmarks and devel-

opment patterns.  Therefore, each Design Segment has 

been given it’s own section within these Aesthetic De-

sign Guidelines.

Section Four, Fountain Creek, is the fi rst Aesthetic De-

sign Segment.  It occurs between 29th Street on the 

north, and 13th Street on the south.  This includes his-

toric Mineral Palace Park, Fountain Creek and the deten-

tion ponds at 29th Street along the I-25 corridor.  

Section Five, Downtown, is  the second Aesthetic De-

sign Segment.  It occurs between 13th Street on the 

north, and the Arkansas River on the south.  This seg-

ment is very urban in nature and includes all the access 

to downtown Pueblo. This portion of the highway is 

proposed to be elevated 20’ on fi ll above residential and 

commercial uses.  
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SECTION TWO:
Aesthetic Treatments

The above graphic “Corridor Aesthetic Treatments” is the over-

riding framework or backbone for these Aesthetic Guidelines, 

and is part of the Memo of Understanding between the City 

of Pueblo and CDOT.  This graphic and text will serve as the 

foundation of these Aesthetic Guidelines and is an extension 

of the Memo of Understanding. Below is a brief narrative that 

clarifi es the improvements as shown in this graphic. Three 

diff erent types of gateways are envisioned within this 8 mile 

design corridor. They have been identifi ed as city, downtown 

and neighborhood gateways.

These gateways will have a relative hierarchy of design as-

sociated with them. City gateways will be gateway/bridge 

structures that are highly visible and will serve as main gate-

ways or entrances into the City of Pueblo. They will incorpo-

rate design elements that are easily identifi ed and consistent 

with the surrounding context. 

The degree or complexity of design associated with down-

town gateways will be equal to or slightly less than the de-

sign associated with city gateways. And fi nally, neighbor-

hood gateways are bridges/gateways that serve a specifi c 

area of the city or a specifi ed use.

City Gateways – The northern gateway at I-25/SH50-47 is al-

ready constructed with ornamental landscaping, turf grass, 

irrigation and architectural treatments.  Maintenance re-

sponsibilities are shared between the City and CDOT.  A 

southern gateway is being planned at Pueblo Boulevard as 

part of these Design Guidelines and will be similar to the 

northern gateway.

Downtown Gateways – Downtown gateways are being 

planned at both 13th and 1st Streets. 13th Street would have 

both an architectural and landscape component.  Landscap-

ing would relate to Mineral Palace Park and the newly pro-

posed community pool.  Irrigation would be provided as an 

extension from the Mineral Palace Park system and main-

tenance would fall under City jurisdiction.  An architectural 

component will be placed at 1st Street.   Maintenance be-

yond structural would be minimal and would be the respon-

sibility of CDOT.

Neighborhood Gateways – These gateway treatments 

would relate and identify each individual neighborhood.  

Components would be both architectural and landscape.  

One idea would be in the form of a sign and/or possibly an 

architectural treatment on a structure.  Landscaping could 

be proposed in conjunction with this concept. Maintenance 

responsibility would depend on what aesthetic treatment 

was proposed, but could potentially be the responsibility of 

a neighborhood association. 

Park – The park treatments are an extension of the current 

park landscapes.  Concepts for these areas were developed 

jointly with the City and community.  The City and County 

would maintain these areas.

Steel Mill – The Steel Mill treatments are intended to sup-

port the history of the Steel Mill and historic company town.  

Maintenance responsibilities would reside with the City, 

neighborhood associations and the Bessemer Historical So-

ciety.

Architectural – Where this type of treatment is identifi ed, 

primarily non-living materials will be used to create the  

theme.  Retaining walls, bridges and other structures and 

treatments will be carefully designed to refl ect the archi-

tectural character of downtown.  South of Indiana Avenue, 

noise walls and other structures would refl ect the character 

of the Steel Mill, the historic company town and surrounding 

neighborhoods.  Minimal maintenance would be required 

beyond structure maintenance.  Maintenance responsibility 

would be shared between the City and CDOT.

Dryland Grasses – Dryland 

grasses will be used along 

all roadway shoulders 

where stabilization is re-

quired and in areas where 

aesthetic treatments have 

not been identifi ed.  Main-

tenance would be the re-

sponsibility of the property 

owner.

Naturalized – These areas 

take advantage of local 

run-off  to allow native veg-

etation, including trees and 

shrubs, to establish them-

selves.  Very low mainte-

nance is anticipated.  These 

areas are located where 

the landscape is currently 

naturalized along drain-

age ways.  Maintenance by 

property owner.

Proposed and Existing Trails – Various trail extensions, as 

well as trail connections and nodes, have been preliminarily 

identifi ed along the corridor.  Trails are being proposed in 

conjunction with parks as a means of connectivity between 

neighborhoods and as part of the interpretive element of 

the Fountain Creek and Steel Mill areas. 

Proposed trails will be constructed by either CDOT or the 

City of Pueblo. Maintenance would be the responsibility of 

the City and the County. 
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SECTION  THREE:
Executive Summary
These Design Guidelines have been prepared as guid-

ance for the proposed I-25 improvements. These im-

provements will bring the interstate up to current de-

sign standards.  Mobility and safety will be addressed 

with improved geometry decreasing accident rates.  

With the addition of various aesthetic treatments, the 

physical condition and image of the corridor will im-

prove and evolve into identifi able areas including 

neighborhoods and surrounding development.  

Preparation  of these Design Guidelines began with an 

extensive community involvement process whereby 

the community and consultant team worked openly 

with each other to formulate thematic ideas.  This pro-

cess included local artist input, open houses, work-

shops, community working groups, stakeholder input, 

personal interviews and public presentations.  As a re-

sult of the public involvement process, Functional Dia-

grams, intended to graphically portray the community 

and CDOT’s functional desires for I-25, local streets and 

the adjacent land uses were developed. See Functional 

Diagram example this page.  

During the public process, it became apparent that there 

were three distinct design segments that comprise the 

New Pueblo Freeway. Each design segment has its own 

unique character and set of highway circumstances that 

distinguish it from one another.  These are:

The Fountain Creek Design Segment• 
The Downtown Design Segment• 
The Steel Mill Design Segment• 

The Fountain Creek Design Segment has a natural, 

open, undeveloped feel without retail and commercial 

uses directly abutting the I-25 corridor. An abundance 

of natural green spaces are created by the presence 

of Mineral Palace Park and the Fountain Creek Flood 

Plain.

The character of the Downtown Design Segment is 

much diff erent than that of Fountain Creek Design Seg-

ment.   Within this design segment, the urban character 

of downtown Pueblo  is visually dominant.  It is a mix-

ture of developed land uses including commercial, in-

dustrial, residential and retail. The hard lines of the city 

buildings and the built environment are the dominant 

features.  Due to an extensive amount of pavement and 

structures, vegetation and shade are lacking.  

Finally, the Steel Mill Design Segment  is a combination 

of urban, industrial and residential uses.   Within this 

Design Segment are remnants of the Rocky Mountain 

Steel Mill and associated company town.  Smoke stacks, 

large production buildings and tailing piles still remain 

and are a refl ection of Pueblo’s industrial heritage. 

Goals and objectives were created for each design seg-

ment and they include: 

 The Fountain Design Creek Segment
Goals

Aesthetic treatments will support the commu-1. 

nity and CDOT’s functional desires for the area.

Maintain and enhance the natural, open, unde-2. 

veloped feel of the design segment.

Aesthetic treatments will refl ect the historic heri-3. 

tage of Mineral Palace Park and the associated 

neighborhoods.

Create the northern major downtown gateway 4. 

at 13th Street and I-25.

Visually connect Mineral Palace Park with the 5. 

Fountain Creek Flood Plain Open Space.

Aesthetic design will support the energy and ex-6. 

citement of community spaces in Mineral Palace 

Park.

Objectives
Landscape improvements along I-25 will refl ect 1. 

the historical, pastoral character of Mineral Pal-

ace Park.

Create a visual focal point in Mineral Palace  Park 2. 

that refl ects the importance of the park as com-

munity space. 

Develop a major downtown gateway.3. 

Restore Mineral Palace Park by redefi ning the 4. 

main entrance, reestablishing a community 

Mineral Palace Park Functional Diagram

Three local artist/sculpture studios were selected from 

the Pueblo area to participate in the Aesthetic Guideline 

process. See Artist Input page 6. These artists identifi ed 

the key forms, textures and colors that represent Pueb-

lo’s unique character. These elements help to defi ne the 

design palette for these Aesthetic Guidelines.
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gathering space and controlling the flow of  v e -

hicular traffi  c. 

Incorporate history, specifi cally the Victorian fl a-5. 

vor of the Mineral Palace Park neighborhood and 

the WPA architecture of Mineral Palace Park.

Maintain views into Mineral Palace Park.6. 

Develop a pedestrian connection between the 7. 

Fountain Creek Flood Plain Open Space and Min-

eral Palace Park.

Bring the riparian vegetation from Fountain 8. 

Creek into Mineral Palace Park.  Make a strong vi-

sual connection between the park and creek.

Improve connectivity to Fountain Creek Flood           9. 

Plain Open Space.

Maintain views of the creek and surrounding  10. 

fl oodplain areas. 

Visually strengthen and maintain the natu-11. 

ral riparian vegetative buff er along Fountain          

Creek.

Whenever possible, use natural, indigenous ma-12. 

terials.

Utilize materials that refl ect the native and natu-13. 

ral materials and colors of the area.  Brick, rock 

and concrete are all appropriate.

Incorporate fl owing water forms into design ele-14. 

ments.

Use landforms to defi ne space.15. 

The Downtown Design Segment
Goals

Aesthetic treatments shall support the commu-1. 

nity and CDOT’s functional desires for the area.

Incorporate the importance of water and the 2. 

confl uence of the Arkansas River with Fountain 

Creek into New Pueblo Freeway improvements.  

This is the fundamental corner stone of Pueblo’s 

existence.

Establish major north and south gateways to 3. 

downtown.  Aesthetic treatments will support 

this area as the front door to downtown Pueblo.

Aesthetic treatments will refl ect the historic, ur-4. 

ban character of downtown Pueblo.

Objectives
Synergize fl owing water forms with Victorian 1. 

and Southwestern architectural forms and struc-

tures.

Create the character of this Design Segment by 2. 

emphasizing architectural elements rather than 

landscapes.

Create usable shade and the perception of 3. 

shade.  

Shadow and shadow patterns will be ever appar-4. 

ent elements of the New Pueblo Freeway.

Highlight views to downtown Pueblo and the 5. 

bluff s along the Arkansas River.

Break up the long linear appearance of the ele-6. 

vated sections of I-25 from downtown Pueblo.

Screen views to industrial areas.  7. 

Create a hierarchy of gateways by the level of 8. 

emphasis placed on the landscape and aesthetic 

treatments at each gateway.  Gateways include 

major and neighborhood access.

Create neighborhood gateways to reinforce ex-9. 

isting community identities and highlight their 

uniqueness.

Use materials from the built environment includ-10. 

ing concrete, block and brick.

Bridges, retaining walls and sound walls will be 11. 

designed to be seen and blend with the estab-

lished built environment.

Play up the importance of the bridge structures 12. 

across the Arkansas River.

The Steel Mill Design Segment
Goals

Aesthetic treatments shall support the commu-1. 

nity and CDOT’s functional desires for this area.

Support the physical re-connection of neighbor-2. 

hoods across I-25.

Create a community focal point/neighborhood 3. 

identity element in Benedict Park, between Mesa 

and Northern Avenues.  It shall be visible travel-

ing both north and south bound on I-25.  

Aesthetic treatments will refl ect the industrial 4. 

and cultural heritage of this design segment.

Establish the southern major community gate-5. 

way to Pueblo at Pueblo Boulevard.

Support historic interpretative opportunities 6. 

with all aesthetic concepts for this design seg-

ment.

Objectives
Highlight and maintain long-range views to the 1. 

Steel Mill and Arkansas River.

Provide views to a new focal point and neighbor-2. 

hood feature created at Benedict Park between 

Mesa and Northern Avenues.

Aesthetic treatments shall support an enhanced 3. 

pedestrian plaza or mall type connection be-

tween the east and west sides of Mesa Avenue. 

Create a hierarchy of gateways by the level of 4. 

emphasis placed on the landscape and architec-

tural elements at each gateway.  Gateways in-

clude a city gateway and several neighborhood 

gateways. 

Provide neighborhood gateways to reinforce ex-5. 

isting community identities and highlight their 

uniqueness.

Incorporate the history and growth of the steel 6. 

industry in Pueblo into all historic themes.

Develop aesthetic treatments that support de-7. 

velopment of an historic interpretive park south 

of Central Avenue on the west side of I-25 and 

Santa Fe Drive. 

Reinforce the east/west connection of neigh-8. 

borhoods, play up the importance of the bridge 

structures at Mesa Avenue.

Utilize materials that refl ect the native and natu-9. 

ral materials and colors of the area.  Steel , brick, 

rock, wood and concrete are all appropriate 

materials refl ecting the Steel Mill and company 

town character.

Create a city gateway at Pueblo Boulevard that 10. 

is similar in theme and scale to the major com-

munity gateway at S.H. 50/47.

Create visual buff ers between the neighbor-11. 

hoods and I-25.

Provide a landscape streetscape along Santa Fe 12. 

Drive in the modifi ed alignment.

The above listed goals and objectives for each design 

segment were used to develop aesthetic concepts for 

the proposed New Pueblo Freeway improvements. 

These concepts will be used by designers when de-

veloping fi nal design and construction documents for 

future New Pueblo Freeway projects.  Aesthetics treat-

ments are an integral part of the New Pueblo Freeway 

project. They are part of the required actions and repre-

sent the communities desires and expectations.  
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SECTION  FOUR – FOUNTAIN CREEK  DESIGN
SEGMENT: (29th Street to 13th Street) 
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community and elected offi  cials.  Based on this vision, 

the following list of aesthetic goals for the Fountain 

Creek Design Segment were developed:

1. Aesthetic treatments will support the community 

and CDOT’s functional desires for the area.

2.  Maintain and enhance the natural, open, undevel-

oped feel of the design segment.

3.  Aesthetic treatments will refl ect the historic heri-

tage of Mineral Palace Park and the associated 

neighborhoods.

4.  Create the northern major downtown gateway at 

13th Street and I-25.

5.  Visually connect Mineral Palace Park with the 

Fountain Creek Flood Plain Open Space.

6.  Aesthetic design will support the energy and ex-

citement of community spaces in Mineral Palace 

Park .

In the northern half of Pueblo,  Mineral Palace Park is 

the only regional park for community events and ac-

tivities.  Over the years, the park has been diminished 

in size and has lost some of its historic context as a 

community center and gathering place.  To accommo-

date the widening of I-25 and the restoration of Min-

eral Palace Park, CDOT facilitated the preparation of a 

Mineral Palace Park Restoration Master Plan.  (See the 

Mineral Palace Park Master Plan page 17).  Renovations 

to the park include restoring its original botanic glory, 

while incorporating newer amenities to meet present 

day recreational demands.  This includes re-estab-

lishing Mineral Palace Park as a community gathering 

place.  In order to accommodate a community center 

and  pool, land will be acquired at the southern end of 

the Park.  Excess R.O.W. at S.H. 50 will be used for the 

relocation of park maintenance facilities outside of the 

A. Goals
The Fountain Creek Design Segment has  a natural, 

open, undeveloped feel without retail and commercial 

uses directly adjacent to I-25. An abundance of natural 

green spaces are created by the presence of Mineral 

Palace Park and the Fountain Creek Flood Plain.    The 

northern limit of this Design Segment is 29th Street.  

The southern limit is 13th Street.

Mineral Palace Park borders I-25 on the west with  

Fountain Creek running parallel to the interstate on the 

east.  Because of the natural vegetation and openness 

of the park and fl ood plain, there is no sense that this 

area is within the heart of a major Colorado city.

The diagrams above are intended to graphically por-

tray the community and CDOT’s functional desires for 

I-25, local streets and the adjacent land uses within the 

Fountain Creek Design Segment.  This vision for the fu-

ture was developed through many workshops with the 

SECTION FOUR:
Fountain Creek Design 
Segment 

Functional Diagram
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historic portion of the park. 

Re-establishing the main park entrance at 15th and 

Main Street will include park identifi cation, monumen-

tation and connections for both pedestrian and vehicu-

lar visitors.

A main trail connection will be developed over I-25 

connecting the park to the Fountain Creek Flood Plain 

Open Space. Pedestrian connections will also be devel-

oped to  connect the Park to the surrounding neighbor-

hoods of Pueblo.  

Noise walls will be developed along I-25 to mitigate 

noise within the park.  A careful balance of sound miti-

gation and views into the park must be achieved.  De-

sign elements along the I-25 corridor and the parks 

edge will promote the energy and excitement of the 

activities that defi ne the park as a community gather-

ing and activity center.  

The high energy aesthetic treatments on walls and 

bridges along I-25 become an accent point within the 

more natural pastoral setting of the Fountain Creek 

Design Segment.  This is intended to announce the 

festive nature of the community activities within the 

park.  The new pedestrian bridge across I-25, at Mineral 

Palace Park, is intended to portray this energy.  See 

page 22.  It will also draw attention to the downtown 

gateway into Pueblo, which is the location of the new 

community center and pool.  

Form and line within this segment will be more sinu-

ous and curved to reinforce the natural, open, un-

developed character of the design segment.  The 

predominate colors and textures can be found within 

the natural rock of Fountain Creek, the bridge and 

wall structures within Mineral Palace Park and the 

surrounding historic neighborhood buildings.  Earth 

tones with a concentration of tans and buff s, as well as 

shades of red, will be incorporated within the aesthetic 

amenities.  Textures shall refl ect the brick and stone 

construction utilized in the area.

Community Gathering Spaces (Examples)

Historic Character of Mineral Palace Park
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Mineral Palace Park Restoration Master Plan
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B. Objectives
1.  Landscape improvements along I-25 will 

  refl ect the historical, pastoral character of 

  Mineral Palace Park.

2.  Create a visual focal point in Mineral Palace

  Park that refl ects the importance of the park as  

 community space. 

3.  Develop a major downtown gateway.

4.  Restore Mineral Palace Park by redefi ning the  

 main entrance, reestablishing a community  

 gathering space and controlling the fl ow of 

  vehicular traffi  c. 

5.  Incorporate history, specifi cally the Victorian 

  fl avor of the Mineral Palace Park neighborhood  

 and the WPA architecture of Mineral Palace  

 Park.

6.   Maintain views into Mineral Palace Park.

7.  Develop a pedestrian connection between 

  the Fountain Creek Flood Plain Open Space 

         and Mineral Palace Park.

8.   Bring the riparian vegetation from 

  Fountain Creek into Mineral Palace Park.  Make  

 a strong visual connection between the park  

 and creek.

9.   Improve connectivity to Fountain Creek Flood 

          Plain Open Space.

10.  Maintain views of the creek and surrounding         

 fl oodplain areas. 

11.  Visually strengthen and maintain the natural 

         riparian vegetative buff er along Fountain 

         Creek.

12.   Whenever possible, use natural, indigenous    

         materials.

13.  Utilize material that refl ect the native and 

         natural materials and colors of the area.  

         Brick, rock and concrete are all appropriate.

14.   Incorporate fl owing water forms into design 

  elements.

15.  Use landforms to defi ne space.

Form

Color/Texture 

Line

Color/TextureCC

Form
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C. Design Guidelines for 
Aesthetic  Treatments

1.  Gateways
Gateways within the New Pueblo Freeway corridor are 

often associated with interchange and landscape fea-

tures.  They are identifi able and relate the highway to 

their surroundings.  Gateways are usually associated 

with highly visible areas that signify a main entrance or 

arrival sequence to a specifi c place or neighborhood.

Several diff erent types of gateways have been identi-

fi ed along the entire I-25 corridor from 29th Street to 

Pueblo Boulevard.  They include city, downtown, and 

neighborhood gateways.  One downtown gateway is 

envisioned within the Fountain Creek Design Segment.  

These three types of gateways have a hierarchy of de-

sign associated with them that is related to the type of 

gateway and its proposed location.

1.1 City Gateways (S.H. 50-47)
City gateways are the most signifi cant gateways and 

therefore, are primary in the hierarchy.  Both ends of the 

I-25 corridor have been designated as city gateways.  

From the northern end of the study area or S.H. 50-47, 

an arrival sequence is created to the City of Pueblo and 

points south.  This gateway has already been construct-

ed.  On the south end, a city gateway is proposed at 

Pueblo Boulevard.

Newly Constructed S.H. 50-47 Bridge

1.2 Downtown Gate-
ways (13th Street) 
In the hierarchy of gateways, the second level is the 

downtown gateway. Only one downtown gateway is 

proposed within this Design Segment, located at 13th 

Street.  This is the northern most point of the 1st to 13th 

Streets split diamond interchange that provides all ve-

hicular access to Downtown Pueblo. 13th Street serves 

as the transition between the Fountain Creek and Down-

town Design Segments.  It provides direct access to the 

neighborhoods west of I-25 and Mineral Palace Park. 

I-25 is elevated, with ramps that descend to 13th Street.  

Noise walls  are planned adjacent to Mineral Palace Park 

and along the south bound off  ramp to 13th Street.  

Since I-25 is elevated, retaining walls are needed along 

both sides of I-25 at 13th Street.

 

The 13th Street bridge is part of the downtown split 

diamond interchange complex and all bridges will have 

similar architectural treatments, as discussed in Section 

Four, the Downtown Design Segment.   

Two aesthetic gateway options are presented for 13th 

Street.  Option 1 focuses on the northwest corner of the 

interchange and proposes a less formal look with berm-

ing, evergreen trees, ornamental trees and groundcover 

as a backdrop to a proposed gateway feature. To high-

light this gateway, this feature could be a sculpture or 

an architectural element.  See examples of public art 

below.  

Examples of Public Art

 

 Proposed Gate-

way Feature

I-25 South Bound

I-25 North Bound

13th Street Off  Ramp

Ornamental Trees

Low Growth

Seed Mix Berming

Evergreen TreesvEver
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13th Street - Gateway Option 1
       

Option 2 is a more formal treatment with low stone  

curved walls immediately adjacent to the ramps on 

the western side of this gateway.   This feature will an-

nounce  the arrival to the Mineral Palace Park neighbor-

hood. The walls will terminate with taller stone capped 

columns.  The walls will be a stone to match the historic 

walls in the Park.  See page 28 (Item 7, Colors and Mate-

rials)  for a discussion of the rock pattern.

1
3
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e
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13th Street Off  Ramp

Ornamental Trees

Low Growth 

Seed Mix

Evergreen Trees

Decorative Walls 

   with Columns

 Annual/Perennial

Plantings 1
3
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e
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I-25 South Bound

I-25 North Bound

13th Street - Gateway Option 2

Landscaping is also proposed along the south bound 

ramp to 13th Street.  Landscaping at this location will 

coordinate landscape for both the proposed gateway 

and landscape along the walls.  To contrast the rock 

and extenuate the gateway, landscape treatments will 

be formally designed. The landscape materials will be 

a simple combination of low growth seed mix and de-

ciduous trees selected from the Highway R.O.W. Xeric 

Plant Schedule found in the Appendix.  

Due to the very hot and dry conditions that exist in 

Pueblo, the choice of landscape materials for either 

gateway option will be water conserving.  Plant materi-

als will have year round interest with texture, color and 

variation in height that will augment the gateway op-

tions in either case.   Plants selected for this location will 

come from the Gateway Planting schedule found in the 

Appendix.

2.  Bridges
Several vehicular bridges are proposed for construction 

within this Design Segment.  They are not only viewed 

as a means of vehicular conveyance, but as potential 

gateways into the surrounding areas adjacent to I-25.  

They will refl ect the historical and Victorian  nature of 

the surrounding area, while making a signifi cant state-
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S.H.50B Vehicular Bridge Looking South Bound on I-25 - Option 1

ment about the importance of Fountain Creek.  As a 

family of structures, they will appear to be related, but 

have individual features that distinguish one bridge 

from another.   Each bridge will have its own features 

that refl ect the I-25 corridor and the surrounding land-

scape.  The idea of having a family of structures shall be 

incorporated into all vehicular and pedestrian bridges  

within the Fountain Creek Design Segment.  

2.1 Vehicular Bridges
The proposed interchange planned for US 50B, just 

north of Mineral Palace Park, includes a number of 

bridge structures: two crossing I-25 and one spanning 

the railroad.  See page 21- for an aerial perspective of 

the S.H.50B/I-25 interchange.  Because they are part of 

the arrival sequence to the downtown gateway at 13th 

Street,  these bridges are very signifi cant to  southbound 

travelers on I-25.  The sequence includes the S.H.50B 

bridges, the pedestrian bridge and split diamond inter-

change at 13th Street. 

Two architectural options have been presented on this 

page that depict the potential design of these struc-

tures.  One option plays off  of the city gateway already 

constructed at S.H. 50/47 and I-25. The second option is 

more organic and relates to the sound wall design con-

cepts at Mineral Palace Park.  Both options incorporate 

design elements that refl ect the  City of Pueblo and the 

Fountain Creek corridor.  

Bridge materials may consist of cast-in-place concrete 

or modular concrete panels.  In Option 1, as additional 

ornamentation, steel colored bands would be attached 

to the walls. Material colors would refl ect the reds, tans 

and buff s found within the Fountain Creek Design Seg-

ment. 

Bridge railings must be carefully incorporated within 

the bridge design.  This will result in using CDOT re-

quired safety rail.  The safety rail will be on the roadway 

side.  So that it is not visible, an architectural screening 

S.H.50B Vehicular Bridge Looking South Bound on I-25 - Option 2
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S.H.50B and I-25 Interchange (Looking South) 

S.H.50B 

I-25

element will be on the outside face of the structure.        

       

2.2 Pedestrian  Bridge
A pedestrian bridge is proposed for 19th Street that will 

span I-25 and link Mineral Palace Park and the Fountain 

Creek Flood Plain Open Space.  This bridge will refl ect 

the energy and excitement associated with community 

events in Mineral Palace Park.  A pedestrian ramp from 

Mineral Palace Park will be necessary to elevate users 

up to the bridge structure on the west side of I-25.  Due 

to extensive elevation changes between the park and 

Fountain Creek,  a series of ramps will be necessary to 

meet grade on the east side adjacent to the existing 

Fountain Creek Trail.   

The aesthetic treatment of this pedestrian bridge will 

include park design elements that refl ect the excite-

ment of the area. These elements include  organic, free 

fl owing lines that convey the natural riparian feel of 

the area. The introduction of “water”, representing the 

Fountain Creek corridor, and the use of natural mate-

rials relating both to Mineral Palace Park and Fountain 

Creek  are important.

Two concepts have been created for consideration.  

These structures are refl ective of the man-made and 

geologic formations of Pueblo.   Option 1  is consid-

ered a living bridge. By incorporating living plant mate-

rial within the bridge structure, it would tie the bridge 

with the organic nature of the park and the natural 

surroundings of Fountain Creek. The arching steel trel-

lis that spans the highway is meant to refl ect the steel 

production heritage of Pueblo.  This trellis will serve to 

protect pedestrians using the bridge, as well as support 

vegetation that may grow upon it.  Plant materials will 

need to be planted in planters or planter boxes, behind 

or incorporated into the sides of the bridge structure.  

Xeric, climbing/trailing plants are envisioned for this 

bridge structure (i.e. Virginia Creeper).  Irrigation will be 

required to support the growth of these plants.  A low 

gallon drip system is envisioned that could be tied into 

the existing Mineral Palace Park irrigation system.  Park 

staff  from the City of Pueblo would maintain this sys-

tem, as well as the plant material on the bridge.

Spire like columns extend above the bridge deck .  These 

vertical elements would be constructed of steel or con-

crete.   They have been arranged to refl ect the release of 

energy in an exuberant fashion. 

The sides of the bridge structure are meant to refl ect 

the geologic rock formations associated with the area.  

The horizontal bands are meant to show striations of 

the natural rocks formations.  They are shown at an an-

gle to represent the upheaval of rock throughout time.  

This material could be a stone veneer over concrete or 

concrete panels formed to represent these rock forma-

tions.

The second pedestrian bridge, Option 2, is intended 

to convey a similar idea as Option 1.  The arches of this 

bridge and the colors are refl ective of the sedimentary 

geologic formations of the area.  The blue panel depicts 

the importance of water, and the confl uence of the 

Arkansas River and Fountain Creek, the birth place of 

Pueblo.  These panels are envisioned to be either pre-

cast panels that are attached to the bridge structure or 

cast-in-place with integral colors to refl ect the sedimen-

tary rock appearance.

The steel arches above the bridge will refl ect the steel 

production heritage of Pueblo.  The lower arches will 

have a wire mesh to protect pedestrian users, whereas 

the upper arches will not.

Covered pedestrian shade structures are planned at 

each end to meet the goal of providing shade. 
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Pedestrian Bridge at Mineral Palace Park - Option 1

Pedestrian Bridge at Mineral Palace Park - Option 2
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3. Retaining/Sound Walls
A combination of retaining/sound walls are planned for 

a majority of the west frontage along I-25.  This includes  

Mineral Palace Park and the detention ponds that front 

directly onto the I-25 right-of-way.   These walls will be 

highly visible from the highway, the park and the ad-

jacent residential areas.  Because of their high visibility 

and dual purpose, it is recommended that these walls 

refl ect the pastoral and rural character of the park  and 

the Fountain Creek corridor,  as well as capturing the es-

sence of  the natural features and landforms of Pueblo.   

To reinforce the design intent of this segment, the 

walls surrounding the park will be more organic and 

free fl owing in nature.  Organic forms and materials 

will be incorporated to relate with bridge and gateway 

improvements.  They will be constructed of concrete 

block, poured-in-place concrete or precast concrete.  

Walls for this portion of the Design Segment can not be 

blank walls of concrete or simple modular systems  with 

a repetitive pattern or color.  They must be textured or 

rusticated.  To develop shadow patterns on the walls, 

texture must be a minimum of two inches deep.

Walls will be sized and placed to aff ord the best possible 

screening of vehicular noise, while achieving the best 

visual interest for those inside the park and surround-

ing residential neighborhoods.  Walls will be integrated 

with earthen berms, segmented, undulating and vary in 

height to create interest. 

Use landforms in conjunction with the walls to defi ne 

space.   Examples of ways in which landform can be 

used to defi ne space are depicted on page 24. 

  

Retaining/Sound Wall Concept at 
Mineral Palace Park

Retaining/Sound Wall at Mineral Palace Park

Retaining/Sound Wall at Mineral Palace Park
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Use Landforms to Defi ne Space (Examples)
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Sound/Retaining

Walls

I-25 South Bound

13th Street Off  Ramp
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Trees

Sidewalk/Trail

Low Growth Seed Mix

Evergreen Trees
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Mineral Palace

            Park

 Wall Opening - Option 1

With the installation of non contiguous walls adjacent 

to the I-25 corridor,  safety becomes an issue for park 

users.  Several landscape design options have been pro-

posed to address the wall openings.  Option 1 includes 

the installation of a large landscaped berm planted with 

varying heights of evergreen trees.  This bed would be 

placed between the two wall ends providing a dense 

planting as a deterrent for those wishing to meander 

between the walls. 

Sound/Retaining

Walls

Evergreen

Trees

I-25 South Bound

13th Street Off  Ramp

Ornamental Trees

Mineral Palace
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Sidewalk/Trail

Low Growth Seed Mix

Fence
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 Wall Openings - Option 2

Option 2 would be the construction of a steel fence be-

tween the ends of the wall.   The fence will be designed 

to refl ect the historical icon fence wall in Mineral Palace 

Park.   For year round interest, this would be supple-

mented with a combination of evergreen and orna-

mental trees on a berm. 

Sound Wall/Retaining Wall with Wrought Iron Fence - Option 2

Option 3 does not allow for openings between the 

walls.  The walls would be continuous, with pockets so 

that landscaping could be provided within the pocket 

of the wall and create the appearance of wall segments.  

Plant materials for all three landscape design options 

would be selected from the Mineral Palace Park plant 

schedule found in the Appendix.

Sound/Retaining

Walls Mineral Place

Park

Wall Openings - Option 3

I-25 South Bound

13th Street Off  Ramp

Ornamental Trees

Sidewalk/Trail

Planting Pocket

Low Growth Seed Mix

Evergreen

 Trees

Min

Par

M

Plan

ewde
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deSiSidd

Plana

SSidededSiSidd

Due to the high visibility of this area, landscaping for the 

retaining/noise walls internal to the park will be more 

formal, manicured and maintained.  This is true of all the 

existing and proposed landscape areas within the park.  

To refl ect the botanical heritage of Mineral Palace Park, 

plant diversity is a must.  Landscape plant materials for 

installation within the park will come from the Mineral 

Palace Park plant schedule found in the Appendix.

The walls proposed for the detention ponds adjacent 

to I-25 just south of 29th Street 

will not be as organic.   They 

will have materials/textures 

added to them that create vi-

sual interest and provide sur-

face variations and shading 

helping to reduce their scale.  

Textural elements will be large 

enough to create shadows that 

are identifi able at highway 

speeds,  whether it is cast into 

the wall, attached to the wall 

or something placed in front of 

the wall.  See pages 25 and 26 

for sound wall options at the 

detention ponds. 

Because of the proximity to 

Fountain Creek and Mineral 

Palace Park, the introduction 

of  “water”  in the materials and forms is especially im-

portant.  Colors for all walls within this design segment 

will refl ect the earth tones of Pueblo and shall consist of 

greens, dark grays, browns, light tans or sandstone. 

Berms that mitigate highway noise can  reinforce the 

separation between park users and the highway.  Berms 

must be compatible with surface drainage and not con-

fl ict or create roadway drainage or safety issues.                

The exterior design of the walls facing the highway  will 

be visually apparent to vehicular traffi  c traveling at 55 

mph or greater.  In order to appeal to moving vehicles, a 

singular theme, shape or color repeated at a larger scale, 

in increments, will run continuous along the wall face.   

The artistic element may be incremental to the wall, at-

tached to the wall surface or an extruded element.

Around the detention ponds, careful attention will be 

paid to the back sides of the noise walls as these face 

the park and neighborhoods.  In these instances, walls 

will be appealing to pedestrians using trails or walks, as 

well as to the private landowners.  Wall design might 

include interpretive elements related to the history of 

Pueblo or a venue for local  artists to display their art. 

f ll

Exterior and Interior Sound Wall Concept at Detention Ponds

Mineral Palace ParkI-25

Artwork for

 Vehicular Traffi  c
Interpretive Elements or 

Local Artist Venue 
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Sound Wall Options at Detention Ponds

I-25

I-25

I-25
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landscape. No formal plantings will occur in the Foun-

tain Creek Flood Plain.

Use the Low Grow mix to preserve the natural appear-

ance of the corridor. Maintenance would be the respon-

sibility of the property owner.

5. Irrigation
Except along Mineral Palace Park and the south bound 

ramp to 15th Street, the installation of an underground 

irrigation system will not  be required for the right-of-

way areas.  All Park areas shall be irrigated. An irrigation 

system will be required at 13th Street where supple-

mental landscaping and a gateway feature is proposed.  

Irrigation for these areas will be an extension of the ex-

isting system within the park. This system will be main-

tained by the City of Pueblo. 

6. Trails and Sidewalks
A series of trails and sidewalks are being proposed in 

connection with the redevelopment of Mineral Palace 

Park, the Fountain Creek Flood Plain and proposed 

I-25 improvements.  These proposed trails will provide 

a continuous link from the park to downtown Pueblo, 

across the highway to Fountain Creek and to points fur-

ther north. In the City of Pueblo, sidewalks will be devel-

oped from the surrounding neighborhoods to Mineral 

Palace Park.

  

As part of the park restoration eff ort, there is a hierarchy 

of trails proposed within Mineral Palace Park.  These hi-

erarchies are regional trails and social trails.  Detached 

regional trails will be internal to the park and connect 

the existing park to the proposed expansion area and 

further north to 29th Street. 

Cobble Swale Concept
  

It is assumed that these pond areas will have standing 

water or moistened soil conditions to support riparian 

and possibly submerged aquatic plants.  These plants 

shall be placed in the very bottom of the detention 

pond or along the low fl ow channel.  The steeper slopes 

of these ponds shall be seeded with a dry land or xeric 

grass mixes.  Submerged aquatic seed can be added to 

this grass seed mix and can be seeded in the bottom 

of these ponds.  This will allow both seed mixes to ger-

minate where moisture is adequate.  See the Detention 

Pond Landscaping sketch on this page.

Riparian plants, such as willows, may be introduced in 

areas where moisture is more prevalent and can be sup-

ported.  Plants will be selected from the Detention Pond 

Plant schedule located in the Appendix.

  

Detention Pond Landscaping

4.3 Fountain Creek Flood Plain
Any new landscaping proposed within the Fountain 

Creek Flood Plain Open Space would occur in conjunc-

tion with the development of new trails and picnic ar-

eas.  Disturbed  areas will be relandscaped using plants 

selected from the Riparian plant schedule.  As closely as 

possible, all newly planted areas will refl ect the natural 

4.  Landscape Treatments

As a part of these Design Guidelines, separate plant 

schedules have been created. They  have been devel-

oped in response to the various environmental and aes-

thetic conditions that exist within the three Design Seg-

ments.  They are based on the xeric nature of the Pueblo 

area and the harsh environmental conditions that exist 

adjacent to I-25.

   

4.1 Right-of-Ways
Dryland Grasses such as a low grow grass mix will be 

used along all roadway shoulders within the right-of-

way where soil stabilization is required and in all areas 

where aesthetic treatments have not been identifi ed.  

See Right-of-Way plant schedule in the Appendix for 

the specifi c mix. This mix shall be drill seeded and 

mulched to help secure it’s viability. Native dryland 

areas shall transition to irrigated turf areas. The dry-

land limits will be defi ned  by irrigated limits of turf 

spray heads or rotors.  Where drainage patterns dic-

tate, a rounded river cobble swale would be encour-

aged to assist drainage and also provide a  separation 

between irrigated and non-irrigated turf.  Also, wher-

ever possible, a trail, road or other physical feature 

can provide this separation.

4.2 Detention Ponds
Within the Fountain Creek Design Segment, several 

detention pond areas are planned along the I-25 cor-

ridor.  They will have side slopes that are fairly steep 

(i.e. 3:1 slopes) and fl at bottoms.  In some ponds, low 

fl ow channels are required to ensure positive drain-

age.  To make these low fl ow channels appear more 

natural, cobble swales (grouted or ungrouted) will be 

constructed in lieu of concrete drain pans.    
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Regional Trails

These trails will be paved and 12’-0’’ wide.  To harmo-

nize with the built improvements, the paved trail will  

be concrete with integral earth tone colors. This type of 

trail is envisioned for active uses such as bicycling, in-

line skating, fast paced walking and for larger groups of 

recreationalists. 

As part of the proposed pedestrian bridge connection 

from Mineral Palace Park to the parklands associated 

with Fountain Creek on the east, a regional trail should 

be provided on either side of the I-25 corridor right-of-

way. 

                   
    Grey Breeze                            Tan Breeze  

This will accommodate a multitude of trail users travers-

ing on the pedestrian bridge overpass in either direction.   

Due to the large topographical diff erences between the 

roadway, bridge and existing parklands, a detailed de-

sign study will be necessary to 

resolve how trail connections will 

actually be made from the bridge 

to the adjacent lands. Options 

for trail connectivity include the 

construction of switch back trails 

to make up grade and allow for 

handicap accessibility or the in-

stallation of an elevator on either 

side of the bridge.   Design solu-

tions will be sensitive to the land-

scape in which the connection 

is being made and will try not to 

disturb the existing vegetation.

Social trails are considered sec-

ondary trails that will be installed 

as connectors to the regional 

trail.  They will be 6’-0” to 8’ -0’’ in width, soft surface, 

composed of either grey or tan breeze.  These trails are 

envisioned for use by  more passive recreationalists. 

Social Trails

New trails are proposed within the Fountain Creek 

Flood Plain Open Space along the east side of I-25 that 

will provide access to areas where picnic shelters and 

passive recreational opportunities can be pursued.  All 

proposed trails within this area shall be 4’-0” to 8’-0” 

wide grey or tan breeze.  Picnic areas and trails will be 

intertwined within the native vegetation and connect 

to existing north and south paved trails along the banks 

of the creek.  

Attached sidewalks are planned to connect Mineral Pal-

ace Park to downtown Pueblo. At these locations, ap-

propriate crosswalks, signage and traffi  c signals will be 

required. Crosswalks will be of a paving material and 

color that separates itself clearly from the surrounding 

pavement. 

Sidewalks into the city need to be wide enough to ac-

commodate a variety of users.  Where possible, side-

walks will be a minimum of 8’-0” feet wide for pedestrian 

circulation and wider for street furnishings, signage and 

adjacent land uses (i.e restaurants, cafes etc.).  Sidewalk 

pavement must adhere to city standards although inte-

gral color, textures and paving patterns are all encour-

aged to add to the human scale of the sidewalk. 

            

             Attached Sidewalk Examples

7.  Color and Materials
Colors and materials utilized for the Fountain Creek De-

sign Segment will be based upon the materials and col-

ors of the area.  Materials will be based in the built envi-

ronment and include colored concrete, modular block, 

brick, tile stone and steel. The stone utilized in this sec-

tion will be stone that is similar to the sedimentary rock 

of the area (i.e., sandstone).

This rock shall match the existing stone used in Min-

eral Palace Park.  Pink and salmon colored rock shall 

be avoided. This unifying, natural rock shall be referred 

to as buff  fl agstone with iron oxide accents. It shall be 

cut and arranged like that in Mineral Palace park (See 

photograph below).  Cultured stone products will be 

acceptable and shall match the color, pattern and natu-

rally occurring “oxide accents” as those of natural rock. 

Cultured stone shall be grouted with dark grey grout.  

Joints shall be raked to minimize grout appearance. 

Metal fi nishes will be selected from the Federal Color 

list below.
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8.5  Signage  

        

    

8.3  Trash /Recycling Receptacles

         

8.4  Lighting

         

      

8.2  Benches
Benches shall have the same Victorian feel as the shel-

ters. Victorian themed products are more prevalent 

from site furnishing vendors. Design continuity shall ex-

ist between all site amenities.  Designers shall select a 

family of amenities that all have common elements. See 

the examples below.

,

8.  Site Amenities

8.1 Picnic Shelters
Park picnic shelters will incorporate the historic Victori-

an character of Mineral Palace Park and the surrounding 

neighborhood, as well honoring the “Olmsted-esque” 

character of the park. Refer to the historic post cards at 

the beginning of Section 4 depicting the original Victo-

rian character.

Picnic structures can be custom fabricated or ordered 

from a picnic structure vendor. Since Mineral Palace 

Park is one of Pueblo’s premier parks, all structures and 

site amenities and improvements must be approved by 

the City of Pueblo Parks Department.
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SECTION  FIVE – DOWNTOWN DESIGN SEGMENT 
(13th Street to the Arkansas River)
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urban character of downtown Pueblo.

Mitigation of the highway views from downtown and 

surrounding neighborhoods is crucial to this design seg-

ment. The horizontal line of the highway as it traverses 

through and above the downtown area must be inter-

rupted and broken up visually to blend with the urban 

fabric of downtown. As aesthetic treatments are de-

veloped for this reach, they will relate to the materials, 

forms, textures and colors of the Downtown area.

diagram below is intended to graphically portray the 

community and CDOT’s functional desires for I-25, local 

streets and adjacent land uses within the Downtown De-

sign Segment.  This vision for the future was developed 

through many workshops with the community and 

elected offi  cials.  Based on this vision, the following list 

of aesthetic goals for the Downtown Design Segment 

were developed:

Aesthetic treatments shall support the commu-1. 

nity and CDOT’s functional desires for the area.

Incorporate the importance of water and the 2. 

confl uence of the Arkansas River with Fountain 

Creek into New Pueblo Freeway improvements.  

This is the fundamental corner stone of Pueblo’s 

existence.

Establish major north and south gateways to 3. 

downtown.  Aesthetic treatments will support this 

area as the front door to downtown Pueblo.

4.    Aesthetic treatments will refl ect the historic,  

A. Goals
The Downtown Design Segment has a much diff erent 

character than the Fountain Creek Design Segment.   The 

northern limit of this Design Segment is 13th Street and 

the southern limit is the Arkansas River.  Within this De-

sign Segment, the hard lines of the city buildings and the 

built environment are the dominant features. The urban 

character of downtown Pueblo  is a mixture of developed 

land uses including commercial, industrial, residential 

and retail.  Vegetation and shade are lacking due to an 

extensive amount of pavement and structures.  

The proposed I-25 alignment and ramp improvements in 

the Downtown Segment are arranged in a split diamond 

confi guration. Because of this,  I-25 through downtown 

Pueblo will be elevated approximately 20 feet above 

adjacent land uses.  It is entirely on fi ll with large side 

slopes.  Visible from all areas of downtown, are bridge 

structures with retaining walls at 13th, 8th, 4th, “D” and 

Locust Streets.  There are bridges at Kelly Avenue, the Ar-

kansas River and two locations over railroad lines.  The 

SECTION FIVE: 
Downtown Design  
Segment 

ment The horizontal line of the highway as it traverthrough many workshops with the community andi S h h d li f h i b ildi d h

Functional Diagram
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major and neighborhood access.

Create neighborhood gateways to reinforce ex-9. 

isting community identities and highlight their 

uniqueness.

Use materials from the built environment includ-10. 

ing concrete, block and brick.

Bridges, retaining walls and sound walls will be 11. 

designed to be seen and blend with the estab-

lished built environment.

Play up the importance of the bridge structures 12. 

across the Arkansas River.

C. Design Guidelines for  Aesthetic    
Treatments

Pueblo’s river history should also be considered.  Pueb-

lo began at the confl uence of the Arkansas River and  

Fountain Creek.  Water and forms associated with the 

river should be integrated into the design elements as a 

reminder that water is life for this community.

Gateways into downtown Pueblo and the surrounding 

neighborhoods are envisioned at 1st and 13th Streets. 

The split diamond confi guration will serve as major ac-

cess points into downtown Pueblo and local streets. 

Neighborhood gateways are planned at 4th and 8th 

Streets and will provide additional access into the 

downtown neighborhoods and  Fountain Creek.

Colors and textures within this design segment shall in-

corporate existing ones found in downtown Pueblo (i.e., 

downtown Victorian architecture and the surrounding 

landforms).  Generally these shall be shades of red and 

buff  earth-tone colors.  Textures shall refl ect brick and 

stone construction as found in  the downtown build-

ings.  

B. Objectives
Synergize fl owing water forms with Victorian 1. 

and Southwestern architectural forms and struc-

tures.

Create the character of this Design Segment by 2. 

emphasizing architectural elements rather than 

landscapes.

Create usable shade and the perception of 3. 

shade.  

Shadow and shadow patterns will be ever appar-4. 

ent elements of the New Pueblo Freeway.

Highlight views to downtown Pueblo and the 5. 

bluff s along the Arkansas River.

Break up the long linear appearance of the ele-6. 

vated sections of I-25 from downtown Pueblo.

Screen views to industrial areas.  7. 

Create a hierarchy of gateways by the level of 8. 

emphasis placed on the landscape and aesthetic 

treatments at each gateway.  Gateways include 

Line

Form
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Color/Texture 
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C. Design Guidelines for 
Aesthetic Treatments

1.  Gateways
Unlike the Fountain Creek Design Segment where the 

highway is at the same grade as the surrounding land-

scape, in the Downtown Design Segment, I-25 is elevat-

ed above the city providing travelers with views across 

town.  Commercial and neighborhood areas on the east 

and west sides of I-25 once bisected by the highway, will 

have cross access at 13th, 4th, 8th, 1st, Kelly Avenue, “D” 

and Locust Streets. 

Due to the elevated nature of the highway, bridge struc-

tures, retaining walls and sloped paved areas will be 

highly visible from the surrounding downtown area and 

therefore emphasis on aesthetic treatments shall focus 

on the architectural design of these elements  to make 

them as visually appealing as possible.  

Several of these bridge structures have been identifi ed  

as gateways within the Downtown Design Segment.  

These are viewed as opportunities to create aesthetic 

treatments that will help identify neighborhoods, signify 

important entrance and exit points off  of the highway 

and help to establish an aesthetic look for the downtown  

highway corridor.  Examples of existing bridge structures 

in North America that make a strong architectural state-

ment are provided on this page.    

Both downtown and neighborhood gateways are envi-

sioned within this design segment.  The aesthetic treat-

ments for the downtown gateways will be incorporated 

into the design of the bridge structure, the abutments, 

railings etc.  Aesthetic treatments for neighborhood 

gateways however, once you exit off  I-25,  will occur at 

the street level. Aesthetics treatments will include land-

scaping, berms, lighting, signage and potentially low re-

taining walls or sculptures.  

The northern downtown gateway occurs at 13th Street 

and was discussed in the previous chapter as a part of 

the  Fountain Creek Design Segment.  The southern  

downtown gateway occurs at 1st Street.  Neighborhood 

gateways have been identifi ed at 4th and 8th Streets.  

The bridges across the Arkansas River are identifi ed as 

opportunities to create a visual focal point, refl ecting the 

importance of the Arkansas River to the development of 

Pueblo throughout history.

Example Gateway Bridges in North America 
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1.1 Downtown Gateways (First 
Street & Arkansas River Bridges)

1.1.1 First Street Bridge
The fi rst southern downtown gateway is at First Street.  

This gateway will refl ect the urban character and forms 

associated with the city. It will evoke a strong architec-

tural statement blending the old Victorian charm of the 

city with the southwestern style of the area.  

I-25 Vehicular Bridge over 1st Street -Option 1

Stone, steel, concrete and brick are all appropriate con-

struction materials. Colors shall be buff s, tans and reds to 

refl ect the mixture of modern, southwest and Victorian 

architectural styles. A detailed color palette outlining the 

appropriate shades of materials for bridge structures can 

be found on page 48 of Section Five, the Downtown De-

sign Segment.  Water will be introduced artistically sym-

bolizing the Arkansas River and Fountain Creek.  How-

ever, it should be understated since this Design Segment 

relates more to the urban downtown environment.   

Three architectural bridge options have been suggested 

as gateway treatments at 1st Street. These bridges are 

important elements that will be seen from above, when 

travelling along I-25, but more importantly, from below,  

when traveling the local cross streets.  

In all options, graceful arches are envisioned to help 

break up the strong linearity of the road and to refl ect 

upon the steel production heritage of Pueblo.  It is a com-

mon aesthetic element found within the Fountain Creek 

pedestrian bridge structure, at Mineral Palace Park and 

the gateway bridges downtown.  Arches are a unifying 

element of all the design segments.  The arched forms 

are complimented with retaining walls/planters that add 

a third dimension to the bridge structure and address 

the treatment of the slope between the elevated bridge 

deck and the surrounding landscape.  

The box like planters in Option 1 refl ect the appearance 

of the buildings as seen from I-25.  A number of the forms 

must extend up above the bridge deck and roadway 

elevation.  This will break up the long linear line of the 

elevated interstate as it is viewed from downtown. The 

curved planters in Option 2 refl ect the curvilinear ap-

pearance and organic design of bridge option two.  Both 

bridge structures introduce water in the bridge sides via 

colored concrete panels that tie back to the importance 

of water in Pueblo.  

Vertical steel columns in Option 1 extend 

above the bridge deck.  These vertical elements 

have been arranged to refl ect the release of                                                                                                                                               

energy and tie back to the proposed pedestrian bridge 

structures within the Fountain Creek Design Segment.

In Option 1, the sides of the bridge structure are meant 

to refl ect the geologic rock formations associated with 

Pueblo and again, tie back to the pedestrian bridge 

structure in the Fountain Creek Design Segment.  The 

horizontal, sedimentary rock layers refl ect the natural 

rock formations.   This material could be a stone veneer 

over concrete or concrete panels formed to represent 

these rock formations.

Option 2 includes abstract layers of rock that could be a 

stone veneer over concrete panels.  The arching vehicu-

lar opening of the bridge refl ects the extensive use of 

arches in Pueblo’s Victorian architecture for both win-

dow and door openings.  This gateway concept is more 

organic and provides a strong contrast  to an otherwise 

structured, urban downtown corridor.

Option 3 includes the arching steel of Option 1 and 2 

along with the vertical steel columns of Option 1.  Steel 

bands of blue are used to tie this bridge option to Foun-

tain Creek and the Arkansas River.  The bridge deck and 

abutments would be constructed of concrete or con-

crete panels of reds, buff s and browns.  

These gateway bridges as well as all other bridges within 

the New Pueblo Freeway shall be designed so the bridge 

and related site walls work as one system. They must 

fl ow seamlessly into one another.  See the birds eye per-

spective of the spit diamond interchange on page 45 

and 46. 

Landscaping for this gateway would be limited to plant-

ers incorporated into the sides of the bridge structure.  

Xeric climbing/trailing plants are envisioned.  Irriga-

tion would be required to support the growth of these 

plants.  
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I-25 Vehicular Bridge over 1st Street - Option 2

I-25 Vehicular Bridge over 1st Street - Option 3
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1.1.2 Arkansas River Bridge
The Arkansas River Bridge is an opportunity to create a 

focal point that refl ects the importance of the Arkansas 

River. The view from the travel lanes is important and 

should accent the river crossing experience.

Screening material will be installed along the bridge 

guard rails at vehicular eye level to selectively encour-

age or discourage views as desired.  Aesthetic screening 

treatments shall be designed to be bold and fun for the 

vehicle passenger and can be appreciated at 65 mph.   

Undulation, repetition and appropriate scale is required 

to make these elements successful.  Ornamentation of 

this bridge will concentrate on the screening portion as 

the sides of the bridge structure are not as visible from 

the areas below. 

The screening material shall be constructed of diff erent 

gauges and colors of wire mesh that allow air circulation 

and views through to the river and Runyon Lakes.  Colors 

shall be the buff s, tans, reds with blue accents to capture 

the essence of the geology and the Arkansas River.  

The screen shall appear three dimensional 

and shall overlap creating more visual inter-

est for the vehicular traveler.  Construction 

of the screen shall be extended out from the 

edge of the bridge deck by supports that are 

spaced to allow for snow removal by CDOT.

Extending this screen material below the 

bridge deck in order to provide visual inter-

est from adjacent neighborhoods and the 

Arkansas River Trail shall be a part of the fi nal 

design development eff ort.

Arkansas River Bridge Visual Screen 
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1.2 Neighborhood Gateways (4th 
and 8th Streets)
Neighborhood gateways have been identifi ed for 4th 

and 8th Streets where I-25 is elevated. These gateways 

are less visible than the downtown gateways as they are 

located at street level after exiting I-25.  These gateways 

will serve as markers for local destinations along I-25.   

Being less visible than city and downtown gateways, 

they will play off  the existing character associated with 

the individual neighborhoods.  Neighborhood gateways 

include landscaping, irrigation, signage and a piece of 

sculpture or artwork.  

Neighborhood  Gateway West Side Option 1

The aesthetic treatments for these two neighborhood 

gateways should diff er slightly from each other due to 

their relationship to their surroundings.  The 4th Street 

gateway relates more to the urban context of Pueblo and 

is closer in proximity to the downtown gateway at 1st 

Street.  The 8th Street gateway has a similar relationship 

to downtown Pueblo, but is closer in proximity to Foun-

tain Creek and the downtown gateway at 13th Street.  

Aesthetic treatments should vary slightly from the west 

and east sides. Urban streetscape elements are appro-

priate for the west side of I-25.  A mixture of urban and 

riparian elements shall be incorporated on the east side 

of I-25, as it relates more to Fountain Creek. Pedestrian 

amenities should include identity signage, street fur-

nishings, pavement treatments, lighting and sculptural/

artistic elements.

Two diff erent aesthetic options have been developed for 

these gateways and are indicative of the urban or west 

side of I-25.  Option 1 consists of a formal streetscape 

that includes an attached sidewalk with street trees in 

tree grates that alternate with colored fl ags.  The side-

walk would incorporate a unique texture to break up the 

vast fi elds of concrete. The introduction of brick, concrete 

paver or colored/textured concrete will help to promote 

a more pleasing pedestrian setting. Paving patterns shall 

refl ect Victorian brick paving details.  See page 41 for ex-

amples of brick pavement design.

Option 2 is similar to Option 1, but includes a landscaped 

median.  This median helps to promote more of a bou-

levard feel and helps to reduce the overall scale of the 

street section.  The median would be planted with low 

water demand plants based on Pueblos dry climate.  

Plants selected for installation at these locations will 

come from the Gateway Planting Schedule located in 

the Appendix of this document.

Neighborhood Gateway West Side Option 2
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Brick Pavement  Design Examples

Sidewalk Pavement DesignSidewalk Pavement Design

Concrete
Pavement

Brick/Concrete 
Paver Areas

Curb/Flowline

Tree w/Tree Grate

Brick/Concrete 
Paver Area

8th Street Neighborhood 
Gateway  Concept

Fountain Creek 

I-25 

8t
h 
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t 

Sidewalk/Paver 
Area

Sidewalk/
Paver Area

Soft Surface Trail
Connection

Soft Surface Trail
Connection

Informal
Plantings

Formal 
Plantings

Formal 
Plantings
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Neighborhood Gateway Signage Examples Neighborhood Gateway Lighting Examples
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2. Bridges
Vehicular Bridges (Five  Bridges 
Between the Arkansas River 
and S. Santa Fe Drive)
There are fi ve additional bridges proposed between 

the Arkansas River and S. Santa Fe Drive.  These bridges 

span railroads and local streets. They help move traffi  c 

through the Downtown Design Segment, but  are not 

connected directly to I-25. They are not seen as gateways 

to neighborhoods.  Their aesthetic treatment will refl ect 

the character of the other bridges within the Downtown 

Design Segment, but will be more understated and sim-

ple with minimal under bridge treatments.  A family of 

bridges with emphasis on the gateway bridges is the de-

sired outcome. 

2.1 Under Bridge Treatments 
One condition in Pueblo is the intense heat from the sun 

during the day. Relief in the form of shade is possible 

under bridge structures providing an oasis from the sun 

and a unique opportunity as a resting place for pedes-

trians. 

The undersides of the gateway bridge structures pro-

posed at 1st, 4th, 8th,  & 13th Streets are likely places to 

add art, sculptural elements, color and relief to bridge 

columns, walls or supports.  Since these areas will in-

clude pedestrian and vehicular traffi  c at speeds less than 

the interstate, emphasis should be placed in the detailed 

design and scale of the proposed aesthetic treatments.  

See this page for examples of ways to approach the de-

sign of the under bridge  areas.

Under Bridge Treatment Examples

Textures/Patterns

Sculpture/Relief

Shadow

Art/Painting
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3.Sloped Areas/Retaining Walls
The realignment of 1-25 through downtown will require  

the highway be constructed on an elevated embank-

ment with large sloped areas and retaining  walls.  As 

a part of the aesthetic treatments for the New Pueblo 

Freeway, reliance on architectural treatments and the 

use of landscaping to only accentuate gateways and fo-

cal points through the Downtown Design Segment is 

desired.  Low maintenance is also a key objective for the 

Downtown Design Segment. 

The design and aesthetic treatment of the sloped areas 

and retaining walls will be critical since they will be high-

ly visible from most areas  downtown.  They will provide 

interest to both the pedestrian and vehicular user.  Treat-

ments must extend above the roadway edge in places to 

break up the linear nature of the roadway. 

The design of paved areas and retaining walls will have 

a connection to their context.   These elements should 

refl ect the character of the downtown Victorian struc-

tures, historic charm and relative southwest setting.  

Walls and  paved areas must be sculptured and textured 

to create interest, provide shadow patterns and discour-

age vandalism.  There may be banding of colors and the 

incorporation of “water” through the use of blue tiles or 

metal that represents the downtown’s connection to the 

Arkansas River. The following pages present conceptual 

drawings of the sloped areaas and retaining wall con-

cepts. 

                 
Option 1 - Sloped Paving

   

Five sloped aesthetic treatment options have been 

developed for consideration. Option 1 incorporates 

stepped walls that provide interest, shadow pattern and 

color.  This concept refl ects the downtown buildings of 

Pueblo and begins to introduce color to I-25.  This aes-

thetic option would be constructed of precast or cast-in-

place concrete. The tops of the blocks would be sloped 

to preclude pedestrian access, but foster drainage.

Option 2 - Slope Paving

Option 2 is a more organic concept and includes sloped 

paved areas of various colors that are refl ective of the 

colors associated with the historical fl avor of Pueblo and 

attached free standing sculptural elements.  Sculpture 

placement could be used to direct storm fl ows to street 

side basins.   The sloped paved areas would be construct-

ed of concrete and scored with curvilinear lines to create 

organic shapes.

Option 3 takes advantage of the intense sunlight of the 

Pueblo area and utilizes solar panels.  These panels could 

be illuminated in the evening utilizing the solar light 

captured during the day.  Tiered retaining walls provide 

a location for the placement of the panels.  Multi-colored 

panels would be considered for increased visual inter-

est. 

        
Option 3 - Sloped Paving

Option 4 is a combination of paved surface and retain-

ing walls.   Glass colored transparent block would be in-

corporated into the walls to allow light to pass through 

the walls during the day.  The retaining walls would be 

placed to control the fl ow of runoff  and direct it to street 

side basins.  The sloped concrete pavement would be 

scored in a curvilinear fashion to help break-up the linear 

appearance of I-25.  

  
Option 4 - Sloped Paving

Option 5 is the combination of retaining walls and sculp-

tural elements used in a fashion that allows the slope to 

be vegetated at a 3.5 to 1 or less.  Examples are presented 

in the sketches on pages 45 and 46.  This option would 

require a higher level of maintenance including moving 

and drip irrigation.
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4. 1st to 13th Street Split Dia-
mond Designed as a Single Ele-
ment
The split diamond interchange that includes 1st Street 

on the south and 13th Street on the north will be a 

signifi cant visual element downtown.  Most of I-25 be-

tween 1st and 13th Streets is elevated 20’ above adjacent 

neighborhoods.  This split diamond interchange must be 

designed as a single element, not a series of individual 

bridges, walls and slope paved areas.  The options pro-

vided on pages 45 and 46 demonstrate how the previous 

described bridge, retaining wall and slope treatments 

must work together to create an overall treatment for 

the 1st and 13th Streets split diamond interchange.  The 

perspectives also illustrate how all the bridge structures, 

while in harmony with retaining walls and slope paving, 

still stand out like doorways to the neighborhoods. 

Option One - Retaining Wall Aesthetic Treatment

Split Diamond Sloped Paving Treatment between 1st and 13th Street - Aerial View from Downtown towards I-25
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Option Two: Retaining Wall Aesthetic Treatment 

Split diamond treatments between 1st and 13th Street - Aerial View from Downtown towards I-25
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5. Landscape Treatments

Landscaping is intended to accent gateways and re-

vegetate detention ponds proposed as part of I-25 

improvements. Re-vegetation will also occur in  the 

riparian areas associated with the Arkansas River, 

park areas, with Runyon Field and I-25 R.O.W. 

The installation of new irrigation system is not envi-

sioned as  part of the landscape installation for the 

detention pond areas or as part of the riparian landscap-

ing.  However, irrigation may be extended to areas of Ru-

nyon Field disturbed by the highway improvement from 

the existing system within the park.  Gateway landscape 

will also have to be irrigated.  This will require neighbor-

hood and community groups to accept long term main-

tenance responsibilities of the gateway landscapes. 

5.1 Arkansas River and Riparian 
Areas
Disturbance of all riparian areas must be kept to a mini-

mum during the construction of the I-25 improvements, 

and must be restored to their natural state. Plant material 

used will replicate the plants that exist in the disturbed 

areas. Invasive species such as Tamarisk and Russian Ol-

ive must be removed and replaced with plant material 

that has a riparian character.  Plant material for use in 

the riparian areas adjacent to the Arkansas River will be 

selected from the Naturalized Drainage/Riparian Plant 

Schedule found in the Appendix of this document.  

5.2 Detention Pond Areas
Proposed detention pond areas between 8th Street and 

the Arkansas River shall consist of a natural dry land land-

scape on the sides of the basin in order to conserve wa-

ter and to keep maintenance activities at a minimum.  A 

water tolerant seed mix will be incorporated within the 

bottom of the basin to withstand periodic innundation.  

This mix must be drill seeded and mulched to help se-

cure its viability. The seed mix  for use in these locations 

shall come from the mix specifi ed in the Appendix of this 

document.

  

5.3 Runyon Field Park Areas
Any new landscaping proposed for Runyon Field park ar-

eas will be installed as mitigation for I-25 improvements.   

Landscape improvements shall be in keeping with the 

current design and palatte of plant materials already in 

use within the park.

5.4 Downtown and Neighborhood 
Gateways
As mentioned previously during the discussion of gate-

ways, landscaping for both the neighborhood and down-

town gateways will be used to accentuate focal points, 

be low maintenance and refl ect the arid climate of the 

Pueblo area. While landscaping of downtown gateways 

is possible, it will be limited to planters that are created 

as part of the bridge structure  itself.  Landscaping of the 

neighborhood gateways will occur at street level.  Main-

tenance responsibility will fall upon a neighborhood 

group or homeowners association.  Shrubs, ornamental 

trees and evergreen ground cover should  be considered 

to highlight a piece of sculpture or accentuate signage.

6. Sidewalks
The proposed I-25 corridor improvements include the 

re-connection of neighborhoods once bisected by the 

original interstate construction.  Sidewalks are planned 

to connect the neighborhoods on the east side of I-25 to 

those on the west side.  This  may consist of new walks, ad-

ditions to existing walks or the rehabilitation of existing 

walks.   Appropriate crosswalks, signage and traffi  c sig-

nals will be required at these locations.  These improve-

ments will occur in conjunction with the development of 

gateways at cross streets beneath I-25. New crosswalks 

will be of a paving material and color that separates itself 

clearly from the surrounding pavement.

Sidewalks along  city streets will need to be wide enough 

to accommodate a variety of users. Sidewalks will be a 

minimum of 8’ -0” wide for pedestrian circulation and 

wider in areas where required to accommodate street 

furnishings, signage, lighting and adjacent land uses 

(i.e., restaurants and cafes).  Sidewalks must adhere to 

current city design standards. Integral color, textures 

and paving patterns are all encouraged to humanize the 

sidewalk environment.
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7. Color and Materials
Colors and materials utilized for the Downtown Seg-

ment will be based on the materials and colors found 

in  the downtown area (i.e., Victorian architecture and 

the surrounding landforms).  These materials consist 

of concrete, stone and brick. The stone utilized in this 

section will be the same stone that is utilized along the 

entire project. This rock will match the existing stone of 

the bluff s that surround Pueblo. The rock  will be buff  to 

light yellow in color with some variation leaning toward  

orange. Pink and salmon colored rock must be avoided. 

This buff  colored rock will be Pueblo Buff  Sandstone ar-

ranged in a random ashlar pattern.  

Rock Bluff  at Pueblo Reservoir

As an alternative, a cultured stone may be used.  The cul-

tured stone will be a rough cut ashlar rock pattern with 

a  buff  to light yellow color similar to the natural rock 

mentioned above.  Cultured stone will be grouted with 

black/dark grey grout.  Joints shall be raked to minimize 

grout appearance. 

  

            

Random Ashlar Pattern

                                   Color Palette



SECTION SIX– STEEL MILL DESIGN SEGMENT 
(Arkansas River to Pueblo Boulevard)
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SECTION SIX:
Steel Mill Design 
Segment: 

A. Goals
The Steel Mill Design Segment is a combination of ur-

ban, industrial and residential uses.  The northern limit 

of this Design Segment is the Arkansas River and the 

southern limit is Pueblo Boulevard.   Within this Design 

Segment are remnants of the Rocky Mountain Steel Mill 

Industry and the associated company town.  Smoke 

stacks, large production buildings and tailing piles 

stand on the east side of I-25. The Bessemer Historic 

Society building (Steel Mill Headquarters Building) and 

the company town are located on the west side.  This 

Design Segment is a refl ection of Pueblo’s industrial 

heritage. 

The reconstruction of I-25 through this design segment 

includes sound walls and retaining walls as the inter-

state sits below the surrounding land uses at Mesa and 

Northern Avenues. 

tional desires for I-25, local streets and the adjacent land 

uses within the Steel Mill Design Segment.  This vision 

for the future was developed through many workshops 

with the community and elected offi  cials.  Based on this 

vision, the following list of aesthetic goals for the Steel 

Mill Design Segment were developed:

Aesthetic treatments shall support the commu-1. 

nity and CDOT’s functional desires for this area.

Support the physical re-connection of neigh-2. 

borhoods across I-25.

Create a community focal point/neighborhood 3. 

identity element in Benedict Park, between 

Mesa and Northern Avenues.  It shall be visible 

traveling both north and south bound on I-25.  

Aesthetic treatments will refl ect the industrial 4. 

and cultural heritage of this design segment.

Establish the southern major community gate-5. 

way to Pueblo at Pueblo Boulevard.

Support historic interpretative opportunities 6. 

with all aesthetic concepts for this design seg-

ment.

To help jump start community revitalization, part of the 

communities intent for this design segment is to recon-

nect neighborhoods and introduce new commercial 

development.  This is being accomplished in part with 

the development of a new split diamond interchange 

including Northern, Mesa and Abriendo Avenues for 

improved neighborhood access.  Non-motorized trails 

and sidewalks are planned as part of all street and I-25 

improvements.  Mesa Avenue in particular is seen as 

a neighborhood connector and pedestrian plaza con-

necting the east and west over I-25 with no direct con-

nection to I-25 ramps.  It will accommodate cars, but 

overall it is envisioned as part of Benedict Park.  

Benedict Park is being redeveloped and relocated in 

an eff ort to reconnect neighborhoods, provide a focal 

point or gateway feature along the I-25 corridor and cre-

ate an opportunity for a community gathering place.  

A new park on the west side of the I-25 corridor is be-

During its initial construction, I-25 became a barrier, bi-

secting various neighborhoods, local streets, commer-

cial areas, schools and churches; essentially severing 

the east and west sides of the company town.

The functional diagrams on this page are intended to 

graphically portray the community and CDOT’s func-

Functional Diagram
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Provide neighborhood gateways to reinforce ex-5. 

isting community identities and highlight their 

uniqueness.

Incorporate the history and growth of the steel 6. 

industry in Pueblo into all historic themes.

Develop aesthetic treatments that support de-7. 

velopment of an historic interpretive park south 

of Central Avenue on the west side of I-25 and 

Santa Fe Drive. 

Reinforce the east/west connection of neigh-8. 

borhoods, play up the importance of the bridge 

structures at Mesa Avenue.

Utilize materials that refl ect the native and natu-9. 

ral materials and colors of the area.  Steel , brick, 

rock, wood and concrete are all appropriate 

materials refl ecting the Steel Mill and company 

town character.

Create a city gateway at Pueblo Boulevard that 10. 

is similar in theme and scale to the major com-

munity gateway at S.H. 50/47.

Create visual buff ers between the neighbor-11. 

hoods and I-25.

Provide a landscape streetscape along Santa Fe 12. 

Drive in the modifi ed alignment.

C. Proposed and Existing 
Modifi ed Alignment Alter-
natives within the Steel Mill 
Design Segment 
Within the Steel Mill Design Segment, two interstate 

alignment alternatives have been identitifi ed. These 

are known as the Modifi ed and Existing.  The Modifi ed 

alignment relocates I-25 toward the east.  This impacts 

the bridges and roadways at the Arkansas River and 

along I-25.  It also introduces Santa Fe Avenue as a new 

collector street that parallels I-25.

The Existing alignment does not propose any chang-

es to the location of the interstate. It leaves I-25 in its 

current location, but modifi cations do occur with the 

vertical alignment that include roadway and ramp al-

terations.  The new design will tie into existing grades 

adjacent to the neighborhoods. 

In the following section, the aesthetic treatments for 

ing created in conjunction with the Bessemer Historic 

Society.  It will serve to interpret the  history and growth 

of the steel mill industry in Pueblo as well as  provide 

a large green belt with non-motorized trails serving as 

a north/south connection.  The major southern Pueblo 

city gateway is planned for the Pueblo Boulevard/I-25 

interchange.  It will be similar in theme and scale to 

the existing northern Pueblo city gateway at the S.H. 

50/47/I-25 interchange.  Neighborhood gateways are 

planned at Northern and Abriendo Avenues. 

The development of the aesthetic treatments within this 

Design Segment will come from existing forms, colors 

and textures found in the Steel Mill and company town.  

Colors and textures will incorporate the medium reds, 

buff s and tans that represent a mixture of the Victorian 

and Southwest architecture.  Brick, stucco and stone are 

reminiscent of the textures utilized in the construction 

of the area.  The industrial age structures that still sur-

vive are very dramatic visual elements within this de-

sign segment. Designers should carefully incorporate 

turn-of- the-century design into the aesthetic design of 

the New Pueblo Freeway improvements. The photo col-

lage provided on pages 52 -54 are intended to provide 

inspiration for future aesthetic design eff orts. 

B. Objectives 
Highlight and maintain long-range views to the 1. 

Steel Mill and Arkansas River.

Provide views to a new focal point and neighbor-2. 

hood feature created at Benedict Park between 

Mesa and Northern Avenues.

Aesthetic treatments shall support an enhanced 3. 

pedestrian plaza or mall type connection be-

tween the east and west sides of Mesa Avenue. 

Create a hierarchy of gateways by the level of 4. 

emphasis placed on the landscape and architec-

tural elements at each gateway.  Gateways in-

clude a city gateway and several neighborhood 

gateways. 

the Modifi ed alignment will be described.  Following 

this description, additional information has been pro-

vided if in the existing alignment alternative aesthetic 

treatments are  diff erent  than those for the modifi ed 

alignment alternative.

Steel Mill
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Form

 Line
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Color/Texture 
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D. Design Guidelines for 
Aesthetic  Treatments

1. Gateways
Gateways may be associated with interstate bridges, 

landscape features, monuments and park areas.  The 

most predominant gateway feature within the Steel 

Mill Design Segment will be the bridges spanning I-25.

Several have been identifi ed to serve as gateways along 

this section of interstate. 

Two types of gateways are depicted on the Functional 

Diagram for this Design Segment. See page 51. These 

are known as city and neighborhood gateways. City 

gateways are the most important in the hierarchy of 

gateways along the interstate. The fi rst is identifi ed in 

the Fountain Creek Design Segment and is already con-

structed at S.H. 50/47.  A second city gateway is pro-

posed at Pueblo Boulevard.  This gateway signals the 

entrance into Pueblo for travelers coming north along 

I-25.  

The second type of gateway  is the neighborhood gate-

way.  These have been identifi ed for the Abriendo/San-

ta Fe Drive interchange and at Northern Avenue after 

crossing over I-25 on both the east and west sides.  In the 

modifi ed alignment, a third neighborhood gateway has 

been identifi ed for Central Avenue. Gateway features at 

these locations will help to unite the neighborhood ar-

eas on either side of I-25. These should be recognizable 

from both the interstate and from the neighborhood 

streets above.

Although not offi  cially designated as a gateway on the 

Functional Diagram, but as a bridge focal point oppor-

tunity, the Arkansas River bridge functions as the main 

focal point structure for the New Pueblo Freeway. The 

importance of the Arkansas River can not be overstat-

ed since it is considered the birthplace of Pueblo and 

should be captured in the hierarchy of bridge structure 

design second only to the City Gateways and Down-

town Gateways.

1.1. City Gateway (Pueblo Boule-
vard)

As mentioned in Section Two: Aesthetic Treatments, city 

gateways are the most signifi cant gateways along I-25 

within the hierarchy of gateways designated for the cor-

ridor.  Both ends of I-25 through Pueblo have been iden-

tifi ed as city gateways.  The I-25/S.H. 50/47 city gateway 

to the north of Pueblo has already been constructed.   

The aesthetics of the Pueblo Boulevard city gateway 

should be in keeping with the sister gateway at S.H. 

50/47, while retaining some original identity refl ective 

of its own contextual relationship to the surrounding 

environment (i.e., landforms) and its proximity to the 

existing Steel Mill property. 

       

S.H. 50-47 Bridge
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City Gateway Concept Looking Northbound on I-25 at Pueblo Boulevard

I-25 NorthboundI-25 Southbound

Pueblo Blvd.

I-25/50-47 Bridge

1.2 Neighborhood  Gateways 
(Central, Northern and Abriendo 
Avenues)

1.2.1 Central Avenue
The Central Avenue neighborhood gateway is the fur-

thest south neighborhood gateway.   Access to Central 

Avenue will occur using the Santa Fe Avenue extension 

serving as a collector road to the southern Pueblo area.  

This only occurs in the Modifi ed alignment.  Central Av-

enue also provides access to Lake Minnequa Park. In the 

modifi ed alignment, a round-about is planned at this lo-

cation allowing for a more formal landscape treatment 

and sculpture.  See plan below.
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1.2.2 Northern Avenue
Northern Avenue is a neighborhood gateway.  This 

gateway serves as a major connector between the east 

and west neighborhoods and as the primary access to 

Benedict Park, the Steel Mill and Bessemer Neighbor-

hood.  The character of this gateway should incorporate 

elements from the Steel Mill industry and the historic 

Bessemer Neighborhood. 

The Northern Avenue bridge structures in both the 

Modifi ed and Existing alignments should look more un-

derstated as shown on this page to place more empha-

sis on the Mesa Avenue Bridge.   

A formal landscape approach is envisioned for both the  

east and west sides of Northern Avenue.  Landscape 

treatments should mirror one another to tie the east 

and west sides of I-25 together. Landscaping at these 

two locations will need to be coordinated with the land-

scaping within the proposed Bessemer Neighborhood 

Park and the neighborhood redevelopment occurring 

on the east side of I-25. 

Landscaping in these areas are envisioned to be orna-

mental and  water conserving due to the very hot and 

dry conditions that exist in Pueblo.  Landscape will pro-

vide year round interest with texture, colors and varia-

tions in height that may augment any retaining walls or 

sculptures used.  Plants selected for the gateways should 

come from the Gateway Plantings Plant Schedule found 

in the Appendix of this document.  Maintenance would 

be the responsibility of the property owner.

Bridge Treatment at Northern Avenue (looking north) Modifi ed Alignment Shown
Railroad I-25

Northern Avenue

Santa Fe Avenue

Bridge treatments at Northern and Mesa Avenues (aerial view looking north) Modifi ed Alignment Shown

Northern Avenue

Mesa Avenue

I-25

Santa Fe Avenue
Extension
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1.2.3 Mesa Avenue
The Mesa Avenue bridge serves as the community focal 

point and neighborhood identity element.  It not only 

connects neighborhoods across I-25, but in conjunc-

tion with Benedict Park  becomes a community gather-

ing place.  This structure is intended to be highly visible 

from I-25. 

As part of the New Pueblo Freeway improvements, 

Benedict Park will need to be relocated. The Mesa Av-

enue bridge is immediately adjacent to the proposed 

relocated Benedict Park. The Mesa Street bridge serves 

a dual purpose as a vehicular connection over I-25 and a 

strong pedestrian space that extends the new Benedict 

Park over I-25. This bridge can be closed to vehicular 

traffi  c when large functions are planned (i.e., festivals, 

farmers markets, civic functions such as street fairs, car-

nivals, holiday events, etc.).  See sketches this  page.

Flat arches provide a victorian feel to the bridge struc-

ture itself.  Plantings on the bridge are envisioned to 

help soften the appearance of the overall bridge struc-

ture from I-25. Brick or faux brick facing on the bridge 

will also emphasize the victorian feel of the industrial 

building at the steel mill. 

The plantings on the bridge will require raised planters. 

These planters will be planted with shrubs, annuals/

perennials and vines. They will require irrigation and 

maintenance by the City of Pueblo.

 

A strong vertical element is planned at the eastern edge 

of this bridge within Benedict Park.  This element will 

serve as a focal point.

 

The bridge deck will be designed as a vibrant pedestrian 

space.  It allows for cars, street vendors, street furniture 

and decorative paving, lighting and landscaping.  See 

page 58 for examples of linear pedestrian spaces that 

can connect neighborhoods across the bridge.

111.2222222.3333333 MMMMMMMMeeeessssaaaa AAAAAAAAvvvveeeennnnuuuueeee

Bridge Treatment at Mesa Avenue (looking south) Modifi ed Alignment Shown

Concept for Mesa Avenue Bridge
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Examples of Pedestrian and Promenade 
spaces that can connect neighborhoods 
along Mesa Avenue over the bridge.

Streetscape at Mesa Avenue 
Vertical elements can be used across the Mesa Street bridge into the neighborhood visually 

connecting the east and west neighborhoods.

Repetition of streetscape elements ties the space together.

Bridge as a focal point.
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1.2.4 Abriendo Avenue
Existing Alignment
The Abriendo / Santa Fe Drive interchange will serve as 

a neighborhood gateway to the neighborhoods adja-

cent to the Arkansas River.  I-25 will be constructed over 

Abriendo and Santa Fe Drive.   The I-25 bridge should 

have an historic highway bridge feel along with the use 

of metal to refl ect the steel mill heritage. See sketch on 

this page.

Landscaping will be limited to the installation of decid-

uous trees and seeding within the right-of-way areas. 

Due to the arid climate of Pueblo, landscaping should 

not have excessive water usage demands. Plantings 

at this gateway should be selected from the Gateway 

Planting Schedule located in the Appendix of this doc-

ument.    

1.2.4.1 Abriendo Avenue
Modifi ed Alignment
In the Modifi ed alignment, Abriendo and Santa Fe Drive 

will be on the bridge structure over I-25.  The bridge 

structures for both alignments will have the same aes-

thetic treatments. Concrete and steel are appropriate.  

The retaining walls for the ramps will tie into the new 

bridge structures.    Walls and railroad bridges will incor-

porate the same aesthetic treatments.  The landscape 

associated with this gateway will be the same for each 

alignment alternative.

1.2.5 Indiana Avenue
The Indiana Avenue bridge is located in the heart of the 

Steel Mill Design Segment and provides direct access 

to the Steel Mill property.  I-25 will be a bridge struc-

ture that goes over Indiana Avenue.  This bridge  re-

lates most to the Steel Mill and the adjacent Bessemer 

neighborhood.   The bridge should relate to the other 

bridge structures at Abriendo and Santa Fe Drive.  Con-

crete and steel are the appropriate materials.

Neighborhood Gateway Concept at Abriendo Avenue (Looking East) Existing Alignment Shown

Santa Fe Drive

I-25

Bridge Concept at Indiana Avenue (looking East)
Indiana Avenue

I-25
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2. Parks 
2.1 Benedict Park 
The redevelopment of Benedict Park as part of both the 

modifi ed and existing alignments between Northern 

Avenue and Mesa Avenue, will  provide an opportunity 

for the park to become a focal point and community 

gathering place along the I-25 corridor. Multi-purpose 

fi elds, basketball courts, play areas and restrooms are 

some of the conceptual park amenities envisioned.  

Themeing for the park will be historical in nature and 

tie into the proposed Bessemer historic Neighborhood 

Park envisioned along the west side of I-25.  A historic 

self-guided walking tour from the Bessemer historic so-

ciety building along I-25 north to Benedict Park could 

be planned.  This route provides great views to the steel 

mill and great opportunities to interpret company town 

layout and development.

In order to make Benedict Park more accessible and 

useful to the community, the park is being relocated be-

tween Northern and Mesa Avenues on the eastern side 

of I-25.   In order to tie the park into its urban setting, 

landscaping for the park will be more formal.  Tree lined 

streets are envisioned for Northern and Mesa Avenues.  

Expansive green spaces or lawn areas are planned for 

open recreational activities.  In order to provide some 

screening and noise abatement from the road, an in-

formal planting of evergreen and deciduous trees and 

shrubs are proposed for the western side of the prop-

erty.   The active recreational core will have picnic shel-

ters, play areas and basketball courts and will be selec-

tively landscaped with evergreen and deciduous trees 

and shrubs to provide separation and to aesthetically 

enhance the park users experience.  Plants selected for 

landscaping should come from the Benedict Park Plant 

Schedule found in the Appendix of this document.  

Maintenance of the landscaping would be the respon-

sibility of the City.  See this page for Benedict Park plans 

that refl ect both the modifi ed and existing alignment. 
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2.2 Bessemer Historic Neighbor-
hood Park
The Bessemer Historic Society has created a site renova-

tion master plan for their facilities at the old CF&I head-

quarters building. This was completed in June of 2009. 

With the development of the New Pueblo Freeway, the 

community and the Bessemer Historic Society will have 

the opportunity to further improve the facilities.  Op-

portunities for historic interpretation, walking tours and 

steel mill over looks can be incorporated into the design 

of the New Pueblo Freeway as historic mitigation.  What 

is included in these aesthetic guidelines is a concept for 

what these improved facilities could be.

The Bessemer historic neighborhood park could refl ect 

the historical heritage of the once thriving steel mill in-

dustry including cultural history of the emigrants that 

worked at the mill.  A historic walking tour is envisioned 

within the park that will include interpretive panels, 

views of the former company town houses and a con-

nection to the Bessemer Historic Society Building.  The 

proposed historic walk will also cross over I-25 via Mesa 

Avenue into the redeveloped Benedict Park to the east. 

This park will celebrate and interpret the history of the 

Steel Mill Industry within the City of Pueblo  Plants se-

lected for landscaping shall come from the Benedict 

Park Plant Schedule found in the Appendix of this docu-

ment.  Maintenance of the landscaping would be the re-

sponsibility of the City.   See the proposed park sketches 

on pages 61 and 62.

Perspective of Historic Bessemer Neighborhood Park 

Historic Shot
Gun Homes

Steel Mill 
Overlook

I-2
5

Steel Mill

View to Steel Mill Bessemer Ditch

Historic Walking 
Tour Route

Bessemer Historic 
Society

Interpretive Panels
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Bessemer Historic Neighborhood Park: Interpretive Panel Area
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Supplemental deciduous trees and ornamental grasses 

may be used along the exterior face of the wall to soften 

the walls appearance. 

Landscaping installed in conjunction with the construc-

tion of the sound and retaining walls adjacent to the ex-

isting Bessemer neighborhood and the new Bessemer 

Neighborhood Park may be limited to the neighbor-

hood side or non-interstate side of the wall.  The park 

and residential areas will benefi t from the addition of 

landscaping helping to blend the walls with the exist-

ing character.  The landscape within the residential 

areas will be more manicured or formal. Due to space 

limitations, treatments may include planters construct-

ed adjacent to the walls or as part of the walls for plant 

material.  

As an alternative, for the Minique neighborhood, alleys 

along I-25 would be closed as depicted on page 64. A 

narrow sloped sod or native grass area may be incorpo-

rated adjacent to the wall with deciduous trees.  An ev-

ergreen vine may also be planted and allowed to grow 

up the wall in an attempt to help soften the wall.  A side-

walk/trail will be provided at the base of the sloped area 

to connect the neighborhoods with J.J. Raigoza Park.

Glass panels or screens will be provided along the face 

of the wall to allow views to the plantings and also pro-

vide daylight to the residential side of the wall. 

Separate recessed areas would be provided in the wall 

face on the residential/park side to allow for the place-

ment of individual planted pots.  The pots themselves 

could of various colors and shapes to add interest and 

break up the linear wall face. These occur at street

terminuses or focal points.

Landscaping for the interstate side of the retaining 

walls will be limited to what is being installed as part 

of the right-of-way treatment. Maintenance of the land-

scaping associated with the retaining and/or sound 

an integral part of the wall. Any variations in the wall 

height or change in surface would help to reduce the 

scale of the wall.  

Careful consideration should be given to the aesthetic 

at the neighborhood side of the wall.  The side facing 

the residential and park areas will need to appeal in 

scale to the pedestrian user.  The scale and detail of the 

proposed neighborhood side might include historical 

pictures, artwork or interpretive information pertain-

ing to the history of the Steel Mill and Bessemer neigh-

borhood. Where walls are used in conjunction with J.J. 

Raigoza Park, the interior surface treatment might in-

clude playful and colorful shapes, educational plaques 

or sculptures and/or a tribute to J.J. Raigoza.    
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Sound Wall at J.J. Raigoza Park

Landscaping for J.J. Raigoza Park will be more informal.  

The park is developed with mature landscaping.  Areas 

along the eastern edge of the park adjacent to I-25 will 

be disturbed due to improvements being made to the 

interstate.  Landscaping will be limited to the replace-

ment of existing trees with like material and sod areas.  

Views from the interstate will provide glimpses of the 

Steel Mill, Benedict Park and the proposed Bessemer 

historic Neighborhood Park. Where certain views are 

desirable, consideration should be given to architec-

tural breaks in the face of the walls such as glass block 

panels or view screens.  Due to the height of the  walls, 

especially where they abut residential areas, dark shad-

ows may be cast and natural sunlight would be limited. 

View screens and/or glass block panels would provide 

an avenue for natural daylight.

Wall construction might consist 

of steel, precast concrete etc. to 

refl ect the industrial character 

of the area.   Walls should be-

come an artistic element within 

this Design Segment. The aes-

thetic treatment to the exterior 

(I-25 side) of the walls should 

be visually apparent to traffi  c 

traveling a minimum of 55 mph. 

Large scale graphics and bolder 

forms would be necessary in 

order to appeal to moving ve-

hicles.  A singular theme could 

run continuously along the wall 

face. Sculptural elements can 

be incorporated within the de-

sign of the wall, artwork may be 

attached to the walls or become 

3. Retaining/Sound Walls
Noise and retaining walls are proposed for portions 

of this Design Segment where grade changes can not 

be addressed through normal grading techniques and 

where existing residential and park areas warrant buff -

ering from vehicular noise. These walls shall refl ect the 

character of the Steel Mill and the historic company 

town fl avor. 
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I-25 Sound Wall Alternative

Red Steel or Plastic Tubes to 
Look Like Hot Extruded Steel

Provide Trees on Berm To 
Extend Above Top of Wall
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Tubes Attached by
Steel Carriers 
Welded to Sound
Wall
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Sound Wall, Trail  and Landscape (Close Alley) 

walls would be the responsibility of the CDOT. Mainte-

nance of the landscaping and trail would be the respon-

sibility of the City or neighborhood association.

Sound Wall, Trail and Landscape (Close Alley)

Street Terminous 
Focal Point 

Street Terminus Focal Point

Jog Wall 

Glass Block 
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4. Landscape Treatments

Formal landscape treatments are envisioned for the 

neighborhood areas associated with the proposed 

Bessemer Historic Neighborhood Park, at the proposed 

gateway features for Pueblo Boulevard and Central Av-

enue and at Northern Avenue. See the Appendix for 

associated plant schedule.  A less formal landscape ap-

proach will be taken with right-of-way areas, internal 

landscaping within parks and plantings associated with 

the construction of noise/retaining walls.

4.1 Right of Ways
Dryland grasses such as a Low Growing Grasses (See 

Appendix) Mix will be used along all roadway shoul-

ders within the right-of-way where soil stabilization is 

required and in all areas where special aesthetic treat-

ments have not been identifi ed.  This mix shall be drill 

seeded and mulched to help assure its viability.

 Where drainage patterns dictate, a rounded river cobble 

swale would be encouraged to assist with drainage.  

Maintenance would be of CDOT or the City depending 

on what the right-of way is.

4.2 Detention Ponds
Storm water from I-25 and adjacent land uses drains to-

ward the west and alongside the western edge of the 

interstate.   Detention ponds have been strategically 

placed in this area to capture and treat storm drainage.   

They will have fairly steep side slopes (i.e., 3:1 slopes) 

and fl at bottoms.  In some ponds, low fl ow channels are 

required to ensure positive drainage.  To make these 

low fl ow channels appear more natural, cobble swales, 

grouted or un-grouted, will be constructed in lieu of 

concrete drain pans.    

      

-It is assumed that these pond areas will have standing 

water or moistened soil conditions that would support 

riparian and possibly submerged aquatic plants.  These 

plants shall be placed in the very bottom of the deten-

tion pond or along the low fl ow channel.  The steeper 

slopes of these ponds shall be seeded with a dry land 

or xeric grass types.  Submerged aquatic seed can be 

added to this grass seed mix and can be seeded in the 
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bottom of these ponds.  This will allow the submerged 

aquatic plants and dry land seed to germinate where 

there is adequate moisture.  

Riparian plants, such as willows, may be introduced in 

areas where moisture is more prevalent and can sup-

port these types of plants.  Plants will be selected from 

the Detention Basin Plant Schedule located in the Ap-

pendix of this document.

4.3 Arkansas River Floodplain/Ri-
parian
Any new landscaping proposed within the Arkansas 

River corridor would occur as restoration of distrubed 

areas. Disturbed  areas will be relandscaped using plants 

selected from the Riparian Plant Schedule located in the 

Appendix of this document.  As closely as possible, all 

newly planted areas will refl ect the natural landscape. 

No formal plantings will occur in the Arkansas River  

Flood Plain. Maintenance would be the responsibility of 

the property owner.

5. Irrigation
Areas to be irrigated by an underground irrigation sys-

tem will be limited to the gateways, landscaping asso-

ciated with park areas and the residential sides of the 

retaining/noise walls.  Irrigation for the landscaping of 

the detention ponds and right-of-way areas will rely on 

natural rainfall.

6. Trails and Sidewalks
A series of sidewalks and trails are proposed for construc-

tion in connection with the redesign of I-25 through the 

Steel Mill Design Segment.  Once the new confi guration 

for Santa Fe Avenue and Abriendo Avenues are com-

plete, a sidewalk and/or trail will be installed to connect 

the Arkansas River Trail, Runyon Lake and the Fountain 

Creek Trail on the west side of I-25 heading north.  This 

sidewalk and/or trail will continue from Abriendo Av-

enue south along the frontage road past the proposed 

Bessemer Neighborhood Park and eventually to J.J. 

Raigoza Park.  A separate  interpretive trail/walk is pro-

posed within the new Bessemer Neighborhood Park 

that will highlight  the people, events and development 

of the steel mill industry. 

From its intersection with Mesa Avenue, this new walk/

trail will allow pedestrians  to cross over I-25 via Mesa 

Avenue to the east side.  This pedestrian walk will pro-

vide a direct connection to the newly relocated Bene-

dict Park.    

Sidewalks installed along city streets, will be wide 

enough to accommodate a variety of users.  They should 

be a minimum of 8’-0” wide for pedestrian circulation 

and wider in areas where street furnishings, signage 

etc. may be installed.  Sidewalk design and construction 

must adhere to city standards.  Integral color, textures 

and paving patterns are all encouraged to add to the 

human scale.

Where trails are constructed to connect to existing trails 

within Runyon Lake, along the Arkansas River and into 

the existing and proposed parks, a consistent material 

should be chosen to match what has already been in-

stalled. 

7.  Public Art and Sculpture
Public art and sculpture will most likely be located with-

in the existing and proposed parks , as part of the pe-

destrian type mall that is envisioned for Mesa Avenue.  

The themeing for the art and sculpture should be keep-

ing with the neighborhood historic theme.  

8.  Color and Materials
Colors and materials utilized for the Steel Mill Segment 

of New Pueblo Freeway will be based on the materials 

and colors in the built environment and include colored 

concrete, stone, and steel. The stone utilized in this sec-

tion will be the same stone that is utilized along the 

entire project. This rock shall match the existing stone 

of the bluff s that surround Pueblo. The rock  shall be 

buff  to light yellow in color with some variations lean-

ing toward orange. Pink and salmon colored rock will 

be avoided. This unifying natural accent rock shall be 

Pueblo Buff  Sandstone arranged in a random ashlar 

pattern. 

As an alternative, a cultured stone may be used.  The 

cultured stone will be a rough cut ashlar rock pattern 

with a buff  to light yellow color similar to the natural 

rock mentioned above.  Cultured stone shall be grout-

ed with black/dark grey grout.  Joints shall be raked to 

minimize grout appearance.   
                           

                                       

                                       Rock Bluff  at Pueblo Reservoir

                       

                          Random Ashlar Pattern

Color Palette
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SECTION SEVEN:
Existing Corridor Conditions

Photo Site Analysis Map

New Pueblo Freeway Corridor Study Area
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Views/Distance Zone Section
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A.  View Shed Analysis
To understand how this highway project could aff ect 

the aesthetic quality of the region, urban designers as-

sessed the existing views within the I-25 corridor.  This 

was done by visual analysis identifying view sheds.  A 

view shed is a geographical area that is defi ned on all 

sides by signifi cant landforms or man made elements 

that terminate a view.  From whatever point within the 

view shed a viewer stands, the view is contained or lim-

ited to the area of the view shed.  The study area has 

been defi ned by three diff erent distinct view sheds; the 

Fountain Creek View Shed, the Downtown View Shed, 

and the Steel Mill View Shed.  Diff erent types of views 

are described in each view shed.  Please see the “Views/

Distances Zone Section” on previous page for a descrip-

tion of the diff erent views based on distance.  

1. Fountain Creek View Shed
The Fountain Creek view shed extends from the 29th 

Street interchange on the north to the 13th Street on 

the south.  A strong presence of open space and parks 

makes this view shed unique within the study area.  

Fountain Creek and its surrounding fl oodplain is the 

dominant visual feature. 

Fountain Creek East of I-251

 Views into the fl oodplain, Mineral Palace Park and the 

29th Avenue detention ponds enhance the natural 

appearance of the view shed for motorists on I-25 and 

local residents. 

 

2 Fountain Creek East of I-25

              Detention Ponds Along I-25 
        between 29th Street and S.H.50

3

Detention Ponds Along I-25 
between 29th Street and S.H. 503

Residential and commercial buildings line the edge of 

the Fountain Creek Floodplain and defi ne the eastern 

edge of this view shed. 

Fountain Creek East of I-258

The residential neighborhoods act as a visual bar-

rier to motorists on I-25 looking to the west.  On the 

south end of the view shed, views to the west open 

up highlighting the north end of Downtown Pueblo. 

Notable visual features in the Fountain Creek view 

shed include Mineral Palace Park, the Pueblo County 

building between 10th and 11th Streets, Fountain 

Creek, and the fl ood wall north of 8th Street along 

the east side of I-25.

Mineral Palace Park6

7 Mineral Palace Park

East of I-25 the highway is visible to anyone standing in 

the Fountain Creek Floodplain.  Neighborhoods east of 

the fl oodplain and neighborhoods on the west side of 

I-25 also have a clear view of the highway.  

Mineral Palace Park Lake5

I-25 is highly visible from Mineral Palace Park and Min-

eral Palace Towers, a senior residential high rise on the 

west side of the highway.  

Within the Mineral Palace Park neighborhoods, glimpses 

of I-25 can be seen when looking down the neighbor-

hood streets.  Views both to and from I-25 are greatly 

opened up in the winter months when the extensive 

vegetation is dormant with no leaves.
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view shed. Views from I-25 into Downtown Pueblo and 

longer-range views to the west exist for the full length 

of the view shed.  The bluff s just east of Runyon Field 

along with Goat Hill block longer range eastern views. 

Notable visual features in the Downtown view shed in-

clude Goat Hill, Runyon Field, the bluff s along the Ar-

kansas River, the Downtown rail yards and the CFI Steel 

Mill. 

Arkansas River Looking North12

Goat Hill13

The landscape within this view shed is relatively fl at.  

I-25 is elevated on a series of embankments and via-

ducts that provide the interstate traveler with a bird’s-

eye view of Downtown Pueblo. For the interstate trav-

eler, the curves along I-25 allow very dramatic views to 

both the Steel Mill and Goat Hill.  

14 Looking West to Downtown

Since I-25 is elevated, it is a highly visible feature from 

downtown and the surrounding neighborhoods.  Be-

cause I-25 sits so high in relationship to everything 

around it,  the interstate is seen as a barrier that divides 

the community, east from the west.  

 

3. Steel Mill View Shed
The Steel Mill view shed extends from the Arkansas 

River on the north to Pueblo Boulevard on the south.

23 View of Steel Mill From I-25

The east edge of the view shed is created by the steep 

slopes adjacent to I-25, along with the buildings and 

tailing piles of the Steel Mill.  The western edge of the 

view shed is defi ned by steep side slopes adjacent 

to I-25, the noise wall and the rows of houses in the 

Bessemer Neighborhood.  The visually dominant ele-

ment of this view shed is the Steel Mill and the associ-

ated industrial properties along the eastern side of 

I-25. 

Pueblo Art Center
and I-25 

15

To the west, it is bounded by the bluff s just west of 

Pueblo.  This view shed is made up of the two converg-

ing fl oodplains associated with the Arkansas River and 

Fountain Creek. Along the Arkansas River, natural ma-

ture vegetation becomes a soft southern edge to the 

10Historic Downtown Pueblo

11 Historic Downtown Pueblo

I-25 South Bound
Fountain Creek to East4

2. Downtown View Shed
This view shed extends from 13th Street on the north 

to the bluff s above the Arkansas River on the south. Pri-

marily urban, this view shed is the largest

View of I-25 and Downtown
 Pueblo from East9

within the project area. The Downtown view shed is a 

blend of the old and new, refl ecting the heritage of 

the City.  This area is dominated by brick Victorian struc-

tures but also include the Downtown rail yards, views 

to the CFI Steel Mill, views to the Art Center and views 

to the Historic Arkansas River Walk Project (HARP). On 

the east, the Downtown view shed is bounded by the 

eastern edge of the Fountain Creek fl oodplain.  
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View of Steel Mill and 
Power Plant from I-25 On Ramp16

The visual character of the Steel Mill and surrounding 

property refl ects a unique industrial appearance.  

 The rich history of the view shed is evident in the many 

older Victorian and Mission style buildings.  These are 

located on the Steel Mill property and in the old com-

pany town that makes up the Bessemer neighborhood. 

  

     

17 Company Houses in 
Bessemer Neighborhood

Mature vegetation is a key element of the view shed, 

particularly north of the Steel Mill.  Most of the veg-

etation on the north end of the view shed is natural.  

In the southern portion of the view shed, the mature 

vegetation in the Bessemer Neighborhoods and J.J. 

Raigoza Park is predominantly deciduous trees and 

shrubs used for landscaping. 

J.J. Raigoza Park20

J.J. Raigoza Park21

Within this view shed, long and mid-range views 

from I-25 are limited so when they occur, they are 

accentuated.  These views include a northbound 

view to downtown at the Arkansas River and several 

northbound views towards the Steel Mill at the two 

gentle curves in I-25 north of Pueblo Boulevard.  

J.J. Raigoza Park20

Steel Mill Viewed from
 Northern Avenue18

Bessemer Historical Society19

Dramatic views of the large Steel Mill buildings also ex-

ist from many of the overpasses of I-25 and from the 

Bessemer Historical Society building.  Notable visual 

features in the view shed include the railroad tracks 

along I-25, the Steel Mill features such as the stoves, the 

power house and the high line railroad track, the Besse-

mer Historical Society Building and the homes on the 

west side of I-25.   

Bessemer Ditch22

Since I-25 is recessed below adjacent neighborhoods,   

views to I-25 are somewhat limited in this view shed. 

Mature vegetation and noise walls also block mid-range 

and long-range views.  The high line railroad track blocks 

some views from the Steel Mill to I-25.  I-25 can be seen 

from the southern end of the Steel Mill, from J.J. Raigoza 

Park, and down the east/west streets in the residential 

neighborhoods.  Like the Fountain Creek view shed, 

mid-range views are opened up when the vegetation is 

dormant and looses leaves in the minter months.  

Because I-25 is visually prominent within each view 

shed, improvements to I-25 will change the visual char-

acter of each.
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Mature stands of vegetation within the I-25 corridor are 

limited to areas found within the Fountain Creek and 

Arkansas River banks.  Cottonwood, Elm and Willow 

trees line the banks of both watercourses.  Due to the 

disturbed nature of the corridor, most of the undevel-

oped land within the project area contains a combina-

tion of trees and noxious weeds. To determine the lo-

cations and densities of noxious weeds, a formal weed 

inventory was conducted in October of 2003.  Weeds 

were most prevalent on the east side of I-25 on both 

sides of Fountain Creek.  A total of six species of nox-

ious weeds were identifi ed within the project area and 

include fi eld bindweed, Canada and Russian thistle, 

tammarisk, Russian olive and kochia.  To control and 

prevent weed infestation and spread, CDOT will imple-

ment a weed management plan in accordance with the 

Colorado Noxious Weed Act and other directives prior 

to the start of construction activities.

disturbed, highly maintained and off er limited wildlife 

habitat. The Arkansas River channel-crossing area and 

the Fountain Creek riparian area combine to form an 

important wildlife habitat and travel corridor in a pri-

marily urban setting. 

The project corridor area was further evaluated for the 

potential occurrence of threatened, endangered or rare 

species.  Results of this outside evaluation indicate that 

only one rare species, the plains leopard frog, is known 

to exist in the project area. This species is not a federal- 

or state-listed species and it is not protected under fed-

eral or state regulations. In addition, although Arkansas 

darters are not known to occur in the project area, po-

tentially suitable habitat does exist in the ephemeral 

pools formed in Fountain Creek wetlands after fl ooding, 

as well as in the open water habitat.

Impacts to threatened or endangered species may oc-

cur if the proposed project modifi es critical habitat, 

precludes or impedes the development of habitat, has 

the likelihood of disturbing feeding or breeding activi-

ties or results in the taking of an individual. Although 

minor impacts will occur to potential habitat for both 

the plains leopard frog and the Arkansas darter, the im-

pacts will not be signifi cant enough to warrant detailed 

mitigation measures. Temporary construction impacts 

to the open water, riparian and wetland areas in the 

project area will be minimized by construction manage-

ment techniques, including Best Management Practices 

(BMP), to minimize erosion and sedimentation.

2. Threatened or Endangered 
Species of Vegetation

B.  Natural Systems
The majority of the I-25 corridor through Pueblo is 

developed and urbanized but still maintains two im-

portant ecosystems the Fountain Creek and Arkansas 

River.  Both of these contain vital wetland, fl oodplain 

and natural areas that provide a number of important 

benefi ts.  These areas improve water quality, provide 

wildlife habitat, help to store fl oodwaters during storm 

events, provide recreational opportunities and provide 

background visual context for Pubelo.  As a result, pro-

posed highway improvements have been designed to 

minimize and reduce any negative impacts to these ar-

eas.   

1. Wildlife

Studies prepared as part of the I-25 Environmental As-

sessment indicate that no signifi cant wildlife species 

were discovered, except those in conjunction with 

the Fountain Creek and Arkansas River.  Both of these 

corridors provide valuable wildlife habitat for feeding, 

breeding, cover and movement.

Open Water, riparian areas and wooded uplands consti-

tute the habitat areas. Species such as mule and white-

tailed deer, striped skunk, raccoon, red fox, common 

crow, black-billed magpie, blue jay, northern fl icker, 

desert cottontail and fox squirrel were observed during 

fi eld reconnaissance. Developed areas outside of these 

riparian corridors consist of commercial, industrial, 

recreational and residential land uses that have been 
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Gateway Plantings

Deciduous Trees
Common Name                        Botanical Name
Emerald Queen Norway Maple Acer platanoides ‘Emerald Queen’
Sunburst Honeylocust Gleditsia triacanthos inermis ‘lmperial’
European Hornbeam Carpinus betulas
Allee Elm Ulmus parvifolia
Evergreen Trees
Common Name                        Botanical Name

Colorado Spruce
Picea pungens  ‘Baby Blue Eyes’, ‘Bakeri’, ‘Fat Albert’
‘Hoopsii’

Austrian Pine Pinus nigra ‘Oregon Green’
Southwestern White Pine Pinus strobiformis
Pinyon Pine Pinus edulis
Limber Pine Pinus � exilis ‘Cesarini Blue’, ‘Vanderwolf’
Bristlecone Pine Pinus aristata

Ornamental Trees
Common Name                       Botanical Name

Chanticleer Pear
Pyrus calleryana  cvs. ‘Chanticleer’, ‘Redspire’, 
‘Aristocrat’, ‘Stonehill’, ‘Autumn Blaze’

Flowering Crabapple
Malus ‘Centurion’,’Indian Magic’, ‘Prairie Fire’, 
‘Radiant’, ‘Spring Snow’, ‘Coralburst’, ‘Profusion’ 

Columnar European Hornbeam Carpinus betulus ‘Fastigiata’
Winter King Hawthorn Crataegus viridis ‘Winter King’
Amur Chokecherry Prunus Maackii

Deciduous Shrubs
Common Name                       Botanical Name
Crimson Pygmy Barberry Berberis thunbergii ‘Atropurpurea Nana’
Butter� y Bush Buddleia davidii spp.
Bluebeard Spirea Caryopteris x clandoensis ‘Bluebeard’
Lydia Broom Genista Lydia
Gold Drop Potentilla Potentilla fruitcosa ‘Gold Drop’
Coral Beauty Cotoneaster Cotoneaster dammeri ‘Coral Beauty’
Meadow Lark Forsythia Forsythia ‘Meadowlark’
Lodense Privet Ligustrum vulgare ‘Lodense’
Pink Flowering Almond Prunus glandulosa ‘Rosea Plena’
Tall Hedge Buckthorn Rhamnus frangula ‘Columnaris’
Diabolo Ninebark Physocarpus opulifolius Diabolo

Emerald Queen Maple

Blue Spruce

C h a n t i c l e a r 
Pear

Pink Flowering Almond

APPENDIX:
Plant Schedules-Highway Formal Landscape

Gateway Plantings

Deciduous Shrubs Cont.
Common Name                       Botanical Name
Russian Sage Perovskia artiplicifolia
Ninebark Physocarpus
Creeping Western Sand Cherry Prunus besseyi ‘Pawnee Buttes’
Grow-Low Sumac Rhus aromatica ‘Grow-Low’
Carefree Wonder Shrub Rosa x “Meipitac’
Gold� ame Spiraea Spirea bumalda ‘Gold� ame’
Little Princess Spirea Spirea japonica ‘Little Princess’
Neon Flash Spirea Neon Flash Spirea
Dwarf Korean Lilac Syringa meyeri
Viburnum ssp.
Evergreen Shrubs
Juniper spp.
Mugo Pine Pinus Mugo ‘Mops’
Slowmound Mugo Pine Pinus Mugo ‘Slowmound’
Emerald ‘n Gold Euonymus Euonymus fortunei ‘Emerald ‘n Gold’

Ornamental Grasses
Dwarf Hardy Fountain Pennisetum alopecuroides ‘Hameln”

Dwarf Maiden Grass Miscanthus sinensis ‘Yuka Jima’

Feather Reed Grass hybrids Calamagrostis x acutifolius

Buffalo Grass Buchloe dactyloides

Perennials
Columbine Acquilegia hybrids

Aster Aster

Coreopsis/Tickseed Coreopsis grandi� ora

Cone� ower Echinacea spp

Blanket Flower Gaillardia aristata

Baby’s Breath Bypsophilia paniculata

Daylily hybrids Hemerocallis hybrids

Iris hybrids Iris

Blue Flax Linum perenne

Black eyed Susan Rudbeckia hirta pulcherrina

Salvia ssp. Salvia
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Plant Schedules -Drainage

Low Grow Grass Mix

A mixture of perennial, cool season, drought tolerant,

grasses sutable for areas where mowing is dif� cult

or not desirable.  It grows an average of 8-12 inches

a year with normal rainfall in the intermountain

region and desert southwest.  This mix is a great

soil stabilizer.

Seeding Rate:

New Seeding: Over Seeding:

Dryland: 20-25lbs/ac. Dryland: 10-15lbs/ac.

Irrigated: 40lbs/ac. Irrigated: 20lbs/ac.

Mix Contains:

30% Ephraim Crested Wheatgrass

25% Sheep Fescue

20% Perennial Rye

15% Chewings Fescue

10% Kentucky Bluegrass

Detention Basin Mix

Seed Mix
Common Name                        
Botanical Name
Water Plantain Alisma subcordatum
Swamp Milkweed Asclepias incarnata
Bur Marigold Bidens cernua
Allegheny Monkey� ower Mimulus ringens
Ditch Stonecrop Penthorum sedoides
Cutleaf Cone� ower Rudbeckia laciniata
Common Arrowhead Sagittaria latifolia
Blue Vervain Verbena hastata
Awl-Fruited Sedge Carex stipata
Fox Sedge Carex vulpinoidea
Virginia Wildrye Elymus virginicus
Spike Rush Eleocharis species
Fowl Manna Grass Glyceria striata
Soft Rush Juncus effusus
Path Rush Juncus tenuis
Torrey’s Rush Juncus torreyi
Rice Cut Grass Leersia oryzoides
Switchgrass Panicum virginicum
Sofstem Bulrush Scirpus validus
Prairie Cordgrass Spartina pectinata

Willows
Common Name                        
Botanical Name
Coyote/Sandbar Willow Salix exigua
Bluestem Willow Salix irrorata
Whiplash Willow Salix lasiandra

Common Arrowhead

Switch Grass

Torrey’s Rush

Water Plantain
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Riparian

Deciduous Trees
Common Name                        Botanical Name
Plains Cottonwood Populus sargentii
Black Cottonwood Populus trichocarpa
Narrowleaf Cottonwood Populus angustifolia
Weeping Willow Salix alba ‘Tristis’
Swamp White Oak Quercus bicolor
Quaking Aspen Populus tremuloides

Evergreen Trees
Common Name                        Botanical Name
Rocky Mountain Juniper Juniperus scopulorum
Austrian Pine Pinus nigra

Deciduous Shrubs
Common Name                       Botanical Name
Native Chokecherry Prunus virginiana melanocarpa
American Plum Prunus americana
Nearly Wild Rose Rosa x ‘Nearly Wild’
Coyote Willow Salix exigua
Arctic Dwarf Willow Salix purpurea nana
Mountain Willow Salix monticola
Whiplash Willow Salix lasraudra
Bluestem Willow Salix irrorata
Herbaceous Species
Common Name                       Botanical Name
Porcupine Grass Miscanthus sinensis var. strictus
Dwarf Maiden Grass Miscanthus sinensis ‘Morning Light’
Small Winged Sedge Carex microptera
Hall’s Rush Juncus hallii

Plains Cottonwood

Austrian Pine Native Chokecherry Porcupine Grass
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Green Spruce Mugho Pine

Shrub Rose

Plant Schedules -Parks

Mineral Palace Park

Deciduous Trees

Common Name                        Botanical Name
Common Horsechestnut Aesculus hippocastanum
Kentucky Coffeetree Gymnocladus dioicus
Shademaster Honeylocust Gleditsia triacanthos inermis ‘Shademaster’
Northern Red Oak Quercus rubra
Greenspire Linden Tilia cordata ‘Greenspire’
Allee Elm Ulmus parvifolia

Evergreen Trees
Common Name                        Botanical Name
Colorado Spruce Picea pungens
Austrian Pine Pinus nigra
Bristlecone Pine Pinus aristata
Vanderwolf Pine Pinus � exilis ‘Vanderwolf’
Ponderosa Pine Pinus ponderosa

Ornamental Trees
Common Name                       Botanical Name
Thornless Cockspur Hawthorn Crataegus crusgalli ‘inermis’
Radiant Crabapple Malus sp. ‘Radiant’
Spring Snow Crabapple Malus sp. ‘Spring Snow’
Canada Red Chokecherry Prunus virginiana ‘Canada Red’
Chanticleer Pear Pyrus calleryana ‘Cleveland Select’

Deciduous Shrubs
Common Name                       Botanical Name
Carol Mackie Daphne Daphne x burkwoodii
Royal Purple Smokebush Cotinus coggygria ‘Royal Purple’
Bluebeard Spirea Caryopteris x clandonensis ‘Bluebeard’
Russian Sage Perovskia atriplicifolia
Pink Flowering Almond Prunus glandulosa rosea
McKay’s White Potentilla Potentilla fruiticosa ‘McKay’s White
Carefree Wonder Shrub Rose Rosa x ‘Meipitac’ 
Anthony Waterer Spirea Spiraea bumalda ‘Anthony Waterer’
Common Lilac Syringa vulgaris

Dwarf Snowball Viburnum Viburnum opulus ‘Roseum’
Weigela Florida varieties Weigela � orida

Evergreen Shrubs
Common Name                       Botanical Name
Andorra Juniper Juniperus horizontalis ‘Youngstown’
Blue Chip Juniper Juniperus horizontalis ‘Blue Chip’
Buffalo Juniper Juniperus sabina ‘Buffalo’
Mugo Pine Pinus mugo ‘Mops’
Pyracantha Gnome Pyracantha angustifolia ‘Gnome’

Ornamental Grasses
Common Name Botanical Name
Dwarf Hardy Fountain Pennisetum alopecuroides ‘Hameln”

Dwarf Maiden Grass Miscanthus sinensis ‘Yuka Jima’

Feather Reed Grass hybrids Calamagrostis x acutifolius

Buffalo Grass Buchloe dactyloides

Perennials
Common Name Botanical Name

Columbine Acquilegia hybrids

Aster Aster

Coreopsis/Tickseed Coreopsis grandi� ora

Cone� ower Echinacea spp

Blanket Flower Gaillardia aristata

Baby’s Breath Bypsophilia paniculata

Daylily hybrids Hemerocallis hybrids

Iris hybrids Iris

Blue Flax Linum perenne

Black eyed Susan Rudbeckia hirta pulcherrina

Salvia ssp. Salvia

Horse Chestnut

Dwarf Fountain Grass
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Austrian Pine

Ponderosa Pine-

Emerald Queen Maple

Lydia Broom

Miss Kim Lilac

Benedict Park

-Deciduous Trees
Common Name                      
Botanical Name
Emerald Queen Maple Acer platanoides ‘Emerald Queen’
Catalpa Catalpa speciosa
Red Oak Quercus rubra
American Linden Tilia americana

Evergreen Trees
Common Name                        
Botanical Name
Ponderosa Pine Pinus ponderosa
Austrian Pine Pinus nigra
Colorado Spruce Picea pungens

Ornamental Trees
Common Name                       
Botanical Name
Thornless Cockspur Hawthorn Crataegus crusgalli ‘inermis’
Newport Plum Prunus cerasifera ‘Newport’
Spring Snow Crabapple Malus sp. ‘Spring Snow’

Deciduous Shrubs
Common Name                       
Botanical Name
Varigated Dogwood Cornus alba ‘Argentoeomarginata’
Cranberry Cotoneaster Cotoneaster apiculata
Golden Vicary Privet Ligustrum x vicaryi
Russian Sage Perovskia atriplicifolia
Jackman Potentilla Potentilla fruticosa ‘Jackmanni’
Double Red Shrub Rose Rosa x ‘Meidliland sevillana’
Butter� y Bush Buddleia davidii
Neon Flash Spirea Spirea japonica ‘Neon Flash’
Miss Kim Lilac Syringa patula ‘Miss Kim’
Burning Bush Euonymus alatus
Mohican Viburnum Viburnum lantana ‘Mohican’
American Compact Cranberry Viburnum trilobum ‘Compactum’
Evergreen Shrubs
Common Name                       
Botanical Name
Sea Green Juniper Juniperus chinensis ‘Sea Green’
Tammy Juniper Juniperus sabina tamariscifolia
Compact Oregon-Grape Holly Mahonia aquifolium compacta

Newport Plum
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T E C H N I C A L  M E M O R A N D U M    

 

Wetland Finding 
PREPARED FOR: Colorado Department of Transportation 

PREPARED BY: CH2M HILL 

 PROJECT: 158128; IM 0251-156; SA 12831 
DATE: July 22, 2010 (Updated January 2012) 

 
Introduction  
The following is a wetland finding for the New Pueblo Freeway Project (IM-0251-156) and 
has been written in compliance with Executive Order 11990, Protection of Wetlands and is in 
accordance with 23 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 771, 23 CFR 777, and Technical 
Advisory T6640.8A. These regulations require that impacts to wetlands will be avoided 
wherever possible and minimized to the extent practicable. The Colorado Department of 
Transportation (CDOT) requires mitigation for all wetlands including non-jurisdictional 
wetlands.  
 
CDOT proposes to reconstruct Interstate 25 (I-25) through portions of Pueblo (see Project 
Description below). The environmental review for this project is being conducted through 
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) 
process.   

Project Location 
The project area is located in the City of Pueblo, Pueblo County, Colorado.  The project area 
extends along I-25 from just north of the United States Highway 50 (US 50)/State Highway 
(SH) 47 interchange (approximately milepost 102) to Pueblo Boulevard on the south side of 
Pueblo (approximately milepost 94). Specifically, the project is located in portions of 
Sections 24, 25, and 36, Township 20 South, Range 65 West; Sections 1, 12, 13, 23, and 24, 
Township 21 South, Range 65 West; Sections 19, 30 and 31, Township 20 South, Range 64 
West; and Section 6, Township 21 South, Range 64 West on the United States Geological 
Survey 7.5-minute Northeast Pueblo and Southeast Pueblo quadrangle maps. The project 
area is illustrated on Exhibit 1  
 

Project Description 

The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), in cooperation with CDOT, is preparing an 
EIS for the New Pueblo Freeway project, a proposal to improve a 7-mile segment of I-25 
through Pueblo, Colorado.  The proposed improvements include adding an additional lane 
to each direction of travel as well as interchange improvements. The proposed 
improvements are necessary to address a deteriorating roadway and bridges with 
inadequate geometrics, safety issues, and to accommodate existing and future traffic 
demand.  
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EXHIBIT 1  
Project Study Area 
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Exhibits 2 through 4 show a plan view of the project area with wetland locations indicated. 

Project Alternatives 
Project Need 

The purpose of the New Pueblo Freeway project is to improve safety by addressing 
deteriorating roadways and bridges and unsafe road characteristics on I-25 and improve 
local and regional mobility within and through the City of Pueblo to meet existing and 
future travel demands. I-25 within the project area contains high accident rates that exceed 
state averages, segments with narrow lanes, areas where shoulders are too narrow to safely 
accommodate a broken down vehicle, on and off ramps with inadequate lengths to 
maneuver vehicles, and inadequate spacing of interchanges to safely merge into highway 
traffic. In addition, there are interchanges that do not connect to appropriate city streets, 
areas of reduced speed, segments with congestion and a poor level of service, aging bridges 
with inadequate bridge sufficiency ratings, and conflicts with local and regional travel.  

Alternatives 
Alternatives under consideration include taking no action (No Action Alternative), 
reconstruction of the interstate on essentially the existing alignment (Existing I-25 
Alignment Alternative), and reconstruction of the interstate on existing and new alignments 
(Modified I-25 Alignment Alternative).  The alternatives are further described as follows: 

• No Action Alternative – This alternative provides only for minor improvements, 
repairs, and other maintenance actions.  The existing four-lane highway will otherwise 
remain unchanged. 

• Existing I-25 Alignment Alternative – This alternative consists of reconstructing I-25 to 
six lanes on essentially the same location, reconfiguring and eliminating access points to 
the interstate to improve safety, and providing other improvements to the local street 
system to enhance system connectivity and traffic movement near the interstate. 

• Modified I-25 Alignment Alternative – This alternative consists of rebuilding I-25 to six 
lanes and providing the other improvements included in the Existing Alignment 
Alternative, except the alignment would be shifted to accommodate different 
interchange configurations. 

Avoidance and Minimization  
Project impacts have been minimized to the extent practicable by locating the majority of the 
existing and modified alignments within the current alignment, and avoiding wetlands 
where feasible. New fill slopes have been steepened to 3:1 and the use of retaining walls will 
also be incorporated into the design in some locations to prevent new fill slopes from 
extending into wetland areas. This slope will allow vegetation to become established but 
will not pose a safety hazard to the motoring public. The alignment was shifted to the extent 
possible to reduce construction impacts into wetland areas.  

Complete avoidance of wetlands was not possible. The project area is located in a highly 
urbanized corridor, with little room available to accommodate shifts in alignment due to the 
close proximity of residential and commercial structures. In some cases, avoiding wetlands 
would cause residential and commercial displacements and was not considered practicable. 
In other areas, wetlands exist along both sides of the roadway. 
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EXHIBIT 2 
Wetlands in the North Area 
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EXHIBIT 3A 
Wetlands in the Central Area (Exisiting I-25 Alternative) 
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EXHIBIT 3B 
Wetlands in the Central Area (Modified I-25 Alternative) 
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EXHIBIT 4 
Wetlands in the South Area 
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Temporary and Indirect Impacts 

Temporary impacts may occur during construction activities for either build alternative.  
These impacts may include sedimentation, increased turbidity, and runoff.  Best 
management practices (BMP) will be used to control erosion and sedimentation during 
construction. In addition to construction BMPs, temporary impacts due to construction 
activities will be managed and minimized by the following actions:  

• Construction impact boundaries will be clearly marked. Wetlands outside the 
authorized temporary impact areas will be clearly marked and fenced (silt fence) to 
prevent disturbance during construction. 

• Excavated materials will be removed to a stabilized upland site to prevent erosion back 
into the wetland areas. 

• Onsite storage of hazardous construction materials including fuels and oils will be 
located away from wetland and riparian areas to minimize the potential for spills or 
leaching into aquatic habitats. 

• Compliance inspections during construction are recommended to ensure adherence to 
BMPs, including erosion and sedimentation controls, and minimization of construction 
impacts. 

• All areas temporarily disturbed by construction activities will be restored and 
revegetated. 

• Removal of all salt cedar and Russian olive within the construction area. 

Wetlands 

A field survey of the project area was conducted in September and October 2003 to verify 
the presence or absence of potential wetlands areas identified during the review of existing 
data and to identify any additional wetland areas located with the project area. Delineations 
were performed by Jessie Gourlie and John DuWalt. Wetlands in the study area were 
identified and boundaries delineated in accordance with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Wetlands Delineation Manual (USACE, 1987). The wetland areas identified in the project area 
were classified according to Cowardin. Jurisdictional status and delineation boundaries 
were confirmed in the field by the USACE. Jurisdictional boundaries were recorded using a 
Trimble Geo XT GPS, which can record position data to sub-meter accuracy. Data were 
converted to GIS, and plotted on maps of the project area. 

Prior to field surveys, study area boundaries and potential wetland areas were mapped on 
the United States Geological Survey (USGS) quadrangle maps (Northeast Pueblo 1974; 
Southeast Pueblo 1974) and recent aerial photographs using Geographic Information System 
(GIS) technology.  National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) maps and the Pueblo County Soil 
Survey (United States Department of Agriculture, 1979) were also reviewed. 

The Arkansas River and Fountain Creek are the prominent water features in the project area 
and are the primary sources of hydrology for area wetlands. To a lesser extent, groundwater 
seepage and stormwater runoff also provide a source wetland hydrology. The Arkansas 
River is channelized and lined in concrete at the I-25 crossing and the remainder of the 
Arkansas River adjacent to the project area becomes more natural with the adjacent banks 
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vegetated with grasses, forbs, shrubs, and trees. Fountain Creek flows through a wide, 
shallow floodplain subject to high flood events, and the main creek channel frequently 
meanders as the result of high sediment deposition. Wetland soils in the project area 
consisted primarily of silty clay loam.   

A total of seven wetland areas were identified during the field survey. Of the seven 
identified wetlands, six were determined to be jurisdictional by the USACE. The remaining 
wetland (WL-1) was determined to be non-jurisdictional. The wetland locations are shown 
on Exhibits 2 through 4.  Three waters of the United States were also identified: the 
Arkansas River, Fountain Creek, and Runyon Lake. Wetlands and Waters of the United 
States within the project area are shown in Exhibit 5.  

EXHBIT 5 
Wetlands and Waters of the US within Project Area 

Wetland Area 
Jurisdictional 
Determination 

Cowardin Classification 
System1 

Acreage within 
Project Area 

WL-1 Non-jurisdictional PEM/PFO 4.04 

WL-2 Jurisdictional PEM/PFO 1.06 

WL-3 Jurisdictional PSS/PFO 0.39 

WL-4 Jurisdictional PEM 010 

WL-5a Jurisdictional PSS/PFO 1.80 

WL-5b Jurisdictional PEM/PFO 4.35 

WL-5c Jurisdictional PEM 2.11 

Arkansas River Jurisdictional Riverine 9.06 

Fountain Creek Jurisdictional Riverine 25.76 

Runyon Lake Jurisdictional PUBHh 2.42 

Source: New Pueblo Freeway Project Team, 2010 
Notes: 
1 The wetland areas were categorized by the Cowardin Classification System as follows:  
Palustrine Emergent (PEM) - Characterized by erect, rooted, herbaceous hydrophytes, excluding mosses and 
lichens. This vegetation is present for most of the growing season in most years. These wetlands are usually 
dominated by perennial plants. All water regimes are included except subtidal and irregularly exposed.  
Palustrine Scrub Shrub (PSS) - Includes wetland areas dominated by woody vegetation less than 6 meters (20 
feet) tall. The species include true shrubs, young trees, and trees or shrubs that are small or stunted because of 
environmental conditions. All water regimes except subtidal are included.  
Palustrine Forested (PFO) - Similar to the PSS Classification however; the PFO Classification is characterized 
by woody vegetation that is 6 meters tall or taller.  
Palustrine Unconsolidated Bottom (PUBHh) – Shallow and deepwater wetland habitat with less than 30% 
vegetation cover and a surface with greater than 25% of the particles smaller than stone. 
Riverine - Includes all wetlands and deepwater habitats contained within a channel with the exception of 
wetlands dominated by trees, shrubs, persistent emergents, emergent mosses or lichens; and habitats with 
water containing ocean-derived salts in excess of 0.5 percent.  

Within the project area, the wetlands adjacent to Fountain Creek have the greatest 
importance, specifically relative to the functions of wildlife habitat and potential habitat for 
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a state listed species.  Additional functions include flood attenuation, and sediment and 
nutrient removal.  

The Fountain Creek riparian area and wetlands provide a regionally important wildlife 
corridor and habitat, providing qualities including breeding, foraging, and cover.  Fountain 
Creek is an important north/south riparian corridor and escape habitat for mammals, and 
breeding habitat for raptors and small fish.  Fountain Creek connects to the Arkansas River 
linking a number of important habitat areas north, west, and south of Pueblo. The City of 
Pueblo is a barrier to animal movement between these areas, while the floodplain corridors 
of the Arkansas River and Fountain Creek provide passage through the city. The riparian 
areas and wetlands adjacent to the west bank of Fountain Creek north of 13th Street are high 
quality and relatively unique compared to similar areas in the project area. Disturbance has 
been minimal, although salt cedar has impacted almost all riparian areas adjacent to 
Fountain Creek. Within the project area, the majority of wildlife observations occurred in 
this area. 

The wetlands and riparian areas along Fountain Creek provide the important function of 
high flood attenuation capacity.  The creek channel typically fluctuates greatly, and several 
areas that appeared to be sand bars in previous channels were evident. The vegetation in the 
wetlands and the riparian areas stabilize the creek banks and attenuates floodwaters. It is 
evident from field review that previous high water and floods have deposited large 
quantities of sediment in the wetlands and riparian areas adjacent to Fountain Creek.  The 
high rate of removal and settling of sediment in these areas improves water quality by 
reducing sediment and associated pollutants including nutrients and metals in the creek. 

In May 2010, CDOT staff conducted a FACWet analysis of wetlands in the study area, 
resulting in a Functional Capacity Index (FCI) score for each wetland. FCI provides a 
comparison of how an individual wetland performs compared to others of its type. A score 
of 1 is optimal functional capacity, and a score of 0 is no functional capacity.  

WL– 2 received a composite FCI score of 0.82. In terms of habitat connectivity and buffer 
capacity, it was determined that it was functioning impaired. For water distribution and 
water outflow it was determined to be highly functioning and functioning, respectively. 
Vegetation included noxious weeds, exotic or invasive species, and cattails. Other wetlands 
within the study area were assessed with scores roughly equal to that of WL–2 or lower. All 
of the wetland areas demonstrated the same concerns with exotic species and noxious 
weeds.  

The wetland data and FACWet forms for each wetland are contained in Appendix A and B 
of this memo.  Appendix C contains coordination with USACE conducted in 2006 to verify 
the validity of the 2003 delineations. 

On January 26, 2012, the USACE provided preliminary jurisdictional determination (JD) that 
there may be water of the United States, including wetlands, on the project site. This 
determination is valid until January 26, 2017.  

Jurisdictional Wetlands and Waters of the United States 
There are six jurisdictional wetlands within the project area in addition to three waters of 
the United States as described below. 
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Arkansas River  
The Arkansas River is a waters of the United States. Steep, high, concrete-lined banks 
characterize the Arkansas River under the existing bridge crossings for I-25 and Santa Fe 
Boulevard in the project area. A large portion of the jurisdictional area for the Arkansas 
River in the project area is defined by the OHWM where concrete lines the banks of the 
river. Flows at the time of the site survey were relatively low, resulting in areas of shallow 
water and exposed sand bars.  

Fountain Creek  
Fountain Creek is a waters of the United States. The creek channel is wide and variably 
heavily flooded, resulting in heavy sediment erosion and deposition, and frequent natural 
modifications to the main creek channel.  Within the project area, the jurisdictional 
boundary for Fountain Creek is predominantly the OHWM.   

Runyon Lake 
Runyon Lake is a waters of the United States located within the project area.  The lake is 
located east of the proposed impact footprint and would not likely be adversely impacted 
by project activities.  The lake is immediately adjacent to the Arkansas River, downstream of 
the area with steep concrete-lined banks.  The lake connects to the Arkansas River via a 
30-foot-wide inlet/outlet.  

Wetlands WL-5a, 5b, and 5c 
These wetlands consist of narrow fringe wetlands associated with Fountain Creek.  The 
majority of these wetlands are located between the 8th Street Bridge and the US 50 Bridge.  
Many of the wetlands are located immediately adjacent to the main channel of the creek, but 
some of the wetlands exist along the margins of secondary channels, in association with 
tributaries, or within meander scars.   

Wetland WL-4  
This wetland is an unnamed drainage located north of the Arkansas River and consists of a 
channelized discharge from the City’s River Walk Park. The drainage, which is a Waters of 
the United States, currently crosses under I-25 via a large, concrete-lined culvert and 
eventually discharges to Runyon Lake east of the project area. The wetland exists only on 
the downstream side of the I-25 culvert. Water flow is swift in the narrow channel, and the 
banks are lined predominantly with mature elm and cottonwood trees.  

Wetland WL-3  
This wetland consists of the fringe wetland area adjacent to the Arkansas River. The river 
banks east of this pedestrian bridge are narrow wetland fringe areas and maintain a natural 
condition along the river. These wetlands are generally only flooded during high flow 
periods. Chinese elm and Russian olive characterize the upland transitional line for these 
wetland areas and are dominated by coyote willow, reed canary grass, and salt cedar.  

Wetland WL-2 
This wetland is an unnamed drainage located south of the Arkansas River. The wetland is 
located in a narrow ravine and is not indicated on the USGS or NWI maps.  The wetland 
likely originates from seepage or a spring near the south end of the wetland area.  Water 
flowing through the wetland area appears to be connected to the Arkansas River via a 
stormwater drain that runs under S. Santa Fe Avenue towards the river.  The wetland is 
dominated by cattails, with an overstory of of mature cottonwoods, plums, Russian olives, 
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and other trees.  Some earthwork has been done within the wetland, as indicated by the 
irregular mounds of disturbed earth near the northern end and placement of a culvert 
through a small portion of the area.       

Non-jurisdictional Wetlands 

Wetland WL-1  
This wetland is a large, shallow, closed basin storm water pond and ditch receiving 
drainage from nearby development located near the Pueblo Boulevard interchange. This 
pond is not indicated on the USGS quad or NWI maps.  

Wetland Impacts 
Impacts from the project alternatives were determined using GIS calculations of GPS survey 
data. Permanent impacts to wetlands will be due mainly to widening of the road shoulder to 
accommodate the additional traffic lanes and drainage features, as well as placement of 
bridge abutments and erosion control features. 

No Action Alternative  
Under the No Action Alternative, the existing roadway would not be modified, and no 
impacts would occur to wetlands or waters of the United States.  

Existing I-25 Alternative 
Under the Existing I-25 Alternative, a total of 0.22 acres (0.09 hectares) of wetlands would be 
impacted and includes impacts to WL-1, WL-2, and WL-5c. Waters of the United States 
would not be impacted under this alternative. As shown below in Exhibit 6, wetland 
impacts represent a small amount of the total acreage identified for each wetland within the 
project area.  

EXHIBIT 6 
Summary of Existing Alignment Alternative Wetland Impacts 

Wetland Area Acreage within Project Area 
(acres/hectares) 

Impacted Area  
(acres/hectares) 

WL-1 4.04 (1.63) 0.02 (0.01) 

WL-2 1.06 (0.43) 0.07 (0.03) 

WL-5c 2.11 (0.85) 0.13 (0.05) 

Total Impacted Area  0.22 (0.09) 

 

Impacts to WL-1 would be limited to the loss of 0.02 acres (0.01 hectares) at the south end of 
the wetland channel that extends south out of WL-1. A box culvert will be required at the 
south end of that channel to accommodate the extension of Greenhorn Drive. Slightly north 
of that proposed crossing, a box culvert is currently in place where the existing Greenhorn 
Drive crosses the wetland channel and no impacts will occur to this area. Approximately 
0.07 acres (0.03 hectares) of WL-2 would be lost due to construction activities associated 
with the extension of Abriendo Avenue to connect to Santa Fe Drive east of I-25. The 
extension of Dillon Drive near US 50 would result in the loss of 0.13 acres (0.05 hectares) of 
WL-5c.  
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Modified I-25 Alternative 
The Modified I-25 Alternative would result in the loss of 1.10 acres (0.45 hectares) of 
wetlands and waters of the United States as shown below in Exhibit 7. Similar to the 
Existing I-25 Alternative, impacts would occur to WL-1, WL-2, and WL-5c. The Modified 
I-25 Alternative would also result in impacts to the Arkansas River.   

EXHIBIT 7 
Summary of Modified Alignment Alternative Wetland and Open Water Impacts 

Wetland Area Acreage within Project Area 
(acres/hectares) 

Impacted Area  
(acres/hectares) 

WL-1 4.04 (1.63) 0.02 (0.01) 

WL-2 1.06 (0.43) 0.93 (0.38) 

WL-5c 2.11 (0.85) 0.13 (0.05) 

Arkansas River 9.06 (3.67) 0.02 (0.01) 

Total Impacted Area  1.10 (0.45) 

 

Impacts to WL-1 and WL-5c under the Modified I-25 Alternative would be the same as those 
discussed above under the Existing I-25 Alternative. Impacts to WL-5c and the Arkansas 
River would be greater due to the realignment of I-25 to the east in this area as well as the 
increased number of piers required to span the Arkansas River. Under the Modified I-25 
Alternative, WL-2 would almost be entirely removed to accommodate the extension of 
Abriendo Avenue and the realignment of I-25. A total of 88 piers would be required to span 
the Arkansas River.  

Wetland Mitigation 

To the extent practicable, impacts to wetlands were avoided as part of the alternatives 
development process as described in the Wetland Finding document. However, complete 
avoidance of the wetlands areas was not possible due to the developed nature of the project 
area and the limited options for realignment.  

CDOT will work with USACE to identify suitable mitigation for impacts to wetlands and 
waters of the United States.  The study area includes several locations that may be suitable 
for replacing the functional values affected by impacts to wetlands.  Additionally, unless 
otherwise specified, the following mitigations apply to both the Existing I-25 Alternative 
and the Modified I-25 Alternative. 

• Once funding for construction of the project is identified, wetland boundaries will be 
reevaluated to determine the need for additional delineations to confirm wetland 
boundaries.  

• CDOT will obtain an Individual Section 404 from the USACE under Section 404 of the 
Clean Water Act prior to construction. The policy of CDOT is to replace 
non-jurisdictional wetlands on a 1:1 basis. A wetland mitigation plan will be prepared as 
part of the Section 404 permitting process to mitigate for unavoidable impacts to area 
wetlands and Waters of the United States. 
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• Additional mitigation measures that were identified by the USACE during a 2006 field 
visit include: 

− Place tree cuttings at the trailhead near the mouth of Fountain Creek. 
− Place tree cuttings along Fountain Creek at SH 47. 
− Tree plantings near the Eagle Ridge interchange project. 

• Following final design, CDOT will apply for a SB 40 Wildlife Certification, if the project 
does not fall within CDOT’s Programmatic Agreement with CDOW, including detailed 
plans and specifications. CDOW will review the plans to make sure that they are 
technically adequate to protect and preserve fish and wildlife species and provide 
recommendations or alternative plans if the project would adversely affect riparian 
areas along the Arkansas River or Fountain Creek.  

Closing Statement 
Based on the above considerations, it is determined that there is no practicable alternative to 
the proposed new construction in wetlands and that the proposed action includes all 
practicable measures to minimize disturbance to wetlands which may result from such use.  
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G. APPENDIX G – PUBLIC AND AGENCY COMMENTS 

G.1 RELEASE OF THE DRAFT EIS 

The Notice of Availability of the Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement (DEIS) and public hearing was published in the 
Federal Register on November 4, 2011. The public was 
notified of the release of the DEIS and the public hearing 
through local newspaper announcements, mailed notices, 
and the project website.   

G.1.1 Comments Received 

The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and Colorado 
Department of Transportation (CDOT) received 64 
comments on the DEIS during the 45-day comment period.  
The comments received were submitted in writing and 
verbally at the public hearing (held December 8, 2011), 
mailed directly to CDOT, or were submitted in email form via 
the project website.  The Environmental Protection Agency, 
City of Pueblo Historic Preservation Commission, Colorado 
Parks and Wildlife, St. Charles Mesa Water District, U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers, and the U.S. Department of the 
Interior submitted comments to the lead agencies. Two 
petitions were submitted:  49 individuals signed the Eiler’s 

Heights petition and 252 individuals signed the St. Mary 
petition.  Each of these petitions expressed concerns about 
impacts to the properties surrounding Mesa Avenue. 

The comments are divided into four groups:  

 Federal, State, and Local Agencies 

 Organizations and Interest Groups 

 Individuals 

 Verbal Comments at the Public Hearing 

Within each category, the comments are alphabetized either 
by agency or by individual’s last name.  Responses to all 
comments are presented in this appendix.  Many comments 
require an explanation, clarification, or factual correction.  
Some of these comments resulted in a change to the Final 
Environmental Impact Statement.  These changes, if 
applicable, are noted in the comment responses. 

The comments received were mixed in support and criticism 
of the details of the DEIS and identification of the Preferred 
Alternative and are discussed in broader detail in Chapter 6 
– Comments and Coordination. 

TABLE G-1 

Index of Comments Received 

Name 
Comment 
Number 

Source Page 

Federal, State, and Local Agencies 

City of Pueblo Historic Preservation Commission / Pueblo 
Planning and Community Development 

01 Letter G-1 

Colorado Parks and Wildlife 02 Letter G-10 

St. Charles Mesa Water District 03 Email G-17 

United States Army Corps of Engineers 04 Email G-18 

United States Department of the Interior 05 Letter G-19 

United States Environmental Protection Agency 06 Letter G-22 

Organizations and Interest Groups 

Diocese of Pueblo 07 Letter G-29 

Eiler Heights Petition 08 Petition G-30 

Historic Arkansas Riverwalk of Pueblo 09 Email G-41 

Historic Arkansas Riverwalk of Pueblo 10 Website G-45 

Historic Pueblo, Inc. 11 Letter G-46 

St. Mary Help of Christians Church 12 Letter G-48 

St. Mary Petition 13 Petition G-52 

Individuals 

Anonymous 14 Website G-62 

Beauvais, Phil 15 Letter G-63 
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TABLE G-1 

Index of Comments Received 

Name 
Comment 
Number 

Source Page 

Berryman, Dale 16 Website G-64 

Brice, Bonner 17 Website G-66 

Bustos, Jereldine 18 Letter G-68 

Claros, Monica 19 Website G-69 

Cline, Dick 20 Website G-70 

Cogburn, Colby and Odom, Beritt 21 Letter G-71 

Conatore, Paul D. , RG, CPG 22 Letter G-76 

Gagliano, Vincent 23 Comment Form G-77 

Gagliano, Vincent 24 Comment Form G-78 

Garrett, Dave 25 Website  G-79 

Griffin, Michael 26 Website G-80 

Hobbs, Richard T.; Hobbs, Ruth; Hobbs, Dave and Kathy; 
Hobbs, Rick; and Easton, Sherri 

27 Letter G-81 

Hobbs, R. 28 Letter G-83 

Hodanish, Steve 29 Comment Form G-85 

Holman, Andy 30 Website G-86 

Ives, Frank 31 Comment Form G-87 

Kocman, Joe and Pam 32 Letter G-88 

Lopez, Leo 33 Comment Form G-92 

Martin, Willie 34 Website G-93 

Martin, Willie 35 Website G-94 

Martinez, Ruben Rosales 36 Comment Form G-95 

Mihelich, Anthony 37 Website G-96 

Miklich, Ray and Karla 38 Letter G-97 

Miller, Franklin 39 Website G-99 

Murillo, Megan 40 Website G-100 

Mutz, Lori 41 Website G-103 

Nawrocki, Peter 42 Website G-104 

Nelson, Jene 43 Letter G-105 

Nickolson, Kenneth and Gwen 44 Letter G-106 

O’Hara, Roger 45 Comment Form G-108 

Pagano, Don 46 Comment Form G-109 

Prichard, Chuck 47 Letter G-110 

Prichard, Chuck 48 Letter G-111 

Quinones, Ernesto 49 Comment Form G-114 

Sears, James Bentley 50 Letter G-115 

Stevens, Regina 51 Website G-116 

Vander Valk, Herric 52 Letter G-117 

Waye, Gary 53 Letter G-119 

Whitman, Greg 54 Website G-120 
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TABLE G-1 

Index of Comments Received 

Name 
Comment 
Number 

Source Page 

Verbal Comments at the Public Hearing 

Balsick, David 55 Public Hearing G-121 

Delmonico, Jean 56 Public Hearing G-123 

Hobbs, Rick 57 Public Hearing G-125 

Moorcroft, John 58 Public Hearing G-127 

Pagano, Don 59 Public Hearing G-129 

Prichard, Chuck 60 Public Hearing G-131 

Romero, Nicolas 61 Public Hearing G-132 

Sears, James 62 Public Hearing G-133 

Shinovich, Mike 63 Public Hearing G-134 

Spera, Lou 64 Public Hearing G-137 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 01 Name: Pueblo Planning and Community 
Development 

 

Response to 01 

01-1 As you are aware, Interstate 25 (I-25) bisects the Steelworks Suburbs 
Historic District with National Register of Historic Places (NRHP)-listed and 
-eligible properties on both sides of I-25. Because of the constraints in this 
location, neither Build Alternative could be designed to avoid impacts to the 
Evraz Rocky Mountain Steel Mills (steel mill), including the stacks. 
Throughout the development of the Build Alternatives, the Colorado 
Department of Transportation (CDOT) evaluated opportunities to avoid and 
minimize impacts, including moving the alignment further to the west to avoid 
impacts to the stacks. This option was not carried forward into detailed 
analysis because it would have impacted the NRHP-listed Minnequa Works 
headquarters building and other neighborhoods dense with historic 
properties. The design was able to incorporate retaining walls near the steel 
mill to avoid some historic features of the property, such as the boilers, the 
High Line Rail, and working features of the steel mill. The Modified I-25 
Alternative is identified as the Preferred Alternative in the Final 
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) because it better addresses the 
local and regional mobility problems identified in the Purpose and Need for 
the project. It directly impacts fewer contributing elements, improves access 
overall, and restores connectivity for many of the historic neighborhoods 
within the Steelworks Suburbs Historic District (see response to Comment 
#08-11 regarding the identification of the Preferred Alternative).  

As discussed in the July 12, 2010 meeting with the State Historic 
Preservation Officer (SHPO) and the consulting parties, in which the City of 
Pueblo Historic Preservation Commission participated, additional 
opportunities to avoid the stacks may be possible as the design of this phase 
of the project is finalized. If avoidance cannot be achieved, the stacks could 
potentially be relocated.  

 In 2011, CDOT held a series of meetings with stakeholders to identify 
mitigation options for adverse effects to the stacks, including relocating them 
just north or west of their existing location to preserve their historic context. 
Input received from these meetings was incorporated into the Programmatic 
Agreement developed by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), 
CDOT, and the SHPO, which outlines mitigation for adverse effects to 
historic properties, including the steel mill and stacks. In the Programmatic 
Agreement, CDOT commits to investigate options to relocate the stacks in 
accordance with the mitigation goals that have been identified in consultation 
with the SHPO and the consulting parties. The Programmatic Agreement is 
included in Appendix H to the FEIS. 
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Comment Number: 01 Name: Pueblo Planning and Community 
Development (cont’d) 

Response to 01 Continued 

01-2 As detailed in Chapter 1 – Purpose and Need, Exhibits 1-4 through 1-6, a 
four-lane highway would not provide the additional capacity necessary to 
meet future travel demand in many segments in the corridor (from north of 
29th Street to Central Avenue). The theoretical capacity of a four-lane 
highway is approximately 2,000 vehicles per lane, per hour (Transportation 
Research Board, 2010). For more discussion on theoretical capacity, refer to 
Section 3.1 Transportation.    

As summarized in Chapter 2 – Alternatives, six strategies were evaluated 
during the alternatives screening process, several of which included four 
lanes on I-25. The four-lane strategies were dismissed during the 
alternatives screeening process because they could not provide the 
additional capacity necessary to meet future travel demand in the corridor 
overall. The six-lane strategy was carried forward (and ultimately 
incorporated into the Build Alternatives) because it fully addressed the 
safety, mobility, and capacity elements of the Purpose and Need for the 
project. 

Since the publication of the DEIS, CDOT has performed a detailed analysis 
of the design of the Preferred Alternative (Modified I-25 Alternative) south of 
Central Avenue, where traffic data indicates that four lanes could 
accommodate future travel demand. The analysis shows that the number of 
lanes cannot be reduced until Indiana Avenue, where there are off-ramps to 
safely accommodate the change in the roadway profile. To further minimize 
impacts to the Ervaz Rocky Mountain Steel Mill, the Preferred Alternative 
(Modified I-25 Alternative) has been revised to include a four-lane section 
south of Indiana Avenue. While this would reduce the total acreage of land 
needed from the steel mill property by 4.5 acres, it would not avoid impacts 
to any of the steel mill features (e.g., stacks or stoves). The Preferred 
Alternative with four lanes south of Indiana Avenue would also not reduce 
impacts to the Bessemer Neighborhood since the neighborhood extends to  

  

 Continued on next page 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 01 Name: Pueblo Planning and Community 
Development (cont’d) 

Response to 01 Continued 

01-2 Continued from previous page 

a point just south of Illinois Avenue, where six lanes are required. Even if a 
four-lane roadway could be designed through the Bessemer Neighborhood, 
it would not meaningfully reduce impacts, which are largely the result of the 
configuration of the interchange, frontage road system, and the need to 
realign the railroad.  

 Traffic forecasts used to evaluate and screen alternatives were derived from 
the Pueblo Area Council of Governments’ (PACOG) most current travel 
demand model. The model reflects the adopted 2035 Fiscally Constrained 
Regional Transportation Plan. As the Metropolitan Planning Organization for 
the Pueblo Area, PACOG is responsible for the development of regional 
transportation plans and travel demand forecasting for the metropolitan area.  

 Refer to the response to Comment #01-1 for a detailed discussion regarding 
the efforts that have been made to avoid the stacks and the mitigation 
measures that are being considered. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 01 Name: Pueblo Planning and Community 
Development (cont’d) 

 

 

Response to 01 Continued 

01-3 See response to Comment #01-1 for more information about mitigation. 

 A Programmatic Agreement developed by FHWA, CDOT, and the SHPO 
outlines mitigation for adverse effects to historic properties. In the 
Programmatic Agreement, CDOT commits to investigate options to relocate 
the stacks in accordance with the mitigation goals that have been identified 
in consultation with the SHPO and the consulting parties. The Programmatic 
Agreement is included in Appendix H to the FEIS. 

01-4 A Programmatic Agreement developed by FHWA, CDOT, and the SHPO 
outlines mitigation for adverse effects to historic properties. While the 
Programmatic Agreement does not stipulate a timeframe for mitigation, the 
commitments will be finalized after funding is identified for each project 
phase. The Programmatic Agreement commits CDOT to the Level II 
documentation of the steel mill property and to the development of a creative 
mitigation plan identified through consultation with the SHPO and the 
consulting parties. The Office of Archaeology and Historic Preservation has 
established three levels of documentation for historic sites. Level II 
documentation is an intermediate level of site documentation that includes 
full descriptive and historical narrative (including relevant contexts), 
measured drawings, and medium format black and white photography, all in 
archivally stable format. Consulting parties, including the City of Pueblo 
Historic Preservation Commission, have had the opportunity to review and 
comment on the Programmatic Agreement. The Programmatic Agreement is 
included in Appendix H to the FEIS. We look forward to the continued 
participation of the City of Pueblo Historic Preservation Commission in the 
Section 106 consultation process. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 01 Name: Pueblo Planning and Community 
Development (cont’d) 

 
 
 

Response to 01 Continued 

01-5 Under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the protection 
for a new and distinct Eiler Heights Historic District would not be different 
from the protections afforded the Steelworks Suburbs Historic District, which 
includes the Eiler Heights neighborhood. The effects on the Eiler Heights 
neighborhood from the undertaking have been identified and would not 
change if there were two districts rather than a single, larger district. Under 
both Build Alternatives, there would be an Adverse Effect to the identified 
Steelworks Suburbs Historic District. The Adverse Effect determination 
applies to the Eiler Heights neighborhood since it is located within the 
Steelworks Suburbs Historic District and contributes to its eligibility. Adverse 
Effects to the overall Steelworks Suburbs Historic District, including Eiler 
Heights, will be addressed through mitigation (which has been outlined in a 
Programmatic Agreement between FHWA, CDOT, and the SHPO), in 
accordance with Section 106 regulations. The mitigation would not be 
different if there were two distinct districts.  

Reopening the eligibility and district boundary discussions would not change 
the effect determination or mitigation commitments. Note that CDOT’s 
response to your comment does not preclude the City of Pueblo or the 
neighborhood from establishing the neighborhood as a local district or 
nominating it for listing in the National Register of Historic Places. 

The boundaries of the Steelworks Suburbs Historic District were defined 
through consultation, neighborhood reconnaissance, and records research 
over a number of years. The City of Pueblo Historic Preservation 
Commission and other consulting parties participated in the Section 106 
consultation process, which included the identification of the Steelworks 
Suburbs Historic District. The reconnaissance work involved driving the 
streets of neighborhoods, making approximate counts of the different 
architectural styles represented in the district, gathering information about 
changes in the character of the built environment, and taking representative 
photographs of individual properties and streetscapes. This work was 
supplemented by information from assessor’s records characterizing periods 
of development in the neighborhoods, as well as archival research from local 
repositories. In correspondence dated October 27, 2008, the SHPO  

Continued on next page 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 01 Name: Pueblo Planning and Community 
Development (cont’d) 

 

Response to 01 Continued 

01-5 Continued from previous page 

concurred with the boundaries of the Steelworks Suburbs Historic District 
presented in the FEIS, which includes the Eiler Heights Neighborhood 
(Appendix B).  

The FEIS evaluates the effects on the contributing properties within the Area 
of Potential Effect (APE) in the Steelworks Suburbs Historic District. The 
effects on the contributing properties east of I-25 between Northern Avenue 
and Mesa Avenue (in particular east and west of Taylor Avenue) were 
essential in making an Adverse Effect determination for the Steelworks 
Suburbs Historic District overall.  
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 01 Name: Pueblo Planning and Community 
Development (cont’d) 

 

Response to 01 Continued 

01-6 Access to St. Mary’s Church property would be maintained under either 
Build Alternative. Please see response to Comment #07-2 for more 
information on access to St. Mary’s Church. 

 CDOT does not disagree that the impacts to the Eiler Heights area contribute 
to the Adverse Effect on the Steelworks Suburbs Historic District. Contributing 
properties to the Steelworks Suburbs Historic District within the APE east of 
I-25 between Northern Avenue and Mesa Avenues were identified and 
included in the effects assessment, as required under Section 106. Both Build 
Alternatives would result in an Adverse Effect on the Steelworks Suburbs 
Historic District as a result of the loss of these and other contributing 
properties, and from the height increase of the roadway, alterations to the 
viewshed, closures and realignments of existing streets, and other impacts 
identified in the 2010 Effects Report and Addendum (CH2M HILL, 2010a; 
2010b). On May 17, 2010, the SHPO concurred with the determination of 
Adverse Effects for the Steelworks Suburbs Historic District.  

 As noted in the responses to Comments #01-1, #01-3, and #01-4, mitigation 
for adverse effects to historic properties has been outlined in a 
Programmatic Agreement between FHWA, CDOT, and the SHPO. As a 
consulting party, the City of Pueblo Historic Preservation Commission has 
had an opportunity to participate in the development of the Programmatic 
Agreement. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 01 Name: Pueblo Planning and Community 
Development (cont’d) 

 

Response to 01 Continued 

01-7 See response to Comments #01-1, #01-3, and #01-4. Historic properties 
within the area of potential effect (which includes the Eiler Heights 
Neighborhood) were documented in accordance with Section 106 of the 
National Historic Preservation Act, which requires multiple steps to identify 
and evaluate historic properties, determine the effects to historic properties, 
and resolve and mitigate for adverse effects to historic properties. Mitigation 
for adverse effects to historic properties has been outlined in a 
Programmatic Agreement. The Programmatic Agreement reflects efforts by 
FHWA, CDOT, the SHPO, and the consulting parties to identify specific 
categories of mitigation for further consultation and investigation, including 
resource relocation, interpretive mitigation, and archival documentation.  The 
specific mitigation recommended in your comment (assisting with the Eiler 
Heights Neighborhood Build Survey and providing national and/or local 
register nominations) is not included in the Programmatic Agreement.   

The City of Pueblo Historic Preservation Commission has participated in the 
development in the Programmatic Agreement and will be consulted 
regarding the mitigation measures that are ultimately selected.  
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 01 Name: Pueblo Planning and Community 
Development (cont’d) 

 

Response to 01 Continued 

01-8 See responses to Comments #01-1 and #01-2. Constrained right-of-way 
throughout the I-25 corridor made avoiding individual properties difficult 
because the avoidance of one property or area resulted in impacts to another. 
It is not possible to meet the Purpose and Need for the project while avoiding 
all individual historic properties along the corridor. By keeping the 
improvements east of Elm Street in this area, both of the Build Alternatives 
avoid impacts to a number of historic properties west of I-25, including Gus’s 
Place. 

01-9 The analysis presented in Section 3.2 Historic Properties considered the 
potential for direct and indirect effects such as noise and visual impacts and 
concluded that there would be No Adverse Effect to the Minnequa Steel 
Works Office Building & Dispensary (5PE4179) under either Build 
Alternative. Project impacts would not alter the qualities that make the 
property significant or diminish the characteristics that qualify it for listing in 
the NRHP.  

 Determination of effects to historic properties was undertaken in consultation 
with the SHPO and other consulting parties. Detailed documentation 
supporting these determinations is presented in the 2010 Effects Report and 
Addendum (CH2M HILL, 2010a; 2010b). 

 Three-Dimensional (3-D) artistic renderings were prepared and presented to 
consulting parties in 2011 during the development of the Section 106 
Programmatic Agreement for the project. Copies were forwarded to the City 
of Pueblo Historic Preservation Commission in April 2012 and are included 
in Appendix B. The renderings provide a depiction of what this area would 
look like under the Preferred Alternative. CDOT will follow the I-25 New 
Pueblo Freeway Aesthetic Guidelines (Appendix C) and continue to work 
with stakeholders during final design to ensure compatibility between the 
Preferred Alternative and the surrounding visual environment. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 02 Name: Colorado Parks and Wildlife 

 
 
 
 
 

Response to 02 

02-1 CDOT wetland policy emphasizes a “no net loss” of wetland resources and 
mitigates impacts to wetlands on a 1:1 basis regardless of jurisdictional 
determination. The FHWA has begun discussions with the United States 
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) to allow CDOT to mitigate wetland 
impacts by purchasing credits at a wetland bank located in the same 
watershed as the project. Additional mitigation measures identified by the 
USACE include placing tree cuttings at various locations near the project 
area. Mitigation measures are described in more detail in Section 3.7 
Wetlands. CDOT will coordinate potential wetland mitigation locations with 
Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPW) and will provide CPW with the Section 
404 permit for review. 

02-2 During final design, CDOT will develop a Noxious Weed Management Plan 
and will adhere to the Best Management Practices outlined in the Final 
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) to minimize soil erosion and 
sedimentation during construction to minimize impacts to water quality. 
CDOT will provide CPW an opportunity to review wildlife survey protocols at 
the time that CPW administers the Colorado Senate Bill (SB) 40 clearance. 
In addition, CDOT will coordinate with CPW during the SB 40 application 
process, including detailed plans and specifications, as stated in Section 3.7 
Wetlands. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 02 Name: Colorado Parks and Wildlife (cont’d) 

 

Response to 02 Continued 

02-3 Prior to construction, the impact area will be surveyed for the presence of 
noxious weeds. Vegetation removed during construction will be 
re-established as soon as feasible, and all weed growth within the 
construction area will be treated prior to seed set. All imported seed or hay 
will be certified weed-free. A Noxious Weed Management Plan will be 
developed and implemented by CDOT and incorporate herbicides, 
mechanical removal, and potential biological controls in accordance with the 
Colorado Noxious Weed Act to control and prevent weed infestation and 
spread. Specific noxious weed mitigation measures can be found in Section 
3.18 Noxious Weeds. The Noxious Weed Management Plan will be 
provided to CPW for review prior to its completion.  

02-4 Mitigations will be provided by CDOT to offset impacts to wildlife resources 
within the study area. Additional wildlife surveys will be conducted prior to 
construction to identify additional opportunities to avoid and minimize 
impacts to wildlife. Specific wildlife mitigation measures can be found in 
Section 3.12 Fish and Wildlife Habitat. Best Management Practices 
(described in more detail in Section 3.12 Fish and Wildlife Habitat) such 
as limiting sedimentation, revegetation, and clearly marking construction 
boundaries to prevent equipment or other intrusion into habitat located 
outside the construction zone will be adopted to minimize construction 
impacts on wildlife and habitat resources within the study area.  

The Arkansas River and Fountain Creek corridors allow for wildlife 
movement. Although impacts to habitat in these two areas would occur 
under the I-25 Modified Alternative (Preferred Alternative), the impacts would 
not impede wildlife movement through either corridor.  

02-5 Updated wildlife surveys will be completed prior to construction and CDOT 
will coordinate with CPW to ensure the Burrowing Owl Survey Protocol is 
incorporated into impact avoidance and mitigation plans. 

02-6 To avoid injury or mortality to bat species, CDOT will survey for bats prior to 
repairing or replacing bridges, and if found, efforts will be made to remove 
them humanely. 

02-7 Bridge construction will comply with all applicable laws and Memorandums 
of Agreement, as noted in Section 3.12 Fish and Wildlife Habitat. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 02 Name: Colorado Parks and Wildlife (cont’d) 

 

Response to 02 Continued 

02-8 CDOT will coordinate with CPW regarding the results of wildlife surveys and 
action plans. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 02 Name: Colorado Parks and Wildlife (cont’d) 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 02 Name: Colorado Parks and Wildlife (cont’d) 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 02 Name: Colorado Parks and Wildlife (cont’d) 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 02 Name: Colorado Parks and Wildlife (cont’d) 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 03 Name: St. Charles Mesa Water District 

From: David Simpson [mailto: david.scmwd@gmail.com] 

Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2011 2:07 PM 

To: DEN I-25 Pueblo PF 

Subject: Abriendo/Northern Split Diamond – relocated I25 

 

Richard Zamora - CDOT Project Manager  

Scott Asher – CH2M Hill Project Manager 

I will like set up a meeting to discuss the proposed I25 project. In looking at your 

web site interchange details of Abriendo/Northern split diamond proposal. I felt 

we needed to discuss the proposed relocation of the interstate, and how It could 

affect the Water District’s Diversion on Moffat St. 

Please let me know when you have time to get together. 

 

David K. Simpson  

District Manager 

St. Charles Mesa Water District 

1397 Aspen Rd. Pueblo, CO 81006 

719-542-4380 

david.scmwd@gmail.com 

www.scmwd-pueblo.org 

Response to 03 

03-1 Per your request, CDOT Project Manager Richard Zamora met with you at 
the Public Hearing on December 8, 2011 to discuss the details of the 
Abriendo/Northern Avenue interchange design. Per this discussion, the 
St. Charles Mesa Water District diversion on Moffat Street will be avoided. 
Further details will be available at the time of final design. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 04 Name: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

From: Grosso, Christopher M SPA [mailto:Christopher.M.Grosso@usace.army.mil]  

Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2011 3:00 PM 

To: Zamora, Richard 

Subject: I-25 New Pueblo Freeway 

 

Hi Richard, 

I called and left a message earlier today, and spoke to Glenn Ballantyne at 

CH2MHill today by phone. After reviewing past paperwork and your newest draft 

EIS, it seems that wetland and waterway impacts in regards to 404 permitting from 

our office have already been discussed. I will not be providing additional comments 

relating to your recent request. However, in reviewing your past documentation it 

became apparent that the jurisdictional determination for the wetland delineation for 

the project has expired. These normally run 5 years. A copy of the letter can be 

found in Appendix D - Wetland Finding of the DEIS, dated May 26, 2006 and 

written by Anita Culp from this office. Second to last paragraph states the 5 year 

limit. Wetlands can change through time hence the requirement. This jurisdictional 

determination needs to be re-issued for your project. Please have your appropriate 

personnel contact me for best way forward and thanks.  

 

Christopher M Grosso 

Regulatory Project Manager 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

Southern Colorado Regulatory Office 

200 South Santa Fe Avenue, Suite 301 

Pueblo, CO 81003-4270 

Direct: (719) 543-8102 

Fax: (719) 543-9475 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Response to 04 

04-1 Thank you for your comment. Per your request, CDOT has coordinated 
with your office for a re-issuance of the jurisdictional determination for 
wetlands within the project corridor. Re-issuance was given in January 
2012 (see Appendix B). Section 3.7 Wetlands has been revised to reflect 
the additional coordination with your office and field work that was 
performed as part of the process, including the re-issued jurisdictional 
determinations.  

As disclosed in Chapter 5 – Phased Project Implementation, the 
construction projects included in Phase 1 of construction would result in the 
direct loss of 0.13 acre. CDOT will coordinate with your office to re-issue 
jurisdictional determinations for wetlands affected by future construction 
projects if the timing for these projects falls outside the 5-year timeframe. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 05 Name: U.S. Department of the Interior 

 

 

Response to 05 

05-1 Your comment is noted and is incorporated into Section 3.12 Fish and 
Wildlife Habitat. The revised text states: “Colorado Senate Bill (SB) 40 is 
meant to protect and preserve all wildlife associated with streams in 
Colorado. SB 40 (33-5-101-107, Colorado Revised Statute [CRS] 1973) 
requires state agencies to obtain certification from Colorado Parks and 
Wildlife (CPW) when that agency plans construction in any stream or its 
banks or tributaries. The bill emphasizes the protection of fishing waters, 
although it does also acknowledge the need to protect and preserve all 
wildlife associated with streams in Colorado. Additionally, CRS 33-5-102 
sets forth legislation protecting fishing streams from agency actions.” 

05-2 Your comment is noted and is incorporated into Section 3.12 Fish and 
Wildlife Habitat. The revised text states: “Migratory birds, such as ducks 
and hawks, are protected under the federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act 
(MBTA) (16 USC 703 712), which provides full federal protection of 
migratory birds. According to the MBTA, a migratory bird is any bird, 
whatever its origin and whether or not it was raised in captivity, which 
belongs to a species listed in 50 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 10.13 
or which is a mutation or hybrid of any such species, including any part, 
nest, or egg of any such bird, or any product, whether or not manufactured, 
which consists, or is composed in whole or part, of any such bird or any 
part, nest, or egg thereof. The take (capture or kill) of a migratory bird, 
including disturbance of eggs or nests, is a violation of the MBTA. The New 
Pueblo Freeway project would cross habitat that may be used by migratory 
birds.” 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 05 Name: U.S. Department of the Interior 
(cont’d) 

 

Response to 05 Continued 

05-3 Section 3.3 Parks and Recreation has been revised to include a 
discussion about the Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF) grants 
that were used for these properties and the specific mitigation 
requirements of the LWCF program.  

CDOT has coordinated with the CPW and the DOI with regard to the 
conversion of Section 6(f)(3) assisted property (see correspondence dated 
June 25, 2012 and July 10, 2012 in Appendix B). CDOT will ensure there 
is an equal value exchange for all Section 6(f)(3) property acquired. The 
official conversion request and DOI concurrence will occur prior to project 
completion, and the value of the land will be assessed prior to DOI final 
approval.  

Chapter 4 – Section 4(f) Evaluation has been updated to reference the 
Section 6(f) analysis where appropriate (see Comment #05-4). 

05-4 CDOT met with Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPW) in February 2012 to 
discuss the New Pueblo Freeway project and its compliance with Section 
6(f)(3) of the LWCF Act. The anticipated conversion of properties protected 
under Section 6(f) and the locations proposed for replacement were 
discussed and agreed upon. CPW initiated coordination with the DOI in 
June 2012, and the DOI responded in correspondence dated July 10, 2012 
(see Appendix B and Comment #05-3). 

05-5 Comment noted. The draft Programmatic Agreement was circulated to 
FHWA, CDOT, the SHPO, and the consulting parties for review and 
comment in February 2012. It was revised based on comments received, 
and a final Programmatic Agreement was signed by the signatory and 
invited signatories in July 2012 (see Appendix H).  Of the concurring 
parties, Colorado Preservation Incorporated signed the document in 
August 2012. The National Trust for Historic Preservation, Steelworks 
Museum/Bessemer Historical Society and Evraz Rocky Mountain Steel 
declined signing the agreement.  The City of Pueblo Historic Preservation 
Commission was also given an opportunity to review the agreement but 
has not yet signed it. 
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Comment Number: 05 Name: U.S. Department of the Interior 
(cont’d) 

 

 

Response to 05 Continued 

05-6 See response to Comments #05-3 and 05-4. Mitigation for the conversion 
of Section 6(f)(3) assisted property has been proposed and has been 
reviewed by the CPW and the DOI (see correspondence dated June 25, 
2012 and July 10, 2012 in Appendix B). CDOT will ensure there is an 
equal value exchange for all Section 6(f)(3) property acquired. The official 
conversion request and DOI concurrence will occur prior to project 
completion, and the value of the land will be assessed prior to DOI final 
approval. When the construction of the Preferred Alternative is complete, 
the region will have a net gain in Section 6(f) protected recreational space. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 06 Name: U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency 

 

 

Response to 06 

06-1 Regarding the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency rating of EC-2, 
Environmental Concerns – Insufficient Information, please see 
responses to your Comments #06-2 regarding environmental justice 
and #06-3 regarding air quality. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 06 Name: U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (cont’d) 

 

Response to 06 Continued 

06-2 The environmental justice analysis was prepared in accordance with the 
policies and procedures contained in FHWA Order 6640.23 FHWA 
Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority and Low-Income 
Populations.  Consistent with this guidance, the analysis reviewed each 
human and natural resource to identify adverse effects to the general 
population. Proposed mitigation, enhancements, and off-setting benefits 
were then factored into the analysis before a determination was made 
regarding whether effects would be disproportionately high and adverse. 
The analysis indicated that for resources where adverse effects were 
anticipated, the proposed mitigation and/or offsetting benefits and 
enhancements reduced the severity of the effects to the level that they 
would no longer be considered high and adverse. CDOT acknowledges 
that even after mitigation, some construction related effects would 
remain. It is important to note that construction related impacts would 
occur under either Build Alternative and there would be no notable 
difference in these impacts between the two Build Alternatives. However, 
construction-related effects would be relatively short-term in duration and 
the public will be given advanced notification of all construction related 
activities in both English and Spanish. 

The environmental justice analysis has also been revised to include a 
qualitative discussion of the potential health effects from construction 
emissions.  This analysis can be found in Section 3.6 Social 
Resources, Economic Conditions, and Environmental Justice. 
CDOT considered breaking out air quality in Exhibit 3.6-3 to address the 
pre- and post-construction periods. Because construction related 
impacts for all applicable resources (including air quality) are addressed 
in the final row of Exhibit 3.6-3, this change was not made. However, 
Exhibit 3.6-3 has been revised to reflect the changes in the analysis 
requested by the EPA and described above. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 06 Name: U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (cont’d) 

 

Response to 06 Continued 

06-3 FHWA’s Interim Guidance Update on Mobile Source Air Toxic Analysis in 
NEPA (December 2012) allows for a qualitative assessment of emissions 
projections for projects with low potential Mobile Source Air Toxic (MSAT) 
effects. Examples of these types of projects include minor widening projects 
where design year traffic is projected to be less than 140,000 to 150,000 
annual average daily traffic; new interchanges that connect an existing 
roadway to a new roadway; new interchanges that connect to new roadways; 
or minor improvements or expansions to intermodal centers or other projects 
that affect truck traffic.  

 CDOT has added the following supplemental language to the Final 
Enviornmental Impact Statement (FEIS) regarding MSATs because the project 
includes plans to construct travel lanes closer to populated areas, as you have 
indicated: “The additional travel lanes contemplated as part of the project 
alternatives will have the effect of moving some traffic closer to nearby homes, 
schools, and businesses; therefore, under each alternative, there may be 
localized areas where ambient concentrations of MSAT could be higher under 
certain Build Alternatives than the No Action Alternative. The localized 
increases in MSAT concentrations would likely be most pronounced along the 
expanded roadway sections that would be built at the Eiler Heights 
neighborhood, under the Modified I-25 Alternative. The magnitude and the 
duration of these potential increases compared to the No Action Alternative 
cannot be reliably quantified due to incomplete or unavailable information in 
forecasting project-specific MSAT health impacts. In summary, when a 
highway is widened, the localized level of MSAT emissions for the Build 
Alternative could be higher relative to the No Action Alternative, but this could 
be offset due to increases in speeds and reductions in congestion (which are 
associated with lower MSAT emissions). Also, MSAT will be lower in other 
locations when traffic shifts away from these locations. More importantly, on a 
regional basis and over time, the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) 
vehicle and fuel regulations, coupled with fleet turnover, will cause substantial 
reductions that, in almost all cases, will cause region-wide MSAT levels to be 
significantly lower than current conditions.” 

CDOT understands that MOVES2010a software functionally replaced 
MOBILE6.2 in December 2011. However, the air quality analysis for this FEIS 
began prior to the replacement of MOBILE6.2. Any future analysis will be 
performed with MOVES2010a.  
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 06 Name: U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (cont’d) 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 06 Name: U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (cont’d) 

 

 

Response to 06 Continued 

06-4 Section 3.10 Air Quality has been revised to include the projected 
corridor maximum average annual daily traffic (AADT) on I-25 for the 2035 
Build Alternatives and No Build Alternative. The projected corridor 
maximum AADTs are as follows: 108,400 (No Action Alternative), 108,900 
(Existing I-25 Alternative), and 106,700 (Modified I-25 Alternative). In all 
scenarios, the projected AADT falls well below the 140,000 threshold. 

06-5 The emissions increase is somewhat offset by lower MSAT emission rates 
due to increased speeds; according to EPA’s MOBILE6.2 model, 
emissions of the priority MSATs (except for diesel particulate matter) 
decrease as speed increases. The extent to which the speed-related 
emission decreases will offset vehicle miles traveled (VMT)-related 
emission increases was not evaluated for this analysis. In December 2011, 
MOVES2010a software functionally replaced MOBILE6.2. It should be 
noted that MOVES 2010a provides more aggregated speed and facility link 
refinement and includes emissions generated from cold starts, as well as 
refined evaporative emissions rates, which especially affects VOC and 
MSAT emissions. These refinements will generally increase the VOC and 
MSAT emissions calculations. However, for the purposes of highway 
alternatives comparison, the VMT comparative analysis shown in Exhibit 
3.10-3 was considered representative. 

06-6 As noted in your comment, Exhibit 3.10-3 and Exhibit 3.17-1 were 
mislabeled in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS). Exhibit 
3.10-3 has been revised per Comment #6-7, and the title has been 
updated accordingly in the FEIS. Exhibit 3.17-1 presents 2035 daily VMT 
for the project corridor, not peak hour as the exhibit title in the DEIS 
suggests. The title for this exhibit has been corrected in the FEIS. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 06 Name: U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (cont’d) 

 

 

Response to 06 Continued 

06-7 Per your comment, Exhibit 3.10-3 has been revised to include 2035 
project corridor peak hour VMT and daily VMT for the No Action 
Alternative and both Build Alternatives. Corridor VMTs for existing 
conditions (2002) were not developed for the project analysis. However, 
the purpose of Exhibit 3.10-3 is to show the relative change in VMTs 
between the No Action Alternative and both Build Alternatives, which is 
proprotionate to the increase in MSATs that would be expected as a 
result of the project. As noted in response to Comment #6-5, the VMT 
comparative analysis shown in Exhibit 3.10-3 (without base year VMT) 
was considered representative for the purposes of highway alternatives 
comparison.  

06-8 The City of Pueblo is an attainment area for both PM2.5 and PM10, so 
real-time monitoring of particulate matter is not required and will not be 
provided on this project. 

06-9 The City of Pueblo is an attainment area for both PM2.5 and PM10, so 
real-time monitoring of particulate matter is not required and will not be 
provided on this project. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 06 Name: U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (cont’d) 

 

Response to 06 Continued 

06-10 Thank you for your suggestions. The recommended construction mitigation 
measures have been considered. The following measures have been 
incorporated into Section 3.10.3 Air Quality Mitigation: 

 Require construction vehicle engines to be properly tuned and 
maintained. 

 Use water or wetting agents to control dust. 

 Have a wheel wash station and/or crushed stone apron at 
egress/ingress areas to prevent dirt being tracks onto public streets. 

 Use vacuum-powered street sweepers to remove dirt tracked onto 
streets. 

 Use a binding agent for long-term excavated materials. 

 Schedule work outside of normal hours for sensitive receptors; this 
should be necessary only in extreme circumstances, such as 
construction immediately adjacent to a health care facility, church, 
outdoor playground, or school. 

06-11 Comment noted. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 07 Name: Reverend Fernando Isern, Diocese 
of Pueblo 

 

Response to 07 

07-1 Your support for the Existing I-25 Alternative is noted. 

07-2 Access to St. Mary’s Church property would be maintained under either 
Build Alternative.  

 Under the Existing I-25 Alternative, the historic rail line must be shifted 
to the east, requiring reconstruction of the Mesa Avenue bridge over 
I-25. For the Existing I-25 Alternative, Mesa Avenue would tie back into 
the existing roadway grade at Taylor Avenue as shown in Exhibit 3.1-8 
of the DEIS, resulting in no changes to St. Mary’s Church property 
access points.  

 Under the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative), I-25 is 
shifted to the east, also requiring reconstruction of the Mesa Avenue 
bridge. Under the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative), 
Mesa Avenue would tie back into the existing roadway grade at 
Berwind Avenue, as shown in Exhibit 3.1-9 of the DEIS. Although this 
is a block further east than the Existing I-25 Alternative, grading of the 
existing driveways onto St. Mary’s property would allow for each 
access point to be maintained. The ability to maintain access has been 
clarified in Exhibit 3.1-9 and Exhibit 3.1-10 of the Final Environmental 
Impact Statement (FEIS).  

During final design of the Preferred Alternative, CDOT will meet with the 
Diocese of Pueblo to review the proposed design of Mesa Avenue and any 
changes in access to St. Mary’s Church. Because access is maintained, 
CDOT does not believe that the St. Mary’s Church would be adversely 
affected by implementation the project. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 08 Name: Eiler Heights Petition 

 

 

Response to 08 

08-1 Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act requires multiple steps 
to identify and evaluate historic properties, determine the effects to historic 
properties, and resolve and mitigate for adverse effects to historic 
properties. The process is done in consultation with the State Historic 
Preservation Officer (SHPO) and other consulting parties. For the New 
Pueblo Freeway Project, other consulting parties include the Bessemer 
Historical Society, City of Pueblo Planning Department, Colorado 
Preservation, Inc., National Trust for Historic Preservation, and Pueblo 
Historic Preservation Commission. 

 As noted in response to Comment #01-5, the boundaries of the Steelworks 
Suburbs Historic District (which includes Eiler Heights) were defined through 
consultation, neighborhood reconnaissance, and records research that 
occurred over a number of years. The SHPO concurred with the boundaries 
of the Steelworks Suburbs Historic District presented in the Final 
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) in correspondence dated October 
27, 2008 (Appendix B). Under Section 106, the protection for a new and 
distinct Eiler Heights District would not be different from the protections 
afforded the Steelworks Suburbs Historic District (which includes Eiler 
Heights) under federal law. As described in response to Comment #01-5, 
the effects on Eiler Heights from the project have been evaluated and would 
not change if there were two districts rather than a single, larger district. The 
mitigation would also not be different if there were two distinct districts. Note 
that CDOT’s response to your comment does not preclude the City of 
Pueblo or Eiler Heights from establishing the neighborhood as a local district 
or nominating it for listing in the National Register of Historic Places. 

08-2 Your support of the Existing I-25 Alternative has been noted. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 08 Name: Eiler Heights Petition (cont’d) 

 

Response to 08 Continued 

08-3 The Modified I-25 Alternative is identified as the Preferred Alternative 
because it better addresses the safety, mobility, and capacity elements of 
the Purpose and Need for the project as discussed in Chapter 2 – 
Alternatives. Although it does require additional right-of-way, impacts to 
other resources, off-setting benefits from the project, and proposed 
mitigation must also be factored into the analysis. Please refer to Comment 
#08-11 for more information regarding identification of a Preferred 
Alternative. 

 It is important to consider that the higher number of residential 
displacements under the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative) is 
a result of the need to acquire 34 residences from the Grove Neighborhood 
east of the current I-25 alignment. An examination of the property impacts 
by neighborhood reveals that the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred 
Alternative) results in fewer residential acquisitions from the Bessemer 
Neighborhood overall, which includes Eiler Heights – 67 residential 
acquisitions as compared to 71 under the Existing I-25 Alternative. Please 
refer to response to Comment #08-4, which specifically addresses 
residential impacts to Eiler Heights. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 08 Name: Eiler Heights Petition (cont’d) 

 

Response to 08 Continued 

08-4 As a point of clarification, the Steelworks Suburbs Historic District that you 
referred to in your comment is defined for the purpose of evaluating impacts 
to historic resources, which, as you indicate, includes the historic properties 
in Eiler Heights. In the FEIS, Eiler Heights is also included in the City of 
Pueblo-defined Bessemer Neighborhood boundary for the purposes of 
evaluating impacts to neighborhood resources. An historic district might, or 
might not, have the same boundaries as a city-defined neighborhood. As 
noted in response to Comment #01-5, the boundaries of the Steelworks 
Suburbs Historic District, which includes Eiler Heights, were defined through 
consultation, neighborhood reconnaissance, and records research over 
several years. Through the Section 106 consultation process, the City of 
Pueblo Historic Preservation Commission and other consulting parties were 
involved in the identification of historic districts, including the Steelworks 
Suburbs Historic District. The SHPO concurred with the boundaries of the 
Steelworks Suburbs Historic District presented in the FEIS in 
correspondence dated October 27, 2008 (Appendix B). 

Given that your concern is over the number of properties being acquired in 
the Eiler Heights area (neighborhood resources), the remainder of this 
comment response will reference the Bessemer Neighborhood (which 
includes Eiler Heights). The City of Pueblo Planning Department delineates 
the boundaries of its neighborhoods and CDOT used those established 
boundaries in this environmental document. The Eiler Heights subarea is 
located within the Bessemer Neighborhood as defined by the City of Pueblo. 
CDOT recognizes that there are many subareas within delineated 
neighborhoods and has updated Section 3.6 Social Resources, Economic 
Conditions, and Environmental Justice to specifically identify this area as 
Eiler Heights.  

 CDOT acknowledges that the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred 
Alternative) would result in a greater impact to residential properties in Eiler 
Heights and has revised Section 3.6 Social Resources, Economic 
Conditions, and Environmental Justice to ensure that impacts to your 
community are not understated.  

 Continued on next page 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 08 Name: Eiler Heights Petition (cont’d) 

 

Response to 08 Continued 

08-4 Continued from previous page 

 Throughout the development of the Build Alternatives, CDOT has conducted 
extensive public involvement and held numerous meetings within the 
Bessemer Neighborhood. In addition, CDOT has met individually with 
property owners and with representatives from Eiler Heights. Input received 
from these meetings was used to develop and revise the Build Alternatives. 

 The Mesa Avenue bridge connection and Stanton Avenue extension were 
incorporated into the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative) at the 
request of citizens in the Eiler Heights subarea. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 08 Name: Eiler Heights Petition (cont’d) 

 

Response to 08 Continued 

08-5 CDOT does not disagree that effects to your neighborhood would be 
adverse under either Build Alternative and that the Modified I-25 Alternative 
(Preferred Alternative) would require additional acquisition of homes from 
this area. As noted in response to Comment #08-9, CDOT will continue to 
evaluate ways to minimize impacts during final design.  

08-6 Access to St. Mary’s Church property would be maintained under either 
Build Alternative. Please see response to Comment #07-2 for more 
information on access to St. Mary’s Church. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 08 Name: Eiler Heights Petition (cont’d) 

 

Response to 08 Continued 

08-7 As described in Section 3.3 Parks and Recreation, the mitigation proposed 
for Benedict Park under the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative) 
would be constructed on remnant parcels of land required for changes in 
access due to the closures of Taylor Avenue and Rio Grande Avenue. No 
private property would be acquired solely for Benedict Park mitigation. 
CDOT has worked closely with the Parks Advisory Committee, which 
includes representation from your neighborhood, to develop the proposed 
mitigation concepts for Benedict Park. CDOT has also consulted with the 
City of Pueblo Parks and Recreation Department during the development of 
the DEIS; Department staff indicated that they prefer the contiguous park 
under the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative) for ease of 
maintenance and the mitigation it provides. A letter included in Appendix B 
documents the City of Pueblo’s preference for the Modified I-25 Alternative 
(Preferred Alternative). Additionally, in a Memorandum of Understanding 
between the City of Pueblo and CDOT (see Appendix F), the City of Pueblo 
has committed to accept ownership and maintenance of the reconstructed 
Benedict Park. Although a larger, contiguous Benedict Park is a benefit of 
the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative), it is identified as the 
Preferred Alternative because it better addresses the safety, mobility, and 
capacity elements of the Purpose and Need for the project. Although the 
Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative) requires some additional 
right-of-way, other factors must be considered in the analysis such as: 
impacts to other resources, off-setting benefits from the project, and 
proposed mitigation. Please see response to your Comment #08-11 for 
more information on the identification of the Preferred Alternative. 

08-8 Acquisition of properties along the north side of Northern Avenue under the 
Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative) would occur between Rio 
Grande Avenue and Berwind Avenue. The commercial properties between 
Berwind Avenue and Eilers Avenue would remain. However, five 
commercial properties would be acquired under the Modified I-25 Alternative 
(Preferred Alternative) between Taylor Avenue and Berwind Avenue. As you 
indicate, the Existing I-25 Alternative would preserve these five properties. 
CDOT agrees that businesses bring vitality to a neighborhood. CDOT has 
worked to minimize the impacts to private property through preliminary 
design refinements and will continue to examine design refinements during 
final design in order to minimize property and business impacts. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 08 Name: Eiler Heights Petition (cont’d) 

 

Response to 08 Continued 

08-9 The slope of the Mesa Avenue bridge is not greater in the Modified I-25 
Alternative (Preferred Alternative), as your comment suggests. The 
reconstructed bridge ties into the existing grade further east under the 
Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative) because the bridge must 
remain elevated further to the east to accommodate for the shifted I-25 
alignment and both ramps; all of which are located further east (almost to 
Taylor Avenue) in the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative). In 
the Existing I-25 Alternative, the relocated railroad is the eastern-most 
feature that must be spanned by the new bridge, but it is located closer to 
the current I-25 alignment, near Rio Grande Avenue. Under both Build 
Alternatives, the current Mesa Avenue bridge must be removed and 
reconstructed to City of Pueblo design standards. CDOT will continue to 
work with the City of Pueblo during final design to determine if impacts can 
be further minimized through variances in City of Pueblo design standards. 

 Please refer to response to Comment #07-2 regarding access to St. Mary’s 
Church under the Build Alternatives. 

 Please refer to response to your Comments #08-3 and #08-4 regarding 
impacts to your neighborhood. 

Please refer to response to your Comment #08-11 regarding identification 
of a Preferred Alternative. 

08-10 As a result of feedback that was received during the public involvement 
process, the Mesa Avenue bridge would be reconstructed as a wider bridge 
under either Build Alternative to accommodate wider sidewalks and 
increase pedestrian safety on the bridge. It is important to note that the 
bridge was not designed for the purpose of holding farmers markets as 
your comment suggests. However, the ability to close the bridge off for 
neighborhood events is one benefit of the design. The width of the bridge 
has no effect on the number of homes that are required for acquisition 
under the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative). Refer to 
Comment #08-9 for more information on the neighborhood impacts 
resulting from the Mesa Avenue bridge. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 08 Name: Eiler Heights Petition (cont’d) 

 

Response to 08 Continued 

08-11 The Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative) is not identified as the 
Preferred Alternative solely because it avoids impacts to the railroad. 
Although it does require additional right-of-way, other factors must be 
considered in the analysis such as: impacts to other resources, off-setting 
benefits from the project, and proposed mitigation. While both Build 
Alternatives address the safety and capacity elements of the Purpose and 
Need (see Chapter 1 – Purpose and Need), the Modified I-25 Alternative is 
identified as the Preferred Alternative because it best meets the local and 
regional mobility elements as described below. 

Both Build Alternatives would restore some connectivity to neighborhoods 
previously divided by the original construction of I-25. However, the Modified 
I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative) provides additional connectivity to the 
north and south with the extension of Stanton Avenue north and west to 
Santa Fe Avenue and south to Santa Fe Drive. Residents of the Eiler 
Heights area would be more connected to the rest of the neighborhood, as 
well as the community resources in the Grove Neighborhood and Downtown 
Neighborhood. This opportunity is not available under the No Action 
Alternative or the Existing I-25 Alternative.  

The Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative) improves north-south 
local and regional mobility by converting the existing highway south of the 
Arkansas River to an extension of Santa Fe Drive to facilitate local trips 
more efficiently and maintain regional trips on I-25. This opportunity is not 
available under the No Action Alternative or the Existing I-25 Alternative. 

The Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative) improves east-west 
local mobility over the Existing I-25 Alternative by providing a more direct 
connection to I-25 at Abriendo Avenue. Under the Existing I-25 Alternative, 
drivers on Abriendo Avenue would have to turn at a signalized intersection 
at Santa Fe Drive to remain on Abriendo Avenue (see Exhibit 2-30). For the 
Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative), this is a direct connection 
that does not require a turn at a signal (see Exhibit 2-33). 
 
Continued on next page 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 08 Name: Eiler Heights Petition (cont’d) 

 
 

Response to 08 Continued 

08-11 Continued from previous page 

The extension of Santa Fe Avenue under the Modified I-25 Alternative 
(Preferred Alternative) provides a benefit to residences on the south end 
between Minnequa Avenue and Logan Avenue by returning the functionality 
of their properties. When I-25 was originally constructed, homes that had 
access to Schley Avenue lost that access, and their front doors were 
adjacent to the new highway. As a result, access to these homes was 
provided only through the back alley. With the extension of Santa Fe 
Avenue, access to the front of these homes would be restored.  

 Other factors considered in the identification of the Preferred Alternative 
include a comparison of potential impacts to the environment under each 
alternative, the cost effectiveness of each alternative, the recommendation 
of local officials, and consistency with other regulatory requirements, in 
particular Section 4(f) of the United States Department of Transportation Act 
of 1966 and Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, both of which have specific 
requirements that must be met by the Preferred Alternative. Ultimately, the 
Modified I-25 Alternative is identified as the Preferred Alternative because it 
best meets project Purpose and Need and, with the proposed mitigation, 
appears to cause the least overall harm to Section 4(f) properties. Detailed 
discussion regarding identification of the Preferred Alternative can be found 
in Section 2.7. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 08 Name: Eiler Heights Petition (cont’d) 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 08 Name: Eiler Heights Petition (cont’d) 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 09 Name: James Munch, Historic Arkansas 
Riverwalk of Pueblo 

 

Response to 09 

09-1 Thank you for providing us with the adopted plans illustrating the easterly 
extension of the Historic Arkansas Riverwalk of Pueblo (HARP). CDOT has 
incorporated the adopted plan into Section 3.8 Land Use and considered 
the benefits and impacts that the Preferred Alternative could have on the 
adopted plan. It appears that the HARP considered the Preferred Alternative 
in the development of the four phases of development. The Preferred 
Alternative, as identified in the Final Environmental Impact Statement 
(FEIS), would not preclude the completion of the HARP.  

 CDOT remains committed to coordinating with the HARP during final 
engineering design to minimize or avoid disruption of adopted development 
plans. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 09 Name: James Munch, Historic Arkansas 
Riverwalk of Pueblo (cont’d) 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 09 Name: James Munch, Historic Arkansas 
Riverwalk of Pueblo (cont’d) 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 09 Name: James Munch, Historic Arkansas 
Riverwalk of Pueblo (cont’d) 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 10 Name: James Munch, Historic Arkansas 
Riverwalk of Pueblo 

The Historic Arkansas Riverwalk of Pueblo Authority has identified a preferred 

alignment for the eastward extension of Pueblo's Riverwalk under I-25, south of 

the First Street Interchange. A graphic of this preferred alignment has been sent to 

Richard Zamora at the CDOT Region 2 Office in Pueblo. Please consider and 

address the impact, including the visual impact, of the two I-25 alignment 

alternatives and the earthen embankment that will support I-25 in the vicinity of 

the proposed extension of the Riverwalk in the Final I-25 New Pueblo Freeway 

Environmental Impact Statement. Thanks, Jim Munch, Executive Director, 

Historic Arkansas Riverwalk of Pueblo. 

Response to 10 

10-1 Thank you for providing us with the adopted plans illustrating the easterly 
extension of the Historic Arkansas Riverwalk of Pueblo (HARP). As 
indicated in the response to Comment #09-1, CDOT has incorporated the 
adopted plan into Section 3.8 Land Use and considered the benefits and 
impacts that the Preferred Alternative could have on the adopted plan.  

The HARP was included in the Downtown Viewshed for the visual analysis. 
The roadway would be elevated 35 feet above existing I-25 elevations, 
making the highway more visually apparent than it is today between 13th 
Street and 6th Street. Retaining walls and fill slopes along the raised 
portions of the roadway would also become more visually dominant through 
downtown.  

The I-25 New Pueblo Freeway Aesthetic Guidelines (see Appendix C) will 
be used during final design to identify appropriate aesthetic design elements 
to ensure compatibility within the community and each viewshed. The 
following mitigation measures are being considered for visual 
enhancements: gateway features for city boundaries, downtown, and 
neighborhoods; architectural treatments on retaining walls, bridges, and 
other structures designed to reflect the architectural character of the 
surrounding area; and landscaping with native vegetation, including trees 
and shrubs. CDOT remains committed to coordinating with HARP during 
final engineering design to minimize or avoid disruption of adopted 
development plans and to minimize visual impacts throughout the City of 
Pueblo. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 11 Name: David Webb, Historic Pueblo, Inc. 

 

Response to 11 

11-1 As noted in Comment #01-8, constrained right-of-way throughout the I-25 
corridor made avoiding individual historic properties difficult as the 
avoidance of one property or area resulted in impacts to another. It is not 
possible to meet the Purpose and Need for the project while avoiding all 
individual historic properties along the corridor. Mitigation for adverse effects 
to historic properties have been outlined in a Programmatic Agreement 
between CDOT, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), and the State 
Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) and are included in Section 3.2 
Historic Properties. The Programmatic Agreement is included in 
Appendix H. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 11 Name: David Webb, Historic Pueblo, Inc. 
(cont’d) 

 

 

Response to 11 Continued 

11-2 Either Build Alternative results in impacts to the Evraz Rocky Mountain Steel Mill 
stacks because of the constrained right-of-way throughout the I-25 corridor. 
CDOT is aware that the stacks are of special importance to many Pueblo 
citizens and will continue to look for opportunities to avoid these features as the 
design of this phase of the project is finalized. If avoidance cannot be achieved, 
the stacks could potentially be relocated. Mitigation for adverse effects to historic 
properties, including the stacks, has been outlined in a Programmatic 
Agreement between CDOT, FHWA, and the SHPO. The Programmatic 
Agreement is included in Appendix H and mitigation measures for adverse 
effects to historic properties are detailed in Section 3.2 Historic Properties. For 
additional detail regarding efforts made to avoid the stack sand coordination 
efforts through the development of the Programmatic Agreement, see the 
response to Comment #01-1. 

The size of Lake Clara will not be reduced as a result of the project. Both Build 
Alternatives do impact approximately 15 to 20 percent of Lake Clara, but 
mitigation included in the project will expand the surface of the lake and 
ultimately improve its health and function. More information regarding mitigation 
for impacts to Lake Clara can be found in Section 3.3 Parks and Recreation. 

 Mineral Palace Park, the UPPR rail line, and Fountain Creek Park Land are all 
directly adjacent to CDOT right-of-way, which presented a design challenge for 
widening the highway and limited options for avoidance in this area. To avoid 
impacts to Mineral Palace Park, CDOT considered maintaining the existing 
number of lanes immediately adjacent to park and widening I-25 to the north and 
south, but found that creating a bottle neck through this area would result in 
unacceptable safety and operational problems and would no longer meet the 
Purpose and Need for the project. CDOT also evaluated widening I-25 further to 
the east, but this option required shifting the UPRR tracks east into the Fountain 
Creek floodplain and Fountain Creek Parkland for almost 2 miles. See Section 
4.3.3 Mineral Palace Park for detailed information on the Mineral Palace Park 
avoidance options. 

 City of Pueblo staff and citizens participated in an extensive public involvement 
process to determine adequate mitigation for impacts to Mineral Palace Park. 
The process resulted in the development of a restoration plan for the park that 
will increase its size and restore many of its historic functions. This process is 
documented in Chapter 6 – Comments and Coordination. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 12 Name: Reverend Benjamin Bacino, St. 
Mary Help of Christians Church 

 

Response to 12 

12-1 Please see response to Comment #08-1. 

12-2 Please see response to Comment #08-2. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 12 Name: Reverend Benjamin Bacino, St. 
Mary Help of Christians Church 
(cont’d) 

 

 

 

Response to 12 Continued 

 

12-3 Please see response to Comment #08-3. 

 

 

 

 

12-4 Please see response to Comment #08-4. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

12-5 Please see response to Comment #08-5. 

 

12-6 Please see response to Comment #07-2. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 12 Name: Reverend Benjamin Bacino, St. 
Mary Help of Christians Church 
(cont’d) 

 

Response to 12 Continued 

12-7 Please see response to Comment #08-7. 

12-8 Please see response to Comment #08-8. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 12 Name: Reverend Benjamin Bacino, St. 
Mary Help of Christians Church 
(cont’d) 

 

Response to 12 Continued 

 

12-9 Please see response to Comment #08-9. 

 

12-10 Please see response to Comment #08-11. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 13 Name: St. Mary Petition 

 

Response to 13 

13-1 Access to St. Mary’s Church property would be maintained under the 
Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative). Please see response to 
Comment #07-2 for more information on access to St. Mary’s Church.   

 Regarding your comment about parishioners who walk to St. Mary’s Church 
from the west side of I-25, the sidewalks on the Mesa Avenue bridge will be 
widened to accommodate safer pedestrian travel across I-25.  
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 13 Name: St Mary Petition (cont’d) 

 

Response to 13 Continued 

13-2 As noted in response to Comment #01-6, effects to Eiler Heights have been 
evaluated and would be adverse under either Build Alternative. CDOT 
acknowledges that the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative) 
would require additional properties from this area and has revised Section 
3.6 Social Resources Economic Conditions, and Environmental Justice 
to ensure that impacts to this community are not understated.  

 As noted in the response to Comment #08-3 and Comment #08-11, the 
Modified I-25 Alternative is identified as the Preferred Alternative in the FEIS 
because it better addresses the safety, mobility, and capacity elements of 
the Purpose and Need for the project (see Chapter 2 – Alternatives). 
Although it does require additional right-of-way, other factors must be 
considered in the analysis such as: impacts to other resources, off-setting 
benefits from the project, and proposed mitigation. 

 CDOT has worked closely with the public and the Parks Advisory 
Committee, which includes representation from this neighborhood and has 
incorporated input received from this outreach into the project design and 
mitigation.  

 CDOT will continue to evaluate ways to minimize impacts during final 
design. Mitigation for adverse effects to historic properties have been 
outlined in a Programmatic Agreement developed by FHWA, CDOT, and the 
State Historic Preservation Officer in consultation with other consulting 
parties, including the City of Pueblo Historic Preservation Commission. The 
Programmatic Agreement is included in Appendix H. 

13-3 As described in Section 3.3.3 Parks and Recreation, the mitigation 
proposed for Benedict Park under the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred 
Alternative) would be constructed on remnant parcels of land required for 
changes in access due to the closures of Taylor Avenue and Rio Grande 
Avenue. No private property would be acquired solely for Benedict Park 
mitigation. CDOT consulted with the City of Pueblo Parks and Recreation 
Department during the development of the DEIS; Department staff indicated 
that they prefer the contiguous park under the Modified I-25 Alternative 
(Preferred Alternative) for ease of maintenance and the mitigation it 
provides. A letter included in Appendix B documents the City of Pueblo’s 
preference for the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative). 
Additionally, in a Memorandum of Understanding between the City of Pueblo 
and CDOT (see Appendix F) the City of Pueblo has committed to accept 
ownership and maintenance of the reconstructed Benedict Park. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 13 Name: St Mary Petition (cont’d) 

 

 

Response to 13 Continued 

13-4 Your support of the Existing I-25 Alternative has been noted. Please see the 
response to Comment #08-11 for more information on the identification of 
the Modified I-25 Alternative as the Preferred Alternative. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 13 Name: St Mary Petition (cont’d) 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 13 Name: St Mary Petition (cont’d) 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 13 Name: St Mary Petition (cont’d) 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 13 Name: St Mary Petition (cont’d) 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 13 Name: St Mary Petition (cont’d) 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 13 Name: St Mary Petition (cont’d) 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 13 Name: St Mary Petition (cont’d) 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 14 Name: Anonymous 

From exhibit 3.2-5 

Site number: 5PE4683  

A two-story, vernacular commercial building located at 440 S. Santa Fe Avenue 

constructed circa 1900. The building is currently being used as a restaurant (Pixie 

Inn) and the original use is listed by the assessor as a tavern.  

This building is not a restaurant. It is a bar or tavern. To my knowledge, at the time 

DOT was collecting information, this tavern was subcontracting out their kitchen. 

The kitchen has changed hands a number of times. 

During the summer months on weekends (Memorial Day through Labor Day) this 

tavern puts rock bands outside at night. The week DOT conducted their noise level 

monitoring the bar was told not to play. 

 

Response to 14 

14-1 Federal regulations require CDOT to evaluate and mitigate impacts 
associated with highway traffic noise. Regulating any other source of noise 
is outside of CDOT’s purview. Noise associated with a business would be 
regulated under the City’s adopted noise ordinance and policed by the City 
Code Enforcement Department. Any request to restrict the playing of 
outdoor music would have been to accurately measure the noise levels 
produced by vehicular traffic on adjacent roadways.  
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 15 Name: Phil Beauvais, ABC Plumbing 

 
 

Response to 15 

15-1 Please see comment responses for Comments #27-1, 27-2, and 27-3. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 16 Name: Dale Berryman 

I read that residents that are in the area where houses are going to be demolished 

have been notified. I live in the area and have not received any information about 

anything having to do with the I25 construction. When are we going to be 

informed? 

 

Response to 16 

16-1 An extensive Context Sensitive Solutions process was employed throughout 
the New Pueblo Freeway project, including community-wide mailings in 
advance of meetings. Your address at 104 E. Mesa Avenue was included on 
this mailing list. The date of the last newsletter mailing was December 3, 
2008, which was in advance of an Aesthetics Workshop. Additionally, 
notification of the public hearing for the Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement (DEIS) was mailed to you in November 2011. Chapter 6 – 
Comments and Coordination, details the public involvement strategy. 

 Your property has been identified for acquisition as part of Phase 2 
construction. CDOT does not have a final design or construction schedule at 
this time because of insufficient funding for Phase 2 of construction. Right-
of-way negotiations would not occur until final engineering design is 
completed. At this time, CDOT continues to work to secure full funding for 
constructing Phase 2 of the project. Detailed acquisition maps can be found 
in the Right-of-Way and Relocation Technical Memorandum. Because the 
New Pueblo Freeway project is being phased over multiple years, 
residences would be purchased over multiple years. A detailed description 
of the Phase 2 construction projects can be found in Chapter 5 – Phased 
Project Implementation.  

 During this process, CDOT has worked to minimize the impacts to private 
property through preliminary design refinements. Section 3.4 Right-of-Way 
and Relocations discusses how all property acquisition and relocation will 
comply fully with federal and state requirements, including the Uniform 
Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, 
as amended (Uniform Act). The Uniform Act is a federal law that was 
enacted to assure fair and equitable treatment of property owners and 
persons displaced by projects utilizing federal funds. All impacted owners 
will be provided notification of CDOT’s intent to acquire an interest in their 
property, including a letter of just compensation specifically describing those 
property interests. CDOT does not have a property acquisition schedule due 
to insufficient funding for Phase 2 of construction. CDOT will comply fully 
with the Uniform Act in compensating property owners the appraised fair 
market value of their property, including all improvements on the property, 
and the cost of relocation. Other benefits are available to businesses by the 
Uniform Act. A right-of-way specialist will be assigned to 

 Continued on next page 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 16 Name: Dale Berryman (continued) 

 

Response to 16 Continued 

16-1 Continued from previous page 

each property owner to assist in the process and to help identify comparable 
properties to the one being acquired. 

CDOT considers individual property owner needs (including zoning, parking, 
access, and location) in the relocation process. Your assigned CDOT right-
of-way specialist will go over these benefits with you. If you have additional 
concerns or questions, you may contact the CDOT Region 2 Right-of-Way 
Department to set up a meeting to discuss the rights to compensation as a 
property owner and the right-of-way acquisition process. A CDOT right-of-
way staff person may be reached at (719) 546-5402. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 17 Name: Bonner Brice 

Although I understand the importance of the I-25 changes, and do not object for 

the necessity and benefit of this project, I have to comment about the extreme 

hardship it will cause for me and many other business owners in the path of this 

project. Our business headquarters are among first on the chopping block. The 

state will require us to move, yet there is no location as well suited for this 81 year 

old company, let alone a property that will be zoned for the nature of our business. 

The state has wildly under estimated the value of this land, let alone all the 

equipment that will have to be scrapped, as well as the huge burden of closure of a 

business that supports the community with many jobs and offers a needed service 

and product to not only Pueblo County but Huerfano County as well. It is 

outrageous to me that the state would not consider the wider impact these changes 

will create or crippling effect it will have on this long time local business, by 

pulling the rug out from underneath it and "offering" a figure that would not even 

cover a "move" even if there was a place for us to go. 

Response to 17 

17-1 CDOT is aware of your concern. Your property located at 300 Moffat Street 
has been identified as a full acquisition under the Preferred Alternative. The 
property would be acquired during Phase 1 of construction to accommodate 
the Ilex Street bridge on I-25. 

Other benefits are available to businesses by the Uniform Act. Your 
assigned CDOT right-of-way specialist will go over these benefits with you. 
The zoning on your property is I-3 (heavy industrial). Zoning and permitted 
land uses are determined by the City of Pueblo, not CDOT. Zoning 
decisions reflect the desires of the City of Pueblo to allow particular land 
uses in areas with compatible surrounding land uses. CDOT will work within 
the City of Pueblo’s zoning framework to determine a comparable property 
to the one you currently own.  

At the time of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS), CDOT had 
not appraised the value of the property or the improvements situated on 
your property. Any values contained in the DEIS were obtained from the 
Pueblo County assessor’s office and were used exclusively for preliminary 
right-of-way cost estimates. 

At the time of publication of this Final Environmental Impact Statement 
(FEIS), a CDOT right-of-way specialist should have already contacted you to 
discuss acquisition of your property. The property appraisal process, which 
takes approximately 4 to 6 months, is nearly complete. Once the appraisal 
process is complete, CDOT will send offer letters.  

During this process, CDOT has worked to minimize the impacts to private 
property through preliminary design refinements. Section 3.4 Right-of-Way 
and Relocations discusses how all property acquisition and relocation will 
comply fully with federal and state requirements, including the Uniform 
Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, 
as amended (Uniform Act). The Uniform Act is a federal law that was 
enacted to assure fair and equitable treatment of property owners and 
persons displaced by projects utilizing federal funds. All impacted owners 
will be provided notification of CDOT’s intent to acquire an interest in their 
property, including a letter of just compensation specifically describing those  

 Continued on next page 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 17 Name: Bonner Brice 

 

Response to 17 Continued 

17-1 Continued from previous page 

property interests. CDOT will comply fully with the Uniform Act in 
compensating property owners the appraised fair market value of their 
property, including all improvements on the property, and the cost of 
relocation. Other benefits are available to businesses by the Uniform Act. A 
right-of-way specialist will be assigned to each property owner to assist in 
the process and to help identify comparable properties to the one being 
acquired. CDOT considers individual property owner needs (including 
zoning , parking, access, and location) in the relocation process. Your 
assigned CDOT right-of-way specialist will go over these benefits with you. 
We encourage all affected property owners to contact the CDOT Region 2 
Right-of-Way Department to set up a meeting to discuss the rights to 
compensation as a property owner and the right-of-way acquisition process. 
A CDOT right-of-way staff person may be reached at (719) 546-5402. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 18 Name: Jereldine Bustos 

 

 
 
 

Response to 18 

18-1 An off-street, pedestrian/bicycle trail is envisioned between JJ Raigoza Park 
and Runyon Field Sports Complex. The Evans Avenue alleyway between 
Minnequa Avenue and Illinois Avenue is being considered as a potential 
alignment for the trail.  

A noise wall is proposed along the I-25 shoulder to mitigate noise impacts. 
This noise wall, combined with the Evans Avenue alleyway and backyard 
fences, was thought to create a “canyon” effect between Minnequa Avenue 
and Illinois Avenue. The idea to develop the alleyway to a trail was 
conceived to lessen the canyon effect and to turn the space into an amenity 
for residents.  

CDOT recognizes that some residences have alley-loaded garages, as you 
have indicated in your letter. In 2004, CDOT made every effort to speak with 
each property owner along this stretch of Evans Avenue to receive early 
input. The specific outreach included door-to-door invitations to a public 
meeting and follow-up communication with the owners who did not attend 
the meeting. For the trail to be built using the alleyways between Minnequa 
Avenue and Illinois Avenue, property owners would need to agree to give up 
access. If property owners are not willing to give up alley access, the trail 
could be constructed as an on-street facility using Evans Avenue. No 
decision has been formalized at this time and CDOT will revisit this trail 
concept during final engineering design through neighborhood-involved 
design charettes.  

The Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) has been revised to 
clarify that using the alleyways behind Evans Avenue for this trail is an 
optional design element. Evans Avenue property owners will be given full 
opportunity to provide input on the final location of the trail.  
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 19 Name: Monica Claros 

We read on the newspaper, plans regarding this renovation project. How come i 

have not been notify via mail? 

Response to 19 

19-1 Newsletters were sent to residents adjacent to I-25 when the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) was released in November 2011. 
Your address at 206 W. Northern Avenue was included on this mailing list. 
Community outreach and notification was utilized extensively throughout the 
life of the New Pueblo Freeway project; Chapter 6 – Comments and 
Coordination, details the early and ongoing public involvement. You will 
continue to receive project updates via mail including notification of the 
publication of the Final  Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) and the 
future decision document known as a Record of Decision. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 20 Name: Dick Cline 

lake clara has been part of us for years. leave it to us as is 

Response to 20 

20-1 CDOT understands that Mineral Palace Park and Lake Clara have been 
encroached upon from the south and east through expansion of the City of 
Pueblo, modifications to the park, and the construction of I-25. Since the 
early 1900s Lake Clara has been reduced in size several times. Currently, 
the City of Pueblo Parks and Recreation Department maintenance staff 
struggle to maintain Lake Clara, which is degrading due to poor water 
circulation and algae growth. City of Pueblo staff and citizens participated in 
an extensive public involvement process to determine adequate mitigation 
for impacts to Mineral Palace Park, which resulted in a restoration plan for 
the park (see Exhibit 3.3-13). This process is described in Section 3.3.3 
Parks and Recreation. CDOT has committed to constructing the restoration 
plan as mitigation for impacts to Mineral Palace Park. As part of this 
mitigation, Lake Clara will be expanded so that it will function as a healthy 
lake with adequate space and natural banks to more closely mimic the 
original design of the lake. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 21 Name: Beritt Odom and Colby Cogburn 

 

Response to 21 

21-1 As a point of clarification, the proposed Santa Fe Avenue extension, under 
the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative), is approximately 2.1 
miles in length, not 23 miles.  

 CDOT development of the Preferred Alternative included extensive 
collaboration with the City of Pueblo. The Community Vision statement for 
this project, formulated by the Community Working Groups (local 
stakeholders), identifies providing an adequate and maintainable local street 
network that provides alternate routes to local destinations. The Santa Fe 
Avenue extension is derived expressly from the Community Vision. The 
development of the Santa Fe Avenue extension as Pueblo’s “main street” 
meets the long-term goal of providing an alternate north-south route for local 
trips other than I-25. The City of Pueblo is committed to the expansion of the 
local street network and has formalized their commitment to maintenance 
through a signed Memorandum of Agreement (see Appendix F).  

 CDOT recognizes that Pueblo County would experience a decrease in 
property tax revenue with the conversion of private property to a 
transportation facility. The City of Pueblo could also experience a loss in 
sales tax revenue if businesses choose not to relocate within City of Pueblo 
boundaries. However, CDOT has worked to minimize the impacts to private 
property through preliminary design refinements and will continue to 
examine design refinements during final design in order to minimize property 
impacts.  

The Santa Fe Avenue extension is meant to offer an alternate north/south 
option for local trips instead of I-25. Travel demand modeling expects Santa 
Fe Avenue to absorb approximately 1,940 to 3,200 additional daily local trips 
that would otherwise have used I-25.  

 CDOT recognizes many of the residents of the City of Pueblo are low-
income households, as you also indicated by the U.S. Census Bureau 
percentages. The Census research included in the Final Environmental 
Impact Statement (FEIS) indicates the neighborhoods you mention contain 
concentrations of low-income households that exceed 50 percent. However, 
Pueblo is an auto-oriented city, with the vast majority of citizens using 
private transportation to access their work and community resources. The 
Santa Fe Avenue extension connects the large number of residences south 
of the Arkansas River with the commercial downtown north of the Arkansas 
River. Please see Section 3.6 Social Resources, Economic Conditions, 
and Environmental Justice for more information on Census research.  
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 21 Name: Beritt Odom and Colby Cogburn 
(cont’d) 

 

 
 

Response to 21 Continued 

21-2 You are correct that that Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative) 
would impact a greater number of properties than the Existing I-25 
Alternative through the Eiler Heights neighborhood (what your comment 
refers to as the Bessemer Neighborhood East). The Eiler Heights subarea is 
located within the Bessemer Neighborhood as defined by the City of Pueblo. 
CDOT recognizes that there are many subareas within delineated 
neighborhoods and has updated Section 3.6 Social Resources, Economic 
Conditions, and Environmental Justice to specifically identify this area as 
Eiler Heights. The Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative) would 
fully acquire 63 parcels, while the Existing I-25 Alternative would fully 
acquire 38 parcels in the Eiler Heights neighborhood. Two commercial 
parcels would be acquired in the Eiler Heights neighborhood under the 
Existing I-25 Alternative, and seven commercial parcels would be acquired 
under the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative). Under the 
Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative), the difference in right-of-
way acquisitions in the Eiler Heights neighborhood occurs because I-25 is 
shifted to the east, requiring reconstruction of the Mesa Avenue bridge. The 
bridge must remain elevated further to the east to accommodate the shifted 
I-25 alignment and frontage road and ties into the existing grade nearly at 
Taylor Avenue. In the Existing I-25 Alternative, the bridge spans I-25 and the 
railroad and ties back into the existing grade by Rio Grande Avenue. CDOT 
will continue to refine the design of the Mesa Avenue bridge to minimize 
right of way impacts. As noted in response to Comment #08-11, the 
Modified I-25 Alternative is identified as the Preferred Alternative because it 
better addresses the safety, mobility, and capacity elements of the Purpose 
and Need for the project. Although it does require additional right-of-way, 
other factors must be considered in the analysis such as: impacts to other 
resources, off-setting benefits from the project, and proposed mitigation. 

 Throughout the development of the Build Alternatives, CDOT has conducted 
extensive public involvement and held numerous meetings within the  

 

 Continued on next page 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 21 Name: Beritt Odom and Colby Cogburn 
(cont’d) 

 
 
 

Response to 21 Continued 

21-2 Continued from previous page 

 Bessemer Neighborhood. CDOT has also met individually with property 
owners and with representatives from Eiler Heights. Input received from 
these meetings was used to develop and revise the Build Alternatives. The 
Mesa Avenue bridge connection and Stanton Avenue extension were 
incorporated into the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative) at the 
request of citizens in Eiler Heights. CDOT has also worked closely with the 
Parks Advisory Committee, which includes representation from Eiler 
Heights, to develop the proposed mitigation concepts for Benedict Park.  
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 21 Name: Beritt Odom and Colby Cogburn 
(cont’d) 

 

 
 

Response to 21 Continued 

21-3 Under the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative), the reconstructed 
Benedict Park would range in total size between a minimum 3.93 acres to a 
maximum 4.30 acres, not 8 acres as your comment suggests. As described 
in Section 3.3 Parks and Recreation, the mitigation proposed for Benedict 
Park under the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative) would be 
constructed from remnant parcels of land acquired due to changes in access 
from the closures of Taylor Avenue and Rio Grande Avenue. No private 
property would be acquired solely for Benedict Park mitigation.  

During the public involvement process regarding Benedict Park mitigation 
(described in Chapter 6 – Comments and Coordination) residents noted 
to CDOT that existing Benedict Park is underutilized because of the safety 
issues created by the lack of visibility from areas surrounding the park. The 
Park Advisory Committee believes the relocation of Benedict Park will result 
in a more user-friendly, neighborhood park with safer pedestrian access. 
CDOT also consulted with the City of Pueblo Parks and Recreation 
Department during the development of the DEIS; Department staff indicated 
that they prefer the contiguous park under the Modified I-25 Alternative 
(Preferred Alternative) for ease of maintenance and the mitigation it 
provides. A letter included in Appendix B documents the City of Pueblo’s 
preference for the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative). 
Additionally, in a Memorandum of Understanding between the City of Pueblo 
and CDOT (see Appendix F) the City of Pueblo has committed to accept 
ownership and maintenance of the reconstructed Benedict Park.  
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 21 Name: Beritt Odom and Colby Cogburn 
(cont’d) 

 

Response to 21 Continued 

21-4 Visibility into Benedict Park under either Build Alternative will be substantially 
improved over the visibility into the current Benedict Park. The current park is 
only visible from one right-of-way that is publicly owned, Mesa Avenue, along 
the south edge of the park. During the public involvement process regarding 
Benedict Park mitigation (described in Chapter 6 – Comments and 
Coordination) residents noted to CDOT that existing Benedict Park is 
underutilized because of the safety issues created by poor visibility. The 
reconstructed Benedict Park will be visible from right-of-way that is publicly 
owned on all sides: Mesa Avenue, which creates the northern boundary of the 
park; Northern Avenue, which creates the southern boundary of the park; a 
public alley and parking lot, which create the eastern boundary of the park; and 
the western boundary of the park, created by the northbound I-25 ramp from 
Northern Avenue that will also have views into the park. This is illustrated in a 
graphic showing a bird’s-eye perspective of this area in the project’s I-25 New 
Pueblo Freeway Aesthetic Guidelines (Appendix C). CDOT will continue to 
coordinate with the Pueblo Parks Department to refine the design of Benedict 
Park that addresses safety concerns.  

21-5 Visibility of St. Mary’s Church will not be obscured as a result of the Modified I-
25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative). Currently, St. Mary’s Church is not readily 
visible from I-25 north of Mesa Avenue. The Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred 
Alternative) will improve the visibility from I-25 north of Mesa Avenue because 
the existing visual barrier created by the unmaintained vegetation along the 
railroad will be removed and I-25 will now be located on the east side of the 
railroad. Additionally, St. Mary’s Church is currently not readily visible from 
Northern Avenue. However, the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative) 
will improve views to St. Mary’s Church across the reconstructed Benedict Park 
from the Northern Avenue Bridge and I-25 ramps. Currently, St. Mary’s Church 
is very visible from Mesa Avenue and this will not change in the Modified I-25 
Alternative (Preferred Alternative). 

21-6 Chapter 2 – Alternatives documents the range of alternatives that were 
considered for the New Pueblo Freeway project. Cost was not a determining 
factor in the identification of a Preferred Alternative. The Modified I-25 

Alternative is identified as the Preferred Alternative because it better addresses 
the safety, mobility, and capacity elements of the Purpose and Need for the 
project. Please see response to Comment #08-11 for information on the 
identification of the Preferred Alternative. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 22 Name: Paul D. Conatore, RG, CPG 

 

Response to 22 

22-1 Thank you for your comment. Your support for the project is noted. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 23 Name: Vincent Gagliano 

 

 

Response to 23 

23-1 The Preferred Alternative would reconstruct the Mesa Avenue and Northern 
Avenue bridges. Northern Avenue and the Northern Avenue bridge would be 
slightly realigned to the south of its existing alignment. Mesa Avenue and 
the Mesa Avenue bridge would remain in the same location as the existing 
conditions. Access to Elm Street from both Mesa Avenue and Northern 
Avenue would remain as is currently configured, and access to your 
business would remain unaffected. Please see Appendix A of the Right-of-
Way Technical Memorandum (Page 16M) for a detailed graphic showing 
proposed conditions.  

 Currently, motorists traveling on I-25 exit at Central Avenue and travel north 
on Abriendo Avenue to Northern Avenue to access Elm Street between 
Northern Avenue and Mesa Avenue. Under the Preferred Alternative, 
motorists traveling south would exit the interstate at Locust Street and 
continue south on the one-way frontage road until Northern Avenue to 
access Elm Street. Motorists traveling north on I-25 would exit the interstate 
at Northern Avenue to access Elm Street. Additionally, the extension of 
Santa Fe Avenue provides a local street alternative to I-25, in which 
motorists could access Elm Street from either Mesa Avenue or Northern 
Avenue.  
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 24 Name: Vincent Gagliano 

 

 

Response to 24 

24-1 As you correctly indicate, Northern Avenue would shift to the south, leaving 
a 0.38 acre triangular sliver of city-owned right-of-way to remain. This land 
would remain in City of Pueblo ownership under the Preferred Alternative. 
The City of Pueblo can elect to maintain this property under city ownership 
or to vacate the property. CDOT will coordinate with the City of Pueblo 
during final design to determine use and ownership for the remaining land. 
On-street parking would remain along Elm Street and Abriendo Avenue, as 
signage currently allows. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 25 Name: Dave Garrett 

none of the links to your document work 

Response to 25 

25-1 Thank you for your comment. At the time your comment was received, we 
found broken links to two sections of the Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement (DEIS) on the project’s website www.i25pueblo.com. These links 
were corrected the next business day. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 26 Name: Michael Griffin 

Two thoughts: 

1. Properties needed purchase for the rights of way should be purchased as soon 

as possible. This allows you and the sellers to take advantage of low real 

estate prices, gives a flagging construction industry a boost with remodeling 

the sellers' new locations and gives more time for the move to take place 

before the rights-of-way have to be cleared. 

2. The US 50B overpass is visibly crumbling--anyone driving north under it can 

see the rebar! Unless the highway segments scheduled before it are in even 

worse shape, the US 50B segment should be given first priority. 

Response to 26 

26-1 Chapter 5 – Phased Project Implementation describes the funding 
process that CDOT must comply with during the development of a National 
Environmental Policy Act project. CDOT continues to work to secure funding 
for final design, construction, and right-of-way acquisitions. At this time, full 
funding has not been identified for both phases of construction, and CDOT 
cannot proceed with property acquisitions until funding has been identified. 
The phased approach to this project allows CDOT to purchase property as 
funding becomes available, and at the time of publication of this Final 
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS), CDOT right-of-way staff is working 
with property owners who are affected by the first construction project in 
Phase 1, the Ilex Viaduct Replacement on I-25, to negotiate acquisition of 
properties. CDOT will coordinate with other property owners affected in 
Phase 1 as timelines for the other Phase 1 construction projects become 
available.  Later phases will be constructed over time and as funding 
becomes available. The availability of future funding beyond the first project 
phase is unknown at this time. 

26-2 Bridge sufficiency ratings are used to identify structurally deficient or 
functionally obsolete bridges. For the project, all of the bridges on the I-25 
corridor were inspected by a structural engineer for both functional and 
structural integrity and sufficiency ratings were assigned. Bridges that were 
identified as structurally deficient or functionally obsolete are shown in 
Exhibit 1-3. The US 50B bridges are not included in Exhibit 1-3 because 
their sufficiency rating does not indicate a structural deficiency or functional 
obsolescence. The US 50B bridges will be replaced during the first phase of 
construction; however, the timeline for their replacement has not been 
finalized by CDOT. The order in which the Phase 1 improvements will be 
implemented will be determined by the CDOT Bridge Enterprise Program, 
Safety Program, and Regional Priorities Program.  
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 27 Name: R. Hobbs 

 

Response to 27 

27-1 The Preferred Alternative proposes to improve Santa Fe Avenue and 
Stanton Avenue as alternate routes to I-25 for local users. As a result, traffic 
on Santa Fe Avenue will increase over present day and is expected to 
absorb approximately 1,940 to 3,200 additional daily local trips from I-25.  

 The Ilex interchange is being removed under the Preferred Alternative for 
the following reasons:  

 Interstate design standards require that interchanges have a minimum 
0.5 mile of spacing between interchanges to safely allow for vehicles to 
merge onto and exit the interstate, with one mile being the preferred 
design. The distance between the proposed Abriendo Avenue/ I-25 
interchange and the existing Ilex interchange is too close to meet the 
minimum design standards.  

 The lengths of the existing Ilex Street exit ramps are substandard and 
do not meet safety design criteria. Vertical and horizontal curvature of 
ramps results in inadequate sight distances. 

 Local traffic will be better served by Santa Fe Avenue and Stanton 
Avenue since Ilex Street does not provide access to any roads except 
the interstate; it lacks local street connectivity.  

 The Ilex off-ramp feeds into a local street, which is an inappropriate 
connection for an interstate highway.  

 Reconstructing the existing Ilex interchange would also impact a landfilled 
hazardous materials site (Rockwool Industries facility), Runyon Field Sports 
Complex, and the railroad lines. 

 CDOT refined the design near Ilex Street to incorporate a retaining wall in 
order to preserve the warehouse building, parking, and onsite circulation for 
the Hobbs Linoleum, Tile, and Carpet Company. However, since the receipt 
of this comment, business operations have ceased at Hobbs Linoleum, Tile, 
and Carpet Company. Subsequently, CDOT has revised the design to 
remove the retaining wall, as onsite circulation no longer needs to be 
retained.  Existing Ilex Street will be closed from Santa Fe Avenue to I-25. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 27 Name: R. Hobbs (cont’d) 

 

Response to 27 Continued 

27-2 From the south, motorists traveling north would access the Santa Fe 
Avenue business district by exiting at the proposed Santa Fe Drive/I-25 and 
continuing north on either the Santa Fe Avenue or Stanton Avenue 
extensions. From the north, motorists traveling south can access the Santa 
Fe Avenue business district at the 13th Street exit or 6th Street slip ramp.  

 As mitigation, CDOT will provide permanent directional signage ahead of the 
13th Street exit, 6th Street slip ramp, and the Santa Fe Drive interchange to 
indicate to motorists how to best access the Santa Fe Avenue business 
district. This mitigation measure has been added to Section 3.1.3 
Transportation and Section 3.6.4 Social Resources Economic 
Conditions, and Environmental Justice. 

CDOT understands that construction can generate impacts, particularly 
economic impacts, to those residents and businesses located in the 
construction area. The phased approach to construction allows CDOT to 
maximize the effectiveness of improvements and leverage available funding 
to meet short-term and long-term needs. During construction, CDOT will 
provide directional signage to the Santa Fe Avenue business district. 

27-3 CDOT considers the needs of both the human environment and the natural 
environment during the evaluation of project alternatives. CDOT refined its 
design to minimize impacts to social, economic, and natural resources, and 
no one resource was given precedence over another. However, impacts are 
inevitable with a project of this scale, and CDOT mitigates where impacts 
occur.  
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 28 Name: Richard T. Hobbs, Ruth Hobbs, 
Dave and Kathy Hobbs, Rick Hobbs, and 
Sherri Easton 

 

Response to 28 

28-1 Please refer to responses to comments provided under Comment #27. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 28 Name: Richard T. Hobbs, Ruth Hobbs, 
Dave and Kathy Hobbs, Rick Hobbs, and 
Sherri Easton (cont’d) 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 29 Name: Steve Hodanish 

 

Response to 29 

29-1 The northern project limits for this study terminate just south of 29th Street. 
The I-25/US 50/SH 47 interchange is outside the study limits. Improvements 
to the I-25/US 50/SH 47 interchange were considered as part of a separate 
Environmental Assessment completed in August 1997 and has been 
constructed. For this reason, this project did not overlap the study limits of 
the Environmental Assessment and began at the southern end of that 
project’s limits. The CDOT Region 2 traffic department has received a 
number of complaints regarding the traffic backups at this location. The 
region is still considering how to best address the issue, but any changes 
would have to be considered under an action separate from this FEIS.  
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 30 Name: Andy Holman 

I think the timing is not good The question is what will be the effect in the short 

term and how many historic properties will be affected and how much will 

businesses suffer. I have a small taste of this when I travel through Trinidad 80 

miles so of Pueblo. I think the right thing was done in Trinidad, but we are a city 

of over 100,000.00 and two years of road work could be harsh. There is no doubt 

that there is a need for improvement. If you go ahead with the project, then full 

exposure of what is to be done how long and what properties are affected; 

particularly between downtown and central ave. 

Yours truly 

Andy Holman 

Response to 30 

30-1 CDOT did consider the short-term impacts incurred during construction 
versus the long-term viability of resources. CDOT understands that 
construction can generate impacts, particularly economic impacts, to those 
residents and business located in the construction area. The phased 
approach to construction allows CDOT to maximize the effectiveness of 
improvements and leverage available funding to meet both short-term and 
long-term needs. 

 The Preferred Alternative would impact 40 historic properties throughout the 
City of Pueblo. Impacts to businesses could occur during construction, but 
the long-term benefits of reconstructing I-25 are anticipated to outweigh the 
short-term impacts, including improved local access to businesses in the 
study area. CDOT will mitigate for construction impacts to businesses by 
providing signage and detours to direct traffic to businesses, residences, 
and community facilities adjacent to construction. CDOT will provide 
advance notice to emergency service providers, schools, the community, 
and residents regarding road delays, access, and special construction 
activities. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 31 Name: Frank Ives 

 

Response to 31 

31-1 CDOT evaluates and mitigates the noise impacts that are associated with 
vehicular traffic on highways, but it does not regulate or mitigate noise 
associated with freight trains.  

The noise abatement guidelines followed by the New Pueblo Freeway 
project are detailed in Section 3.5 Noise. The predicted noise levels for 
noise receptors in the North Area, where your residence is located, would be 
the same under both Build Alternatives because the alternatives share the 
same alignment in the North Area. Existing noise levels are highest in the 
North Area of the corridor because peak hour traffic volumes are double and 
triple the volumes experienced in the Central and South Areas of the 
corridor, respectively. Similarly, future 2035 traffic volumes are predicted to 
remain double and triple the volumes experienced in the Central and South 
Areas of the corridor. Noise barriers have been preliminarily identified to 
mitigate impacts at noise-sensitive locations, including the residences west 
of I-25 between 24th Street and 29th Street and the residences west of I-25 
near Albany Avenue, Mineral Palace Park, and the Mineral Palace Towers. 
The noise wall proposed along the west side of I-25 from 24th Street to 29th 
Street is predicted to reduce future noise levels by approximately 7 A-
weighted decibels (dBA) at your residence. A decrease in noise levels by 5 
dBA or more provides a noticeable change in noise level.  

It is important to note that CDOT’s Noise Analysis and Abatement 
Guidelines state that the opinions and desires of the benefited community 
must be considered in the reasonableness evaluation of a noise barrier. 
Prior to the Record of Decision and final engineering design, CDOT will 
solicit input from the benefited property owners and tenants to determine 
preference for constructing or not constructing noise mitigation. The decision 
to build or not build recommended noise abatement measures should result 
from a simple majority response consisting of greater than 50 percent of the 
responding benefited property owners and residents. A benefited receptor is 
any property containing a noise sensitive receptor(s) that receives 5 dBA or 
more noise reduction caused by the abatement measure. Design of this 
noise wall will be refined during final engineering design, including materials 
used to construct the wall, access, and maintenance considerations, and 
residents will have an opportunity to review the design of the noise wall 
aesthetics included in the I-25 New Pueblo Freeway Aesthetic Guidelines. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 32 Name: Joe and Pam Kocman 

 

Response to 32 

32-1 Your support for the No Action Alternative is noted. Revising the design 
as you suggest would not minimize impacts within your neighborhood 
because of the larger footprint that would be required under this 
configuration to provide for the split-diamond frontage roads and ramps 
that access Northern Avenue. Additionally, your suggested configuration 
would preclude the use of the current I-25 alignment for the Santa Fe 
Avenue Extension, a feature of the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred 
Alternative) that provides needed north/south local mobility as stated in 
the project Purpose and Need as discussed in Chapter 2 – Alternatives. 
The Modified I-25 Alternative is identified as the Preferred Alternative 
because it better addresses the safety, mobility, and capacity elements of 
the Purpose and Need for the project. Although it does require additional 
right-of-way, other factors must be considered in the analysis such as: 
impacts to other resources, off-setting benefits from the project, and 
proposed mitigation. Please also see response to Comment #08-11 
regarding the identification of the Preferred Alternative. 

32-2 CDOT appreciates your involvement in the New Pueblo Freeway project. 
The project mailing list has been updated to include any additional 
addresses not previously included in your neighborhood, which CDOT is 
calling Eiler Heights in this FEIS.  You will receive future mailings and 
meeting notices about the project as it progresses. 
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Comment Response  

Comment Number: 32 Name: Joe and Pam Kocman (cont’d) 

 

Response to 32 Continued 

32-3 As noted in response to Comment #08-11, the Modified I-25 Alternative is 
identified as the Preferred Alternative because it better addresses the 
safety, mobility, and capacity elements of the Purpose and Need for the 
project. Although it does require additional right-of-way, other factors must 
be considered in the analysis such as: impacts to other resources, off-
setting benefits from the project, and proposed mitigation. 

 The FEIS states that the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative) 
would result in the least overall harm to Section 4(f) properties. The U.S. 
Department of Transportation Act of 1966 included a special provision - 
Section 4(f) - that stipulated that the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) cannot approve the use of land from publicly owned parks, 
recreational areas, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, or public and private 
historical sites unless there is no feasible and prudent alternative to the 
use of land and the action includes all possible planning to minimize harm 
to the property resulting from use. A rigorous analysis is required to 
determine which alternative would have the least harm to these particular 
properties. This analysis is presented in Chapter 4 – Section 4(f) 
Evaluation. The analysis only applies to those properties protected under 
Section 4(f) as defined above. 

 CDOT acknowledges that the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred 
Alternative) would require additional properties from your neighborhood 
and has revised Section 3.6 Social Resources, Economic Conditions, 
and Environmental Justice. See also response to Comment #01-5 for a 
description of the efforts that were made to define and evaluate effects to 
historic properties in this area. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 32 Name: Joe and Pam Kocman (cont’d) 

 

Response to 32 Continued 

32-4 Access to St. Mary’s Church property would be maintained under either 
Build Alternative. Please see response to Comment #07-2 for more 
information on access to St. Mary’s Church.  
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 32 Name: Joe and Pam Kocman (cont’d) 

 

Response to 32 Continued 

32-5 As described in Section 3.3.3 Parks and Recreation, the mitigation 
proposed for Benedict Park under the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred 
Alternative) would be constructed on remnant parcels of land required for 
changes in access due to the closures of Taylor Avenue and Rio Grande 
Avenue. No private property would be acquired solely for Benedict Park 
mitigation. CDOT consulted with the City of Pueblo Parks and Recreation 
Department during the development of the DEIS; Department staff indicated 
that they prefer the contiguous park under the Modified I-25 Alternative 
(Preferred Alternative) for ease of maintenance and the mitigation it 
provides. A letter included in Appendix B documents the City of Pueblo’s 
preference for the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative). 
Additionally, in a Memorandum of Understanding between the City of Pueblo 
and CDOT (see Appendix F) the City of Pueblo has committed to accept 
ownership and maintenance of the reconstructed Benedict Park. Although a 
larger, contiguous Benedict Park is a benefit of the Modified I-25 Alternative, 
it is identified as the Preferred Alternative because it better addresses the 
safety, mobility, and capacity elements of the Purpose and Need for the 
project. Although it does require additional right-of-way, other factors must 
be considered in the analysis such as: impacts to other resources, off-setting 
benefits from the project, and proposed mitigation. Please see response to 
Comment #08-11 for more information on the identification of the Preferred 
Alternative. 

32-6 Your support of the Existing I-25 Alternative has been noted. Please see the 
response to Comment #08-9 for discussion on the design of the Mesa 
Avenue bridge, Comment # 08-3 and 08-4 for discussion of the community 
impacts of the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative) and 
Comment #08-11 for  the reasons it is identified as the Preferred 
Alternative. As noted in the response to Comment #08-9, CDOT will 
continue to work with the City of Pueblo during final design to determine if 
impacts can be further minimized through variances in City of Pueblo design 
standards. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 33 Name: Leo Lopez 

 

Response to 33 

33-1 You are on the project mailing list and will continue to receive 
correspondence regarding the project including notification of the publication 
of the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) and the future Phase 1 
decision document known as a Record of Decision. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 34 Name: Willie Martin 

I would like to be contacted by C-DOT and talk about what may happen to my 

neighborhood and when it could potentially happen 

Response to 34 

34-1 Phase 2 of project construction would result in the acquisition of 56 
residential properties, 4 commercial properties, and 1 vacant parcel from the 
Eiler Heights neighborhood for the realignment of I-25 and reconstruction of 
the Northern Avenue and Mesa Avenue bridges. Because of insufficient 
funding for Phase 2, CDOT does not have a final design or construction 
schedule at this time for construction of this project or others beyond Phase 
1. At this time, CDOT continues to work to secure full funding for 
construction of Phase 2. 

In addition to the extensive public outreach process performed for the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS), CDOT met with representatives 
from the Eiler Heights neighborhood twice following release of the DEIS. 
These meetings occurred on December 7, and December 21, 2011. Both 
Build Alternatives require property acquisition in your neighborhood, affect 
historic properties in your neighborhood, would change access to your 
neighborhood, and provide mitigation for impacts to Benedict Park. Please 
refer to Comment #08-4 for more information on project impacts to your 
neighborhood. If you have additional questions about the project, we 
encourage you to contact Joe DeHeart, CDOT Project Manager, at 
719-546-5439. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 35 Name: Willie Martin 

I think the project is a good idea as long as the people that are affected by the 

project are taken care of fairly to them so they don’t have to worry where they will 

go. Both I-25 and hwy 50 through blend and east need work this could bring 

infrastructure to pueblo as a whole and be great for our local economy. 

Response to 35 

35-1 Thank you for your support of the project.  

 During this process, CDOT has worked to minimize the impacts to private 
property through preliminary design refinements. Section 3.4 Right-of-Way 
and Relocations discusses how all property acquisition and relocation will 
comply fully with federal and state requirements, including the Uniform 
Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, 
as amended (Uniform Act). The Uniform Act is a federal law that was 
enacted to assure fair and equitable treatment of property owners and 
persons displaced by projects utilizing federal funds. All impacted owners 
will be provided notification of CDOT’s intent to acquire an interest in their 
property, including a letter of just compensation specifically describing those 
property interests. CDOT will comply fully with the Uniform Act in 
compensating property owners the appraised fair market value of their 
property, including all improvements on the property, and the cost of 
relocation. Other benefits are available to businesses by the Uniform Act. A 
right-of-way specialist will be assigned to each property owner to assist in 
the process and to help identify comparable properties to the one being 
acquired. CDOT considers individual property owner needs (including 
zoning, parking, access, and location) in the relocation process. We 
encourage all affected property owners to contact the CDOT Region 2 
Right-of-Way Department to set up a meeting to discuss the rights to 
compensation as a property owner and the right-of-way acquisition process. 
A CDOT right-of-way staff person may be reached at (719) 546-5402. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 36 Name: Ruben Rosales Martinez 

 

Response to 36 

36-1 Thank you for your comment. Your support for the project is noted. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 37 Name: Anthony Mihelich 

Where on line can I find a map of the I 25 project? The maps that I have seen on 

line are no much more that a blur. Thank you 

Response to 37 

37-1 Detailed maps of both the Existing I-25 Alternative and Modified I-25 
Alternative (Preferred Alternative) are included in Appendix E, which can be 
found on the project website at 
http://www.newpueblofreeway.org/project_documents.htm. Detailed right-of-
way maps can be found in Appendix A of the Right-of-Way and Relocations 
Technical Memorandum, which can also be found on the project website at 
the website link above. Detailed maps were also made available at the 
Public Hearing, held on December 8, 2011. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 38 Name: Ray and Karla Miklich 

 

Response to 38 

38-1 CDOT does not disagree that effects to your neighborhood would be 
adverse under either Build Alternative and that the Modified I-25 Alternative 
(Preferred Alternative) would require additional acquisition of homes and 
businesses from this area. The Modified I-25 Alternative is identified as the 
Preferred Alternative because it better addresses the safety, mobility, and 
capacity elements of the Purpose and Need for the project. Although it does 
require additional right-of-way, other factors must be considered in the 
analysis such as: impacts to other resources, off-setting benefits from the 
project, and proposed mitigation. Please also see response to Comment 
#08-11 regarding the identification of the Preferred Alternative. 

Access to St. Mary’s Church property would be maintained under either 
Build Alternative. Please see response to Comment #07-2 for more 
information on access to St. Mary’s Church. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 38 Name: Ray and Karla Miklich (cont’d) 

 

 

Response to 38 Continued 

38-2 As described in Section 3.3 Parks and Recreation, the mitigation proposed 
for Benedict Park under the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative) 
would be constructed on remnant parcels of land required for changes in 
access due to the closures of Taylor Avenue and Rio Grande Avenue. No 
private property would be acquired solely for Benedict Park mitigation. 
CDOT consulted with the City of Pueblo Parks and Recreation Department 
during the development of the DEIS; Department staff indicated that they 
prefer the contiguous park under the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred 
Alternative) for ease of maintenance and the mitigation it provides. A letter 
included in Appendix B documents the City of Pueblo’s preference for the 
Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative). Additionally, in a 
Memorandum of Understanding between the City of Pueblo and CDOT (see 
Appendix F) the City of Pueblo has committed to accept ownership and 
maintenance of the reconstructed Benedict Park. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 39 Name: Franklin Miller 

This plan will have I-25 torn up and delayed for ten years like Trinidad. PUEBLO 

NEEDS A QUICK NORTH-SOUTH ROAD FOR LOCAL USE. Your plan will 

take away the only quick way from South to North. It will cost many jobs when 

Pueblo people cannot travel to work in a reasonable time. It will cause many 

accidents and many businesses to close that loose customers. 

Relocate I-25 to the east from south of the Steel Mill to US50, not just where 

planned. Leave the old road alone until the new one is ready. This would also 

cleanup/reuse some of the urban waste-land east of the highway 

Response to 39 

39-1 The Preferred Alternative improves north-south local and regional mobility 
by converting the existing I-25 south of the Arkansas River to an extension 
of Santa Fe Avenue to facilitate local trips more efficiently and maintain 
regional trips on I-25 (see Exhibit 2-33 for more detail). This opportunity is 
not available under the No Action Alternative or the Existing I-25 Alternative. 
The improvements included in the New Pueblo Freeway project are 
designed to improve safety and reduce congestion, which will reduce overall 
travel time over existing conditions on I-25. Both Build Alternatives require 
the acquisition of businesses within the project area. Please refer to 
Section 3.6 Social Resources, Economic Conditions and 
Environmental Justice for a description of economic impacts and impacts 
to businesses within the project area.  

 Relocating I-25 east or west of the City of Pueblo was considered during the 
alternatives development, evaluation, and screening phase. A bypass east 
of the City of Pueblo would add 22 new miles of highway that would impact 
undisturbed natural areas; would not be compatible with neighborhood and 
local business plans, goals, and objectives; and would not support ongoing 
economic investments in the community. This strategy was eliminated 
because it would not improve safety by addressing existing I-25 
deteriorating roadway and bridges or by addressing unsafe road 
characteristics of I-25, as stated in the Purpose and Need. See Chapter 2 – 
Alternatives for more information regarding the screening of alternatives. 

The phased approach to construction allows CDOT to maximize the 
effectiveness of improvements and leverage available funding to meet both 
short-term and long-term needs. Phase 1 is currently the only funded phase 
of construction. CDOT does not have a final design or construction schedule 
at this time because of insufficient funding for Phase 2 of construction. Once 
funding is secured, the order of construction phasing will take into 
consideration the funding availability, the safety benefits and traffic 
operational benefits, and the structural sufficiency of different bridges to be 
replaced. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 40 Name: Megan Murillo 

I would like to see improved pedestrian and cyclist access. Wider 

sidewalks/walkways for pedestrians and more of them.  

I would like to see bike lanes on I-25 for more advance cyclist, especially, since it 

is difficult to cross Pueblo at the Arkansas River Junction. This area also needs 

pedestrian bridge access to connect the Mount Carmel Church neighborhood with 

The Blocks above. Many students are now crossing over the train tracks to access 

Central High School. 

 

Response to 40 

40-1 During the Community Visioning process, a consistent concern heard from 
local stakeholders was that I-25 is a barrier to bicycle and pedestrian 
mobility. The completion of trails and sidewalks proposed as part of the 
Preferred Alternative would provide continuous bicycle and pedestrian 
access between 29th Street in the north to Pueblo Boulevard in the south. 
CDOT would build sidewalks along the Dillon Drive extension and expand 
sidewalks on the Mesa Avenue bridge over I-25 to connect Benedict Park to 
the Bessemer Neighborhood west of I-25. Sidewalks would be constructed 
along the new Stanton Avenue extension to connect the Runyon Field area 
and Benedict Park. Trails would be constructed north of the US 50B bridge 
to Mineral Palace Park; between Mineral Palace Park and the Fountain 
Creek Trail; and between Runyon Field Sports Complex and JJ Raigoza 
Park. Both Union Avenue and Main Street provide existing pedestrian 
connections across the Arkansas River and would remain viable 
connections to the Bessemer neighborhood.  

 Colorado law allows bicycles on the interstate when there is no suitable 
alternate route. A suitable alternate route means there is no paved alternate 
route within 1 mile. The Stanton Avenue extension and Santa Fe Avenue 
extension would both provide alternate routes to the interstate for crossing 
the Arkansas River. Additionally, a proposed pedestrian bridge would be 
constructed just east of the Stanton Avenue extension over the Arkansas 
River. Therefore, no bicycle access will be provided on I-25.  
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 40 Name: Megan Murillo (cont’d) 

Traveling farther South, I do not like the I-25 area destroying the Eiliers 

neighborhood by placing an on/off ramp directly in front of the Catholic Church. 

This is a historic neighborhood and the access point to the Interstate should be 

relocated.  

Also, why are the CFI stacks being removed? These are historic and should stay. 

 

Response to 40 Continued 

40-2 As a point of clarification, an on/off ramp would not be constructed directly in 
front of Saint Mary’s Catholic Church. A split diamond interchange is 
proposed between Northern Avenue and Abriendo Avenue. For northbound 
travelers, the off-ramp begins its divergence from the interstate south of 
Northern Avenue. Between Northern Avenue and Abriendo Avenue, 
travelers would continue north on a one-way frontage road. Travelers would 
access the interstate using the on-ramp north of Abriendo Avenue. The 
frontage road would provide access to the Eiler Heights neighborhood at 
Mesa Avenue, but this is not a direct access point to the interstate. This 
frontage road creates a local street network to separate interstate traffic 
from the residential neighborhoods. See response to Comment #08-4 for 
more information regarding impacts to the Eiler Heights area. 

 The CF&I stacks are being removed to allow for the interstate to shift east 
under the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative) and to allow the 
current I-25 to become the Santa Fe Avenue extension to expand the local 
street network. CDOT developed avoidance and minimization measures 
within the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative) to reduce or avoid 
impacts to historic properties as much as possible.  

 The constrained right-of-way in the Central Area made avoiding individual 
properties difficult because the avoidance of one historic property would 
ultimately result in impacts to one or more other historic properties. Moving 
the alignment to the west to preserve the stacks would impact the National 
Register of Historic Places-listed Minnequa Works headquarters building 
and other residential areas dense with historic properties. Some features of 
the Evraz Rocky Mountain Steel Mill complex (such as the boilers) were 
avoided through the use of retaining walls. In addition, the Modified I-25 
Alternative (Preferred Alternative) was designed to avoid impacts to the High 
Line Rail. Working features of the Evraz Rocky Mountain Steel Mill (steel mill) 
were avoided so that existing operations could be maintained.  

 CDOT developed a Programmatic Agreement in coordination with the 
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), the State Historic Preservation 
Officer, and the consulting parties to mitigate impacts to historic properties, 
including the steel mill. One option being considered is relocating the stacks 
to another location on the steel mill site. See response to Comment #01-1 
and 01-2 for more information regarding impacts to historic properties. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 40 Name: Megan Murillo (cont’d) 

Can you send me more detailed sketches showing the pedestrian crossways. I did 

not see a category for this on the outlined page. Thank you. 

 

Response to 40 Continued 

40-3 At this time, design of pedestrian crossings remains preliminary and only 
general locations are identified. Detailed pedestrian facilities will be 
developed during final engineering design. To see the proposed locations of 
pedestrian facilities, refer to Exhibit 2-32. The bullets below highlight 
pedestrian crossings identified under the Preferred Alternative: 

 Mesa Avenue bridge to provide an east-west connection over I-25 and 
Frontage Road. 

 Pedestrian bridge between Mineral Palace Park and Fountain Creek 
Park Land to provide an east-west connection over I-25. 

 Build sidewalks on US 50B bridge and Dillon Drive extension to provide 
north-south mobility. 

 Build sidewalks on Stanton Avenue to connect the Historic Arkansas 
Riverwalk of Pueblo Trail and Benedict Park over the Arkansas River. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 41 Name: Lori Mutz 

After reviewing the changes proposed for the Mesa Avenue area, I would like to 

encourage all involved to find an alternative method for this area. Losing Benedict 

Park and removing access to St. Mary's Catholic Church via Mesa Avenue is not a 

good idea. This area is an important part of the Historic Bessimer District and to 

make access difficult as you have planned would be a very bad decision. 

 

Response to 41 

41-1 The Modified I-25 Alternative is identified as the Preferred Alternative in the 
Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) because it better addresses 
the safety, mobility, and capacity elements of the Purpose and Need for the 
project. Although it does require some additional right-of-way, impacts to 
other resources, off-setting benefits from the project, and proposed 
mitigation must also be factored into the analysis. Please see response to 
Comment #08-4 regarding impacts to this neighborhood and Comment 
#08-11 regarding the identification of the Preferred Alternative. 

 Under either Build Alternative, the impacts to Benedict Park would be 
mitigated by constructing a larger park in this neighborhood as described in 
Section 3.3.3 Parks and Recreation. Please see response to Comment 
#08-9 for more discussion on Benedict Park mitigation. 

 Access to St. Mary’s Church property would be maintained under either 
Build Alternative. Please see response to Comment #07-2 for more 
information on access to St. Mary’s Church. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 42 Name: Peter Nawrocki 

I think the whole redesign and all three phases sound good. I just like the idea of 

integrating the HOV lane idea into the first project and I live the EXPAND BUS 

SERVICE IN PUEBLO idea. It would be great and would work out so perfectly. I 

also kind of think the tunnel idea might be nice but only if you need an alternative. 

 

Response to 42 

42-1 Expanded bus service and high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes are not 
included as part of the Build Alternatives; however, both Build Alternatives 
would accommodate an expanded bus service if it were provided by the 
City. During the alternatives evaluation for the New Pueblo Freeway Project, 
the high-occupancy vehicle lane and expanded bus service were evaluated 
as part of the Transit Concept. This concept was eliminated because, alone, 
it could not meet the regional mobility and capacity needs as stated in the 
Purpose and Need for the project. The lower demand for transit services on 
I-25 would not make this option feasible to meet travel demands. The tunnel 
concept was eliminated from further consideration because it could not meet 
the local mobility needs as stated in the Purpose and Need for the project. It 
would not improve access to destinations within Pueblo because access to 
the highway would be limited. Refer to Chapter 2 – Alternatives for more 
information regarding the alternatives screening process.  

CDOT recognizes that transit is an important asset within the community. 
During final design, opportunities to complement transit services will be 
considered and CDOT will coordinate this design with input from the City of 
Pueblo traffic engineers. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 43 Name: Jene Nelson 

 

Response to 43 

43-1 Per your request, CDOT Project Manager, Richard Zamora contacted you in 
early 2012 to explain that the property located at 1221 Eilers Avenue is not 
identified for partial or total acquisition in either of the Build Alternatives. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 44 Name: Kenneth and Gwen Nickolson 

 
Comment 44-2 is continued on next page 

Response to 44 

44-1 The purpose of the New Pueblo Freeway Project is to: 1) improve safety by 
addressing deteriorating roadways and bridges and correcting deficient 
roadway characteristics; and 2) improve local and regional mobility within 
and through Pueblo to meet existing and future travel demands. The need 
for the project results from the highway’s age and the design practices at the 
time it was built, which have led to safety and mobility problems, as 
described in detail in Chapter 1 – Purpose and Need. 

44-2 Both Build Alternatives meet the project’s Purpose and Need; however, the 
FHWA and CDOT have identified the Modified I-25 Alternative as the 
Preferred Alternative because it better addresses the local and regional 
mobility problems identified in the project Purpose and Need. See 
Comment #08-11 for more information regarding the identification of the 
Preferred Alternative. 

 The Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative) does address the 
concerns noted in the Purpose and Need, specifically the curves in the 
highway. As a result of its age and the design practices at the time it was 
built, the current I-25 contains deficiencies such as the dangerous curves 
that you mentioned. While some curves are included, the Modified I-25 
Alternative (Preferred Alternative) is designed to meet current highway 
design standards for a posted speed limit of 65 miles per hour.  
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 44 Name: Kenneth and Gwen Nickolson 
(cont’d) 

 

Response to 44 Continued 

44-3 During the Community Visioning process, a consistent concern heard from 
local stakeholders was that I-25 is a barrier to bicycle and pedestrian 
mobility. The completion of trails and sidewalks proposed as part of the 
Preferred Alternative would provide continuous bicycle and pedestrian 
access between 29th Street in the north to Pueblo Boulevard in the south. 
CDOT would build sidewalks along the Dillon Drive extension and expand 
sidewalks on the Mesa Avenue bridge over I-25 to connect Benedict Park to 
the Bessemer Neighborhood west of I-25. Sidewalks would be constructed 
along the new Stanton Avenue extension to connect the Runyon Field area 
and Benedict Park. Trails would be constructed north of the US 50B bridge 
to Mineral Palace Park; between Mineral Palace Park and the Fountain 
Creek Trail; and between Runyon Field Sports Complex and JJ Raigoza 
Park. The expanded trail and sidewalk network would connect users to the 
existing Thomas Phelps Creek Trail that runs from the Runyon/Fountain 
Lakes State Wildlife Area to the Historic Arkansas Riverwalk of Pueblo 
(HARP). This connection is shown in the HARP adopted expansion plan, 
which was sent to CDOT and is included as Comment #09. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 45 Name: Roger O’Hara 

 

Response to 45 

45-1 Thank you for your comment. Your support for the project is noted. 

45-2 Phase 1 is currently the only funded phase of construction. The required 
$300 to $315 million in funds for Phase 1 are identified for this construction 
phase in the amendment to the Fiscally Constrained Plan in the Pueblo Area 
2035 Long Range Transportation Plan currently being prepared by PACOG.  
The first construction project in Phase 1 is the Ilex Viaduct Replacement on 
I-25, which is anticipated to begin in mid-2014. Construction of Phase 2 is 
not currently funded. The availability of future funding beyond construction of 
the first project phase is unknown at this time. Refer to Chapter 5 – Phased 
Project Implementation for more information on project funding and 
phasing. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 46 Name: Don Pagano 

 

Response to 46 

46-1 CDOT is aware of your concern. Your property located at 338 South Santa 
Fe Avenue has been identified as a full acquisition under the Preferred 
Alternative. The property would be acquired during Phase 1 of construction 
to accommodate the Stanton Avenue connection under I-25 to Santa Fe 
Avenue.  

 At the time of publication of this Final Environmental Impact Statement 
(FEIS), a CDOT right-of-way specialist should have already contacted you to 
discuss acquisition of your property. The property appraisal process, which 
takes approximately 4 to 6 months, is nearly complete. Once the appraisal 
process is complete, CDOT will send offer letters.  

 During this process, CDOT has worked to minimize the impacts to private 
property through preliminary design refinements. Section 3.4 Right-of-Way 
and Relocations discusses how all property acquisition and relocation will 
comply fully with federal and state requirements, including the Uniform 
Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, 
as amended (Uniform Act). The Uniform Act is a federal law that was 
enacted to assure fair and equitable treatment of property owners and 
persons displaced by projects utilizing federal funds. All impacted owners 
will be provided notification of CDOT’s intent to acquire an interest in their 
property, including a letter of just compensation specifically describing those 
property interests. CDOT will comply fully with the Uniform Act in 
compensating property owners the appraised fair market value of their 
property, including all improvements on the property, and the cost of 
relocation. Other benefits are available to businesses by the Uniform Act. A 
right-of-way specialist will be assigned to each property owner to assist in 
the process and to help identify comparable properties to the one being 
acquired. CDOT considers individual property owner needs (including 
zoning, parking, access, and location) in the relocation process. Your 
assigned CDOT right-of-way specialist will go over these benefits with you. 
We encourage all affected property owners to contact the CDOT Region 2 
Right-of-Way department to set up a meeting to discuss the rights to 
compensation as a property owner and the right-of-way acquisition process. 
A CDOT right-of-way staff person may be reached at (719) 546-5402.  
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 47 Name: Chuck Prichard 

 

Response to 47 

47-1 CDOT recognizes that your nursery is visible to travelers along I-25 and that 
your concern arises from a proposed noise wall that would block your animal 
sculpture display. Traffic noise impacts have been identified at the 
residences and Mineral Palace Park between 13th Street and 21st Street 
along the west side of I-25. A noise barrier has been preliminarily identified 
to mitigate noise impacts at these residences and the park. It is important to 
note that the CDOT Noise Analysis and Abatement Guidelines state that the 
opinions and desires of the benefited community must be considered in the 
reasonableness evaluation of a noise barrier. During the FEIS public 
hearing, CDOT is soliciting input from the benefited property owners and 
tenants to determine preference for constructing or not construction noise 
mitigation. The decision to build or not build recommended noise abatement 
measures should result from a simple majority response consisting of 
greater than 50 percent of the responding benefited property owners and 
residents. A benefited receptor is any property containing a noise sensitive 
receptor(s) that receives 5 A-weighted decibels (dBA) or more noise 
reduction caused by the abatement measure. The results of the survey will 
be included in the Phase 1 Record of Decision (ROD). More formal surveys 

with registered letters sent to the owners will need to be conducted in the 
future project, when final design and construction of the improvements is 
funded. 

If the benefited receptors vote in favor of constructing a noise wall, design of 
this noise wall will be refined during final engineering design, including 
materials used to construct the wall, access, and maintenance 
considerations. Residents will have an opportunity to review the design of 
the noise wall aesthetics included in the I-25 New Pueblo Freeway Aesthetic 
Guidelines in order to minimize visual impacts. If a noise wall is constructed, 
it would be located more than 250 feet to the east of the rear elevation of the 
property, where visual impacts would be unlikely. Vegetation and other 
structures are also located between this building and the proposed noise 
wall. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 48 Name: Chuck Prichard 

 

Response to 48 

48-1 Thank you for your participation. We have included your comment 
(Comment #47) that you submitted on November 14, 2011 into the official 
record. 

48-2 CDOT recognizes that your nursery is visible to travelers along I-25 and that 
your concern arises from a proposed noise wall that would block your animal 
sculpture display. The traffic noise modeling considered the proposed 
roadway geometries, including the new overpass location as you mentioned 
in your letter, and traffic noise impacts were still predicted to occur at the 
residences on the west side of I-25 between 24th Street and 29th Street and 
between 13th Street and 21st Street. A noise barrier has been preliminarily 
identified to mitigate noise impacts at these residences.  

 Please refer to Comment #47-1 for information on CDOT’s approach to 
noise mitigation.  
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 48 Name: Chuck Prichard (cont’d) 

 

Response to 48 Continued 

48-3 The Mineral Palace Park Master Plan (see Exhibit 3.3-13) was designed to 
intentionally separate park traffic from through traffic. During the many public 
workshops regarding Mineral Palace Park mitigation, community members 
noted that they felt that higher-speed cut-through traffic degraded the park 
experience and created safety concerns for pedestrians. Local traffic is 
encouraged to use Court Street to access 19th Street and homes and 
businesses located north of the reconstructed Mineral Palace Park. A park 
circulation road is proposed in the Mineral Palace Park mitigation plan that 
will allow one-way traffic to enter the park at Main Street (the park’s 
historical entrance) and exit at 19th Street and Santa Fe Avenue. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 48 Name: Chuck Prichard (cont’d) 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 49 Name: Ernesto Quinones 

 

Response to 49 

49-1 Construction of the Ilex Viaduct Replacement on I-25, the first construction 
project proposed in Phase 1, is anticipated to begin in mid-2014. Phase 1 is 
currently the only funded construction phase of the project. The required 
$300 to $315 million in funds for Phase 1 are identified for this construction 
phase in the amendment to the Fiscally Constrained Plan in the Pueblo Area 
2035 Long Range Transportation Plan currently being prepared by PACOG.   

49-2 Artist renderings of the reconstructed Benedict Park are included in the I-25 
New Pueblo Freeway Aesthetic Guidelines for the project (see Appendix 
C). The structurally deficient Ilex Viaduct on I-25 will be replaced. The 
project will maintain full access of Exit 98A to Ilex Street until future phases 
of construction. Preserving this existing interchange requires removal of the 
existing Ilex Street. To retain access to the northbound ramps, a portion of 
the ultimate Stanton Avenue extension is included to connect these ramps 
to Santa Fe Avenue. A minimal amount of I-25 reconstruction will be 
required to tie the ultimate bridge location (under the shifted Modified I-25 
Alternative alignment) back into the current I-25 alignment until subsequent 
phases of the project are constructed. Artist renderings of the design 
aesthetics for the Ilex Viaduct Replacement on I-25 are included in Chapter 
5 – Phased Project Implementation.   

49-3 Your support for the project is noted. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 50 Name: James Bentley Sears 

 

Response to 50 

50-1 Your property, located at 1145 Elm Street, Pueblo, Colorado 81004, is not 
identified for partial or total acquisition in either Build Alternative. Please 
refer to Exhibit 3.4-6 and Exhibit 3.4-8 in Section 3.4 Right-of-Way and 
Relocations for right-of-way acquisition maps of this area. Detailed right-of-
way acquisition maps can be found in Appendix A to the Right-of-Way and 
Relocations Technical Memorandum. 

50-2 Relocating I-25 east or west of Pueblo was considered during the 
alternatives development, evaluation, and screening phase. A bypass east 
of the City of Pueblo would add 22 new miles of highway that would impact 
undisturbed natural areas; would not be compatible with neighborhood and 
local business plans, goals, and objectives; and would not support ongoing 
economic investments in the community. This strategy was eliminated 
because it would not improve safety by addressing existing I-25 
deteriorating roadway and bridges or by addressing unsafe road 
characteristics of I-25, as stated in the Purpose and Need.. The Preferred 
Alternative will support access to regional destinations such as the Pueblo 
Memorial Airport by improving east-west access across I-25 and through 
reconstruction of the I-25 and US 50B interchange. The proposed 
improvements would not preclude the future development of a truck stop or 
construction of regional train service and associated station facilities. 
However, these facilities have not been included in the Preferred Alternative 
because they would not improve safety by addressing existing I-25 
deteriorating roadway and bridges or by addressing unsafe road 
characteristics of I-25, as stated in the Purpose and Need.   

See Chapter 2 – Alternatives for more information regarding the screening 
of alternatives 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 51 Name: Regina Stevens 

Regarding the central portion of the project: 

The interstate should move WEST, NOT east for the following reasons: 

1. GREATER COMMUNITY SUPPORT 

 *Most of the houses on the east hand side of Box Elder have been placed for 

attempted sale in the last 18 months. 

2. Acquisition of increased acreage related to MOTIVATED SELLERS *Of the 

4 blocks and on the east hand side of Box Elder, 2/4 blocks have 1 property, 

1/4 has few houses, and the last block everyone is trying to sell. You would 

have more land to build on.  

3. REMOVAL OF HIGH CRIME AREA 

 *In my surrounding neighborhood, there is a lot of violence and drug traffic. 

This is a more dangerous and violent area than to the east. The area east of the 

interstate has greater stability and is safer. People want to stay in those homes. 

4. You would be helping the people in this neighborhood, and the community, if 

you bought these properties. 

 *The area in my surrounding neighborhood is only getting WORSE, not 

better. I've watched it decline over the years.  

PLEASE RECONSIDER AND COME WEST 

 

Response to 51 

51-1 The Modified I-25 Alternative is identified as the Preferred Alternative in the 
Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) because it better addresses 
the safety, mobility, and capacity elements of the Purpose and Need for the 
project. Although it does require some additional right-of-way by shifting the 
highway east of its current alignment, impacts to other resources, off-setting 
benefits from the project, and proposed mitigation must also be factored into 
the analysis. While both Build Alternatives address the safety and capacity 
elements of the Purpose and Need (see Chapter 1 – Purpose and Need), 
the Modified I-25 Alternative is identified as the Preferred Alternative 
because it best meets the local and regional mobility elements through 
features that would not be possible if the highway were shifted to the west 
under the Existing I-25 Alternative. These features include the Santa Fe 
Avenue and Stanton Avenue extensions and a more direct connection of 
Abriendo Avenue across I-25. Please also see response to Comment 
#08-11 for more discussion regarding the identification of the Preferred 
Alternative. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 52 Name: Herric Vander Valk 

 

Response to 52 

52-1 The Preferred Alternative would impact wildlife habitat, but it is not 
anticipated to permanently impact wildlife movement. This urban habitat is 
low quality and inhabited by common urban wildlife species accustomed to 
urban living. The impacts from the Preferred Alternative would result in a 
permanent loss of nesting habitat for migratory birds, as well as cover and 
feeding habitat, but it would not prevent the movement of wildlife and birds. 
The Arkansas River is an important east-west movement corridor for birds, 
and Fountain Creek is an important north-south movement corridor for birds, 
and these two movement corridors would remain viable migration corridors. 
Benedict Park is being reconstructed in the same general vicinity as the 
current configuration and would not constitute a permanent loss of habitat. 
Habitat replacement, restoration, or enhancement will be conducted to 
mitigate for impacts that could not be avoided, including impacts to the 
wetland and riparian areas along Fountain Creek and adjacent to the 
Arkansas River. All wetland impacts will be mitigated on a 1:1 replacement 
ratio, and vegetation removed during construction will be re-established as 
soon as feasible. Field surveys will be conducted prior to construction 
activities to determine the presence or absence of birds protected under the 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act. Construction activities that would otherwise result 
in the take of migratory birds, eggs, young, and/or active nests will be 
avoided during the nesting season. Prior to the removal of trees, shrubs, 
and grasses, a bird nesting survey will be conducted. If an active nest is 
found, construction activities with a potential to impact the success of the 
nest will not be allowed until the young have fledged or until the nest 
becomes inactive. Trees that are removed will be mitigated at a 1:1 ratio or 
as specified by state and federal wildlife agencies to ensure raptor perch 
trees are replaced for future use. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 52 Name: Herric Vander Valk (cont’d) 

 

Response to 52 Continued 

52-2 CDOT will develop a lighting plan during final design, which complies with 
the Pueblo County Code, Title 17-Land Use subsection on Outdoor Lighting. 
All highway lighting will be down lit and fully shielded to minimize light 
trespass on adjacent properties. Jersey barriers will be installed as a median 
divider on the interstate and will likely block vehicle headlights. The 
proposed elevation of the interstate just south of the Santa Fe Drive 
interchange is approximately 4,697 feet, while your home on Hill Place is 
approximately 4,750 feet. This is slightly more than a 50-foot difference in 
elevation. While headlights from traffic may be visible from your residence, 
you should not expect direct glare from the headlights due to this difference 
in elevation. 

The elevation of Runyon Lake and the surrounding land is approximately 
4,648 feet, 50 feet below the elevated interstate. This urban habitat is low 
quality and inhabited by common urban wildlife species that are accustomed 
to urban living, including lighting and noise. No impacts to wildlife are 
anticipated to occur as a result of highway lighting.  

52-3 The interstate is currently approximately 1,550 feet away from your 
residence. The proposed mainline of the highway, which is the primary 
source of noise, is located over 800 feet away from your residence. Noise 
analyses focus on the study area within 500 feet of the edge of roadway. 
Because your residence is situated outside of this study area, noise analysis 
was not performed at your location. Receptors near your residence that are 
located closer to the proposed interstate are not predicted to experience 
noise impacts. Even considering the elevation difference between R13 and 
your residence (a difference of 30 feet), the distance from your residence to 
the proposed interstate is greater than R13.  

Future noise levels under the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred 
Alternative) are predicted to be approximately 63 A-weighted decibels (dBA) 
at your residence. This level remains below CDOT’s noise abatement 
threshold of 66 dBA, which is the decibel level for determining whether a 
noise impact occurs. Future noise levels at R13 are predicted to be 62 dBA 
under the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative).  

As of the date of publication of this Final Environmental Impact Statement 
(FEIS), no additional traffic noise analysis is planned.  
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 53 Name: Gary Waye 

 

Response to 53 

53-1 Please see responses to Comment #27-1, 27-2, and 27-3. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 54 Name: Greg Whitman 

i own residential buildings that show in the acquisition area in exhibit 3.4-2 but 

have not been notified of possible relocation. properties are listed under parrot 

head properties. address of one would be 210 e 3rd. who can i contact to find out if 

these are in the area? Thanks 

 

Response to 54 

54-1 The properties owned by Parrot Head LLC have been identified for 
acquisition as part of the construction of the Downtown Improvements on 
I-25 from 13th Street to 1st Street included in Phase 1. Because the project 
is being phased over multiple years, residences would be purchased over 
multiple years, and the timeframe for construction through downtown has 
not yet been finalized. A detailed description of the Phase 1 construction 
projects can be found in Chapter 5 – Phased Project Implementation. 
Detailed acquisition maps can be found in the Right-of-Way and Relocation 
Technical Memorandum. 

 During this process, CDOT has worked to minimize the impacts to private 
property through preliminary design refinements. Section 3.4 Right-of-Way 
and Relocations discusses how all property acquisition and relocation will 
comply fully with federal and state requirements, including the Uniform 
Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, 
as amended (Uniform Act). The Uniform Act is a federal law that was 
enacted to assure fair and equitable treatment of property owners and 
persons displaced by projects utilizing federal funds. All impacted owners 
will be provided notification of CDOT’s intent to acquire an interest in their 
property, including a letter of just compensation specifically describing those 
property interests. CDOT will comply fully with the Uniform Act in 
compensating property owners the appraised fair market value of their 
property, including all improvements on the property, and the cost of 
relocation. Other benefits are available to businesses by the Uniform Act. A 
right-of-way specialist will be assigned to each property owner to assist in 
the process and to help identify comparable properties to the one being 
acquired. CDOT considers individual property owner needs (including 
zoning, parking, access, and location) in the relocation process. Your 
assigned CDOT right-of-way specialist will go over these benefits with you. 
We encourage all affected property owners to contact the CDOT Region 2 
Right-of-Way Department to set up a meeting to discuss the rights to 
compensation as a property owner and the right-of-way acquisition process. 
A CDOT right-of-way staff person may be reached at (719) 546-5402. 
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Public – Verbal Comments at the Public Hearing 

Comment Response 

Comment Number: 55 Name: David Balsick 

Comment submitted verbally during public testimony at the I-25 New Pueblo 

Freeway DEIS Public Hearing on December 8, 2011: 

Thanks very much tonight for the opportunity for everybody to speak their -- their 

mind on the idea.  

This EIS statement is a marvelous document, but it's probably one of the most 

confusing things for the people in this room to read because of the way it was put 

together with the three plans alternated all the way down line through it. It's very 

difficult to understand sometimes what you're looking at, and is that the original, is 

that the alternate or is that the modified without keep going back and through. So 

when you get around to finalizing the document I hope that it gets reorganized 

maybe in the process of all the original, then the next section all the alternate and, 

then, the preferred modified.  

The nomenclature is also tough for most of the people to understand that aren't this 

your business, so -- you know, it's a marvelous document that way.  

As soon as it came out, those people that had businesses that have numbers on 

them and -- and located in the document -- those people like Mr. Hobbs and -- and 

other businesses along the different areas – have already started to incur damages 

because people don't want to buy their building, there -- there -- there's no way to 

lease some of those structures now because they have got a red X on the side of 

them. They are going to be purchased, but when is that going to happen? When is 

money available? Those things are very important.  

But every month rent, insurance, all of the expenses of keeping a building viable 

and up-to-date and up to code standards that we have now must be met, and we 

can't do that now that the EIS is actually out. Before it was a myth, now it's a 

project, and it's -- and it's on the way, and every realtor will tell you that all that 

business has now stopped.  

 

Response to 55 

55-1 CDOT has decided to leave the layout of the Final Environmental Impact 
Statement (FEIS) in the same format as presented in the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS). The impacts discussions of 
Chapter 3 – Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences, 
are organized by geographic area within the project study area, presented in 
order of North, South, and Central. The Existing I-25 Alternative and the 
Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative) follow the same alignment in 
the North Area and the South Area and have the same impacts in these two 
areas; for this reason, those geographic areas are discussed first in sections 
in Chapter 3 – Affected Environment and Environmental 
Consequences. The Central Area is discussed last because the Existing 
I-25 Alternative and the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative) 
follow different alignments and have distinguishable differences between the 
two alternatives. 

55-2 During this process, CDOT has worked to minimize the impacts to private 
property through preliminary design refinements. Section 3.4 Right-of-Way 
and Relocations discusses how all property acquisition and relocation will 
comply fully with federal and state requirements, including the Uniform 
Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, as 
amended (Uniform Act). The Uniform Act is a federal law that was enacted to 
assure fair and equitable treatment of property owners and persons 
displaced by projects utilizing federal funds. All impacted owners will be 
provided notification of CDOT’s intent to acquire an interest in their property, 
including a letter of just compensation specifically describing those property 
interests. CDOT will comply fully with the Uniform Act in compensating 
property owners the appraised fair market value of their property, including 
all improvements on the property, and the cost of relocation. Other benefits 
are available to businesses by the Uniform Act. A right-of-way specialist will 
be assigned to each property owner to assist in the process and to help 
identify comparable properties to the one being acquired. CDOT considers 
individual property owner needs (including zoning, parking, access, and 
location) in the relocation process. Your assigned CDOT right-of-way 
specialist will go over these benefits with you. We encourage all affected 
property owners to contact the CDOT Region 2 Right-of-Way Department to 
set up a meeting to discuss the rights to compensation as a property owner 
and the right-of-way acquisition process. A CDOT right-of-way staff person 
may be reached at (719) 546-5402. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 55 Name: David Balsick (cont’d) 

Now, there's a tremendous amount of good things that go on. I'm the President of 

the Bessemer Association, and Bessemer's spent a lot of time since the year 2000 

on this plan, but a lot of people don't understand why the park, Benedict Park, is 

built the way it is now, most of them saw it with other alternatives before. So the 

Bessemer Association would very much appreciate if we could have a meeting 

with the engineering staff to further describe Benedict Park; why so many more 

historic houses have been purchased – are going to have to be demol -- 

demolished and purchased, it's, you know, like they said, third, fourth, fifth 

generation people have lived in these homes.  

There's been a lot of mitigation of other homes that weren't going to be purchased 

and you stuck to all of that, but all of a sudden we lost another whole block-and-a-

half around Benedict Park, that's not right, it needs to be described, discussed and 

understood further. There's people's lives involved there.  

And the other thing that's very important is to protect the historic value of the 

Bessemer area and all the assets of the Bessemer Historical Society, those blast 

furnaces, all of those things that are in there, that's one of the greatest gems Pueblo 

has, and those assets need to be protected and -- and helped to be exploited, 

because that's just more of an important part of who we are in Pueblo and where 

we want to continue to be.  

Thank you. 

Response to 55 Continued 

55-3 Under the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative), Benedict Park 
would be constructed on remnant parcels of land required for changes in 
access due to the closures of Taylor Avenue and Rio Grande Avenue. Under 
the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred Alternative), I-25 is shifted to the 
east, also requiring reconstruction of the Mesa Avenue bridge. In this 
alternative, Mesa Avenue would tie back into the existing roadway grade at 
Berwind Avenue, as shown in Exhibit 3.1-10. This is a block further east 
than the Existing I-25 Alternative in order to meet City of Pueblo roadway 
standards. No private property would be acquired solely for Benedict Park 
mitigation. 

55-4 Moving the alignment to the west would impact the National Register of 
Historic Places-listed Minnequa Works headquarters building and other 
areas dense with historic properties. Some features of the Evraz Rocky 
Mountain Steel Mills complex (such as the boilers) were avoided through the 
use of retaining walls. In addition, the Modified I-25 Alternative (Preferred 
Alternative) was designed to avoid impacts to the High Line Rail. Working 
features of the Evraz Rocky Mountain Steel Mill (steel mill) were avoided so 
that existing operations could be maintained. 

 A Programmatic Agreement has been developed by CDOT, the Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA) and the State Historic Preservation Officer 
(SHPO) to outline mitigation for adverse effects to historic properties, 
including the steel mill and stacks. In the Programmatic Agreement, CDOT 
commits to investigate options to relocate the steel mill stacks in accordance 
with the mitigation goals that have been identified through formal 
consultation. The Programmatic Agreement is included in Appendix H to the 
FEIS. Please refer to response to Comment #1-1 for more information 
regarding mitigation for impacts to historic properties. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 56 Name: Jean Delmonico 

Comment submitted verbally during public testimony at the I-25 New Pueblo 

Freeway DEIS Public Hearing on December 8, 2011: 

Good evening. I have questions.  

Number one, how is this going to affect our property taxes? Number two, how is it 

going to affect our property values?  

Those of us that aren't losing our homes to this project are still being impacted by 

the closeness or change of the highway.  

I also want to know how this is going to affect the foot traffic in our areas when 

they move the roads closer or further away from us?  

 

Response to 56 

56-1 Property taxes are related to property values. The Pueblo County assessor’s 
office determines the property tax bill for each property located in the county, 
not CDOT. Future effects on residential property values and taxes as a result 
of the New Pueblo Freeway project are unknown, and could vary depending 
on several factors— including future development within the project area. 

56-2 Yes, even properties not identified for acquisition have the potential to be 
affected by the project. The Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) 
considered the impacts and benefits that could occur at remaining 
residences under the No Build Alternative and both Build Alternatives. This 
evaluation examined neighborhood cohesion, noise, visual resources, air 
quality, changes in land use, parks and trail facilities, and historic properties. 
These evaluations are included in Chapter 3 – Affected Environment and 
Environmental Consequences.  

56-3 During the Community Visioning process, a consistent concern heard from 
local stakeholders was that I-25 is a barrier to bicycle and pedestrian 
mobility. The completion of trails and sidewalks proposed as part of the 
Preferred Alternative would provide continuous bicycle and pedestrian 
access between 29th Street in the north to Pueblo Boulevard in the south. 
CDOT would build sidewalks along the Dillon Drive extension and expand 
sidewalks on the Mesa Avenue bridge over I-25 to connect Benedict Park to 
the Bessemer Neighborhood west of I-25. Sidewalks would be constructed 
along the new Stanton Avenue extension to connect the Runyon Field area 
and Benedict Park. Trails would be constructed north of the US 50B bridge 
to Mineral Palace Park; between Mineral Palace Park and the Fountain 
Creek Trail; and between Runyon Field Sports Complex and JJ Raigoza 
Park. Both Union Avenue and Main Street provide existing pedestrian 
connections across the Arkansas River and would remain viable connections 
to the Bessemer neighborhood.  
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 56 Name: Jean Delmonico (cont’d) 

I want to know where is the money coming from to pay for this project? You've 

cleared what's happening with the first phase but not the other phases, and that's 

only going to go up as we all know.  

Those are my questions, and I'm hoping that I can get answers in writing so that I 

have something to fall back on.  

There are many changes going on in this town due to this project, it's affecting 

mostly senior citizens, because the properties that you're talking about are in areas 

where people have lived for 30, 40, 50, 60 years.  

Thank you. 

 

Response to 56 Continued 

56-4 Phase 1 is currently the only funded phase of construction. The required 
$300 to $315 million in funds for Phase 1 are identified for this construction 
phase in the amendment to the Fiscally Constrained Plan in the Pueblo Area 
2035 Long Range Transportation Plan currently being prepared by PACOG.  
Construction Phase 2 is not currently funded. The availability of future 
funding beyond construction of the first project phase is unknown at this 
time. 

56-5 In the City of Pueblo, approximately 16 percent of the population is 65 years 
or older. This is compared to the project area where, according to the 2010 
Census, approximately 15 percent of the population is 65 years or older. 
This indicates that the study area does not contain a concentration of 
persons 65 years or older and would not disproportionately affect this 
segment of the population. CDOT does acknowledge that population 
characteristics can vary within the boundaries of census geography (e.g. 
census tracts). Throughout the development of the Build Alternatives, CDOT 
has conducted extensive public involvement and held numerous meetings 
within local neighborhoods to ensure that all segments of the population 
were given the opportunity to understand and influence the project. Input 
received from these efforts was used to develop and revise the Build 
Alternatives. Local residents also serve to benefit most from project 
improvements including better mobility, restored neighborhood connections, 
new pedestrian facilities, and enhancements to park and recreational 
facilities. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 57 Name: Rick Hobbs 

Comment submitted verbally during public testimony at the I-25 New Pueblo 

Freeway DEIS Public Hearing on December 8, 2011: 

Thank you, Rich, for this opportunity to speak; and the movie credits look great, 

everything looks wonderful and shiny, but we have been in our business location 

at Hobbs Carpet since 1952, the restrictions and closures that will be created with 

the new road effectively minimize our exposure to our fourth and fifth generation 

customers, and I don't see how that can possibly help our business.  

There's alot of other surrounding businesses in the South Santa Fe section that will 

be affected as well. And I want to point out to you guys that I travel a great deal, 

and in going through Trinidad for the last two or three years the -- the traffic was -

- was critical and it was narrow, and all you wanted to do was to get through 

Trinidad as quickly as you could, never gave a thought to getting off the interstate 

for food or snacks or fuel, you just wanted to get past there, you knew you could 

do it at the next stop (indicating).  

 

 

Response to 57 

57-1 Please see Comment #27-2 for a response to your comment. 

57-2 CDOT understands that construction can generate impacts, particularly 
economic impacts, to those residents and business located in the 
construction area. The phased approach to construction allows CDOT to 
maximize the effectiveness of improvements and leverage available funding 
to meet both short-term and long-term needs. Construction signage and 
detours will be set in place to direct traffic to businesses adjacent to 
construction. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 57 Name: Rick Hobbs 

So I don't see that there's been any provisions here for loss of business, which it 

has to happen, it's automatic in the CDOT plan, and I am curious to know if we're 

just supposed to try and survive or if there isn't a program for lost business or 

harm. And that -- that's real important to us.  

We've been there longer than the current freeway has, and we've got fourth and 

fifth generation customers, I don't want them driving to Home Depot or Lowe's 

because they can't get off the freeway or don't know where to go when they do. 

That's pretty much the nine and ten of it. 

 

Response to 57 Continued 

57-3 During this process, CDOT has worked to minimize the impacts to private 
property through preliminary design refinements. Section 3.4 Right-of-Way 
and Relocations discusses how all property acquisition and relocation will 
comply fully with federal and state requirements, including the Uniform 
Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, as 
amended (Uniform Act). The Uniform Act is a federal law that was enacted to 
assure fair and equitable treatment of property owners and persons 
displaced by projects utilizing federal funds. All impacted owners will be 
provided notification of CDOT’s intent to acquire an interest in their property, 
including a letter of just compensation specifically describing those property 
interests. CDOT will comply fully with the Uniform Act in compensating 
property owners the appraised fair market value of their property, including 
all improvements on the property, and the cost of relocation. Other benefits 
are available to businesses by the Uniform Act. A right-of-way specialist will 
be assigned to each property owner to assist in the process and to help 
identify comparable properties to the one being acquired. CDOT considers 
individual property owner needs (including zoning, parking, access, and 
location) in the relocation process. Your assigned CDOT right-of-way 
specialist will go over these benefits with you. We encourage all affected 
property owners to contact the CDOT Region 2 Right-of-Way Department to 
set up a meeting to discuss the rights to compensation as a property owner 
and the right-of-way acquisition process. A CDOT right-of-way staff person 
may be reached at (719) 546-5402. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 58 Name: John Moorcroft 

Comment submitted verbally during public testimony at the I-25 New Pueblo 

Freeway DEIS Public Hearing on December 8, 2011: 

Yeah, I thank you for letting us talk. I have to wonder how much money was put 

into the -- these studies and all these maps and why aren't the funds available if 

this is such a dangerous highway? You go north to Colorado Springs, farther north 

to Denver, farther north to Ft. Collins and there's many highway projects being 

funded, but when it comes to Pueblo, Colorado, we're the last on the list, and I 

think that needs to be a priority if this is really the most dangerous highway in 

Colorado.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Response to 58 

58-1 Current transportation funding levels in Colorado fall far short of funding 
needs for transportation infrastructure statewide. The 2035 Statewide 
Transportation Plan Amendment (May, 2011) notes that the cost to maintain 
the existing transportation system (without any additional improvements) is 
estimated to be $176 billion during the time horizon of the 2035 Plan; 
however, estimated revenues during the same time period only total $123 
billion. Full funding is not available to complete the entire $760.5-million New 
Pueblo Freeway Preferred Alternative (this cost estimate includes design, 
right-of-way acquisition, and construction and is based on preliminary design 
estimates in 2010 dollars). However, funding is available for the construction 
of Phase 1 of this project ($300 to $315 million), which includes the 
improvements planned from approximately the Ilex interchange north to 29th 
Street and connecting the I-25 mainline improvements to those previously 
completed just north of 29th Street.. Construction of the Ilex Viaduct 
Replacement on I-25 project in Phase 1 is expected to begin in mid-2014 if 
the project is approved. I-25 in Pueblo is not the most dangerous highway in 
Colorado, but safety and mobility improvements are needed. Construction of 
Phase 1 would provide much-needed safety and mobility improvements by 
addressing many of the existing geometric deficiencies and roadway 
segments with poor accident ratings and would provide additional roadway 
capacity along the sections of I-25 with the most congestion, as identified in 
the project Purpose and Need. 

Before a federal highway project can be constructed, the project must be 
planned and programmed into the Statewide Transportation Improvement 
Plan, and the impacts of that project must be analyzed under the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969. Studies to plan, develop, and 
ultimately approve the New Pueblo Freeway began in 2000 and have cost 
approximately $12 million. The feasibility study that began in 2000 assessed 
the feasibility of changes to I-25 through Pueblo and developed the Build 
Alternatives to be evaluated under NEPA. The Environmental Impact 
Statement (EIS) conducted under NEPA began in 2003. During the EIS 
process, CDOT evaluated a range of alternatives that could address the 
purpose and need for improvements to I-25 through Pueblo; conducted 
preliminary design of both Build Alternatives; analyzed the impacts of the two 
Build Alternatives in the EIS; and started the processes for permitting the  
 
Continued on next page 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 58 Name: John Moorcroft (cont’d) 

I also support putting this corridor farther east where you -- where you will not 

affect current businesses, and take into consideration that these people have put 

their livelihoods into these businesses. Have consideration for the people of 

Pueblo.  

Thank you. 

 

Response to 58 Continued 

58-1 Continued from previous page 

proposed project with regulatory agencies. If the project is approved, CDOT  
would design and construct the project in phases as funding becomes 
available. As noted above, funding has been identified for Phase 1 
improvements. Construction Phase 2 is not currently funded. The availability 
of future funding beyond construction of the first project phase is unknown at 
this time. However, CDOT is trying to secure additional funding for the 
project. Refer to Chapter 5 – Phased Project Implementation for more 
information on project funding and phasing. 

58-2 The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and CDOT have identified the 
Modified I-25 Alternative as the Preferred Alternative in the Final 
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) because it better addresses the 
local and regional mobility problems identified in the project Purpose and 
Need. 

 Relocating I-25 east or west of Pueblo was considered during the 
alternatives development, evaluation, and screening phase. A bypass east 
of the City of Pueblo would add 22 new miles of highway that would impact 
undisturbed natural areas; would not be compatible with neighborhood and 
local business plans, goals, and objectives; and would not support ongoing 
economic investments in the community. This strategy was eliminated 
because it would not improve safety by addressing existing I-25 deteriorating 
roadway and bridges or by addressing unsafe road characteristics of I-25, as 
stated in the Purpose and Need. See Chapter 2 – Alternatives for more 
information regarding the screening of alternatives.  
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 59 Name: Don Pagano 

Comment submitted verbally during public testimony at the I-25 New Pueblo 

Freeway DEIS Public Hearing on December 8, 2011: 

And I have lived here all my life, so I know what's going on. I can remember 

driving down to the Grove through a dirt road, through a box culvert, to get there 

from Abriendo down the -- to the Grove, that's -- some of you people remember 

that (indicating).  

Anyway, I own the building next to Hobbs, and we were in business there in the 

early '70s through the '80s, the recession in the '80s put us out of business, but I 

was able to keep the property and maintain it and had several renters in there, I 

still have a -- a renter in there currently, so I have been lucky with the rental 

property. The rent provides me with retirement income, and your plan is going to 

cut my renter's access off by a hundred percent, there -- the driveway there that 

trucks deliver to the warehouse, and according to that map there it looks like the 

curb's going to cut right across my driveway (indicating). So without any access 

there I probably won't have any renters, which then I won't have any re -- 

retirement income.  

You know, the -- could you or anyone ignore the community and the people 

involved? You know, you should either leave a person whole or take him out 

entirely. I mean, it's -- it's pretty bad when you just leave somebody there and -- 

and it isn't like it was and it isn't going anywhere, so what is a person supposed to 

do? You know, there is -- there is benefits on that slide for C -- CDOT, you know, 

how about the benefit for the people that's involved that's being put out of business 

or -- or -- and not being bought out? There's people in homes and everything else, 

too.  

 

Response to 59 

59-1 CDOT is aware of your concern. Your property located at 338 South Santa 
Fe Avenue has been identified as a full acquisition under the Preferred 
Alternative. The property would be acquired during Phase 1 of construction 
to accommodate the Stanton Avenue connection under I-25 to Santa Fe 
Avenue. Please refer to response to your Comment #46-1 for more 
regarding the property acquisition process.  
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 59 Name: Don Pagano (continued) 

What CDOT's given us, you know, is nothing. I mean, you're not giving us any 

support. You're getting support from the -- from the officials and from the public 

and everything, but you haven't given back any support that I see.  

Nobody's ever come to talk to me about my property. I had one person come that 

wanted to survey it and take some pictures and look inside and that's it, but he 

couldn't tell me anything 'cause he was an independent contractor doing work for 

you, but no rep -- no -- no one from CDOT has come to me and explained to me 

what they're going to do or what -- what's going to happen, and, you know, I -- I 

just kind of feel like that's not very good -- good. So I'll give up my time and thank 

you for letting us speak. 

Response to 59 Continued 

59-2 CDOT has engaged City of Pueblo officials, residents, and business owners 
during significant outreach for the development of conceptual alternatives 
and through the development of a Preferred Alternative. Early in the 
process, CDOT developed a Public Involvement Plan to engage 
stakeholders likely to be affected by the project. The list of stakeholders 
includes property owners and renters adjacent to I-25, I-25 users, City and 
County of Pueblo elected officials and staff, neighborhood groups, historic 
interests, and business organizations. Community working groups were 
organized to provide information on values, goals, transportation issues on I-
25, and potential solutions. Ultimately, the community working groups 
formulated a Community Vision Statement, which created the goals and 
objectives of the project. CDOT hosted over 80 meetings between July, 2000 
and November, 2011, including business organization meetings and 
individual business owner meetings. You have been added to the project list, 
and we apologize that you have not previously been involved in project 
discussions beyond property surveys in 2000.  

 CDOT recognizes the release of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
(DEIS) is the first opportunity for property owners to see right-of-way impacts 
on a corridor-wide scale. CDOT remains committed to an open and 
transparent process and to including stakeholders as the project progresses. 
For more information on outreach efforts, please refer to Chapter 6 – 
Comments and Coordination. Please also see response to Comment 
#59-1 for more discussion regarding property acquisition and relocation. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 60 Name: Chuck Prichard 

Comment submitted verbally during public testimony at the I-25 New Pueblo 

Freeway DEIS Public Hearing on December 8, 2011: 

Hello. My name is Chuck Prichard -- no T -- I represent Star Nursery on I-25. 

Travelers and locals have enjoyed the Star Nursery wildlife display for over 35 

years, we hope CDOT is not going to hide our 90-year-old business with a tall 

wall.  

The butterfly that you see on our sign is 10 foot tall, it was designed by my late 

father, Frank Star, Jr., he was known by many of you here in this room.  

I received a call the other day from a lady in Minnesota, she was traveling through 

Pueblo and she called to say you have a magnificent display on I-25 and I have 

seen nothing like it. Colorado landmark.  

I was at the Grand Canyon a few years ago, a fellow asked me where I was from, I 

told him Pueblo, Colorado, immediately he said the statue display in the 

government book store.  

So, CDOT, do not deprive the public of our wonderful display on I-25 at the Star 

Nursery. I ask for people of Pueblo to support us, that we continue to see the 

beautiful animals.  

Local youngsters have grown up with those animals. The Elk's name is Roy. So 

please don't let it go away. 

 

Response to 60 

60-1 Please refer to the response to your Comment #47-1 for information.   
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 61 Name: Nicolas Romero 

Comment submitted verbally during public testimony at the I-25 New Pueblo 

Freeway DEIS Public Hearing on December 8, 2011: 

Good evening. Thank you. I'm here on behalf of the Pueblo Chapter of the 

American GI Forum, our commander is Tony Martinez, and right now we're 

scheduled for demolition, relocation. We have a -- we had a lot of concerns, a lot 

of questions, but just coming to the meeting some of that has been kind of cleared 

up by talking to the – the right-of-way folks here. We are going to probably 

continue that and -- and go from there.  

But the thing is our organization helps veterans and families; we're an organization 

that helps with other organizations, nonprofits that – like ourselves -- that do not 

have places to meet. It is important for our organization to be thriving and part of 

this -- this great community. What we're looking at is to keep our organization 

going and keep our service to the community, veterans and families here in 

Pueblo. That's just the comment that I have there.  

But, you know, we do -- we do have a lot of other questions, but I think they're 

more specific -- specific to relocation and right-of-way. Thank you for your time. 

 

 

Response to 61 

61-1 CDOT recognizes that the American GI Forum provides critical community 
services to servicemen and service women in the Pueblo community. Efforts 
will be made to relocate organizations that are displaced under the Preferred 
Alternative within the City of Pueblo limits in order to maintain proximity to 
the community they serve.  

 During this process, CDOT has worked to minimize the impacts to private 
property through preliminary design refinements. Section 3.4 Right-of-Way 
and Relocations discusses how all property acquisition and relocation will 
comply fully with federal and state requirements, including the Uniform 
Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, as 
amended (Uniform Act). The Uniform Act is a federal law that was enacted to 
assure fair and equitable treatment of property owners and persons 
displaced by projects utilizing federal funds. All impacted owners will be 
provided notification of CDOT’s intent to acquire an interest in their property, 
including a letter of just compensation specifically describing those property 
interests. CDOT will comply fully with the Uniform Act in compensating 
property owners the appraised fair market value of their property, including 
all improvements on the property, and the cost of relocation. Other benefits 
are available to businesses by the Uniform Act. A right-of-way specialist will 
be assigned to each property owner to assist in the process and to help 
identify comparable properties to the one being acquired. CDOT considers 
individual property owner needs (including zoning, parking, access, and 
location) in the relocation process. Your assigned CDOT right-of-way 
specialist will go over these benefits with you. We encourage all affected 
property owners to contact the CDOT Region 2 Right-of-Way Department to 
set up a meeting to discuss the rights to compensation as a property owner 
and the right-of-way acquisition process. A CDOT right-of-way staff person 
may be reached at (719) 546-5402. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 62 Name: James Sears 

Comment submitted verbally during public testimony at the I-25 New Pueblo 

Freeway DEIS Public Hearing on December 8, 2011: 

Well, I own the blue house across the street from Gus' Tavern, I have added over 300 

years' life to a house that's already a hundred thirty years old, if you want to buy my 

house to tear it down you're going to have to pay me for those hundred -- or those extra 

300 years.  

But I don't understand why the whole eastern corridor was pooh-poohed. We've got 

undeveloped land east of town, we can build a -- an I-25 corridor out next to our 

airport now that you can land an SST at. Ten years ago, when all of the plans were 

being developed, our airport was only good enough for a Piper Cub or a Cessna, that's 

not the case today, it is – has got an international rating and we can create a high-

volume throughput for goods and services for corporate America to move here to 

Pueblo because we can go out there east of town and we can create this thing virtually 

painless for all Pueblo citizens and create an environment that corporate America can 

ship their product to anywhere in the world that they need it to go quickly, and that's 

going to bring jobs, plus that area is undeveloped.  

I mean, for $200 million you could construct that and be done in two years and have it 

online, whereas it's going to take 30 years and all kind of pains and bottlenecking 

involving trucking -- you know, in this traffic flow to do what we're going to do here to 

the existing corridor, and it just doesn't make any sense to me.  

Plus I see that if we spend our money right now, $750 million to -- to -- to -- to 

enhance what we've already got, then we effectively build a cement wall on the east 

side of Pueblo and say that we're not going to expand this city to the east any further. 

Now that to me is asinine, just ludicrous.  

And I want to know why they -- why the eastern alternative is no longer a viable 

alternative. All the land out there used to be agriculture, but the City of Aurora's 

bought all of the water rights, so moving the freeway out there you could start and 

break ground and you could have the whole thing complete and online in -- in -- in two 

years.  

Plus what we mainly accomplish by straightening the freeway on the existing corridor 

is just so that we can raise the speed limit within the inner city to 65 so that the heavy-

duty trucking can get past us even that much faster. But we still, if we live on the south 

side, have to hop on the freeway, deal with an 80,000-pound truck now moving at 65 

miles an hour in order to get to -- to Home Depot so that we can buy a window for our 

house in Bessemer. 

Response to 62 

62-1 Your property, located at 1145 Elm Street, Pueblo, 81004, is not identified 
for partial or total acquisition in either Build Alternative. Please refer to 
Exhibit 3.4-6 and 3.4-8 for right-of-way acquisition maps of this area. 
Detailed right-of-way acquisition maps can be found in Appendix A to the 
Right-of-Way and Relocations Technical Memorandum. 

62-2 Please refer to response to your Comment #50-2 for more information 
regarding the screening of alternatives. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 63 Name: Mike Shinovich 

Comment submitted verbally during public testimony at the I-25 New Pueblo 

Freeway DEIS Public Hearing on December 8, 2011: 

My name is Mike Shinovich -- S-h-i-n-o-v-i-c-h -- I live on Evans Avenue in 

between Indiana and the proposed wall area, and where they're going to put in an 

alleyway --THE COURT REPORTER: What way? MR. MIKE SHINOVICH: -- 

in the alleyway they're going to put in a bike trail -- bike -- bikers, not 

motorcycles, you know -- and, then, they're going to move the highway to the left 

and the east, and the highway will still be pretty much in my backyard except for 

my wall, and it's been that way for -- since the inception of the --THE COURT 

REPORTER: Since the inception of what? MR. MIKE SHINOVICH: The freeway 

being built in 1950-something. Then just -- I mean, it's only 10 feet from the alley 

fence, you know, and, then, they want to put up a wall and that's going to solve the 

problem of vibration that comes through the ground and everything? I don't know. 

It's against my backyard, I don't want to look out my backyard and see a wall. 

 

Response to 63 

63-1 Traffic noise impacts have been identified at the residences from Indiana 
Avenue to Illinois Avenue along the west side of I-25. The noise barrier you 
refer to in your comment has been preliminarily identified to mitigate noise 
impacts at these residences. Design of this noise wall will be refined during 
final engineering design.  

It is important to note that CDOT Noise Analysis and Abatement Guidelines 
state that the opinions and desires of the benefited community must be 
considered in the reasonableness evaluation of a noise barrier. Prior to the 
Record of Decision and final engineering design, CDOT will solicit input from 
the benefited property owners and tenants to determine preference for 
constructing or not construction noise mitigation. The decision to build or not 
build recommended noise abatement measures should result from a simple 
majority response consisting of greater than 50 percent of the responding 
benefited property owners and residents. A benefited receptor is any 
property containing a noise sensitive receptor(s) that receives 5 A-weighted 
decibels (dBA) or more noise reduction caused by the abatement measure. 
Design of this noise wall will be refined during final engineering design, 
including materials used to construct the wall, access, and maintenance 
considerations, and residents will have an opportunity to review the design 
of the noise wall aesthetics included in the I-25 New Pueblo Freeway 
Aesthetic Guidelines. 

An off-street pedestrian/bicycle trail is envisioned between JJ Raigoza Park 
and the Runyon Field Sports Complex. The Evans Avenue alleyway 
between Minnequa Avenue and Illinois Avenue is being considered as a 
potential alignment for the trail.  

A noise wall is proposed along the I-25 shoulder to mitigate noise impacts. 
This noise wall, combined with the Evans Avenue alleyway and backyard 
fences, was thought to create a “canyon” effect between Minnequa Avenue 
and Illinois Avenue. The idea to develop the alleyway into a trail was 
conceived to lessen the canyon effect and to turn the space into an amenity 
for residents.  

 

Continued on next page 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 63 Name: Mike Shinovich (cont’d) 

 

Response to 63 Continued 

63-1 Continued from previous page 

CDOT recognizes that some residences have alley-loaded garages, as you 
have indicated in your letter. CDOT made every effort to speak with each 
property owner along this stretch of Evans Avenue to receive early input. For 
the trail to be built using the alleyways between Minnequa Avenue and 
Illinois Avenue, property owners would need to agree to give up access. If 
property owners are not willing to give up alley access, the trail could be 
constructed as an on-street facility using Evans Avenue. No decision has 
been formalized at this time, and CDOT will revisit this trail concept during 
final engineering design through neighborhood-involved design charettes.  

The Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) has been revised to clarify 
that using the alleyways behind Evans Avenue for this trail is an optional 
design element. Evans Avenue property owners will be given full opportunity 
to provide input on the final location of the trail. 

Highway traffic can induce ground-borne vibration or air-borne vibration in 
nearby buildings. Ground-borne vibration may be caused by traffic flow, 
pavement surface, the transmission path between the source and the 
receiver, and the building construction materials. Even though ground-borne 
vibration is present, the vibration levels are too low to be perceived, even by 
observers close to the source. Studies assessing the impact of operational 
traffic-induced vibrations have shown that both measured and predicted 
vibration levels from traffic were less than any known criteria for structural 
damage to buildings (FHWA, 1995). Often, normal indoor activities, such as 
closing doors, have been shown to create greater levels of vibration than 
highway traffic.  

Air-borne vibration is caused by low frequency sound, created by engines 
and exhaust systems of diesel trucks, which can vibrate buildings. The low 
frequency sound may cause resonance of exterior and interior building 
elements, such as windows or shelves (Hajek, 2006).It is possible that noise 
walls could reduce vibrations because the noise walls would block low 
frequency sound that can cause air-borne vibrations.   
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 63 Name: Mike Shinovich (cont’d) 

And I think the highway should have been taken completely out. It should have 

been in the mill in the first place, in my opinion. And that's what they wanted to do 

at the time, that was one of the alternatives at the time, but they put it in people's 

backyard, and it's still there, and it looks like it's going to stay there. And I really 

don't -- I don't want it. THE COURT REPORTER: You don't agree with the 

alternative? MR. MIKE SHINOVICH: No. What they're going to do, I don't agree 

with that proposal, I think it should be taken out, no wall, and the houses should be 

taken out from there to Pueblo Boulevard and widen it that way and get rid of it 

rather than in somebody's backyard if they're going to do anything. If not, I guess I 

can leave, if that's the way it's going to stay. Thank you. 

 

Response to 63 Continued 

63-2 Conceptual alternatives were considered during early stages of planning. 
One of the alternatives evaluated considered converting the interstate to a 
parkway and relocating the interstate to the west or east of the City of 
Pueblo. Ultimately, this alternative, along with several others, were 
dismissed because they did not meet the Purpose and Need of the project. 
For more information on conceptual alternatives considered and the project 
purpose and need, please see Chapter 1 – Purpose and Need and 
Chapter 2 – Alternatives. 
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Comment Response 

Comment Number: 64 Name: Lou Spera 

Comment submitted verbally during public testimony at the I-25 New Pueblo 

Freeway DEIS Public Hearing on December 8, 2011: 

Yes. I would like to – you know, I'm representing the Sonic Restaurant and Taco 

Star down on the Santa Fe corridor, and I think the project is a -- is a good project, 

I -- it is going to bring dollars to Pueblo any time you're doing construction work, 

so I -- you know, I applaud what you're doing, it's been long overdue.  

We do have some concerns at the Sonic Restaurant. Clark Street is going to 

become a cul-de-sac, with that cul-de-sac I think it's going to dry traffic across the 

Sonic lot there, it's going to impact their sales and things like that. Also during the 

construction phase if you all would pay attention to that and make sure that the -- 

that the traffic down in that area is not impacted where their -- their traffic into the 

place will affect the -- the dollars through the window.  

Another thing that concerns us is a curb on Santa Fe itself, a median curb. If you 

put curbs down there to try to keep that traffic from making left- and right-hand 

turns that's almost a death sentence for a restaurant. Taco Star right now does have 

a problem with the -- with the stoplight at the -- at the intersection, when that 

stoplight goes red you absolutely cannot get across that intersection.  

So I would like you -- to see you go ahead and address that during the construction 

phase, somehow or another have them be able to -- or his traffic to be able to get 

into and out of the -- the -- the Taco Star.  

But all and all I think it's -- it's a pretty good project and I don't see anything that is 

going to really impact people as far as the Ilex interchange.  

I think later on, when the dollars become available to do the rest of it, there's going 

to be a lot of questions. Thank you very much. 

 

Response to 64 

64-1 Thank you for your comment. 

64-2 CDOT coordinated with the City of Pueblo in designing the City-owned 
streets. Clark Street has been preliminarily designed as a cul-de-sac in order 
to accomplish the City of Pueblo’s master plan of making Clark Street into a 
cul-de-sac, and D Street as the through street from Santa Fe Avenue to the 
West Pueblo Connector.  

64-3 CDOT understands that construction can generate impacts, particularly 
economic impacts, to those residents and business located in the 
construction area. Construction signage and detours will be set in place to 
direct traffic to businesses adjacent to construction. 

64-4 The City of Pueblo’s roadway design criteria calls for a raised center median 
on Santa Fe Avenue because it is designated an arterial roadway. Design 
details (such as curb cuts, turn lane locations, and traffic signals) will be 
further developed during final design. 
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